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THE PAST AND PRESENT.
BT D. AMBROSE DAVIS.

In our childhood days in the various ways
That youthful hearts o'erflow,
All should have been joy without the alloy
Of a monstrous evil foe.
Ah, yes ! our home where we used to roam
By the brooklet, hill and glen,
Was truly a place in the world's wide space
To make us a paradise then.
But oft we were told of a demon bold
That ever pursued our track,
And an angry God with an awful rod
Just suited to our back.
Therefore with our joy there came an alloy
A fearful foreboding of death,
For that God might come to our dear loved home
And take away our breath.
Then where we should go no mortal could know
Whether toward Heaven or Hell,
For about our fate in a future state
No soul on earth could tell.
So much of our time in our youthful prime
Was with fear and trembling spent,
For the teachings we had were so woefully bad
Notwithstanding their blessed intent.
But 0, by the light that now shines bright
From the bending heavens above,
That revengeful God and that fearful rod
Are but holy and heavenly love !
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The Iiuins of Cambodia.
An Excursion to the Naghkon Watt,
BY MBS. LEONOWENS.

lExtract from a work entitled, "An English Governess at THE Court op S:am.]

Our journey from Bangkok to Kabin derived its memorable interest from those features and feelings which join to compose the
characteristic romance of Eastern travel by

unhackneyed ways,—the wild freedom of the

plains, the tortuous, suspicious mountain track,
the tangled jungle, the bewildering wastes and
glooms of an unexplored region, with their

suggestions of peril and adventure, and especially that glorious participation in the en-

largement and liberty of an Eastern wanderer's life which these aflord.
Once you begin to feel that you will be
happy, whether on an elephant or in a Buffalo
cart,—the very privations and perils including
a charm of excitement all unknown to the
formal European tourist.
The rainbow mists of morning still lay low
on the plain, as yet unlifted by the breeze that
laden with odor and song, gently rocked the
higher branches in the forest, as our elephants
pressed on, heavily but almost noiselessly,
over a parti-colored carpet of wild flowers.
Strange birds darted from bough to bough
among the wild myrtles and limes, and great
green and golden lizards gleamed through the
shrubbery as we approached Siemrap.
The more extensive and remarkable ruins of
Cambodia seem concentrated in this part of
the country, though they are by no means
confined to it, but are found widely scattered
over the neighboring territories.
From Sisuphon we diverged in a northeasterly direction, and at evening found ourselves
in the quaint, antique town of Phanomsok,
half ruined and deserted, where the remains of
a magnificentpalace can still be traced.
The country between Cambodia and Siam is
an inclined plain falling off to the sea, beginning from the Khou Don Reke, or highlands
of Korat, which constitutes the first platform
of the terraces that gradually ascend to the
mountain chain of Laos, and thence to the
stupendous Himalayas.

At sunrise the next morning we resumed our
journey, and after a long day of toiling
through treacherous marshes and tangled
brush-wood, came at sunset upon an object
whose presenee there was a wonder, and its
past a puzzle,—a ridge or embankment of ten
or twelve feet elevation, which, to our astonishment, ran high and dry through the
swampy low lands. In the heart of an interminable forest it stretches along one side of the
tangled trail, in some places walling it in, at
others crossing it at right angles; now suddenly diving into the depths of the forest,
now re-appearing afar off, as if to mock our
cautious progress, and invite us to follow it.
Tae eye, wistfully pursuing its eccentric
sweep, suddenly loses it in impenetrable
shadows. There is not a vestige of any other
ruin near it, and the long lines it here and
there shows, ghostly white in the moonlight,
seem like spectral strands of sand.
Our guides teli us this isolated ridge was
once the great highway of ancient Cambodia,
that it can be traced from the neighborhood
of Nohk Burree to Naghkon Watt, and thence

-

to the very heart of Cochin China; and one
assures us that no man has ever seen the end
of it. Truly there is naught of the commonplace or vulgar in this land of ruins and legends, and the foretaste of the wonders we
were about to behold met our view in the great
bridges.
Taphan Hin (the stone bridge), and the finer
and more artistic Taphan Thevadah (the angel bridge), are both imposing works. Arches,
stili resting firmly on their foundations, buttressed by fifty great pillars of stone, support
a structure about fi/e hundred feet long and
eighty broad. The road bed of these bridges
is formed of immense blocks or beams of
stone, laid one upon another, and so adjusted
that their very weight serves to keep the
arches firm. In a clearing in the forest, near
a rivulet, we encamped; and, having rested
and supped, again followed our guides over
the foaming stream, and re crossed the stone
bridge on foot, marveling at the work of a
race of whose existence the Western nations

ple seems hung with petrified tapestry.

On

the west side, the long gallery is flanked by
two rows of almost square columns. The
blank windows are cut out of the wall, and

finished with stone railings or balconies of
curiously twisted columns; and the different
compartmentsare equally covered with sculptures of subjects taken from the Ramayana.
Here are lakshman and Hanuman leading
their warriors against Rawana,—some with
ten heads, others with many arms. The monkeys are building the stone bridge over the
sea. Rama is seen imploring the aid of the
celestial protector, who sits on high, in grand
and dreamy contemplation. Rama's father is
challenging the enemy, while Ramana is engaged in combat with the leader of the manywheeled chariots. There are many other figures of eight-handed deities; and all are represented with marvelous skill in grouping
and action.

The entire structure is roofed with tiers of
hewn stone, which is also sculptured; and reknow nothing, who have no name in history,
mains of a ceiling may still be traced. The
yet who builded in a style surpassing in bold- symmetrical wings terminate in three spacious
ness of conceptions, grandeur of proportions
pavillions and this imposing colonnade,which,
and dilicacy of design, the best works of by its great length, height, and harmonious
the modern world,—stupendous, beautiful, proportions, is conspicuous from a great disenduring!
tance, and forms an appropriate vestibule to
The material is mostly freestone, but a flinty so grand a temple.
conglomerate appears wherever the work is
Traversing the building, we cross another
exposed to the action of the water.
and finer causeway, formed of great blocks of
Formerly a fine balustrade crowned the stone carefully joined, and bordered with a
bridge on both sides, but it has been broken handsome balustrade, partly in ruins, very
down. (We p»as over the description of other massive, and covered with sculptures.
bridges, and ancient Cambodian art displayed
On either side are six great platforms, with
in sculptures, pillars, etc., to come to the de- flights of steps; and on each we find remains
scription of the wonderful temple.)
of the seven-headed serpent, in some parts
In the heart of this lovely region, in a dis- mutilated, but on the whole sufficiently pretrict still bearing the name of Ongkoor, and served to show distinctly the several heads,
quite apart from the ruined temples that some erect as if guarding the entrance, others
abound hard by, we found architectural re- drawn back in a threatening attitude. A
mains of such exceeding grandiur, with ruins smaller specimen is nearly perfect and very
of temples and palaces which must have been beautiful.
raised at so vast a cost of labor and treasure,
We passed into an adytum, warded by githat we were overwhelmed with astonishment gantic effigies whose mystic forms we could
and admiration.
hardly trace; above us that ponderous roof,
What manner of people were these?
tier on tier of solid stone, upheld by enormous
Whence came their civilization and their columns, and incrusted with strange carvings.
culture?
Everywhere we foan,1 fresh objects of wonAnd why and whither did they disappear der, and each new spot, as we explored it,
from among the nations of earth?
seemed the greatest wonder of all.
The site of the city is in itself unique,chosen
In the centre of .the causeway are two eleoriginally for the strength of its position, it gant pavillionswith'porticoes; and at the foot
yet presents none of the features which
of the terrace we came upon two artificial
should mark the metropolis of a powerful lakes, which in the dry season must be supplied
people.
either with a subterranean aqueduct or by
It seems to stand aloof from the world, ex- everlastingsprings.
empt from its passions and aspirations, and
A balustrade not unlike that of the causeshunning even its thrift. Confronting us with way, erected upon a sculptured basement,
its towering portal, overlaid with colossal starts from the foot of the terrace and runs
hieroglyphics, the majestic ruin of the Watt, quite around the temple, with arms, or
stands like a petrified dream of some Michael branches, descending at regular intervals.
Angelo of the giants—more impressive in its
The terrace opens into a grand court,
loneliness, more elegant and animated in its crowded with a forest of magnificent colgrace, than aught that Greece and Rome have umns with capitals, each hewn from a single
left us, and addressing us with a significance block of stone. The basement, like every
all the sadder and more solemn for the deso- other part of the building, is ornamented in
lation and barbarism which sui round it.
varied and animated styles; and every slab
Vainly may we seek for any chronicle of the of the vast pile is covered with exquisite carvlong line of monarchs who must have swayed ings representingthe lotos, the lily, and the
the scepter of the once powerful empire of rose, with arabesqueswrought with the chisel
Maha Naghkon.
with astonishingtaste and skill. The porticoes
Only a vague tradition has come down, of are supported by sculptured
and the
a celestial prince to whom the fame of found- terraces, which form a cross, columns;
have three flights
ing the great temple is supposed to belong; of steps, at each of which are four colossal
and of an Egyptian king, who, for his sac- lions, reclining upon pedestals.
rilege, was changed into a leper. An interThe temple is thus seen to consist of three
esting statue, representing the latter, still distinct parts, raised in terraces one above the
stands in one of the corridors,—somewhat other. The central tower of the five within
mutilated, but sufficiently well preserved to the inner circle forms an octagon, with four
display a marked contrast to the physical larger and four smaller sides. On each of the
type of the present race of Cambodians.
four larger faces is a colossal figure of Buddha
The inscriptions with which some of the which overlooks from its eminence the surcolumns are covered are illegible; and if you rounding country.
question the natives as to the origin of NaghA four faced god of majestic proportions
kon Watt, they will tell you that it was the presides o/er the principal entrance to the
work of the leper King, or of P'hra Inn Suen, temples, and is called Brahma, or, by corrupKing of Heaven, or of giants, or that "it made tion, Pralim, signifying
divine protection.
itself."
As the four cardinal points of the horizon
These magnificent edifices seem to have naturally form across, called "prahm," so we
been designed for places of worship rather invariably find the cross in the plan of these
than of royal habitation, for nearly all are religious monuments of ancient Cambodia, and
Buddhist temples.
even in the corridors, intersecting each other
The statues and sculptures on the walls of at right angles. These corridors are roofed
the outer corridor are in alto relievo, and with great blocks of stone, projecting over
generally life-size. The statue of the leper each other so as to form an arch, and, though
king set up in a sort of pavillion, is moder- laid without cement, so accurately adjusted as
ately colossal, and is seated in a tranquil and to leave scarcely a trace of the joinings. The
noble attitude; the head especially is a mas- galleries of the temple also form a rectangle.
terpiece, the features being classic and of The ceilings are vaulted, and the roofs supmanly beauty.
ported by double rows of columns, cut from
Approaching the temple of Ongkoor, the a single block.
most beautiful and best preserved of these
There are five staircases on the west side,
glorious remains, the traveler is compensated five on the east, and
on each of the rewith full measure of wonder and delight for maining sides. Eachthree
of the porticoes has
all the fatigues and hardships of his j ourney. three distinct roofs raised
above the other,
Complete as is the desolation, a strange air thus nobly contributing toone
the monumental ef
of luxury hangs over all, as though the gol- feet of the architecture.
den glow of sunshine and the refreshing
In some of the compartments the entire
gloom were for the glory and the ease of space is occupied with reproductions
of the
kings.
struggle between angels and giants for possesAt each angle of the temple are two enor- sion of the snake god, Sarpadeva, more commous lions, hewn, pedestal and all, from a monly Phya Naghk. The angels are seen
single block. A flight of stone steps leads up dragging the
monster by the
to the first platform of terraces. To reach tail, while the seven-headed
giants hold fast by the heads.
the main entrance from the north staircase In the midst is Vishnu,
riding on the worldwe traverse a noble causeway, which midway supporting turtle.
crosses a deep and wide moat that seems to
The most interesting of all the sculptures at
surround the building.
Nagkon Watt are those that appear to repreThe main entrance is by a large gallery, sent a procession of warriors,
some on foot,
having a superb central tower, with two oth- others mounted on horses, tigers,
and
ers of less height on each side. The portico nondescript creatures, each chief birds,
on an eleof each of the three principal towers is formed phant at the head of his followers. I counted
by four projecting columns, with spacious more than a thousand figures in one compartstaircase between. At either extremity are ment, and observed with admiration that the
similar porticoes, and beyond these is a very artist had succeeded in portraying the diflerent
lofty door, or gateway, covered with gigan- races in all their physical characteristics, from
tic hieroglyphs, where gods and warriors the flat nosed savage, and the short-haired and
hang as if self-supported between earth and broad-faced Laotian, to the more classip prosky. Then come groves of columns that in file of the Rajpoot, armed with sword and
girth and height might rival the noblest oaks. the bearded Moor. A panorama in life-size of
Every pillar and every part of the wall is so the diverse nationalities, it yet displays, in the
crowded with sculptures that the whole tem- physical conformation of each race, a remark-

able predominance of the Hellenic type—not
in features and profiles alone, but equally in
the fine attitudes of the warriors and horsemen.
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desolation, and yet wondrous preservation,

the temple of M>i,ha Naghkon Watt

Next morning our elephants bore us back
to Siemrap through an avenue of colonnades
similar to that by which we had come; and as
a combat between the King of Apes and the we advanced we could still descry other gates
King of Angels, and if not the death, at least and pillars far in the distance, marking the
the defeat, of the former. On an adjoining line of some ancient avenue to this amazing
slab is a boat filled with stalwart rowers with temple.
long beards,—a group very admirable in attitude and expression. In fact, it is these bassMrs. Horace Deceased.
reliefs that the greatest delicacy of touch and
the finest finish are manifest.
On the south side we found representations
The Rev. Robert Laird Collier, in closing
of an ancient military procession. The na- his funeral
sermon, paying the last tribute of
tives interpret these as three connected allegories, symbolizing heaven, earth, and hell; respect and affection to the remains of Mrs.
but it is more probable that they record the Horace White, said:
history of the methods by which the savage
That the stricken husband should not have
tribes were reclaimed by the colonizing for- been there to have breathed into her life his
eigners, and that they have an intimate con- last breath and caught some inspiration of the
nection with the founding of these monu wisdom of a spirit on the boundaries of the
ments.
eternal world, seems beyond measure hard,
One compartment represents an ovation: but God knows best. The only
consolation
certain personages are seen seated on a dais, is the assurance of reunion, and the eternal
surrounded by many women, with caskets and abiding in the Spirit-land, beyond the powers
fans in their hands, while the men bring of sickness, separations, and death. And this
flowers and bear children in their arms.
assurance is not to be strengthened by many
In another place, those who have rejected words—as it can not be weakened by the
the new religion and its priests are precipitated
silence of science or the denials of philosophy.
into a pit of perdition, in the midst of which
It is the original suggestion of the soul to
sits the judge with his executioners, with itself—it is the promise of the eternal hid
swords in their hands, while the guilty are away sacredly in each humaa heart to sustain
dragged before him by the hair and feet. In and console in time. It is a foregleam—but
The bass-relief of another peristyle represent

the distance is a furnace, and another crowd
of "infidels" under punishment.
But the

converted (the "born again") are conducted
into palaces, which are represented on the
upper compartments. In these happier figures
the features as well as the attitudes denote
profound repose, and in the faces of many of
the women and children one may trace lines
of beauty and tender grace.
On the east side a number of men, in groups
on either hand, are in the act of dragging in
contrary directions the seven-headed dragon.
One mighty angel watches the struggle with

interest, while many lesser angels float overhead. Below is a great lake or ocean, in
which are fishes, aquatic animals, and seamonsters.
On another panel an angel is seated on a
mountain (probably Mount Meru), and other
angels, with several heads, assist or encourage

rather the reflection of the immortal thrown

back into the life of the mortal. And Christ
—he who was so like God, that men in their
spiritual enthusiasm mistook him for God, revealed the eternal and immortal in his earthly
and mortal life—confirming not by argument,
but by spirit, that which is deepest and truest

in our consciousness—that though we die we
shall live again.

Loving hearts were present, and adoring
eyes gazed upon the transfigurationof this
spirit before

'

its translation

away, there in

Germany. The nearness of heaven to the soul
is the transfiguration. The New Jerusalem
descends.

The

approach

of the soul to

heaven is the translation. The soul ascends
on high. Among her last words, and oft repeated, were, "God does love me." Men
from Plato to our time who have hoped for
immortalityhave falsely conceded it could
those who are contending for the possession
be demonstrated. I have stood, a brokenof the serpent. To the right are another not
man, enfolded in it, with its great
triumphal procession and a battle scene, with hearted
light; its unearthly, luminous glory filling the
warriors mounted on unicorns, griffins, eagles chamber
of death; and so these dear friends,
with peacock's tails, and other fabulous creain that little German town, were present
tures, while winged dragons draw the chariots. who,
of our dear and beautiful
On the north side is another battle-piece, at the transfiguration
received demonstration of immortality.
the most conspicuous figure being that of a friend,
When she took her parting with her husband
chief mounted on the shoulders of a giant, who
holds in each hand the foot of another fighting this side thetheocean, she did not, he did not,
think it was
last and final; but, so cruelly
giant. Near the middle of this perist > le is a painful
to her was it, in her death she said she
noble effigy of a royal conqueror, with long could not
bear the pang of parting with him
flawing beard, attended by courtiers with
The great ocean became the cold river,
hands clasped on their breasts. These figures again.
and they are in body separated by death withare all in alto relievo, and well executed.
that awful ordeal of the moment when
The greater galleries are connected with out
death strikes into a man's heart, and he is
two smaller ones, which in turn connect with blinded
and himself a living corpse by reason
two colonnades in the form of a cross; the of the lifeless
corpse of his wife. My poor
roofs of these are vaulted. Four rows of
and friend will never give up his grief.
square columns, each still hewn from a single brother
The only exquisite joy he can ever feel in this
block, extend along the sides of the temple. world
grow up in the soul of his intensest
These are covered with statues and bass- pain. will
will be jealous of this pain, and will
reliefs, many of the former being in a state of see to itHe
with vigilance that the dart remains
dilapidation, which considering the extreme
where Providence has se t it buried in his
hardness of the stone, indicates great age, heart
of hearts. Time will not heal unless
while others are true chef-d'cewwe.
time can deprave. Time will not give strength
The entire structure forms a square, and to
but weaker and weaker must one go
every part is admirable both in general effect on bear,
till one can go on no longer, and sinks
and detail. Then are twelve superb stair
down under the weight. The only outcome
cases, the four in the middle having from fifty to
this via mala is heaven and a man's wife.
to sixty steps, each step a single slab. At When
get these back the heart will heal
each angle is a tower. The central tower, and theyou
be removed, but only her Spiritlarger and higher than the others, communi- hand candart
lift
the load and extract the spear.
cates with the lateral galleries by collonnadea, No man can have
wives. You have been
covered, like the galleries themselves with a blessed of God two
for fourteen years with the
double roof. Opposite each of the twelve companionship, confidence,
and sacrificing
staircases is a portico with windows resemof one of the choicest souls God had to
bling in form and dimensions those described love
give any man, and now she is still yours. She
above.
can no more be less yours than less God's and
In front of each colonnade connected with still in the home, in the office, in the place of
the tower is a dark, narrow chapel, to which toil
and perturbation she is with you and will
there is an ascent of eight steps; each of these be with
you to the end. And you can be with her
chapels (which do not communicate with each only in likeness
to her, in holy meditation, in
other) contains a gigantic idol, carved in the communion with
spiritual reality. You can
solid wall, and at its feet another, of the same only get to her altitude
by very high living.
proportions, sleeping.
And now we part with this dust, this mortal.
This mighty pile, the wondrous Naghkon The
the immortal lives on for us and in
Watt, is nearly three miles in circumference; us. spirit,
With this new replenishment of grace,
the walls are from seventy to eighty feet high, this rich
legacy of her memory and image, we
and twenty feet thick.
to our work as she would have us,—for
We wandered in astonishment, and almost return
would have us fall in sweetly with God's
with awe, through labyrinths of courts, clois- she
plan as she has. We return to our duty; let
ters and chambers, encountering at every turn us
perform it in her spirit, and we will get
some new marvel, unheard of, undreamed of,
until then. Even the walls of the outer courts great strength from her approval and God's.
were sculptured with whole histories of wars
and conquests, in forms that seemed to live
The Methodist Preacher's Society of New
and fight again. Prodigious in size and York, at its last meeting, discussed the quesnumber are the blocks of stone piled in those tion: " How can the public press be made tribwalls and towers. We counted five thousand utary to the prosperity of Evangelical Chrisand three hundred solid columns. What a tianity?" There were but two of tli^ brethmighty host of builders must there have been! ren who took part in the discussion, and their
And what could have been their engines and views were diametrically opposite. Brother
their means of transport, seeing that the Thomas had no doubt that Satan had got hold
mountains from which the stone was quarried of the public press, and that it was serving
are nearly two days' journey from the temple? the devil to a tremendous extent. He sugAll the mouldings, sculptures, and bass- gested that the ministers should go to the edireliefs seem to have been executed after the tors and reporters, remonstrate with them,
_

walls and pillars were in their places; and

everywhere the stones are fitted tegether in a
manner so perfect that the joinings are not
easy to find. There is neither mortar nor
mark of the chisel; the surfaces are as smooth
as polished marble.
On a fallen column, under a lofty and most
beautiful arch, we sat, and rested our weary,
excited eyes on the wild but quiet landscape
below; then slowly, reluctantly departed,
feeling that the world contains no monument
more impressive, more inspiring, than, in its

and ask them plainly: "How many souls do

vouwantto damn to all eternity?" Brother
Haven, who followed in the discussion,
thought that the minister had better try to
make all the Christians they could, and that
the religious editors should try to make better
newspapers, before any effort was made to
convert the daily papers. It is to be regretted
that the meeting adjourned without taking
any action in the premises, leaving the press
in the hands of unregenerate men, and the exponent of the unregenerate mind.
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ORGANIZATION.
Lecture by Miss Jennie Leys, at Apollo Hall,

New York, March 2.1873.
Order is Heaven's great law, and labor is the
life of Heaven. We should establish heaven
is
inhuman affairs. The material universe
full of celestial harmony. A new earth has

called angel or demon—is rich or starved.
of
Rise, O rise as never before!
is

Guardians

truth, and justice, the coming of the Lord
before you 1 Rise up as one soul, for the des-

tiny of the future is before you and you must
prepare. [Great Applause. ]
Miss Jennie Leys.

It is cheering to see the finely filled seats of
ing
i and beautiful words of Miss Jennie Leys.Her heart is on fire, and the words are neces
;sarily on fire too, and the whole audience feels
the thrill of her thoughts._ Read the above
stirring lecture at least twice over, catch its
spirit and then think what a power in the inspirations that come through women Spiritour magnificent Apollo Hall, to hear the burn-

ualism posseses, which orthodoxy has put its
been promised for man, and Heaven is to come ban upon. I have another of her noble lecSpiritualists
down. Organization to many
tures for next week's Jouhnal.
means a prison, and they like to assert their
The New York Lyceum is looking up, and
freedom. Spiritualism should be a religion Mr Wilder, the Conductor, has made arrangeoften
too
Organization
and a philosophy.
ments for a beautiful hall to hold its meetings
means bigotry and despotism. Bat even this and sociables in, and has pledged $1,000 out of
mean
new
a
word is baing illuminated with
his pocket to sustain it. Come on with the
ing in this age. Through that life which is ^ear children and youths and even old people,
co
and
harmony
love, men shall unfold into
and "see if the Lord will not work mightily in
operation. The word means no subservience our midst." Now Chicago, you are very pubdeunconscious
to sectarianism, nor even the
lic spirited, I know, but we'll set you an exfiance of human reason. Nature is the great ample. Beat us if you can! If you will beat
to
bud,
blade
prototype of orgamzitdon, from
us we'll own up manfully, and glory in your
from bud to flower. Organization means a spunk.
by
actuated
powers,
concentration of unselfish
the spirit of love, as progressive in plans and
Mr. E. Hall.
efforts as ths ever-moving universe. Order is
the plan, labor the means, and love is the moving power. Work in the great harvest neld of
Of this city has come in and handed me a
the world, until the celestial equipoise lias five dollar bill, $3 of which are to encourage
been established on earth. Was Spiritualism the New York department of our Journal,
like preceding religions to secure the regen- and ($3) three dollars for a new subscription.
eration of the soul, by the wine of the Protest- Mr. Hall is a dear old gentleman eighty-four
ant, or the wafer of the Catholic, it would be years old and said that although he had subless diguifkd. Spiritualism demands truth to set ibed for the Journal lately when it was
n iture's laws, which is truth to heaven._ God's offered at half price, its contents were so adeternal now, with its«.t ;rnal exigencies, is upon mirable that he must give still another year s
you. The word angel is a word lor maturity.
subscription at full price as an encouragement.
Infancy takes milk, but now the manhood of If there were more such men what magnificent
the race demands something stronger. This papers the Religio Philosophical Journal
faithful religion, bel jfe God's triumph can and the Banner of Light would become.
settle upon it, is to be the Cinderella, reforming birth, informing life, transformingdeath.
i

Being a philosophy inspired by nature, it seeks

to establish human and legal laws of right.
Being divine, it seeks to raise man to divine
sweetness and elevation. Great and glorious
is the work to which you are called. Heaven's
watchword is, organization from the least society up to national organizations. No mere
personal feuds or petty ambitions should dare
to intrude. Millions of human beings are
toiling and suffering from unjust burdens.
Cramped schools, churches, and societies are
working against human freedom. Is it not
time to work? Never was there so universal
a demand for diviner, truer purposes of life.
We need, not more religious creeds, but an
absolute science of life, which shall elevate
men to live and act wisely, and rise to nature s
wonderful truth and purityWe see in America, might assuming to be right, labor crushed
by capital, mothers struggling against unjust
laws of sex, colleges and institutions of learning disseminating unpractical theories of life,
and in dungeons and on the scaffold, the awful
ignorance of nature's laws, and the laws of
mind, which have produced voters^ bribed corporations that attempt to despotize over free
speech and a free press. We see injustice, ignorance and fraud on all sides. Is it not time,
then, that you and all rise in your might, and
concentrate your power? We love this country. It has made magnificent progress although slavery and war have left their scars.
Let real ballots, not bullets rule. God's lightning is as necessary as kthe dew. Ca^n we not
unite upon some plan for crystalizing our
country into forms of greater beauty ? As the
rain drops form the rivulet, and the river and
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Pacific Coast Mission.
BY PROF. W. H. CHANEY.

Numerous letters of inquiry admonish me

that I have been a long time silent, but I have

not been idle. I have not time to answer my
many anxious friends individually, and must
be brief even through the columns of the dear
Journal
After great delay, my astronomical apparatus
and paintings have been completed, and during an experiment of six weeks have proved
more successful than I had dared to hope.
Aided by these helps at demonstration, even
children are able to understand passages in
the Bible which learned commentators pronounce "mysterious." A course of seven lectures has invariably resulted in convincinga
very large majority of my hearers that Astronomy is tlie true key for unlocking the secrets
of the "old book," and with that conviction

comes a confidence that "divine inspiration"
is nothing but a myth of priestly invention.

Being thus liberated from the fear of a revengeful God and an eternal hell, they boldly
question every thing, and are soon upon the
highway which leads to our beautiful spiritual
philosophy.
The churches were not slow in discovering
the danger of permitting me to go on unchecked. Their silence was construed into
cowardice, and they felt that something must
be done. After a long and tedious correspondence, Prof. T. F. Campbell, President of
Monmouth College, Oregon, agreed upon pre-

liminariesand met me at Portland for a six
days' debate upon the Bible, I to lead the first

ocean are filled, so must there be a mighty three, and he the last three days. Before the
congregation of elements to do this work. discussion, it was generally conceded that
Nature is glowing every where with co-opera- Prof. Campbell was the most able champion
tion. Science, nature's most assiduous stu- of
Christianity on this coast; after the discusdent, is showing up the variety of its phases sion the evangelical churches ignored him and
and its unanimity of sp rit. Nature progresses
that he was no representativeof
eternally; and Spiritualism must progress. In declared
Christianity. Moreover, all of my friends,
the Apocalypse the sea before the throne of after the discussion, felt a pity and sympathy
God was as crystal, so nature is becoming as for him. The reader may concludefrom these
crystal before science.
side of the question was the better
Unity of purpose is what we are seeking. facts whichby
argument. Prof. Campbell,
The heralds of the millenium are the star-eyed sustained
a gentlemsin as well as a scholar, was
sons of science. They need no sect or creed being
very fair throughout the entire discussion,
to do their work. All nations shall beat as more
than once remaiking, "the explanations
with one pulse. Celestial truths are rapidly of Prof.
Chaney are very beautiful, and I feel
pouring down upon the earth. Across the sea
I am well repaid for my time in what I
a congress of nations paved the way for a uni- that
learned." Thus, instead of denying my
versal peace, and are prophetic of the millen- have
the Bible, he endorsed it, exinterpretationof
Sumpter
Fort
ium. The first shot upon
clung
to its divine inspiration,
he
cept
that
such
patriots,
among
aroused a union of spirit
personal reality and identity of Jesus, etc.
as they never before knew. Parties and creeds theHis
candor angered the bigoted Bible worwere dropped, and the Unionists sprang up shipers,
and feeling that their cause would sufnation.
saved
this
and
Achilles
like an armed
of his honesty, early in
consequence
fer
in
triumphed
over
Union
the
supremacy
of
The
to ignore him and
began
the
discussionthey
millions
Thirteen
State.
the
of
supremacy
the
the people from
to
prevent
secretly
work
set
to
as
to
slaves,
chained
are
still
women
white
of
Daily Oregonian,
of
the
The
editor
attending.
work
We
not
despotism.
political
of
the car
after publishing a notice that the
for a creed, unless you call liberty a creed, three days
was
to
be held in the Court-house, andebate
necif
high,
or,
heaven
plant
would
we
which
it was going on at Philharmonic
essary, hell deep. The call is not so startling nounced that nearly
half a mile from the Court
as that to Fort Sumpter, but none the less im- Hall, distant
house, and scores of people have since told me
perative. There must be a full national organ- that
they missed attending in consequence
ization of all freethinkers. Self must disapwe had large audiences, the
pear utterly before the public good. Is there Nevertheless,which
seats about one thousand,
Court-house,
a Spiritualistborn of the spirit here, who sees being
well filled the last few nights.
the light, the purpose, the grandeur of this
Failing to accomplish their object by these
mission born of God, who will not wish to
tricks, the next move was to abuse
work? We must work as in nature without Jesuitical
vilify me personally. The editor of the
jar or discord. We are governed too much. and
a "prayingman," was deemed
We need less of law, more of life. Does Spir- Oregonianbeing
to lead ofl in the attack, and he did it
itualism mean wings to heaven? It means worthy
true Christian spirit. He denounced me
feet upon earth to help the needy and suffer- in a"idiotic,"
a "lunatic" and an "ass," with
ing. Sorrow unspeakable, degradation and aasbroad
insinuation that I might be a thief.
disgrace are abroad on all sides. Thousands
his abuse in silence for nearly a week,
of American-born citizens can neither read nor I bore
and then decided to write him a series of letwrite. Let us have more education of the ig- ters.
first (which 1 subjoin), was denorant and less of flight. God is insulted by clined The
by both the other dailies, but finally
the creations of the day, but the time shall appeared in the Bulletin as an advertisement,
come when he shall be justified. Finance,
free trade, labor reform, capital and labor, and as follows:
[advertisement ]
the great question of life and marriage,"and
the birth of human beiDgs are before us. These Letters to Lair Hill, of the Oregonian.
are the questions which so affect our destiny.
NUMBER I.
Says a little sectarian paper, "the smallest
My Dcar Sir:—The tone of your ungentlePresbyterian sect has done more than the
whole body of the Spiritualists,"who are lack- manly article, entitled, "Exceedingly Free
ining in Organization. Yet even the papers and Discussions," published on the 11th inst.,
stomach had bethe pulpits will admit that it has modified the dicates that your intellectual
press and the pulpit, and even scientific come extremely foul, and that the preamble
investigation itself. It has soothed millions and resolution of the "Free Discussion Club"
a literary emetic. That effusof broken hearts, and been the elixir of life to acted upon it as nondescript
in literature, the
multitudes There is not time to mention the ion is a sort of
"Oregon style" being gentlemanly in compartriumphs, of Spiritualism.
WheiKSpiritualists unite for love of the ison—and in order that we may have a term
designating such literary indecwide World, for love of each other, and espe- for properly
we call it "bilge water." This
cially for love of coming generations, then shall ency, supposeannoying
to the sailors, but
an may prove
their power be felt. A cynic stands before
in duty bound to
unfinished statue and calls it crude, but the as good citizens they are
ideal. submit.
true artist goes on inspired by a glorious
While reading your eflete production, I was
a changeless
No leaders shall pinion you to have
choice. reminded of the anecdote of the Quaker and
code, and the whole people shall
not fully. sailor. It seems that the sailor was swearing
America is enslaved and you know itthe
people. "worse than the army did in Flanders," the
You are to be the voice of God to
we shall old Quaker listened with an approving smile,
No summit of truth and purity but
of tri- and when Jack finally paused for breath, the
reach it, and we shall spread the song
Quaker kindly remarked: "Go on, friend; go
umph over the earth. Ye shall not stop until on;
if thou hast any more of that vile stufi in
which
woman is emancipated, until every cross
by thee thou hadst best get rid of it." And so I
crucified
itself
is
saviors,
impossible
up
lifts
whose say, Go on, friend Hill; go on; if there is any
scientific truth, and until every priest
nature, more of that literary bilge water in you, let it
and
God
with
harmony
in
not
is
word
witk our ooze out as soon as possible, even if it is a
shall be silenced. We leave you
one be down Hill business for the time being.
whether
not
Think
love.
our
word
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I learn that you are a praying man, and a
strict performer of family worship. Query:
Have not your prayers been purer—have they
not been more like a "sweet scented savor,"
since discharging that cargo of literary bilge
water? How sad to contemplate the melancholy fact that all your life, until the 11th inst.,
you have been bearing such burden of uncleanliness! The "burden" of Bunyan's Christian was a feather's weight in comparison.
Brother Hill, let us liquorize, and be thankful
that, it was no worse.
You accuse the members of the Club with
being "long-haired wild-eyed philosophers."
That was a most unfortunate allusion on your
part, for the people are uncharitable enough
to conclude that it was prompted by envy.
They imagined you seated in your lair, grimly
contemplating your bald head and crooked
eye in the fragment of a looking-glass, and
that as you reflected upon our "wealth of
hair" and "bright eyes," your blood turned
to gall, stirred by envy, the direst of human
passion. You should be more upon your
guard, my dear brother, for the calibre of
your brain is too small to allow of any great
mental disturbance, and besides, it hinders
digestion.
It is said that nature delights in the harmony of proportions. Thus, persons denoted for
their gentleness and amiability will have beautiful and symmetrical forms;but thosedeno'ed
for their meanness and hypocrisy will have
irregular or deformed features. Now, my praying brother, how do you account for your bald
head and obliquity of vision? Was it that you
might be able to have an eye on both Church
and State at the same time? Or was it that
you might be able to have the bears eat up any
mockingly say, "Go up, thou
one who should
bald head? " No matter for what cause nature
has disfigured you, please don't ridicule the
hair and eyes of the members of the Club, for
they should not be blamed for their looks any
more than yourself. ... .
You accuse me of being "idiotic." Admit
that I am; but do you suppose that any sane
person, after reading your "literary bilge
water," and this letter of mine, would pronounce me a bigger fool than you are? Or, if
I am "idiotic," and you are not, is it not your
duty to exercise a little more Christian charity, pity my ignorance and remember me in
your
prayers?
J

Yours, serenely,

F W.

H. CHANEY.
[fel5dlt
Portland, February 13, 1873.
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this war than hat may be deemed necessary
for self-defense, nor would I even notice his
vile attacks at all, were it not that my silence
would be construed into inability or cowardice.
I have not been lecturing, save upon general topics, since December, for the following
Mr. Hawkins, who so kindly ad
reasons:
vance'd the money for my apparatus, decided
that he could not accompany me to the Atlantic States. I bought his interest and after
paying every dollar I had, still owed two hundred and fifty dollars. Having a large number of orders on hand for written nativities, I
concluded to open an office in Portland for
three months and try to get out of debt, for I
can make money faster in the practice of As
trology than any other way. I have been very
successful, and now see my way clear to own
the apparatus entirely myself by the first of
April. After that date I shall not tarry in
Oregon longer that to raise funds to take me
to California, where I expect to remain a few
months and then journey eastward.
So I think my friends may reasonably expect to see me once more upon the Atlantic
Coast during the present year; and yet if de
lays occur in the future as in the past, next
vear will find me still west of the Rocky
Mountains. I shall certainly visit Chicago
and give a course of lectures before going to

my home in New York City, for my spirit
yearns to meet the noble editor of the brave
old

Religio-PhilosophIical

Journal,

and

face an audience of Spiritualists and Liberalists who have not only been baptized so often
in the fire of persecution, but have survived

the greatest conflagration ever known in the
world's history.
Portland, Oregon, Feb. 17th, 1873.
Notes from Our Scrap Book.
BY JUSTITIA.

The Pilgrim Fathers had no more idea of
separating Church and State than of tolerating religious freedom; religious toleration was
a sin against heaven.

Roger Williams found

try endeavored to force a religious test into
the Constitution of the United States, that
would effectually disfranchise all Unitarians
and freethinkersthroughoutthe land.
Letter from the South.

Dear Journal:—Imagine your sanctum
without fires, and yourself looking through its
open windows upon the broadest of streets,
lined with double rows of shade-trees, whose
bursting buds were struggling into foliage
under the genial warmth of a May day sun, and

you can more fully appreciate the contrast between this and your ice-bound latitude, still
frigid with the breath of the North-winds,
blown over beds of ffc zen snow.
Among the few cities of the South left unspoiled by the devastationsof destroying war,
though crippled to great extent, yet pre-eminently beautiful, and a fair type of what the
princely South had built in the way of cities,
stands this delightful little paradise from
which I write—

|

been left with the people to decide, results in
a course of lectures, indefinitely concluded,
but of which more anon.
Should the drift of impulse carry me as its
tendency seems directing, my face will be set
toward New England, and hope both enroute
and when there to find the doors of usefulness
and rostrum labor ready for such championage
in the cause of practical life lessons, as may
have fallen to my experience to give and
sufficient to keep me busy through the Summer.
Friends in New England, please note, and
address for the present to Terre Haute, Ind.
May the genial sun soon shine as warmly
above you as to-day it smiles on the blooms of
the peach in this sunny latitude, and may angels bless the good work always.

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

Turning the backward pages of review, since
my last letter, finds me on the record at the
beginning of work at Atlanta, the Gate City of
the South. Sick with a terrible cold and influenza contracted enroute from New Orleans,
and which clung closer to me than a claim
agent, for four weeks, together with rainy
weather and but a handful of listeners to work,
did not present the most promising prospect of
success in the outset. But like many other
enterprises, through patience and persevering
effort it gave us a golden ultimate, often filling
our hall to overflowing with eager listeners.
Sister Annie Torrey, the rising star of the
South, had some time before given a course of
lectures here, at the close of which the Rev.
T. M. Harris delivered his lecture on "Demonology"asan offset, to the community of sinners
over which he was called to preside, and for
which especial church he was able to raise several hundred dollars by a charge of 50 cents admittance—doubtless for Christ's sake. Finding
the Rev. gentleman (as also the Rev. Dr.
Harrison, Methodist) on the controversial
ground, I sent them a challenge to meet me in
debate. Although the Rev. Mr. Harris had
called upon me, and we had met in friendly
chat and dined together, it is needless to say
that both these .reverends, though at war with
Spiritualism, refused to notice the challenge—
glad of an cxcuse that was even unworthy the
common gallantry of gentlemen less boastful
of chivalry, for they did not tender me the
recognition of what they objected to in their
excuse—viz, that I am a woman!
Later, some two weeks, some of the members of the Georgia Legislature, requested the
Rev. Mr. Harris to repeat his sermon on Demonology, for which the hall of representatives
was tendered him, and which, leaving his own
church on a Sunday, he occupied, the same
being immediately solicited for me to reply.
That legislative body peremptorily refused!
But they could not prevent my listening to
him, which I did, and replied to him in the
evening at our own hall, which was filled to
its utmost. On another occasion it being the
duty of the speaker of the house to provide a
chaplin to open the business of that official
body with prayer, an application was sent in
by some of the members that I might be allowed to supplicate the throne in behalf of the
Georgia Legislature—of course refused! Query:
Have they

a, State religion in Georgia, or is

their political ring so corrupt that their keen
sense of chivalry due the sex, would not suffer
a woman to come in contact with their demoralizing influences?
For variety of professions and aliases, the
illustrious "Von Vleck," has a rival in one Dr.
Webster, who claims to be a reverend of every
denomination,

from a Catholic priest and di-

vine of every sect under the sun, to a spiritual
lecturer—by turns, as he loses grace in the
light of each successively. He has attempted
to sustain himself as a medium and lecturer on
the spiritual rostrum in several places through
Georgia and Alabama, but only succeeded in
bringing himself and the cause he advocated
into disrepute. His career in Atlanta, however, though stirring and eventful, was brief—a
word to the wise, if a Spiritualist, is sufficient
in this man's case.
Dr. Cleveland is healing the sick with remarkable success, and though the Atlanta papers were going to make it too hot for him, taking it for granted that he must be a humbug and
blasphemer, he still keeps on in the even tenor
of his ways, and said papers with much other
predjudice have been compelled to subside. The
doctor gave some tests of his healing power in
public at the close of the lectures, that were
looked upon by the wonder loving as miraculous.
The mediums at this place are few, and imperfectly developed so far as seen, but time,

that peace of mind and liberty of conscience
among the savages of New England that were
denied him by the Christians of Plymouth
Rock. Men were fined, imprisoned and publicly whipped for worshiping God as conscience dictated, and for preaching the gospel patience and development remains for them,
contrary to law. When in England and Hol- and will accomplish much. The society,
land, they claimed religi<m liberty for them- though numbering few, is strong in determinselves, they denied it in America to all others ation and zeal—a little wanting in mature,
whom they could intimidate or control. They judgment and discipline, yet with an ever abiddenied the authority of the courts in religious ing devotion to the cause as they see it. Warmmatters, but claimed the right of the magis- hearted, generous and self sacrificing, this little
trate to quell seditions in the church. When society though so young, has put forth an effort
Cromwell proposed religious toleration in to sustain itself and commands respect by its
England, they denounced it as licentious and business and social deportment, that would
devilish. The following extracts illustrate shame many an older one with greater pretensions numbers and finances. They are not satistheir consistency.
In Massachusetts in 1714 a council con- fied to live only as an organization, but detervened to ordain ministers, and bear meat and mined to excel. Press on, noble band of brothers
venison were furnished for dinner, and after and sisters, my soul turns backward the leaves
grace had been said the holy men learned that of memory and find recorded on the pages of
the venison had been killed on Sunday by a two months', past work, the many tributes of
friendly Indian. The council forthwith de- your kindness and co-operative encouragecided to furnish the ungodly savage with thir- ment, and with heart-felt gratitude and symI am with you again "in the purposes
ty-nine stripes for breaking the Sabbath, but pathy,prompt
in carrying on the good work.
as grace had been said they sat down and eat that
Success belongs to those who win it. "The
the venison with a Christian relish.
In 1618 a law was passed in the Colony of God's help those who help themselves!"
The "Gentle Wilson" succeeds me among
Virginia, that every person should go to
church on Sunday and holidays, or be tied that goodly people, and I suppose will chronneck and heels, and be a slave to the Colony icle his own success. So I fled away and left
for a week; for the second offense, to be a him the glory of his field, single-handed, well
slave for a month, and for the third, a slave knowing that before his awful fire, these lesser
lights must pale and wane!
for a year.
During the second week of February, acIn 1642 the same Colony passed a law prohibiting any person from preaching unless they cepting of the invitation of the friends at
could produce a testimonial to the Governor, Columbus, Ga., gave two weeks evening lecshowing they had been ordained by a Bishop tures at that place, with good effect. There are
but two or taree brethren of the faith in Coof tlie Church of England.
This phase of Christianity continued for over lumbus, yet they cheerfully shouldered the
one hundred years till Patrick Henry's invec- burden of expenses, and are pressing on in the
tive and eloquence burst the clerical fetters good work with an energy worthy a more inforever. The early records of Virginia bear terested community. They have no organized
shameful evidence of the persecutions of the society there but work together in admirable
Presbyterians and other unpopular sects by harmony,withthe hope of an increase of rr embers after the advent of Bro. E. V. Wilson
the dominant Church.
In 1709 imprisonment was the penalty in among them.
There is a desire manifest, and an effort beRhode Island for preaching the gospel withing put forth, among the friends in different
out license lrom the crown.
In 1774 tlie Bunkers were imprisoned in New parts of the State, to call a State Convention
York, lor witclxraft auu treason.

In the beginning <>f the eighteenth century,
the French Catholics were driven from Canada by i he British government,

by a process

of inhuman extortion seldom equaled in any
age or country.
Between the years 1830-40, the Rev. Robert
Taylor was repeatedly imprisoned in the Christian City of London for the same crime for
which Jesus was crucified. In 1871 the editor
of the Crucible, in the City of Baltimore, was
cited to appear before the Grand Jury for the
same offense.
In 1872, the Christian element of this coun-

Addie L. Ballou.

Augusta, Ga.

The Mass Meeting.
BroS. S. Jones:—I have now eighty signers
in favor of the mass meeting. I think 1 am
bound to make the call. I had expected,
and do yet expect, to receive more names than
those I have. 1 will positively call the meeting to assemble in Cincinnati late in May or
early in June. The call will not be published,
however, until about April 1st. I state the
fact thus early, that our friends may know my
intentions and inform me of any objections to
them. Societies and individuals interested in
the meeting are requested not to make any
arrangements that will conflict with the attendance. I hope the result will be a lasting
good to our cause.
The signers to the call received since the
previous announcement are as follows:
E. V. Wilson, Lombard, 111 ; Dr. M Funk,
Mt. Vernon, Ind.; Mrs. Dr. M. A. Morrell,
Cincinnati, O.; J. L Braflett, New Paris, O.;
J. Russell Sleepf r, Rochester, N. Y.; Mrs. L.
Hutchinson, Owensville, Cal.; J. H. Randall,
Clyde, O.; George W. Sangford, East Middleton, Wis.; C. R. Fowler, M D., Canfield, O.;
Mrs. H. J. Calvin, Canfield, O,; Almendus
Scott, Canfield, O.; Mrs. Betsy Scott, Canfield,
O.; Mrs. M. C. W. Dawson, Canfield, O ; Mary
L. French, Townsend Harbor, Mass.; Mrs. M.
C. Rundlett, So. Royalton, Vt.; A. Hise,

Louisville, Ky.; Mrs. M. M. Hise, Louisville,

Ky.; Mr3. A. C. Babcock, Heoneoye Falls, N.
Y.; D. T. Edwards, Moselle, Mo ; John Beeson, Cbapinville, Conn.; Gibson Teas, Long
Lake, Minn.; Wm. C. Gibbons, Pleasanton,
Kan,; Geo. Kealhofer, DeWitt, Ark.; Sarah
S. Allen, Ancora, N. Y.; James M. Allen, N.
Y.; W. S. Reynolds, Topeka, Kan.; Joseph S.
Burr, M. D., West Lafayette, O.; Dr. D. .bulburt, Sturgis, Mich.; Wm.Richmond,Newville,
Ind.; Edwin Dyre, Lagrange, Ind.; Rev. A.
M. Worden, South Bend, Ind.; A. G. Champion, Antwerp, O ; A. Underhill, M. D., Akron,
Ohio.
There is room for more names yet, and I
hope our friends will forward them on. The
call will become more effective, will inspire
more confidence in the success of the meeting
by receiving more names. I hope to have an
early notification, from all who intend to be
present at the meeting, so that arrangements
can be better made than if I should simply
calculate the probable attendance. I can not
urge too much the necessity for my being early
notified. Those who will send their names
early, will be more sure to be entertained by
our friends here, and I will have time to notify
them where they shall stop at.

I desire especially to receive the names of
speakers and mediums who will probably be
present. Friends, arouse yourselves from your
slumbers and dreamings, and work to make
this meeting such a gathering as has
never been seen in the interests of our cause!

We are reputed as being numbered by millions; therefore, we want the attendance on
this occasion, of, at least, thousands. If you
will rally in force, we shall strike such blows
for truth and against error as we can never do
in our individual spheres. Recollect! This
is to be a mass meeting. We want the masses.
It is desired that every Spiritualist shall represent himself.
Come, then, personally, and cast your vote
and lift your voice for your principles, for
your desires in the formation of our public
enterprises or organic movements.
This meeting being a fixed fact, vital issues
are at risk; therefore, rally for the protection
of our cause! Rally for the protection of
truth, right and justice! Rally for the good of
humanity, now and forever! Rally to assist
the Spirit World in redeeming earth from sin,
ignorance and bigotry! Rally now or never!
A glorious feast, glorious results, untold good,
invigoration, organization, power, popularity,
usefulness, honor, the applause of our spiritfriends awaits us, invite us! Shall we respond
and enjoy them forever; or shall we supinely
await growth, development and usefulness
that will never come without being labored
for?
Spiritualists, add to your oft-repeated quotation, "God helps those who help themselves,"
one more pertinent to our case, viz : "Spirits
help those who help themselves." If we want
the Spirit World to utilize Spiritualismfor the
best and highest purposes, let us give a helping hand. I can not think otherwise, but that
they can not accomplish their purposes unless
we are ever active, earnest and united.
The Twenty fifth Anniversary of Modern
Spiritualism will be observed here, Monday
evening, March, 31st, by the following entertainment for the benefit of the Lyceum. A
recitation of an anniversary ode written by
my father, Mr.George Kates, entitled, "Joy to
the world," and the performance of my drama
entitled, "Spirit."
I wish to ask again for contributions of
either selected or original Recitations, Dialogues, Tableaux, Farces or other suitable
matter, for my proposed "Lyceum Exhibition
Book."
I hOpe the different lyceums, especially, will
forward copies of anything original they pos-

sess, or give me descriptionsof any interesting
features they have found to be a success other
than ordinary ones.
I am, ever for the advancement of our cause.
Yours, Devotedly,

G. W. Kates.

Cincinnati, O.
A Lady given up to Die, was Cured
by Spirit Power.

Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Corner Adams St.
and 5th Avenue, Chicago, Dear Friend:—I
should have reported sooner. When I wrote
to you, I was not able to walk across the floor
without help. I had the best physician in the
about the first ol May, with a view of estab- place attending me. He said I must die. Then
lishing a co-operative system of work through I had other advices, they all told me the same.
this most delightful section of country. Cor- Well, then I wrote to you as a last resort and
respondencefrom there in all parts of the State in six weeks from the time I commenced takand surrounding districts, who favor the move- ing your medicine and using your magnetized
ment is cordially solicited at once, and may be papers I discharged my hired girls, and have
directed either to Wm. G. Forsyth, Cor- done my work alone ever since. Those are the
responding Secretary of Atlanta Society, or to facts just as they are. I send you a lock of
my hair so that you can see how I am, and if
myself, Atlanta, Ga.
The experiment of lecturing here (Augusta) you think I need anything more advise me
proved eminently a success on yesterday and I shall send you the necessary fee.
Yours for Truth.
morning and evening, Masonic Hall being
Mrs. P. L. Poole.
filled with a crowd of eager and attentive
Northfield, O., Feb., 26th, 1873.
listeners last night, the se quel to which having
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BY

,Y. A. CARR, M. D.

Southern Department.—Papers can be obtained and
Subscriptions will be received by Dr. Y. A. Carr. Address
care Dr. J. W. Allen, No. 12, Dryada st, New Orleans, La

Department for Dark Seances—Tests—Cab
inet and other Manifestations Established under the Jurisdiction of the
Central Association of Spiritualists of

Louisiana, New Orleans.
Germ children cast by guardian care live
on for ever, as from a flawing fountain source
of antenatal aspiration. See Mrs. Addie Ballou'a fifth, article on " Bpiritathesis," in the
Jouhnal. of March 8th, '73—peerless and worthy enough to command a thousand readings
and lifetime's study, reflection and practice—
the fountain source, in fact, from whence all
true reform springs; the primitive rivulet of
love and wisdom flowing from the supernal
fountain source of antenatal life through planes
of pleasurable condition and relation into the
infinite ocean of ultimating purpose! Like
wedding gowns, wives should be chosen for
qualities that wear as well as fit well, whose
offspring may come forth as free of perverse
impress as natural lambs sporting on the sunny
side.
Tnought beams, like sun rays, penetrate all
incipient stages of transitu antenatal condition.
Eternity blooms as an infinite blossom purpose, and is the beauty and the fragrance of
the ever-passing sensational now. An infinite
voice speaks through our soul. Our present
poesy is our future prose; hence let us chase
the vampires of ignorance, nightmares of big-

otry, and wolves of superstition away from
our earth slumbers. Let our council fires of
precautionary prudence and peace burn
brightly, while the cause of all war and warfare sleeps with ignominious warriors in their
graves. There is magnetism in nature's kiss,
a smile in her blooms, and an outside aura or
fragrance in her forms, worshipfully kneeling
at the shrine of her inrfer life.
When, Oh! when, will perverse grovelling
sexation learn that nature's green apples were
not ordained to be plucked in June?
Go on, cherished sister, you speak as from
the all-purpo3e beyond to the all-time to come.
Though seemingly far-fetched, the rambling
episode above is offered as a prelude to antenatal gestation and impresses of a somewhat
different kind, on an observant experimental
plane.
The overshadowed genius of reform in our
midst has as yet scarce entered upon her gestative state, and we are preliminarily arranging
for the p ssiog demands of the period at hand.
We have provided a true spiritual spectroscope
in the place of the Orthodox kaleidoscope,
through which to look at the interchanging
range of earth and spirit-life communion on
that more material plane which is the nearer
to us. Our allusion is to the Department for
Dark Sesuities, and other Manifestations, established under the,jurisdiction of the Central Association of Spiritualists of Louisiana, at New
Orleans, which the following extracts from
the record of their transaction will explain:
"
Rules and regulations for the government
of the department for dark seances, tests, cabinet and other manifestations:
Resolved: That this Association regards spirit
communion in whatever form, irrespective
of manner and means, as one of the highest and one of the most venerable devotional privileges of our earthly existence;
and furthermore that all persons who
may seek such communion through instrumental mediumism under the jurisdiction of this Association, shall be required
to observe the same courtesy and passive
respect toward the mediums and seances so
held, as to any other system held to be sacred
worship; and any violation of this ruling shall
be dealt with, as the law protecting the sacredness of spiritual devotion may direct.
Resolved: That the following conditions, ordained for the benefit of the Seance Department, shall be observed, until sucli other requirements may be specified, as it may in the
future be found the nature of such seance occasions demand.
First. There shall be a Conductor of seances chosen and set apart by the board of
managers, whose duty it shall be to announce
the conditions, and enforce their observance.
When the lights are extinguished or dimmed,
strict silence shall be observed and good behavior required, while the medium or mediums
are manifesting or under control.
No medium under the jurisdiction of this
Association shall be challenged in public. Silent observation is left to take its own course
and enjoy its own reflections.
All mediums under the special j urisdiction
of this Association, are expected to be courteous and respectful, and as such shall be
guarded, encouraged and protected against all
insult and molestation.
The Conductor of this department shall be
privileged and authorized to judge and name
such conditions as may be necessary to the occasion.
Resolved: That Dr. Y. A. Carr be hereby appointed by this Association to take charge of,
and manage the seance department, thus ordained and set apart
It will be seen from the above extracts what
we have provided as well for the development of home material as for the accommodation of those from abroad who may at any time
pass this way, and place themselves under
our jurisdiction. We respectfully invite such
correspondence from abroad as may regard
Louisiana or New Orleans as a favorable point,
and in such correspondencewe ask for a statement of mediumistic ability, terms and conditions upon which to base proposed negotiations.
Address Dr. Y. A. Carr, care of Dr. J. W.
Allen, No. 12 Dryads street, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Though the seance department may be considered on the low plane, as the so-called
"
higher" would have it, it is the true thunder and lightning plane, which has but to
strike a querrulous observer down, and learn
him through the awe-impressing blow, to rise
as the old fiatboatman, rub his eyes in the
gloom of amazing doubt and as tremblingly

enquire, "Did thunder strike any one else
round here." Though humble in measure,
physical mediumsbip often yields one most
practical and telling truth.
By the well-known law of ratiocination (says

As the reasoning faculties of man from the
highest tribunal by which truth and error can
be separated, we find her in the entrance way
of the great storehouse of universal purpose,
with her iconoclastic hammer in hand, which
(as a creed pounder) demolishes the brazen
images of false theory and speculation. Such
is the nature, and so change the finite measures of truth, on their infinite pathway to perfection.
Speakers Register.
We have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speakers Register. Many names of persons were sent for the
Register who never or seldom lecture—others never took
any pains to see that we were correctly informed of
changes in po t otilce address. The result was the Register was no guide to the public as de igned. Speaker
who feel desirous of having their appointments published
will be accommodated by simply reporting .from time to
time to this office.

Spiritualist Home
148. W. Washington-St.
CHICAGO,

-

--

--

-

--

ILLINOIS,

HOWARD TILDEX. 8.
W. OSSOOD.

TILDEN <V OSGOOD,

ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW.
No 125 SOUTH CLARK STREET.
Rooms 38, <fe 33, Chicago,
[vl3n61yrl

III.

BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.
Pleasant rooms and good board in a fixst-clase locatioL

at reasonable rates, at

fsp Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movement cure and
Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring

them. Address MILLER,HAYNES & CO.,

vl2ni4 Pbopbibtobs.

WAKKEN CHASE & CO.,
614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Keep constantly on hand all the publications of the
Religio-Philosophlcal Publishing House, Win. White A
Co., J. P. Mendum, Adams & Co., and all other populax
liberal literature, including the Reli€ho-Philosophiom
Journal, and Banner of Light, Magazines, Photographs,
Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.

HERMAN SNOW.
319 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SAN FRANCISCO,CAL
Keeps for sale the

&ELIf)10-PHILOSOPHICALJOURNAL
And a general variety of Spiritualist and Re-

form Books at Eastern prices. Also, Orton's Ant)
Tobacco Preparation, Spence's Positive and Negative
Powders, Adams & Co.'s Golden Pens, Planchettes, I)r.
Storer's Nutritive Compound, etc. Catalogues and Cir-

culars mailed free.

fSf Remittances in V. 8. currency and postage stamps rt
ceived at par. Address
HERMAN SNOW,
Box 117. SanFiu ncisoo, Cal,

Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote.
Thk most certain and perfectly harmless a cidotv
for the poisonous effects, and remedy foi the baccc
appetite, is known by the above name.
It is compounded by Mrs. A. H. Robinson, the cele
b rated medium of Chicago, while entranced by a note*
chemist, long in spirit life. This antidote is warranted tc
break the habit of using tobacco by the inveterate lovei
of the weed, when the directions (on each box) are foJ
lowed.
tZW~ Agents for selling the same throughout the country are wanted. For sale, wholesale and retail, at this of
ftce. Price, $2.00 per box. Sent by mail free of postag*
on receipt of the monev.

HOW TO PAINT,
A. COMPLETE COMPENDIUMOP

And to guide the Professional Pal nter

only receptacle of the great truths of the infi-

nite, and as each entity or individual mind has
its own conditions or surroundings, such as

nationality, and as a consjquence, education
with all its prejudices and imperfections, it is

plain to be seen that absolute truth is not at-

tainable this side of perfection.
"
But as man aset-ads step by step up the
steeps of physical science, bo the mind by cul-

p Jianing.
p

CONTAINING
^tatemeiit of the methods em,?r8 to.Prodace s '"factory results in plain
description, including sild8' Kram1tlK- marbling, varnishing,

Kalsomining,

paper-harigiiifr

sirinino-

lot tar-

Sf'pSntSfoiTorSUfine3tia!! ^itn 'formulas for mixmerits

ugJd the?r avemge post^an^t^e'^o!^1^"118,
EDNER'

^ ®f

Price, $1.0(1; postage, 8 cents.

The (Carriage

TESTIMONIALS.

The Pernicious Weed.

For the benefit of those who have good sense enough
to wish to rid themselves of the filthy and pernicious
habit of using tobacco, we pablish the following letter:
Mrs. A. H. Robinson—Dear Sister: -I sit down to
throw in my testimony with the rest. I have used tobacco twenty-five years. The appetite for it was hereditary,
and I felt lost without it. I found that it was destroying
my health, and driving me blind, and as heretofore I
could not stop its use without longing for it, especially
when I saw anybody using it, I sent you two dollars,
procured a box of your Tobacco Antidote, and am now,
after using one box, entirely free from its use. I can
sit down m a room where the pipe and tobacco-box are
passed around, and all partaking of it, aid not feel
moved to want a chew, or to smoke a pipe. I am thankful I have got rid of the obnoxious weed, for my health
is better, my eyes are now well, and I begin to feel like
a new man. I shall try to persuade others to do as I have
done, and thus I may act as an agent in the case.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,

W. W. Porter.

Mrs. A. II. Koblnnon'*Tobacco Antidote.

One box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco
Antidote cured me from the use of tobacco,
and I heartily recommend it to any and all
who desire to be cured. Thank God I am now
free after using the weed over thirty years.
Lorenzo Mkkkwr.
Oswego, N. Y., Oct. 2, 1871.
I hereby certify that I have used tobacco
over twenty years. One box of Mrs. A. H.
Robinson's Tobacco Antidote has eflectuallj
destroyed my appetite or desire for tobacco.
David O'Habba.
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 15th, 1871.
I have used tobacco between fourteen and
fifteen years. About two months since, I procured a box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote. It has cured me, and I feel perfectly free from its use. Have no desire for it
F. H. Spabks.
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 25th, 1871.
Mr. R. T. Wyman, of Waukau, informs me
that he has used one box of Mrs. A. H. Robin
son's Tobacco Antidote. Inclosed find two
dollars. Please send me a box,
D. H. Fobbbs.
Oshkosh, Wis., Sept. 19, 1871,
For sale at this office. $2.00 per box. Sent
free of postage by mail. Address ReligioPhilosophical PublishingHouse, Corner Adams
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
J3T'Agents wanted

Attention Opium Eaters!
Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furnished with a sure and harmless specific foi
curing the appetite for opium and all other narcotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spiritlife, who have heretofore given her the necessary antidote for curing the appetite for to
bacco, and the proper ingredients for restoring hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
long standing.
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
send it by mail or express to all who may
apply for the same within the next sixty days,
on the receipt of five doUa/rs (the simple cost
of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
accompanying each package are strictly fol-

lowed .

The remedy is harmless, and not unpalatable.
She makes this aenerous ofier for the double
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
bringing the cwre within the reach of the poorest people who use the pernicious drug. The
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleterious habit one month!
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.,
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
We have so much confidence in the ability
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful execution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Joub-

The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any put of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the most, inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to

GOLDEN MEMORIES
OF

AN EARNEST LIFE

A Biography of A.B. Whiting
TOGETHER WITH SELECTIONS FROM

His Poetical Compositions and Prose
Writings.
COMPILED BY HIS SISTER,

R. AUGUSTA

up the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly

harmless.

This Honse will pay any chemist me thousand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, And one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.
Address Eelisio Phbuisophicax,Publishing H„usb,
Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., either for
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.

A. G-ood Head, of Hair Restored by a Spirit Prescription.
Jditor Journal:—Forthe benefit i my friends and
cne world, I desire to make this brief statement.
I have been almost entirely bald for about six years
Had tried almost everything that I could hear recommended, and firmly believed that nothing could restore
my hair.
One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as a
last resort—or, rather, to please my wife.
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until some time in
June, 1871. I then commenced using it as directed, and
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sen
sation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spot?
all over my head, and I now have a very comfortable
head of hair, which money cannot buy. 1 am asked
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to bring
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably
strame, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
all the eminent physicians I had consulted had given
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had tola me
that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 wit
neeses, if necessary, and will answer correspondents if
desired M. K. Smith.

WHITING.

The work is published in response to the general demand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and wonderful mediumistic experiences of our arisen fellow-laborer
in the cause of human freedom and progress. It has been
carefully prepared by his sister, from his own journals
and letters; and from her intimate personal knowledge of
all important facts embodied, can not fail to be accurate
in every particular. It is embellished with a fine steel
portrait of the individual whose life it portrays.
The book is one that will be ©f interest to every Spiritualist, and to all who are interested in rare and curious
developments of mental phenomena, while the travel and
adventure of seventeen years of public life furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the general reader.
Part second of the work contains a number of beautiful
poems, including the words of many of his songs, both
publishedand unpublished.
Price $1.50, postage 20 cents.
For sale wholesaleand retail by the Religio Philosoph
ical Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and 5th
Ave., Chicago, 111

TO THE SICK

EVERYWHERE!!
After having been frequently importuned, both by
Mortals and Immortals, to let my light shine, I have
finally consented to use my powers for the benefit of
humanity.

Invalids Binding age, sex, lock of hair with leading
symptomsof disease will get Diaqnosis and Prescription, for $3. All medicines sent at cost.
Business Examinations and Directions $3. Will
always use my best endeavors to benefit ali
Address, Mary C. Morrell, P. O. Box. 5091, New
York city vl8nl4tf

Third Enlarged Edition
PARTURITION

WITHOUT PAIN
A CODE OF DIRECTIONS

FOR

Escaping from the Primal Curse,
Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D„ Editor of the "Herald
of Health" with an appendix on the

Care of Children
By Dr. C. S. LOZIER, Dean of the N. Y.,
The subject Is itself extensi ve and an immense range of
related topics have » direct and important bearing on it.
The difficulty has accordingly been not to find what to
sayf but to decide what to omit. It is believed that a
healthful regimen has been described: a constructive,
preparatory, and preventive training, rather than a course
of remedies medications, and drugs. Among authorities
consulted tVe following widely known and celebrated
names may be mentioned Bull, Dewees. Duncan, Gleason,
Lezier, Montgomery, Napheys, Pendleton, Shaw, Scorer,
Tilt and Verdi.
Price postage pnid, $1.00
For sale wholesa e and retail by the Religo-Philosopbical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave.,

».»

Chicago.

BIOGRAPHY
OF

MRS. J. H. C0NANT,

VOLNEY'S RUINS; or, Meditation on the Revolutions

of Empires. Translated under the immediate inspection of the Author, from the latest Paris Edition, with
his Notes and Illustrations. To which is added, The
Law of Nature, and a short Biographical Notice, by
Count Daru. Price, $1.00; postage, 16 cents.
THE DIEGESIS; being a Discovery of the Origin, Evidences, and Early History of Christianitv, never yet
before or elsewhere so fully and faithfully set forth.
By Rev. Robert Taylor. This work was written by
Mr. Taylor while serving a term in Oakham (En»)
Jail, where he was imprisoned for blasphemy. It
contains 440 pages, octavo, and is considered unanswerable as to arguments or facts. Price, $2.00; postage, 24c

cents.

THE DEVIL'S PULPIT—By Rev. Robert Taylor-with
a Sketch of the Author's Life—containing Sermons gn
the following subjects:—The star of Bethlehem, John
the Baptist, Raising the Devil! The Unjust Judge. Virgo Paritura, St. Peter, Judas Iscariot Vindicated, St.
Thomas, St. James, and St. John, the Sons of Thunder,
The Crucifixion of Christ, The Cup of Salvation, Lectures on Freemasonry, The Holy Gnost, St. Philip, St.
Matthew, The Redeemer. Price, $2.00; postage, 20

cents.

ASTRO-THEOLOGICAL LECTURES-By Rev. Robert
Taylor. Containing the following Lectures:—Belief
not the Safe Side, The Resurrection of Lazarus, The
Unjust Steward, The Devil, The Rich Man and Lazarus,
The Day of Temptation in the Wilderness, Aliab, or the
Lying Spirit, The Fall of Man, Noah, Abraham, Sarah,
Melcnisedec, The Lord, Moses, The Twelve Patriarchs,
Who is the Lord? Exodus, Aaron, Miriam. Price, $2,00;

postage, 20 cents.

THE SYNTAGMA—By Rev. Robert Taylor, author of
the 4> Diegesis," " Devil's Pulpit," uAstro-Theological
Sermons." showing that such a person as Jesus Christ
never existed. Price'$1,00; postage, 12 cents.
THE INFIDE LS OR INQUIRER'S TEXT-BOOK. Being the substances of 13 Lectures on the Bible, by Robert Cooper, and a summary of the best arguments of the
Infidel world against the Divinity of the Jewish and
Christian Scriptures. Price, $1,00; postage, 16 cents.
THE SYSTEM OF NATURE; or, Laws of the Moral and
Physical World. By Baron D'Holbach, author of
"
Good Sense," etc. A new and improved edition,
with notes by Diderot. Translated from the French by
H. T. Robinson. Two volumes in one. Many honest
and talented philanthropists have directed their powerful intellects against the religious dogmas which have
caused so much misery and persecution among mankind. To aid in counteracting the baneful influence of
Priests and bigoted Theologians is the object of the
System of Nature a very able work from the pen of a
celebrated author. Price, $2,00; postage, 25 cents.
THE YAH 'O-^A Satirical Rhapsody. By the author of
the Great Dragon Cast Oat. This work first appea-ed
in England. The object of the poem is to ridicule the
vices and follies of mankind, especially those of pride
oppression, hypocrisy and superstition, and its tendency is, consequently, to elevate society. Price, 70 cents;
postage. 8 cents.
COMPLETE WORKS OF THOMAS PAINE-Secretary
to the Committee of Foreign Affairs in the American
Revolution. Three volumes. Consisting of his Political,
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings. To which is
added a brief Sketch of his Life. Price, $7,00; postage,
94 cents.
PAIME'S POLITICAL WRITINGS—To which is prefixed a brief Sketch of the Author's Life. A new edition, with additions. Two volum< s. Price, $5,00;
postage, 62 cents.
PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WOTiKS—Tc *vhich are added
the Professions of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar, by J, J.
Rousseau; and other Miscellaneous Poems. Price,
$2,00; postage, 20 cents.
PAINE'S AGE OF REASON; being an investigation of
True and Fabulous Theology. Price, cloth, 50 cts.;
postage, 12 cents; paper, 25 cents, or five for $1,00.
PAIVE'S COMMON SENSE-A Revolutionary Pamphlet, addressed to the Inhabitants of America in 1776.
To which ii added a brief Sketch of the Author's Life.
Price, 2) cents; postage, 2 cents.
of "ComTHE LIFE OF" THOMAS PAINE—Author
mon Sense," Rights of Man," " Age of Reason," &c.t
wi h Critical and Explanatory Observations of his
Writings, By G. Vale. Price, $1,00; postage, 16 cts.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

THE FUTURE LIFE:
As DcscriM and Portrayed by Spirits,
Through Mrs. Elizabeth Sweet,
WITH AN INTRODUCTION

Greatest Medium's
OF THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY.

BY

JUDGE J. W. EDMONDS.
CONTENTS:
Chapter /.—The Holy City.
Chapter //.—Spiritual Message.
Chapter III.— The Spirit Echo.
Chapter IV.—Powers and Responsibilities of Minr),
Chapter V.—Communication from a Spirit.
Chapter VI. —Spirit-Life.
Chapter VII. —A Picture
the Future.

Chapter VIII. —Margaret Fuller.
Chapter IX.— Reasonable Words.
Chapter JC -Interview with Pollock.
Chanter XL—New Desires.
Chapter XII.—John C. Calhoun.
Chapter XIII —Interview with Webster.
Chapter XIV.—A Second Visit
Chanter XV.— Another Interview.
Chapter XVI.—Reformation.

Chapter XVII.—The Path of Progression.
Chapter XVIII.—Valley of the Shadow of Death.
Chapter XIX.—A Mirror.
Chapter XX.—The Book of Life.

ONE OF THE

Chapter XXI.—A Beautiful Lesson.
Chapter XXII. —Retrospection.
Chapter XXIII.—The Mechanic.
Chapter XXIV.—^The Prcacher.

Chanter XXV— Reception of Spiritualism.
Chapter XXVI— The Drunkard.
Chapter XXVII.—The Organ Boy.
Chapter XXVIIL—The Man of Ease and Fashion.

Chapter XXIX.—The Self Satisfied.
Chapter XXX.—NaturalDevelopmentof SouL
Chapter XXXI. Voltaire and Wolsey.
Chapter XXXII.—Tim Cynic.
Chapter XXXIII.—TheSecond Birth.
Chapter XXX/F.—The Slave.
Chanter XXXV.—The Queen.
Chapter XXXVI.—A Scent in Spiiit-Land.
Chapter XXXVII.-The Miser.
Chanter XXXVIII.— Spiritual Influence.
-

The book contains a history of the Mediumship of Mrs.
Conant from childhood to the present time; together with
extracts from the diary of her physician; selections from
letters received verifying spirit communications given
through her organism at the Banner ofLight Free Circles;
and spirit messages, essays and invocations from various
intelligences in the other life. The whole be;n6 prefaced
with opening remarks from the pen of

ALLEN PUTNAM, ESQ.,
A FINE STEEL PLATE PORTRAIT OF
THE MEDIUM! ADORNS
THE WORK.
An earnest, unequivocal and individual example
of the good wrought by Spiritualism. Its perusal can not
fail to cheer our straggling media.
Cloth, 324 pp., $1,50; pos'a^e 20 cents.
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.

VOICE OF PMA YER.
A Pcem st W. 8. Barlow, Author op "Thb V< icks.

.

This little poem is fully equal to any of Mr. Barlow's
Ji^8,
should be read by everybody
IMni.ed on fine tinted paper, with blue-line border.

Price, 25 cents; postage 2 cent?

Chapter XXXIX. —The New City.
Chapter XL.—The Erring One.

Chapter XL1. -The Idler.

Chapter XLIl.—The Beggar.

Chapter XL11I.—Insignificanceof Man.

Chapter XL IV.—Capabilities of the Soul.
Chapter XLK—The Skeptic.
Chapter XL VI. —Realities of Spirit-Life.
Chapter XLV11.— The Convict.
Chapter XL VI11.—The Souls Aspiration.
Chapter XL1X.—The Dying GirL
Chapter L.—The Inner Temple.
Chapter LI.—The Foolish Mother.
Chapter LII.—The Disobedient Son.
Chapter LIII.—Cardinal Richelieu.
Chapter LIV.—Practical Nature of Spirit-Life. ,
Chapter LV—Glimpse of a Higher Life.
Chapter Ij VI.—Communication.
Chapter LVI1.—A Word from Voltaire.
Chapter L VIIJ.—Home of unhappy Spirits.
Chapter LIX.—Experience of Voltaire.
Appendix.

Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.

*#* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philoeophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave
Chicago. *

-A- Hook foi- the Times.

THE SVSEMTAL CURE.

ASTROLOGICAL
ORIGIN
OF

Jehovah-Cod

Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
above letter, it is about one inch in length, and of 6
OF THB
dark brown color, soft and ilively as that of a young
OLD
AND
twenty.
NEW TESTAMENTS:
man of
Being an Argument on God in the Constitution of the
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
United States.
Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicant
By I>- W. IIull.
or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and com 1
pounds the Hair Restorative to suit the temperament of
In this work the author shows that Jehovah was only
one out of a school of Gods who play their part in the
each person whose hair is to be restored.
Bible; all of wlr m are shown to be spirits of departed
The Restorative never fails to reproducea good head human
beings, who had been translated to the snn or
of hair in less than one year, no matter how long the
.,'f1 v''T1'y constellations, in accordance wit.li
people. He also shows the impossibil
applicant may have been bald.
! e
lty
upon the subject, and gives
of
legislating
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, corner Adams street from Jefferson s oorretpondonce
extracts
on the subject.
and 5tL Avenov Chicago, 111., inclosing $5.00, which
B
15 cents; $1.25 per dozen; post°f diagBOsing, remedy, and postage
age 2 cents per «>P<es.
copy. Ivl2n11tfl
N. B. For sale at the office of this paper.
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY of Voltaire.—
Tenth American Edition. Two Volumes in one. Containing 876 large octavo pages,—with two elegant steel
engravings. Price, $5.00; postage, 65 cents. This is
the largest and most correct edition in the English
language, having, besides the whole of the London editions, several articles from a manuscript translated several years since by a friend of Voltaire, and others
translated immediately from the French edition. The
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sary condition for the growth or development

L

it has passed.

a correspondent,Alex. McCullough) I take the
ground that there is a universe of mind as infinite as the universe of matter, and is subject to

I

tivatiou or unfoldment, ascends progression's
ladder, and at each succeding step, will behold
new mental truths grandly looming up in the
horizon of the future,unperceived by the lower
ranges of mind.
"Truth," he continues, "I regard as the
great infinite ocean of space, or blending of
mind and matter from which each individual
may draw his or her goblet full of living inspiration, irrespective of indivdual planes."
All mental truths or constitutions are guaged
in the receptacle in which they are bound or
contained, according to conditions or capacity,
and are no more absolute in the erudite philosopher, the ecclesiastical bigot, the king on his
throne, than the peasant in his field, or savage
in his wilds, knowledge or development being
the standard by which all mental truths are
guaged, kept in the foreground, yet as you approach toward them, as the rainbow or 'will-othe-wisp,' they still appear to be advancing as
you advance.
The eternity of the past, as the recepticle into
which all the wear and tear of truthful measure
(great or small) has fallen in the ever onward
course of change, and is from ail past growth
or experience still ready, in connection with
the responding present, to furnish such new
measures as the onward exigency of the passing present may demand.
Personal slavery, once par excellent, is now
ignored, and moral slavery that is now par excellent, shall soon be ignored. Though truth
may seem standard, all the more mutable facts
entering into the subsistance of fundamental
truth change, as the fashions, according to the
measure and mould in which they are cast.
"But,"continues our correspondent, "truth
is the great ocean or mirror of (God's) infinite
love, in which is reflected back each individual,
true to life's surroundings, and that each individual mind constitutes the mirror in which
may be seen the true image of the infinite impress "
The term truth, as conventionally used, does
not mean perfection, but may be construed
upon the latitude of an artist who paints according to his subject and colors. The reflective faculties, or reason, are the only means by
which man is enabled to test all questions of
truth and error, while the analysis and synthesis of physical science tests all questions of
truth in the universe of matter.
Our correspondent continues, "Doubt may
be said to be the grandfather of truth. As
doubt begets investigation, investigation begets knowledge, and knowledge being the ultimate of the finite mind which has the germinal
center of progressive force within, expands degree by degree, as if into infinite dimensions."
Truth is, therefore, a constitutional part of the
finite mind, irrespective of the round of progression's ladder, on which the perceptive individuality may chance to stand.
Truth, however humble of measure in degree,
will triumph in every contest, and come out
the more pure, bright and beautiful, apportioned to the strength of the test through which
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out" when occasion requir- the necessity of abridging any of its natural
A Magnificent Act.
That craft on the billowy ocean, how proudly
at gfltmtal themselvesinside
ed, and now all that remained for them to cap rights, and finally
of it rides the mountain waves, with its precious
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Pork and fieans—the Bights of Chicopee
Invaded by Religious Bigots.
Innovation is the order of the day. While
some are growing more radical, removing all
obstructions from their pathway that interfere with their personal happiness, others are
growing more conservative. Occasionally,
even among the Shakers, who entertain the
most peculiar of peculiarly peculiar notions
in regard to the divine government, a member
becomes radically iconoclastic, and desires to
abolish the church restraint against kissing!
The suggestion made proposing this innovation was received by the old members with an
exclamation of holy horror, while the young
with a countenance illuminated with something
that seemed to say, " come and take a sip," if
they did not favor the change, retained an ominous silence. The Old Puritans were oneseventh Shaker, in other words, on the Sabbath kissing must be entirely dispensed with
and only a moderate indulgence therein was
allowed durnj other days. This old law
sgiinst kissing 01 the Sabbath was undoubt-

edly enacted by those whose breath was putrid
from a diseared stonach, teeth decayed and
full of putrifying matter, lips parched and
dry, and cheeks as scaly and rough as an ali-

I

gator's hide, and who had no more idea of the
inspiring influence of a kiss than a wild bear,
or skulking hyena. No young church member, though saturated with piety as thoroughly as an old toper with whisky, and whose
breath is pure, teeth clean and stomach and
liver in good working order, would ever for
a moment think of abolishing kissing on the
Sabbath-day.
Why those old fossils should become so
intensly conservative as to partially martyrize
themselves, is an enigma that the reward of
ajackknife for the solution thereof, would not
obtain a single response. In those Hue law
days, any one who kissed his wife on the Sabbath was arrested and fined, but the kiss was
a partial recompense for the embarrassment,
and therefore the law was not so dreadful in its
effects as it might have been. Coming down
to a later period (1872) when the world was
illuminated with grand conceptions and high
resolves, and when the restraint on kissing
had been removed, and the lips allowed a
liberty that they had been pouting for, then a
man was arrested, and fined for driving a nail
into his house on Sunday! The noise of his
hammer sounded off on the sacred breeze of
the Holy Sabbath and like the expiring notes
of a cat-erwaul, it entered the sacred precincts
of a church, and striking upon the tympanums
of those present, caused them to shudder in
holy horror, and on the following Monday this
Sabbath law breaker was arrested and fined.
While church property is exempt from taxation, the church members must be exempt
also from the noise arising .from nail-driving.
The various transactionsof church members
sometimes seem very funny indeed! The boy
who dug four hours on the SabbSth for a 'possum,—he must have some meat for dinner—
was curiously watched by a church member
who expected him to drop down dead. The
'possum was caught and killed,and the precious
desideratum for dinner obtained, and the
boy is still alive, and is a member of Congress!
Church members of different denominations
ostracize each other, just the same as the school
boy would ostracize a louse, or any other thing
not indigenous to his person. Roger Williams
was banished by church members,—he had
too much water in his creed, a Complaint that
old topers frequently make in regard to their
whisky! They incarcerated Mrs Packard in
an insane asylum, because she was liberal in
her views. In fact, church transactions are as
full of inconsistencies and absurdities, as that
prickly prangly pear tree from which Peter
Prangle, the prickly prangly pear picker,
picked three pecks of prickly prangly pears, is
full of prickles.
Lately, however, church members have
changed their base of operations. They had,
in times past, infringed on the rights of the
lips, curtailed the operations of a nail-driver,
hung Salem Witches, those who performed
wonderful feats on a broom-stick, "and turned

the climax of their vituperative meanness, was
to concentrate their religious venom on the
small town of Chicopee, Mass. Every sect,
every nation and every body else have certain

peculiarities, which have been stamped upon
their nature as indelibly as the blackness of a
crow in its glistening plumage, or the scent of
a negro in his corporosity. Mohammedans have

pilgrimaged so long to Mecca, the tomb of Mahomet, that the children it is said instinctively
at a certain age, commence preparations for
the journey. At Chicopee the people have a
traditionary vein running through them, which
assumes a tangible, practical shape once a
week, and demands pork and beans "on Sunday. The people of Massachusetts, especially
those of this town, if reports be true, are peculiarly peculiar, in their likes and dislikes and
primeval customs, and whose stomachs demand on Sunday what the Jewish laws strictly
forbid, "swine flesh," and what saved Kansas
from starvation in 1860 and elected the highly
distinguished, pious Pomeroy to the United
States Senate—beans! Pork and beans—one
should not be pronounced without the other.
Pork and .beans having saved Kansas from
starvation and elected pious Pomeroy to the
Senate, now creates excitement at Chicopee,
Mass.
"From time immemorial, it has been the custom of the thrifty Massachusetts housewife to
parboil her beans on Saturday afternoon, place
them in the earthern pot, and send them by
the youngest child to the bakery, when, upon
the deposit of 1 cent, current coin of the
realm, the pot was chalked with the family
monogram, and deposited in the huge brick
oven, which still retained sufficient heat after
the week's baking, to ensure a pot full of baked beans, deliriously browned upon the surface, crowned with a segment of crisp pork,
which to the childish eye was an apex of ecstacy indicative of the joys below, which had
been permeated through and through with its
aroma." When the Sabbath morn was ushered
in with its halo of glory, and the family prayer
had been sent heavenward like a kite to a
string, perhaps could not ascend as high as
the latter, and after the little ones had rehearsed their Sabbath School lessons, one was dispatched for the beans, pork and beans, we
mean, with injunctions uttered in a solemn
tone of voice to throw no stones at the sparrows, not one of which can fall to the ground
without the notice of God, and to not play
with marbles, hide-and-seek, etc., while on
this sacred mission after the pork— pork and
beans. "There have been instances where the
small child's attention has been distracted by
some stray squirrel, and the pot of beans has
slipped from the treacherous towel, and the
small child has been left lamenting like Lord
Illlin, and the family has gone without dinner,
but these cases are rare. As a rule, the small
child puts his whole mind on the bean pot,
and arrives at the homestead with its integrity
inviolate, except that the brown beans on the
top have disappeared during the journey."
According to the Chicago Tribune, however,
the traditionaryarrangement that wedded pork
and beans together, has been thoroughly sub-

verted in Chicopee, and the Chicopee constables
"having uprooted an old custom, venerable
with the mosses of whole generations, clustering with associations whose rude disintegration will strike to the heart of many a reader
of these words, who has long been a stranger
to the beans of youth. Every one knows that
there have been no beans like those beans of
his childhood. All others are hollow imitations, base counterfeits. The pilgrim returning to the scenes of his boyish days, invariably regales himself with bake-house beans,
still baked, and carried and stripped of their
brown superficies, as they were in his youthful
days. All this is over, however, and Chicopee must henceforth bake its beans in a tinpan, deposited in a stove-oven, when of necessity they must come upon the table smoky,
watery, polluted with the heterogeneousflavors which cling about a stove-oven—in fact
no beans at all, but tasteless flat, insipid ovals,
swimming in grease, or water-logged."
This infringement on the rights of our citizens is well calculated to create intense excitement. The way to the heart is through the
stomach. A blow at the rights of the latter,
will cause the former to totter and beat irregularly. Kossuth said, "I have laid my hand
on the great American heart, I have felt its
pulsations, and I know it beats right." Could
he lay his hands on the stomachs of the people

of Chicopee on Sunday mornings, since the
bake-ovens have been closed on Sunday by the
orthodox, he would feel a yearning there that
only the restoration of a time-honored custom
could satisfy. Oh! for a martyr to pork and
beans. The rights of the stomach are as
sacred as those of the lips, and as the rights of
the latter to kiss "their" wife on Sunday is
now admitted, the rights of the stomach
should be secured. The cry should ascend
from Chicopee, "Give us Pork and Beans, or
give us death!" But, then, seriously, we say,
we think the closing of the Chicopee bakeovens on Sabbath mornings, about the smallest potatoe transaction that has come under
our notice, and we hope the citizens there will
have the odious measures repealed. Laws which
prevent innocent amusement or the preparation
of a substantial dish, should be repealed at once,
and wholesome measures adopted more in consonance with the mind, tongue and stomach.
We hope to hear a rumbling noise from the
Chicopee bake-ovens that will wake up the
people, and before the bloom of the next bean
crop, we desire to see the rights of the people
fully respected. As the barking of a dog once
saved Hannibal's army, and the cackling of
geese Rome, so let this small potatoe infringement on the inalienable rights of the stomach
by the orthodox be a tocsin of alarm, that will
continue to increase in volume, until it creates
a moral earthquake that will save our stomach

restore the bake-ovens
Chicopee their old privilege to bake pork and
beans on Sunday from a fire made on Saturday.

Passing Comment.
Wheaton, 111., came near burning up its uninsured Methodist church last week. Is your
church insured? If not, why not?
We clip the above item from the North Western Christian Advocate. It exhibits a great
deal of disrespect for an Omnipotent God,
whose tender mercy is supposed to be manifested^toward all, especially church members.
At the time of famines, the most pious and
devoted Christian becomes hungry and
starves to death by the side of the Atheist, his
God treating both alike. An epidemic disease
has no favorites—it penetrates the house of him
who has the Bible for a shield, attacks some
vital part of his body and
follows—it respects him no more than it does the Infidel.
The windows of Heaven seem opened, the
water pours down in torrents, the wind blows
furiously, the lightning rendering the scene
hideous an inundation occurs and the Christian is as powerless to save himself, as the
most desperate and depraved criminal. The
earth trembles, vast fissures are opened, the
fire, smoke and lava issue therefrom, and all
classes, the good and bad, sufler alike. In fact,
common sense, reason and philosophy, demonstrate that in all the dispensations of Nature,
Providence or God, and in the manifold actions of the material world, all are treated
alike—no favorites can be found! If the Orthodox God, then, has no favorites in such
cases, when does his favoritism commence? If
not here on this earth, what right have we to
suppose that he will hereafter manifest any
partiality toward any one?
God controls the lightning, or he does not.
If He does, to erect a lightning rod on a
church, would be only bidding defiance to him,
and religious worship is a foolish expenditure
of time.
Buildings, however, are erected to protect
the people from the effects of heat and cold,
rain and snow storms and furious winds.
Lightning rods are attached to them to protect
them from the devastating effects of the lightning. The lightning rod is as essential to protect the church from the lightning, as clothes
are to protect one from the effects of cold Winter weather.
Nature in her manifestations does not step
aside to accommodate man—her routine of duties are regular and systematic. But man,
however, must adapt himself to her system of
works. He should not say, "God controls heat
and cold, and if He allows it to burn or freeze
me, He alone is responsible!" He must adapt
himself to the natural conditions with
which he is surrounded, and as they use no
partiality here, we have a right to conclude
that they never will in the future.

death'

The happiness, then, of each one depends

not on the love of, or adherance to, a God, but
in the harmonious relations that exist between
him and the manifold laws of creation. We
are certain that in the action of heat,
cold, refreshing rains, sunshine, seed time and
harvest, there is never any partiality manifested, hence we may conc lude that this condition
will always continue, therefore, all forms of
religious worship, all Orthodox sects, all Bibles, all the preachers in the world, can not
place a man in a position that the laws of creation or the Providence of God will smile more
propitiously on him than on the firmest
Atheist.
A devoted Christian, who remembered the
Sabbath day and kept it holy, saw a man walking along one Sunday with a string of fish in
his hand, which he had just taken from a
neighboring spring. He followed him some
distance, expecting and hoping to see him fall
dead, but he did not.
The days of the week have no favorites.
Sunday is no better than Friday.
The lightning does not know any difference
between a church edifice and a house of prostitution.
The sun will warm~a thief with the same
efficacy that it will Henry Ward Beecher.
The frost will pinch the ears of a Christian
with the same impunity that it will those of a
bloated inebriate.
Fire will consume a magnificent Cathedral
with its Bibles and hymn books, with the same
dare-deviljeasethat it will a barrel of strychnine
whiskey.
Poison will attack the vitals of a devout
Christian with the same reckless spirit that it
will those of a thief.

Water will drown a Christian with the same
indifference that it would a pirate.
Here on this terrestrial sphere we see no
partiality manifested—none whatever! Man's
happiness depends altogether on his wisdom in
adapting himself to the ceaseless operations of
the laws of the material and spiritual worlds.
If man is in a 'dirty pool, surrounded with
vampires that are continually sucking his vitality, he should not say, " O God, you made
the vampires, and if they destroy my life, you
alone are responsible. I will quietly remain
and die, and you will be the murderer."
Neither will it do to erect a church edifice, and
then exultingly exclaim, " God, this is thine—
if you strike it with an avenging thunderbolt,
you alone must be held guilty."
Man's happiness here and hereafter depends
on his practical knowledge of the Material
and Spiritual Worlds; and when he places himself in harmonious relation with all their forces
or laws, then will he be supremely happy!
There is no limit to the time in which he can
do it. The quicker it is accomplished, the better for each one.
The grandeur of Creation is yours, and you
may sip its sunshine, and drink at its ambrozial founts. You may listen to the sweet notes
of the vesper breeze, inhale the perfume of
blooming flowers, and hold communion with
action of unseen forces.

cargo of human life! With white sails spread
to catch the wafting breeze, it onward moves,
over the briny deep! The little child is there,
but far above him in experience and knowledge is the Captain, Pilot and Engineer.

The

movements of the engine, the compass and the
wheels are all a mystery to the child! By and
by, he assumes the stately step and dignity of
manhood, and all the mysteries of the ocean
steamer vanish! Ever onward, and ever advancing, mystery, to a certain extent, vanishes
before us, the vision becomes clearer, the hearing more acute, the senses quickened, the mind
more comprehensive, until finally,lour intellect
subdues Creation, holds a world in abeyanoe
the same as it could an ocean steamer.
While, then, perusing the path of life, ever
remember that you are an integral part of Creation, and that
"
Everything in its place is best,
And that which seems but idle show,
Strengthensand sustains the rest."

1873*0
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[From the Baltimore Gazette.]

We lay before our readers to-day a letter
from Johns Hopkins, Esq., conveying to a
board of trustees the sum of $25,000,000 for
the followingcharitable purposes:
1st. To build a free hospital for 400 patients,
complete in all its departments and appoint-

ments, for the reception and treatment of the
indigent classes of Baltimore and its vicinity,
and, in special cases of casuality, for people
of the State generally, without respect to age,
sex or color.
2nd. To build a convalescent hospital, in a
country neighborhood, within easy reach of
the city, to which patients may be removed as
soon as relieved of their maladies, and where
they may completely recruit their strength and

vigor before returning to their customary

labors and pursuits.

3rd. To inclose the thirteen acres already
purchased for the uses of the free hospital,
with a low, stone wall, surmounted With iron
railings, and with appropriate entrance ways,
and to grade the grounds, which are to be laid
ofl with roads and walks, and ornamented
with trees and shrubs and parterres of flowers,
with seats for rest, and sparkling fountains.
4th. To establish there a training school for
nurses, in accordance with the plans of that
Hall.
Bice
and
Jackson's
Whipple
at
Prof.
noblest of Englishwomen, Florence Nightingale. Such nurses as are employed in the
Spiritualists
the
spoke
for
Whipple
hospital are to be subject to the orders of the
Prof.
of this city Sunday morning, March, 23rd, on trustees, and to be paid out of the trust fund;
while the others, after becoming skilled in
the "Relation of Death to a Future Life."
their duties, are to exercise their profession at
In the light of Modern Spiritualism, said the large among the sick of the community,and
speaker, life has a new meaning and death a to derive an independent support from the
new interpretation. This world is no longer salaries they receive from those who engage
services.
regarded as the beginning and end of existence, their
5th. To select a proper place in the country
but it is recognized as a factor included in an and build there a "Home" for orphan colored
endless series of phenomena sustaining a children, and for colored children having but
definite but limited relation to the human one parent, and, in particular instances, for
children neglected by their parents.
career. Man enters the present solar cycle at colored
Such are the general features of this grand
the bottom of materiality by being born into and comprehensive charity. These hospitals
a physical body. That body has its depend- and the training school and the home thus enencies in the elements and forces of the exter- dowed are intended ultimately to form a part
of the medical department of the university,
nal world and transmutes elements and with
its classical, medical, law, and botanical
forces into a suitable vehicle for the schools, which Mr. Hopkins has also amply
expression of thought. Mind can not provided for by will.
To give $2,000,000 for the relief of the indipr« ject itself into consciousness without an
sick, the training of .nurses, and the supobjective mechanism—hencethe necessity for gent
port of a school for colored ophans would be
a material world and a physical organism.
of itself an act of benevolence worthy of perBut all things tend toward ascension, re- petuation through all time by a grateful comfinement, progression. The world is a tem- munity; but when, to this later gift, is superadded the previous gift of a large and extremeporary means to an ultimate end, which is ly
valuable suburban estate, with its park like
spirit. So also the physical part of man is grounds, its extensive gardens, and greentransitional; it is the shell in which the kernel houses, and conservatories, together with city
germinates; the laboratory in which the property worth at this time millions of dollars,
for the purposes of a university; these two
chemistry of life eliminates the enduring gifts taken together as parts
of one great plan
substance which shall survive material dis- of all embracing benevolence, constitute the
grandest charity of which any one city, in this
solution.
The office of this globe, then, is to individ- country or abroad, has ever been the beneficiary, or that ever honored the name of any
ualize the spiritual body as an appropriate in- private citizen.
strument for the expression of that unquenchWe most heartily indorse the expression of
able atom of personality which, the speaker commendation contained in the ''foregoing
believed, has existed from all eternity.
article. The name of Johns Hopkins will for
Nature's method of progress does not dis- centuries be embalmed in the memory of
play an unbroken continuity, but develop- millions now unborn.
ment is effected through cycles in which both
When the great mass of American people,
evolution and dissolution are active agents. In shall become imbued with the spirit of Johns
the physical organism growth and decay of Hopkins, ignorance, desease and crime will be
the tissues are constantly going on, and the speedily banished from the land. May it be
body as a whole culminates at maturity, his mission in the next sphere of human exwhen dissolution begins and slowly conducts istence to inspire millionaires yet in
earth-life
the physical man to that crisis called death, to follow his example. Such "a rich man" will
but which is in reality the culmination of one find no trouble in entering
the ' Kingdom of
cycle and the commencement of another. Heaven."
Everything .j,hat ripens, dies. We have seen
When Spiritualists cease their bickerings
this to be true of the physical body; but there over national convention and
organizations,
is always something remaining in man which and begin to inquire in
the true spirit of
has not ripened, something that has not comregard,—what can be done to nurse,
passed its mission; something that is only in fraternal
feed, clothe, educate and train to habits of ingerm while the body is tottering toward death, dustry and
usefulness, every child that is born
and that something goes up into a new cycle into the
world, then they will more fully apwhen liberated from its chrysalis shell, and is preciate and
understand the Philosophy of Life,
there destined to flower into a grander fruition. and the true
mission of spirit communion than
Moreover, death performs many beneficent they now do. Does any spiritual
philosopher
offices. Without death there could be no newdoubt that Johns Hopkins' guardian spirits are
ness of life. The planet is a laboratory for the a band of philanthropists operating from the
production of a vastly greater number of hu- sphere of fraternal love, and inspiring him to
man bodies than would be possible if they had noble deeds of philanthropy ? We doubt it
a permanent residence here. Four generations not. They have accomplished a great success.
May like results be produced with many other
come and go during each century, each of millionaires in different parts of
our country.
which embraces a billion of inhabitants. With
this brief sojourn, a trillion of human beings
The Theophiles in Council.
have their day and generation on the earth in
[Special
Dispatch to the Chicago Tiibniie.]
the course of twenty-five thousand years. And
New Yobk, Feb. 27th.—The Tenth Annual
if we are allowed a logical deduction from the
of the Advocates of the Religious
history revealed by geology, the earth will Convention
Amendment of the Constitution, namely, the
continue to subserve a similar mission for investing of a clause relating to the recognition
man during the next two or three million of God, has been in session for two days to
a small and decent attendance. The resolution
years.
passed yesterday that no speeches adverse to
Again, it is a fair presumption that death se- the amendment would be listened to by the
cures to the spiritual and intellectual forces Convention, but must be submitted to the
an advantage they do not enjoy in the earth- Secretary, in writing, had the eflect of reducing
life. The process of development is one that the number of spectators to a mere handful.
The speeches made thus far generally favor
is accompaniedwith the continual subordina- making the Constitution of the United States,
tion of all organs and functions to the suprem- and of the several States, acknowledge Chrisacy of intellect. In this life the intellect is tianity, to the exclusion of what speakers term
for the most part in bondage, but the aim of Infidelity, Atheism, Judaism, and Paganism.
development is its supremacy, and that end One argument used was to the effect that when
God is recognized in the Constitution, Conwill be fully attained only in the higher life. gressmen
who accept bribes will be cast out in
disgrace.
The Rev. Dr. Tying said he looked
And then again, the history of progress reforward
to
the day when the dear and gracious
veals a tendency to continuous specialization.
should reign in all the glory of a rePrimitive organization was destitute of organs. Savior
deemed and consecrated earth. The annual
In civilized man the specialization of structure report admits that not much advance has
been
has resulted in a marvelous diversity of or- made during the past year in forming auxiliary
societies.
Mrs.
gans and functions. From a glutinous jelly
Swisshelm spoke to-day in
favor of the amendment, and also of the imin the primitive ocean to the savage, and from portance
of woman's influence in politics and
the savage to the most enlightened Caucassian, on govermental officers.
there is displayed progression in material
We publish the foregoing note of the promechanism, and the process seems as far as ceedings of the National Annual Convention
ever from culmination. A thousand latent or- of the fanatics who expect
"to put God in the
gans and energies that slumbered in the brain Constitution," and thus
bring every man and
of primeval man, are just emerging into view woman's nose to the Christian grindstone.
and expressing their aptitudes in speech, muA Convention that forbids all discussion
sic, art, and in a thousand unheard-of ways. which militates against their proposed
amendThis law of evolution reaches up into the ment, indicates the tyranny that might be exspirit life and is there active to specialize the pected to be exercised by a government with
spirit body as an instrument of thought. If such a constitution as those bigots propose to
inflict upon the
people. Good sense
the material body is properly styled a "thous- yet prevails, andAmerican
there is really no fears that
and-stringed instrument," then the spirit body the masses of the American people will ever
after a long residence in the upper home, may accept and wear any such chains of bondage.
numbers every successive meeting
be designated a trillion-stringed instrument, Their
"grow smaller and smaller and beautifully
and so nicely attuned and delicately adjusted]
that every wave of emotion and every thought
The Religio-Philosophical Society grantof kindred minds will find lodgment there.
of fellowship on the 20thof March,
And thus every ascending soul will constitute ed a letter
1873, to Sister Sophia Woods, of Burlington,
a note, and help make the tune to which the Vermont, constituting her
a regular minister
sun rolls and the stars glide on their swift of the gospel, and authorizing her to solemnize
marriage according to law. Also, on the
pathway, and nature with her countless voices
22d of M irch, 1873, to Brother Warren Woolhelps to celebrate.
son, of Dansville, New York.
—
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religio-philosophicalTournal. "5^
A. good lecturer and a medium for physical
manifestations are wanted at Unionville, Mo.
Daniel White, M D., has located at Sedalia,

plji(iiilcl|t(mt I}c|i;u1it|ettt

jlo., where he will practice his profession.

Bro. M K. Smith, of Springfield, Mo., offers a fine chance to a man with money. See

his advertisemnt headed, Wanted.

Bastian and Taylor leave this city March

27th, for Milwaukee, Wis., where they will remain four days, favoring the Spiritualists there

with their remarkable seances.

Hudson Totti/e has been lecturing at Milan,
O to a large and enthusiastic audience. He
has given the orthodox there and at other
places where he has lectured, a blow that they
will long remember.
J. H. Randall will visit the central and
southern portion of New York in May, as he
has some engagements for lectures in that direction. Liberalists and Spiritualists, desiring
lectures may address him at Clyde, Ohio.
The famed healer and justly celebrated physician, Dumont C. Dake, M. D., whose appointments for 1873 appear elsewhere, will be a
guest at the Matteson House, in this city, Saturday, Sunday and Monday, March 29th, 30th
and 31st. Wisconsin and Illinois is to be the
Doctor's field of operation during the year.
The Twenty-fifth Anniversary of American
Spiritualism, will be celebrated in Battle
Creek, Mich., on a grand scale. The exercises
will commence on Saturday evening, March
29th, continue through Sunday, the 30th, and
close on Monday evening the 31st, with a lecture and entertainment. BeDjamin Todd and
J. O. Barrett are engaged as speakers.
The Postal law requires each subscriberto
pay five cents a quarter (every three months in
advance) to the postmaster where the paper is
taken, on all weekly newspapers. Such being
the fact, an observance of the law is a duty we
all owe to ourselves—we being constituent parts
of the'government. Postmasters are not blameworthy for exacting it. It is their duty to do

BY HENRYT. CHILD, M. D.
Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained,
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

Man's Spiritual and Physical Bodies-Their
Relations to Each Other in Health and
Disease—Personal Experiences in Clarvoyance—Number 1.
We have no apology to offer for personal ex-

periences when they illustrate important prac-

tical problems in life. Clairvoyance has ever
been to us a grand reality, not under the control of the will but spontaneous, and too often
but little understood. From our earliest recollection, we recall these visions, and can readily
distinguish between them and the experiences

connected with our external senses." During
the past Winter, having been an invalid more
than half the time, sometimes very sick, we
rejoice in a blessed compensation for this suffering, in the increase of these clairvoyant
powers, which we define to be soul or spirit
vision, and also a greater control of the condition which enables its exercise.
During an extensive practice of medicine
and healing for nearly thirty-five years, we
have had numerous opportunities of witnessing and testing these powers, We have long
since noticed the fact that while certain persons are to us like sealed books, not to be seen
there are others who draw out these powers
and enable us to see their conditions, and
many incidents in their past lives. Many years
ago a lady about thirty years of age, from the
country, an entire stranger to us, came under
our care for treatment. Seating ourself beside
her, before any question was asked, we saw her
in vision as a girl of seventeen, riding on a
beautiful white horse. There was a gentleman on another horse upon the right hand
side of the road. The lady's saddle turned and
she fell upon a slanting, grassy bank, rolling
down a considerable distance. She was very
much frightened, and somewhat hurt. It was
you, and from that time you have had a pain

in your back and side—most of the time, it is
the result of displacement of certain organs.
you
It^has rendered your life miserable, and
have been very badly treated because no one
so.
has understood your case.
She looked at us with astonishment, and
Modern
Anniversary
of
Twenty-fifth
The
asked, "Who told you that?" We replied that
Spiritualism will be celebrated at Pence's we saw it. Said she, "It is literally true.
Hall, Terra Haute, Indiana, on the 30th and You have described my case as well as I could
to her
31st of March, 1873. On Sunday evening, myself." In a few weeks she returnedWe
beentirely restored to health.
March 30th, at o'clock there will be an ad- family,
lieve there was as much depended on her condress by Dr. T. B. Taylor, author of "Old dition as upon our powers of vision that enTheology Turned Upside-Down." He is an abled us to see these things, for we have treatbeing able
able and pleasant speaker, and for a long time ed hundreds of such cases without
see so clearly the causes and conditions.
was a minister in the Methodist church, and to A
few years ago our good brother, Dr. J. R.
became a eonvert to Spiritualism through Newton, was treating patients in this city, and
we had frequent opportunities of seeing him,
manifestationsin his own family.
of seeing the mode of
Chauncy Barnes writes that he will soon and were very desirous
operation of his magnetism. On one occasion
will
journey
west
he
from
thence
visit Boston,
a lad about twelve years of age, was brought
to Minnesota and south to Texas. He will to him. He was pale and emaciated, with
of the eyes, which inpreach the gospel as an organizer of the dis- that peculiar prominence
The doctor asked us to
disease.
heart
dicates
cordant elements in the religious world. He listen to his heart, it was beating furiously,
will, on request, go to towns in his route, and and very irregularly; just such a case as we
stay a few days, giving tests and healing the should say would be liable to terminate fatally
treatment by Dr.
sick. He says his mission is to establish a at any moment.in The
sitting down behind the
Newton
consisted
better state of things, religiously and polit- patient and placing his arms around him, with
ically. Bro. Barnes is certainly one of the his hands one over the other, over his heart,
most remarkable test mediums we ever met, offering up his usual prayer for "power to heal
and then pressing the hands
full of eccentricities and goodness of heart. this dear child,"
on the chest three times. W hen he had placed
generosity
people
of
the
He relies upon the
his arms around the lad, we saw clairvoyantly
to compensate him—never exacting a stated the two hearts, the spiritual heart beating rythfee. He goes forth to do good to his fellow mically and beautifully, while the physical
heart was thumping and moving with great
men as his guardian angels may dicect. Ad- irregularity.
As soon as the first pressure was
at
orders
until
further
Baltimore, made by Doctor Newton's hands, it ceased its
dress him
Maryland.
violent motions, and fell at once into harmonious and co-ordinate action with the spiritual
The important industries for which the city Leart.
The result was immediate relief and
justly
so
distin
is
Wilmington,
Delaware,
of
with proper rest and care, a permanent cure.
On Monday, the 24th of Feb., our brother,
guished, have been made the subject of the inexamine him, sayitial article in LippinsottsMagazine for April. E. Y. Wilson, desired us topeculiar
symptoms
some
had
had
ing
that
he
The writer has evidently exerted himself to about the chest that he wished to know more
obtain the most trustworthy information, about. We laid our hand upon his great and
which he presents in a style remarkable for its powerful chest, and soon a vision came of both
organs. We saw that
clearness and easy flow. The article is pro- the spiritual and physical
the most powerful physione
of
had
while
he
fusely illustrated. "Medical Expert Ev- cal organizations we have ever seen, yet there
idence," by H. C. Wood, Jr., M. D., is a con- was, and had been for a long time^ very retribution at once striking and important. Its markable and peculiar harmony ofaction beand physical, which had
comments upon the difficulties which the law tween the spiritual
him to accomplish the great work of
enabled
carelessly throws in the way of the genuine his life. We saw that there was a vast inexpert, and its animadversions against the crease of power to be experienced by him as
serious perils to which innocent persons are he advances in life, and that the trouble to
therefore exposed, deserve a careful perusal. which he referred was caused by over working
The author illustrates his assertions by full the physical, and not having proper food and
and pertinent references to trials, the memory rest, so that the harmony between the two sysof which are still fresh in the public mind. tems was disturbed, producing a sense of
"The mystery of Massabielle," by William D. faintness and almost a cessation of the action
Wood, is a highly attractive article, descrip- of the heart. It was a warning for him to rest
tive of the wonderful events which have ren- the physical at all such times until the hardered the Grotto of the Virgin at Lourdes, mony could be re-established.
These cases will prepare the minds of our
an object of extraordinary and world-wide
readers for the views we shall present on the
interest.
nature and relations of the spiritual and physof
To the Public.—I wish it to be distinctly ical bodies. Among the grand revelations
most importunderstood that all letters directed to me in care Modern Spiritualism, one of athe
spirit now and
ant is the fact that man is
of the Religio Philosophical Publishing
body. The Apostle had declarHouse, are received by me. It is impossible has a spiritualdistinctly,
but who had accepted
for me to answer all letters of invitation to ed this very
the popular religious teachhold seances in different localities—hence I it? Certainly not
scientific men.
give a general answer through the columns of ers of the day, nor the so-called
to present the abthis paper. I shall remain in Chicago for sev- It remained for Spiritualism
fundamental axiom that
eral weeks longer. When I determine to solute proof of thisbeing,
now, here and always;
travel again, I will notify the public of the man is a spiritualcovering
that has generally
that the external
fact through the columns of the Journal.
been considered to be the man,_ is only the
Harry Bastian.
physical matter with which the spiritual body
Chicago, March 25th, 1873.
clothes itself during its sojourn on earth.
P. S. My seances are held every evening
As proof of this, and confirmation of the
except Saturdays.
I go to Milwaukee on apostolic assertion, Spiritualism points to the
Thursday, March 27th, and shall return so as inner consciousness of man to the numerous
to hold a seance the following Tuesday even- instances where man has been separated from
ing. H. B.
the body, and seen in different localities. It
refers to the well known fact that where a
To Book Buyers.
limb has been amputated, there is a well de
The following books on our list can not be
supplied at present, viz: "IllustratedPractical
Mesmerist," "Magic Staff;" "Spiritualism
through the Woman of Endor" and "Spirit
Mysteries Explained." The following are
OUT OF PRINT:

"Three Plans of Salvation."
"Arcana of Nature," vol. one.

"After Death; or, DisembodiedMan."

"Arcana of Spiritualism."
"Man a Religious Animal."
"Man and his Relations."
"Origin of Species" by Kittredge.
"Pre-Adamite Mm."
"Supremacy of Reason."

"True Love "

"Holy Bible and Mother Goose."
"Lyceum Guide."
These can not be supplied. Will our friends
who have ordered any of the above please
change their orders.

fined consciousness, and often suffering where

We know there are those whom this evidence
does not reach and satisfy, just as there are
blind men who can not see light, and may
deny its existence, but this does not alter the
fact to those who see it and its grand and beautiful revelations.
For the benefit of those who do accept these
truths, we shall describe the spiritual body,
and trace its relations to the physical body,
and endeavor to show how they produce pain

and disease. Thomas L. Hams, in one of his
poetic flights uttered this sentiment,
"Rousing pain, the body's keeper."
This is a grand physiological truth.
We see clairvoyantly that the spiritual body
of man has an osseous ;or bony system corresponding to that of the physical body, though
much more refined and beautiful, it is^ composed of a spiritual material that has sufficient
firmness to give it the,necessary solidity so as
to maintain the form intact, as perfectly as the
external form is held by its bony framework.
This -bony structure of the spiritual body has
not only the power to maintain the spiritual
form, and give place for the, attachment of

muscles, but it has also the power to draw
around it the calcarious and other matters
which compose the bony structure of the external form, and when healthy «nd harmonious
relations exist between these systems the elements are attracted and selected from the blood
so as to form a beautiful and perfect skeleton
for the physical body. Any variation from
the proper relations which should subsist between these two systems, will result in imperfect development and disease. It need scarcely
be added that this portion of the spiritual
structure requires for the full performance of
its functions, that the appropriate elements
shall be furnished from the external world to
completethe skeleton, and though mineral in
their nature and character, these must have
passed through the vegetable and animal organisms before man can use them, hence man
is the last being to appear on any globe. No
one can look at this wonderful work of deposit
and removal as it is going on silently and continuously throughout life, without the most
profound feelings of admiration.

This bony structnre of the spiritual body of
man by building up his external skeleton,
brings him more closely into rapport with the
solid matters of the globe on which he lives,
by introducing more of that into his system
than is contained in any other part of it. The
physiologist knows that the human skeleton

presents the most perfect mechanism that is to
be found anywhere.

The corresponding .spir-

itual structure is still more so, freer and more
perfect in all its motions, combining all these
with a grace and beauty which tke external

can not reach.
Next we shall consider the muscular Structure, which, like the former has its two-fold
functions, to move the spiritual body and to
build up a muscular system more external in
its character, to fulfil a similar function in the
physical body. This muscular system of the
spiritual body, though important to the spirit
after leaving the body, is not the only means

by which it can move. The control of the

forces of nature which is acquired by spirits,

enables them to create attractions and repulsions, which give the power to move at will.
We need not dwell further on these muscular systems than to remaik that the same
necessity for harmony exists between the two

systems in order to produce the most perfect

results.

A similar duplicate character applies

Oldest

Family Medicine.—

Sanford's Liver Invigorator—a pure Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—for Dyspepsia, Constipation, Debility, Sick Headache, Bilious Attacks,
and all derangements of Liver, Stomach and
Bowels. Ask your Druggist for it. Beware of

imitations.

ffitSSEtl id Spirit Xifc.
[Nottees for this Department will be charged at the
rate of twenty cents per line for every line exceeding
twenty. Notices not exceeding twenty lines published
gratuitously.]

others holding back.

When the controlling

influence of Dr. Newton's magnetism was applied to it, its motions became regular and uniform with the other heart.

(to be continued.)

What Good comes out of Spiritualising
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago, 111., Dear
Madam :—Please allow me to express my sincere
thanks to you and your spirit guides, for the

speedy cure of my daughter. As there may be
many suffering from the same cause, I will
give a descriptionof the case for publication,
so that others who are afflicted in like manner,
may know that they too can be relieved and
cured, through your mediumship. About a
year ago my daughter commenced to complain
of severe headache and nervous debility, so
much so that she was hardly able to attend
school or study her lessons, and was getting
worse and worse until it run into a nervous
discharge, which caused great weakness and
suffering. By inquiring, I found that some of
my female friends have been suffering with
the same disease for a number of years, notwithstanding the best medical treatment, without any relief or cure.
Seeing notices in the Religio-Philosofhical

Journal, (of which I am a reader), of cures
performed by the spirits, through your mediumship, about three months ago, I sent a
lock of hair and three dollars, wishing to have
you diagnose and prescribe for her, and by return mail I received prescriptionwith magnetized paper which were used, and the result was,
her headache ceased in a few days,

but her

nervousness continued; so after ten days I
wrote again as instructed in your first letter to
me, and received a prescription which I follow-

ed to the letter. She rapidly recovered, and by

the first of this month she was entirely well. If
any body should desire further particulars in re
gard to this case address me upon the subject.
To save my fellowmen is my ambition.
Yours Respectfully,
Peter Loeschy.

1207 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
The Present Age.

remedies that

Dr.

Perkins guarantees cures and will return fee in any
case where a cure is not effected. Patients writing me
for treatment should give a:l their symptoms as nearly in
full as possible. Keep noth'ng back if you wish for a
fruccepr-ful cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
P O. Box, 1227.
vl3n2ryl

IDIR,. DAKE'S
APPOINTMENTS

FOB 18 7 3.

Died at Lower Lake, Lake Co., Cal., March, 3rd 1873,
Seth Edson Winchester, youngest son of Col. H. Winchester, fged 30 years, 11 months and 23 days.
He has gone, ai.d the chains of the demon are broken,
His soul is now free from the tramnels of earth,
For the Spirit of Truth by eternal law spoken
Has proclaimed man immortal by a epiri.ual birfh.

The Western Rural speaks of Dr. Dake as one of the
most successful physicians in the United States.
Dr Dake.—That this scientific physician has ro equal
in the Vest, thousands will affirm.—Journal. Beloit,
Wis.
Live, energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man
is Dr. Dake, who in the last three yea-s has built up one
of the largest practices of any physician in the West.—

H. W.
Passed to epirit-life, from the residence of his mother,
37 Edinboro' street, Boeton, Feb. 13th, Victor Carpenter, son of the late Dr. R. W. Carpenter, aged 5 years.
Little Victor was a bry of unusual activity and bright
ness, and the unexpected event leaves a circle of loving
friends and relatives saddened and lonely. He was a
member of the Children s Lyceum at John A. Andrew
Hall, and was strongly attached to his teacher and schoolmates. Death for him had no grim terrors, for he had
been carefully instructed in the prii ciples of Spiritualism, and he passed away in peace to meet his dear
papa, who had gone on before He has since returned
to his mother and otler Mends, and testified his perfect happiness and joy at the change, and blissful reunion with his father. Com.
Passed to spirit-life from Syracuse, N. Y., March 9th,
1873, Geo. W. Hyatt, aged 65years.
The subject of this notice had resided in Aubuin, N.
Y., nearly 40 y<ars, and was known as an hone^, industrious and upright man. Early in his religious life he became a Universalist and identified himself with that persecuted sect in Auburn, and helped in various ways, till
they became strong and prosperous. In the early days
of Modern Spiritualism he espoused that cause and ever
after defended it in works and deeds. The Fox girls and
many other mediums and lecture-* received hearty welcomed in the hospitable home of Bro. Hyatt.
His funeral conducted by Rev. J. H. Harter took place
at his late residence in Syracuse, on the 11th ult., after
which his earth-remains were brought to Auburn for
burial.
H.
Passed to spirit-life from Fitchburgh, Mass., March,
1st, Harry M., aged 14 months, after a few brief hoars
struggle with that scourge to children, membranecus
croup. Only son of C. A. and L. A. Goodrich.
Piecious bud of earth thou wert too ten J er,
Long to liager on the parent stem,
Go white robed angels pickled thee for their garden
And crowned thee with a royal diadem.

same double nature and this is more beautiful

We perceive in the spiritual body a heart
and blood vessels, with blood flowing in regular and rythmical waves. We have been disposed to compare the two hearts to a pair of
horses in harness, and in the case of the boy
referred to above, while the spiritual heart
moved regularly and rythmically, the physical
heart, like a false horse, was jumping and
floundering, some times going ahead and at

only

Elgin, 111., 1st and 2nd; Rockford, 111., 3rd, 4th, 5th and
6th; Befoit, Wis., 7th, 8 h arid 9th; Madison, Wis., 11th
and 12tn; Watertown, Wis.. 13th, 14th a d 15th; Fond'
Du Lac, 16th and 17th; Oshkosh. 18th, 19th and 20th;
Kipon, 21st and 22nd; Whitewater,24th and 2bth; WaukeKha, 2ith and 27th; Chicago, M»tteeon House, 28th, 29: h,
30th and 31st of each m nth during the year. Offices,
princ'pal hotels in each ity. Chronic complaints incident io both sexes exclusively and successfully treated.

Thy ruby lips, the cooing of thy sweet voice,
That checred with music hearts now filled with
sighs.

than anything we have described.

Of Kansas City, Missouri, has thb

will ensure a safe and permanent cure of those organic
diseases contractedthrough ignorance of natures laws,
vic-% overindulgence, intemperance or otherwise. A
greater number of persons are afflicted with those diseases than any other, anri from them, manv of the evils in
social life are generated and through false modesty or
inability of their phytician or ignorance of their own

Passed to spirit-life, Mrs. Celestta M. Merrill, Feb.
15th, 3873, aged 32 years.
Mrs. Merrill had been a firm believer in the spiritual
philosophy f< r many years, and was born again in the
firm hope of its reality. She was a lady of fine abilities,
an effectlonate wi'e, and a kind mother.

Tby parents mourn the absence of their darling—

cal. In the circulatory apparatus the heart and
arteries to which we have referred, there is the

I

DOCTOR PERKINS

physiology, are victims of insanity a d death

to the glandular systems spiritual and physi-

The above-named paper has been revived ia
New York, by Col. Dorus M. Fox, Dr. S. B.
Brittan and D. Morton Fox, editors. The
perienced where limbs have been amputated,
may be relieved and removed by magnetic paper presents a fine appearance.
treatment, and our experience has confirmed
The old patrons and stockholders who made
this fact.
such
continued efforts heretofore to keep the
clairvoyant
the
Again, Spiritualismthrough
will doubtless redouble their efforts
Age
afloat,
defi
shown
developed,
has
powers which it has
nitely and unmistakablythe existence of these with renewed vigor. Such continued efforts
spiritual bodies, composed of matter so refined only will ensure success.
as to be like electricity, magnetisrS and all the
To those who were acquainted with the
imponderables, as weil as the atmosphere of
paper
that
heretofore, we need not speak further
axiom
scientific
The
our earth, invisible
nothing can produce nothing, proves that than to say that it apparently is to remain
there must be something to produce the varied about the same style and characteristics as forspiritual manifestations. Then we have the
concurrent testimony of hundreds of thousands merly. May success await it.
of spirits, declaring emphaticallythat man is a
Spence's Positive and Negative Powders
spirit and has a spiritual body. Finally the
recent well established cases of materialization seem to be sweeping everything before them,
and
tangible,
and
visible
be
to
as
of spirits, so
able to speak, proves that they have bodies, judging from the evidence to be found in anand thus confirms the position we present. other column.
there is no physical limb. We learned from
our friend, Doctor Newton, that the pains ex-

Best and

They miss the sparkle of bis bright blue eyes,

But parents hope, for you will see your Harry—
In that bright spirit home of love and rest
So calmly wait the coming of the boatman—
To row you o'er the river we call death.
Mrs. S. A. Thayer, Chelsea, Mas.-?.
Tuesday, March, 4th, the Spirit of Dr. Wm. Weyburn,
of KalamazDO, Mich., went from its earth body to its
beautiful spirit-home.
Dr. Wm. Weyburn, long known to the Spiritualists
of Michigan, as a true and earnest worker in the cause
and for humanity, will be sadly missed by a large circle
of friends, as well as by the dear wife and children to
whom he was so precious. A man of sterling principle,
honest and true, he faced boldly all opposition to what
he considered the right, and won by his consistent course
the respect and admiration even of his opponents. Never
faltering in his belief in present communion with the
departed, he came down to the "Stream of Death full of
confidence and joy," recognizing to the last the loved
ones about him, both in the earth and spirit-life. He
conversed at intervals with those waiting for him on the
calmly and peacefully was
other side of the
transformed into a glorified spirit. The echoes of the
sweet songs sung by his bedside, by his ieque?t, seemed
to blend, almost insensibly into the rejoicing chorus of
the angels who welcomed him upon the other shore.
I attended his funeral, assisted by the Rev. C. G. Howland, of Kalamazoo, in the Unitarian church of that city,
Thursday, March, 6th, and had the satisfaction of describing to a crowded audience, his spiritual presence accompanied by the rejoicing ones who had met him,
which was clearly and beautifully made manifest during
the services. His dear wife, children and friends, conscious of his presence still with them, mourn, it is true,
but not as those who have only faith to comfort them.
N. Frank White.
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A "NIT FT> A partner with $10 000 to take half
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J-interest in a WOOLEN MILL.
YV
Fine spring and 43 acres of land in city. Address, Box,
v 4n3t2
520, Sprinfield, Mo.
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Hockford Gazette.

Dumont C. Dake, M.D., is having great success in this
city. He is active, whole sculed, in fact, one of the
'whitest' gentleman we have ever known —Religio-

Philosophical Journal.

Pimm's* Column.
SEALED

LETTERS ANSWERED BY R. W. FLINT.
Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadway,
New York. Money refunded when not answered.

MRS. DR. M. A. MORRELL

Treats successfully acute and chronic di-ease. Medicine
is sent to all parts of the country by express. For terms
address Mrs. Dr. M. A. Morrell, No. 272 Findley St.,

Cincinnati,Ohio. vl3n23tf

MRS. M. J. OOLSON TEST MEDIUM
Answers Seald Letters, Bockfox-d 111. Money refunded where no answer is obtained. Terms, $1 and 4
three cts. stamps. vl3n26

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.
TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE.
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated
SEND
book on the system of vitalizing treatment.

DR. O. L. BELCHER
MAGNETICHEALER.

Cures fill kinds of Chronic diseases by laying on of
hands. Will cure the sick, the lame, etc., this wmti r at
No. 22 East Main st, Susquehannah depot, Susquehannah Co., Pa.
The poor are healed without price.
vl3nl9m3

Drs. M. A. Amphlett & E. B, Johnson
AsEclectic andTIagnetlcPhysicians for the
treatment of all diseases, are among the most successful
n the spiritual ranks. Mit=s Amphlett never has
failed to effect a cure in any case of cancer committed to
her care. Being a regular licensed minister, she will also
answer calls to officiate at funerals, lecture on Sundays
and solemnize marriages according to law.
Office No. 275 W. Randolph st., Chicago.
vln2t4

J. W. VAN NAMEE, M. D.
Eeleetrie Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.
1039 Mt. Vernon *»t., Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
404 Dean St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.—Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.

Examinations made by lock of hair.

Send for circular

containing testimonials. vl3nl3tf
"

B. W. FREEMAN,
SPIRITUAL

Clairvoyant Physician,
Terms, personal examination at my office.... $1 00
When lock of hair with name and age sent.„»* $2 00

Office 116} South High Street,
(Bet. State and Town sts.) Columbus
Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.

O

Misses Helen Grover & lizzie L Crosby
Healing,

Business

aisd 'Test

Mediums.

Magnetic treatment given. Examination and treatment
given from lock of hair or photograph, to patients at a
distance.
James Piste Jr. Business Control of
Miss Grover, will advise on business by letter as
well as personally.
Terms f.om $2.00 to $3.00, No. 316, 4th Ave., New
York City. vl3n26t8

N. Y. Electro-Gymnasium
and Healing institute.

Baths, Electricty Sl Vital Magnetism!

A new, beautiful and vitalizing system of Electric,
Magnetic and Musical Gymnastics for maintaining health
andTcuring disease 1 Popular lectures given on Physiology
and Hyg ene by the principal and by several eminent
physicians in connection with the gymnastics. Intemperance, opium-eating and other Chronic diseases radically
cured. Mrs. Robinson's celebrated tobacco antidote kept.
Dr. E. D. BABBITT, Principal, 360 3rd Ave., (near 26th,

street, New York, vl3nl8tf

Dr. Samuel Maxwell
Makes Clairvoyant Examinations, gives
Magnetic and Electrical treatment and medicines
indicated. Treats all forms of disease with great success.
Cures Catarrh, incipient Consumption and Cancer, Dyspepeiaj Epilepsy, Paralysis; Piles and Fistula without;
the knife; private deseases of men and woman.
Examinations and prescription $3.00; with medicine
for one month's treatment, $5.00 to $10.00.
Ague cure, warranted; by mail, $1.00. Constipation
cure warranted, $1.00. Sittings for healing at a distance
each, $1.00. Send lock of hair, name, age, sex and leading symptom. Come to or address Samuel Maxwell,
M. D., 72 South Sixth St., Richmond, Ind.

MRS. A. H. KOBINSON,

Psychometric & Business Medium,
Philosophy of Creation, Healing,
Corner Adams St., & 5th Aye., Chicago.
Unfolding the laws of the Progressive Development of
Nature and embracingthe Philosophyof Man, Spirit, ai d
the Spirit World. By Thomas Paine, through the hand
of Hoiace Wood, Medium.
Price, cloth, 60 cents; postage, 6 cents. Paper, 35 cents,
postage, 3 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and 5tn Ave.,
Chicago.

ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on receiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
the disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper remedy. Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential obiect in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the
better practice is to send along with a lock of hair, a
brief statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
the length of time the patient has been sick; when she
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription and
remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently
SECRETS OF
curing all curable cases.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
Gr
EEPIN
B E E-K
a sick person, through her mediumsnip, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
Bwing a practical treatise in every department of
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
Bee-Culture and Management.
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompaEmbracing the natural history of the bee from the nying letter of instructions, however simple it may
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the comearliest period of the woild down to the present time.
Giving the anatomy and phytiology of the different pound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
species that constitnte a colony and information upon science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
every point, of interest to those who keep or intend
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
keeping bees.
application for a second, or more if required, should be
By. K. B. KIDDER practical Apicullurist.
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
Price, Board cuvers, 15 cents. Paper covers, 50 cents.
*«* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo- any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms 01
sophical Publishing House, Adams et. and 5th Avenue, the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagChicago.
noses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the application is by letter, as when the patient is present. Her
BEFORE THE TIME OF CHRIST WITH QUOTATIONS gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
as a psychometric and business medium.
TermsDiagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
FROM THE ANCIENT SAGES AND FATHERS,
subsequent one, $2.00. Psychometric Delineation of
SHOWING THE HISTORIC ORIGIN OF
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure a reply.
j£gT* Hereafter, all charity applications, to insure a reBy M. K CRAVEN.
ply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.
Price, 25 cts,; postage. 2 cents.
N.B.—Mrs. Robinson will hereafter give no private
sittings to any one. If privacy is required, it must be by
*„» For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio Philo- letter,
accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
sophlcal Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Avenue,
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
be taken of letters sent.
Chicago.

MRS.
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from clairvoyance of what you seem to be "sure
are "the eternal life principles of nature
I
dislike polygamy in men or women But I do
not consider it my business to control others
on such matters. . ""
state two
for sale at the office
In reply to your "life principles,' Iwhere
The Banner of Light is kept
the
countries
are
There
First.
facta
paper.
of
this
CIRCLE OF LIGHT.
many
women
women are polygamic, where
writes
WOODBUKN, OREGON.—E. C. Cooley
have more than one or even two husbands, and
could
i
it.
result
I
think
from
W. L. Jack, M. D., Medium ;
no such physical evils as you assert
Papers
Second. A degree of a variety in conjugal
love the doctrine it
John Bkown Smith Reporter and Correspondent.
some
in
practiced
in both sexes, has been
advocates.
can be obtained and subscriptions received by him at. 812 love
country
for
places—in some societies in our
writes.-I
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
HAMMONTON. N. J.-David Mills
most thirty years, and not one case o.f the kind
much,and :hope :it may
very
Jouknal
Nowhere
like
happened.
the
lp ^ne
you mention has ever
long shine as one of the stars yof the West
Philadelphia Circle of Light.
else is there so much and so good and wise Spiritual
I hke
firmament.
and
before
cuts Old
care for children in their begetting,
Mother Eve "—very amusing, and
Jane R. Buckley.
after their birth. The woman referred to in my ology very keenly.
and
daughter
one
writes. I could wait 110 longer. 1 am very tired, letter to Judge Holbrook had and claimed it,
NASHVILLE, TENN.-H. Kemper our
midst
and have come all tlie way from Tarrytown, both husbands loved, owned,
stea.lily on the gamm
is
Spiritualism
two
had
child
to
N. Y. My name is Jane R. Buckley. They but without contention. theTheChristians millen- Two vears ago it would have been d ttu-ult
called me "Miss Jane." I died on last bun- protecting fathers. If inreign of perfect harmony, have found more than twelve Spiritualistsinhere.
May
or in A. J. Davis'
We are expecting a lively discussion
here
day. [This communication was given Jan.
as fathers between
Dr. Harris, of Atlanta, Ga„ and Moses
16th, 1873] Something draws me here, I all men should consider themselves
children
poor
the
Hull.
know not what it is. How wearisome is life, to all children, what would happy
day should
P. Rosecrans writes.
but how much like the hymn just sung—how do' If every man in that
CLEAR LAK#, 10 WA.-M.
woman
as
every
life-long subscnbei or
many, many mistakes, but we must try over protect even the chastity of the women do? You may consider me as agood
a paper as you do
as
again. I think these [orthodox] hymns might any true lover will, what could many men to as long as you publish
the
now I believe you furnish the best paper infully
be changed for the better. How beautiful to It seems to be impossible for
love and its worid, one in which the truth is more
come into a chamber where so much light is have even a conception of true
any other.
shining. I can not tell how or why I come harmonious action. Brother, the earth does disseminated than in
ocean by
AU SABLE, MICH.—Mrs. C. C. Field writes.
here, but, oh! I can not grasp this great truth. go round the sun, ships do cross the in
lived the^best 1 at last aeknowledging my indebtedness for the
I am glad that I discovered light at last, but steam-power, and millions have
smiling
its
with
week
idea
clairvoyant
me
each
greets
Journal that
light at last is a subject that one can not ex- of health in violation of your
- face and inspiring words of cheer. 1 would starve
haust in a moment, and it is not my purpose of "the eternal life principles of nature. Con
or
a
for spiritual food without it or some other paper
"prostitution,
jugal radicals do not favor
to speak of this now.
equally as good.
I only come to let you know that there is "promiscuous life." 1 do not covet the mental
or
DAYTON, KAN.—R. McDowell writes.—I am
such a thing as returning, and how great a or moral plane of the man who, on religious all
sixty-five years old ; have had poor health for six
thing it is for the world to have mediums, conjugal matters, judges all men and
and expect soon to pass to the Summerthrough which we can come. The time is "spirits" to be low and undevelopedwho ditter years,
land. 1 frequently see some of my spirit friends
coming when it will not be necessary to pub- from him. The best and wisest of men do that
I have known before they left and they look
lish deaths in the spiritual papers. I am glad differ on such subjects. I have no idea that perfectly natural. I see spirit lights almost every
to come back, and am filled with wonder and wisdom will die with any of us.
night.
If Bro Henderson will send me his full adamazement.
FRANKLIN, CONN.—J. L. Clark writes.—
cent
seventy-five
my
"Had you heard of this method of spirit re- dress, I will mail him free
Here, in the country towns of Connecticut, where
book on 4'Free Love." In that he will find Orthodoxy and superstition have such a strongturn*"
I had heard of this light, but like many some of the "light" which I have gained "by hold, the arrival of your liberal paper is as
others the light was hidden, until something patient investigation." Fraternally,
welcome to me as the first ray of sunshine after a
Austin Kent.
storm. But thanks to the " powers that be," the
positive came and struck the spark of light
car of progress has started here in Puritan New
Stockholm, N. Y., 1873.
within, and now I come back to speak of this
England, and ttoe Orthodox God can't stop it, and
positive proof, and say to you that whereas I
the God of truth and love won't. Now, Bro.
once was dead, now I am living. Oh! let the
Lyman C. Howe.
JoneB, just as long as you publish eueh a plain,
evergreens of peace be twined around the
practical, common sense paper as the Joubnal
heads of those who are working for the spread
now is, just so long you can count me as one of
word
to
a
say
to
like
would
Bko.
Jones:—I
of truth. May the rays of the sun draw out
your supporters. I shall take the Little Bouquet
regard
Journal,
excellent
your
of
readers
the
all the cold, frosty feelines, and may the sweet
Howe and his public labors. when published,
balms of Gilead heal all the wounds, and erase ing Bro. Lyman C H.
VICKSBURG, MICH.—J. M. Williams writes.—
has been in the field fifBrother
Although
all the errors.
I am a boy subscriber (to the Jouknal) only
very
widely
not
is
he
a
as
lecturer,
years
teen
very
"You seem to have been resurrected
years of age, and as my father now is
known. His labors have been mostly confined fifteen
soon?"
thoroughly converted to Spiritualism, you will
was
conhe
where
New
York,
Western
to
will
and
in
please discontinue my paper. You can with 6afety
Yes; and I am so happy to come
It is known consider
my father (W. Williams) a life subscriber
form you that the word resurrection will be stantly employed thirteen, years.
an engage-, to the Journal, and judging from his devotion to
changed in the great book of life, and instead to most of your readers that he filled
year in Chicago, clos- it, he now holds its teachings in higher esteem,
of being read ' 'I believe in the resurrection of ment acceptably for oneJanuary.
was than his once idolized Bible. I am living at home
the body," it will read the resurrection from ing the same the last of man andSoa well
speaker, and have access to his paper. When I can no
the body, because the body is like an old he liked here, both as a
longer have this privilege, I will then renew my
garment; we come out from it, for has it not that Dr. S. J. Avery, Dr. Davis, and J. L. Hunt subscription, for I must read the Journal.
year,
but
another
engage
him
to
volunteered
a
"new
heaven
shall
be
been written that there
It shall be as you order, young brother. Your
as he had other immediate objects in view,
and a new earth?"
Desiring to test the correctness of the above thought better to decline the generous pro- subscription has done its work well.—[Ed.
Journal.
communication, Lessie Goodell Steinmetz, posal.
Brother Howe is very modest, and never
who is with us, wrote to her husband, J. C.
BUTTEVILLE, OREGON.-L. B. G writes.
the world. I be Please
give me a place in your columns to relate
Steinmetz, who is at present in Tarrytown, N. flourishing a trumpet before
appreciate
own
his
half
not
lieve
he
does
few
a
facts of spirit phenomena that occurred at
person
a
had
ascertain
such
him
if
have
to
Y.,
ability to bless by his public ministrations. It Mr. F. W. Geers through the mediumship of Miss
lived in that place.
Violet Geer. She was required to answer three
Mrs. 8. received the following reply to her is my impression we have no abler speaker in questions
in a sealed envelope. She went into a
the field. He is one among the few who adinquiry da'.ed Jan. 18th.:
took up the envelope, looked at it, laid it
trance,
"That is a splendid test. Miss Buckley was dresses both intellect and heart. His dis- down, and wrote the questions and answers as
the manager of a Young Ladies Seminary courses are grounded in fact, but every thought follows: First. What is the name of the town on
voice is rich, full the opposite side of the river ?—Butteville. Sechere, and died but a few days ago." Neither has a spiritual pointing. His
the medium or Mr. S. have ever been in Tarry- of compass, tender with pathos, while all his ond. What is the name of the Postmaster?—
B. Cone. Third. What is the name of the schooltown, N. Y., or knew that such a person was utterances inspire to a nobie manhood.
Our brother speaks in Painesville, Ohio, teacher?—C. Geer." She was blindfolded all this
in existence.
Mr. Upton the control. This medium is
Titusville,
Pa.,
during
time,
in
April;
and
during
Louis Napoleon.
of all her acquaintances.
May. He journeys thence to New England, honest beyond all doubts
I should like to come here, too, but so many where he expects to labor the ensuing year. Even her most bitter opponents of Spiritualism
given them by her that
numerous
tests
had
men and women looked upon me as a monster, His address is Fredonia, N. Y. May the angel have
could doubt. There are other mediums here
that it makes me hesitate. The twenty-five world inspire our brother in future as they none are
doing all the good they can in this great
thousand and one who have met me, not with have in the past, and make his words swift- who
uplifted hands, but ever the faces of those winged messengersof hope and joy to millions cause.
BARNESVILLE, O—C. H. Toler writes.—I
whom I had banished would come up before of anxious, waiting souls.
have just passed through a neighborhood in
my vision, and behold, my regal splendor
Chicago, March 14, 1873. E, Whipple.
Belmont Co., O., where everybody is in a buzz
vanished in a moment. Paternostors or nothover a religious fight, which took place in the
ing of that kind could save me, because I find
Protestant Methodist Church, at Belmont Ridge,
A. E. Giles.
that I have to save myself.
last Saturday night after preaching was over.
Ohl give me that branch of holly which
The members of this church have for sometime
We notice in the ninetieth catalogue of the been
hangs upon the wall I am thankful that it
quarreling about personal and church matUniversity
(1872-3)
of
Harvard
Medical
School
ters, and on the night above mentioned after
has been taken down and passed to me by a
whom
on
Gil^s,
Ellenwood
of
Alfred
name
the
the wrangle was renewed. Mr. Zachariah
services,
woman. How much one woman can do for
Collins, the class-leader was thrown into a state of
one in an exalted position. She has brought Brown University long ago conferred the degree religious
and grabbing the iron poker,
me a sprig of this holly, with its leaves and of A. B., and Harvard of L L. B., and who struck Mr.vengeance,
A. Clark on
head, knocking him
red berries. Behold it now, stripped of all its has by unremitted labor as member of the ex- down and beating him the
almost to death. Many
beauty and colors. [He strips the leaves from acting Boston Bar, acquired reputation and others joined in, among them Collins'
son, who
off the sprig and scatters the red berries broad- fortune. For years he has been a diligent stu- inflicted a dangerous gash on Mr. Clark's arm.
cast in the room], I fall like the seeds of this dent of Spiritualism in all its phases, Ancient They had commenced a protracted meeting, but
holly to the ground. My works like unto the as well as Modern, and proficient in classical the preacher left during the fight, and did not
color of these seeds were through seas of literature, no fact or theory relating to this de- return to fill his other appointments. This conhas been in the habit of singing—
blood. I waded through a harvest of remorse, partment of investigation has escaped his care- gregation
"
ful attention and criticism.
There is a fountain filled with blood
and woman alone, showed me the mercy.
Unassuming and retiring to a fault, he unDrawn from Immanuel's veins,
Oh! Victoria of England, noble one, how
And sinners plunged beneath that flood
beautiful indeed is the virtue and love of questionablyis one of the most erudite and deall their guilty stains."
Lose
which thy soul is possessed. Would that I voted scholars Spiritualism claims, and of
EAST SPRING HILL, PENN.—J, Bates writes.
had one fifteenth part of that virtue. All the whom it has the right to expect the ripest and
eulogies that can be stre wn upon thee, will richest fruits. "Free Religion" is constantly Please state in your "Correspondent Column"
of some true clairvoyant that can
never compensatethee for what thou hast done boasting of its scholars and culture. It has no the address
scholars more deeply read in the psychological discover hidden treasures, etc.
for me.
Reply.—That
past
of
the
spirits have often revealed the
than Mr. Giles, or with
At another time I will go to the Banner of evolutions
clearer thought or more refined criticism. It whereabouts of stolen and lost property, is well
Light circle and give a communication.
equal
in
none
his
finest
has
and most authenticated; and it is equally true that many
intuition,
Poor Napoleon is buried now, and his
memory will fade like the jets of light upon spiritual quality of the mind.
wiser by following directions given
great
libraries
of
Boston
at his have grown
the
With
that altar [two lamps with three burners
in regard to buried treasures
mediums
through
his
own
extensive
and
collection
of
each were lighted in the room] until they be- command,
minerals,—not always, however, in the manner
come extinguished. Each one of those lights rare works, no one is better qualified for the and
task of sifting the vast mass of phenomena, expected ! The Philosophy of Life is doubtless
represents Napoleon III.
Please put one out, and the smaller one too. beliefs and theories, recorded in the literature potent is revealing hidden treasures—it opens
[One of the lamps was then extinguished.] of the past, and writing a history of the rise the understanding—makes men wiser ! It prompts
See how easy my light has been extinguished, and progress of Spiritualism.
mankind to become familiar with the arts and
Such a work is demanded, and would form sciences; these and other branches of knowlbut the others are yet burning.
the
foundationfor
the
of
the
modern
history
Oh! beloved friends, how I will work for
edge open the pages in the great Book of Nature
you, and let me now throw some of the manifestations. The material is practically in which are recorded the whereabouts of such
inaccessible
to
the
as
scattered
it
is
masses,
seeds of truth upon you, to aid the plow-share
thousands of volumes of rare works. hidden treasures as men are seeking for; such is
to cut and turn under with a mighty power. through
To perform this task as it should be done, ex- the mission of Spiritualism—to make us all wiser
Friends, I would like to throw around and haustively
and conscientiously, demands un- and better. Who would not be a Spiritualist in
over you the seeds of peace, and only those
careful and painstakingdis- the true sense of the word ?
would I scatter at your doors that will lead wearied research,
crimination, ripe scholarship, mature judgyou aright
to perceive at a glance the
ST. PAUL, MINN.—M. S. C. Flower writes.—
I see Washington, the Father of his country, ment, andofintuition
widely remote facts, and if such a, In the Journal of the 15th ult., I notice reference
with the great Lafayette, and they met me, relations
to be written, it could not fall to is made to one Keeler as being a trickster of the
although I was guided by a spirit of ambition, history were
VonVleck school. Such is the fact. Said Keeler
more capable.
which makes fools of many. I still carry my one
was associated with that notorious villain (Von
pleasure
with
remember
ever
shall
the
We
not
can
rise
at
spirit of pride with me, as I
Vleck) the past Summer in his great expose of
his
at
passed
with
Mr.
Giles
days
beautiful
Oh!
that
Spiritualism in this city. By appointment, in
once above all earthly conditions.
Boston.
He
near
home
at
Park
Hyde
selected
company with a few Spiritualists, we met the
everlasting
life,
I might receive a crumb of
din
and
top"
where
above
a
the
confine
"hill
above named Keeler at the residence of a promisalvamy
own
but f must wait and work out
ment of the city he might obtain a view of the nent Spiritualist, and proved him a trickster of
tion. I have suffered, and heaven only knows horizon,
and a most magnificent one he pos- the shabbiest kind. And now, Bro. Jones, is it
what I will have to sufler yet. I am stripped sesses. A
series of villages lie at his feet, at not about time Spiritualists were demanding of
of my glory, but oh! France, my beloved evening their lamps gleaming like constella- the world, at least of that portion who depend
for
God
May
the patronage Of "the public for the wealth
France, may God bless you!
tions, and far away the sky comes down to the upon
they are accumulating, common courtesy. Spiritgive Napoleon III who is only a spirit now, blue
impenetrable
reposes
in
mists
hills
and
which
light
ualists should show a proper resentment toward
who is seeking light, but for that
over their soft outlines. The hours passed to- such publications as are unscrupulous
in their
alone can dispel the darkness I caused. I gether in interchanging thought, examining libelous
reports of Spiritualists and Spiritualism
me;
lamps
for
thank you for lighting those
or
rare
old
books,
quaint
discuss
of
(as
ideas
the
in
Chicago
the
case
of
the
Times
on
Bastian's
so
please
go,
but I have seen enough and must
ing the merits of modern works, form a bright seance as per report in the Religio-Philosophical
extinguish the other light. May we have a oasis in memory.
Journal) by uniting by millions from one end of
the country to the other, and utterly ignoring and
lamp to guide us, that knows no extinguishHodson Tuttle.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.
refusing to support such journals. It is well
known there are several millions of Spiritualists
something of this philosophy berecently
of
London
Bishop
received
a
Tne
I
that
in the United States, and we can only make ourfore coming to this life, but you know
peculiar visit. A deputation from the Work- selves felt by the adoption of the above course.
now.
was an emperor then. I am not oneranee,
lady who so promptly met the blowhard of
Rest
Association
Day
The
waited
Lord's
ingmen's
see
am broken to pieces, and poor i
upon him, and called his attention to the Sun- the times, deserves the thanks of all Spiritualists.
shattered!
how she is
day use of public vehicles by professing ChrisWESTFIELD, N. Y.—J. Tinney
tians, and begged him to bring the matter un- quoting from the Chicago Times thewrites.—In
theory of
were in Herr Spiller as something new, you overlooked
which
societies
of
the
notice
the
der
Keply to M. P. Henderson.
the habit of sending out agents to preach in the the fact that we have for years through the
columns of the Journal contendedthat all worlds
that while a different churches. Then the deputation came
Bno. Henderson It is said England
prel- and systems of worlds derive their existence and
reverend
right
with
the
quarters
close
to
were
ocean of elementary forces in
company of scientific men in possibility of ate. They asked him to preach a sermon on sustenance from theOur
theory is based upon the
which they float.
discussing the question of the
should
do
he
if
and,
Paul's,
St.
in
subject
the
of
these forces. In
one
relation
reciprocal
the
crossing the ocean by steam-power—and a so, to sleep at the Charter House on the pre- sexes have their origin and are transmittedthese
through
man had demonstrated its impossibility The ceding night, and thus, by walking to the worlds to their outgrowths, the source from
.
steam-vessel came in sight from ^merica
testny Cathedral in the morning, set a good example. whence all existence is derived, and it matters
last demonstration prevailed. You

twites from the

itmttv-l'ife f|qiintun;i|t,

In"

Turn

,

1Df'realized

£££?"

little whether termed ether or elementary forces,
except as forces represent £ plural condition or
opposites. It is nearly twenty years since the
idea was first presented to us, and from that time
to this we have been unwavering and alone in our
advocacy of it, and now if the idea has been
caught by some one who is better qualified to
elucidate it than we are, we can but rejoice as we
are well aware of our deficiency in that respect.
Whatever of credit or obloquy may be attached to
the discovery, we claim the oDe and accept the
other as being the first through whom the idea
was presented to this side of our plane, and in this
we think you will sustain us whatever may be
your opinion in regard to its merits. We consider
the idea of the supremacy of part over the rest a
relic of the fame superstition that made the world
as flat as a pancake ; the sun, moon and stars its
tributaries, and imprisoned Galileo for asserting

to the contrary.

UTAtt,—L.

T. W. Congar
SALT LAKE CITY,
writes.—We are about to organize a Children's
Progressive Lyceum here, and are desirous of
selecting books as free as possible from any isms,
leaving the minds of the children Untrammeled.
Many of the apostate Mormons are Spiritualists,
and do not wish their children to imbibe religious
dogmas which are taught at Orthodox schools.
One gentleman generously offers to give one
hundred dollars toward a library, if four hundred
dollars more can be raised. We have no doubt it
can be. We expect to have a fine school hereby
the first of May. We are making preparations to
properly observe the anniversary of Spiritualism
on the 31st of March, with speeches, music, and a
ball in the evening, a portion of the profits to be
given to the library funds. So the good work
goes on here as Elsewhere, and "the saints" are

I

The Little Bouquet.

entitled^ork

The above
win be a montMy
magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages
of

j

reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
uncommon beauty.

The whole work will be

richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
replete with well written articles based upon
the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
moral culture of the children and youth of
the present age, both in an out of the sphere
of Progressive Lyceums.
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
before the public, will be put before the Spiritualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
a year.
The proprietor of the Religio-Philosophic-

al Publishing House is impelled to look to
other means for sustaining his House than
profits from this work. The object is to place
the magazine in the hands of the children of
aU Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
as to banish the prejudice that so generally
prevails among the youth, against the truth
of spirit communion.
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
beginning to work out their own salvation, instead this house to execute whatever his angelic
of trusting it to priests and bishops.. There is friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
considerable excitement here about Congressional The Little Bouquet will be a permanent inmatters. The Mormons are sullen and determined
to obey the old Bible, which, to them, is a higher stitution of the country and a credit to Spiritlaw than that of the United States, while their ualism.
opposer are of two classes, the conservatives who
A general invitation is given to friends of
believe in working slowly, but surely, opposing
them only so far as their religion interferes with the enterprise everywhere not only to write
the strict enforcing of the laws; while another for its columns, but to secure subscribers for
class, the radicals, or fire-eaters, a set of political the work.
"rings" would like the power to annihilate all
The work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
who ever " knelt to the image of Baal," no matter
how repentant now. They are the class who appeal to our friends to forward their subscripwould, had they the power, put "God into the tions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
Constitution " and inaugurate the rack and thumbFifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.
screw.
writes—I
Forrest
SIOUX CITY," IOWA.—A.
"
see by the little tag on my last Journal, that
I have been reading another man's paper since
the 22nd ult.; so you will readily understand the
significance of the enclosed paper of the value of
three dollars. While in the line of this little
business, I must say that we have come to regard

without
the Journal as "an actual necessity,
"
"

which there would be another aching void in
our household that could not be filled. Admiring
the Journal, as I do, for its out-spoken radical
ism and independence,when combating popular
falsehoods, I felt not a little anxiety when I read
a letter, some time ago, from some " small-fisted"
cashier ol some bank, charging its editors with
pandering too much to popular sentiments. Now,
Bro. Jones, I would like to know if you do really
publish two Journals ; one, a copy of which you
send to such as me, radically independent, speaking unpopular truths all the time, and another,
which you send to "Christian Spiritualists," which
"panders to popular sentiments, and speaks all
manner of popular lies ? Judge ! I don't believe
twelve-shilling cashier must
one word of it. That
have mistaken the " Christian at Work" or the
Bay's Doings'1 for our Journal ; and yet I can't
see how anybody but a lunatic could possibly
make such a blunder. Do you understand it ?
I like the bold, iconoclastic spirit of the Journal,
and when in iconoclastic moods myself, it is
"meat and drink" to me. But that is not all;
for with its reading there comes over us—me and
mine—a spell in which suDshine comes to our
souls across the dark chasm of skepticism and
uncertainty; a spell in which we seem to hear the
patter of little feet upon the floor again, as in
those days long gone, though now as yesterday,
when an expectant little face looked up to us to
catch glimpses of that yearning love we bore our

little one ; a spell in which "that which was lost
is found." Yes, it is for influences such as these,
coming with the weekly visits of the Journal,
that makes it a welcome harbinger in our "infidel"
home. If I could recall to mind the day on which
I first read the Joornal, I would enter it in our
domestic calendar as a day the anniversary of
which should be kept with joy and thankfulness
as we would the natal days of those we love.
RAVENNA, O.—K. Grave writes.—It was once
a provefb, " Methodism and Dog-fennel are going
to take the world ;" and I will not here undertake
to decide which of the two evils would result in
the greatest calamity; but now it is Spiritualism
and Dog-fennel, or rather, Spirilualism without
Dog-fennel. That the former will ultimately
triumph, no person conversant with its history and
acquainted with its principles and power can
cherish a doubt; and the evidence of its rapid
progress now daily manifested in various parts of
this and other countries, forces upon us the conclusion that the era of its triumph is not many
years in the future. Many of the secular and
religious press are disclosing their apprehension of
this fact. The proof of this statement I may
present hereafter, acquired in my recent travels.
The last report of my missionary labors in this
State waft dated at Chillicothe. I am now at
Ravenna, county seat of Portage, which will be
my h„ad quarters for two or three weeks; and I
could easily find labor enough here to keep me at
this place for three or six months, for I now find
myself in one of the widest fields of labor I was
ever in. I have calls enough already to occupy
my time for many months, and more are daily
coming in, and besides I am importuned to return
to several points where I have lectured. At
M%oreville, Ross county, where I lectured twice,
the friends failing by the most earnest entreaties
to induce me to remain with them longer, have
made up a fund by subscription to get me back
again ; and so of Monterey, Clermont county and
other places, hence I begin to conclude I shall
never get through without help. If, therefore,
Bro. Jongs, you know of any idle lecturers, send
them along. Bro. Gatwood, one of your subscribers, and one of our most efficient laborers,
guarantees me an audience of from one or two
thousand people, if I will return and lecture a few
times more in Chillicothe. Surely this is an
evidence that "the great awakening" is near at
hand. That there is a rapidly increasing desire to
know more about the beautiful spiritual philosophy and its proofs of immortality is evinced by
crowded houses and eager listeners. At the close
of a lecture at Alliance, Stark county, of nearly
two hours' in length, in which much interest was
evinced by as an intelligent looking audience as I
ever addressed, a Mr. U. R. Horner came forward
and remarked, "Bro, Graves, I could have listened
to you all night." 1 cite this incident as an
evidence of the deep interest everywhere manifested in this portion of the spiritual vineyard, to
hear our glorious gospel of good news. And here
let me express my thanks to the angel-world for
liftiug me to a higher plane of development than I
ever enjoyed before, so that my lectures being
superior to any of my performances in the past,
are generally crowned with the most triumphant
success. The Journal has a wide circulation
here, and is spoken of in terms of the highest
commendation. I have, perhaps, stated above
that I owe the improvement of my mental condition to the good spirits who preseibed for me
through the mediumship of that most excellent
lady, seer and test medium, Mrs. Staley, recently
of Columbus. While at New Philadelphia, I
enjoyed the hospitality of the able editor of the
Ohio Democrat, who entertained me with pleasure,
and was the most active agent in procuring a hall
and getting up a meeting for me. We established
a social acquaintance which will long be remembered by both parties. His paper occasionally
says a good word for Spiritualism and permits no
unfair or untruthful statement of it to enter its
columns. Mr. Mathews is a Spiritualist of the
true stamu. Here I wish to advertise a new
speaker. Those who are in want of an earnest
and interesting speaker on liberal terms, should
apply to S. A. Thomas, of Pennville, Jay county
Indiana. He attended our annual meeting at
Richmond aud added much to the interest of the
same by his earnest mauner of speaking. I observe he refers to your humble writer as being one
of the speakers on the occasion,

but modesty

omits to state that he himself was one of the most
active and interesting

kept at work.

speakers.

He should be

Agents Wanted forWest
OF THE

ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
A full, faithful and reliable History of that v.st region
of our country, so rich in romance and natural wanders,
including the MODOC COUNTRY,so stubbornly defended
by CAPT. JACK. The work will be read with deep interest by thousands who have sought in vain for full and
correct information relating to the i'acific Slope. ILLUSTR vTED WITH 150 ENGRAVINGS-the rarest and
choicest CABINET OF BEAUTY AND WONDERS ever
transferred to paper. For illustrated circular and terms,
address WM. FLINT & CO.,
Phila , Penn.; Cin., Ohio; Atlanta, Ga., or Springfield,

Mass.

Please state the paper y6u saw this in.

[vl4nltl3]

NJBW EDITION—PlltCE REDUCED

Lessons for Children aliont Themselves.
JBy A. E. Newton,
A Book for Children's Lyceums, Primiry Schools and
Families, designed to impart a knowledge of the Human
Body and tae Conditions of Health.
Better than a whole library of common mcdical works.
Without delay, let all Children's Lyceums improve their
groups with these Lessons."—A. J. Davis.
"Siould immediately become a text-book in the
schools, and have a place in every family."—Dr. 8. B.
Brittan.
Price (in cloth) 50 cents, postage 6 cents; six copies or
more 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
discount to the trade.
#* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
*

!1ro()rc<s«5ive JPuttpt**
—Compiled—

By Wm. H. Westcott.
Comprises a collection of some of the best and most
popular selectionsof the day, (over 20 ) pages,) arranged
for the use of Spiritualists for the Lecture, Circle or
Lyceum. These "Gems" are adapted to familiar
melodies, and the Songster is intended to take the place
of more ponderous music hooks for general use, and
has met with hearty approval from all who have seen it.
Every Spiritualist needs a copy. The following are a few
of the
SELECTIONS:
SWEET BY-AND-BY.
STRIVING FOU TIM RIGHT.

BKAUTIFUL RIVER.

MO CHER KISSED ME IN MY DREAM.
REST FOR THE WKARY.

DREAMING TO NIGHT.
HOME ABOVE—{Air: "Home Again.")

HOME OF THE ANGELS—{Air:

"

Star of the

Evening.")
LOVE AT HOME.
J*ATURE'S. CALLS—{Air: " NeUie Lee.")
HOME; SWEET HOME.
SOMETHING SWEET TO THINK OF—{By
Ordway.)
WAITING BY THE RIVER.
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE.
ERROR'S TEACHINGS SHALL MOULDER IN
THE GRAVE—(Air: "John Brown.")
SWEET SISTER SPIRIT, COME-{Air: America.)
DO THE SPIRITS OF LOVED ONES COME
'ROUND US—{Air: "Dothey miss me at Home.")
A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW.
MESSENGER'S ANGELS—{Air: "Star Spangled
Banner.")
I HEAR THE ANGELS SINGING—{Air: "Ever

of Thee")

Bound in Cloth and Board Covers, per copy 50 cents.
Liberal discount to Lyceums and the trade.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,

Chicago.
IN PRESS. TO BE PUBLISHED WITHIN THIRTY
DAYS, REVISED AND CORRECTED.

THE

CLOCK STKTJCK ONE
AND

Christian

Spiritualist,

BEING A SYNOPSIS CP THE INVESTIGATIONS OP SPIRIT
INTERCOURSE BY AN EPISCOPAL BISHOP, THREE MINISTERS, FIVE DOCTORS AND OTHERS AT MEMPHIS, TENN.,
IN 1855; ALSO, THE OPINION OP MANY EMINENT DIVINES,
LIVING AND DEAD ON THE SLBJECT AND COMMUNICA
PROM A NUMBER OP PERSONS RECENTLY.
TIONS

RECEIVED

BY THE REY. SAMUEL WATSON
OP THE

METHODIST* EPISCOPAL CUTJRCK
"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."
"
The " Clock Struck One is an intensely interesting
work in itself, and derives great additional interest from
the high standing of its author in the MethodistEpiscopal
Church in which he has been a bright and shining light
for a quarter of a century, a man who is personally known
to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle
in the North and wherever known is held in the highest
esteem. These circumstances cause the book to be
eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
action of the Methodist Conference of which the author
is a member in disciplining him for publishing the book,
thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects
who are anxious to read and judge for themselves the
"
Clock Struck One."

12mo, clotli, price, $1 50; postage, free.

Iteligio-Philo.
For sale wholesale and retail by the
and

sophical rubiishing House, Adaius St.
Chicago.

Av©.f

Fifth
—

I

C. Stewart

1.00 08

Harbinger of Health, by A. J. Davis
Harmonial Man, or Thoughts for the Age, by A.
J. Davis. Paper

1.50 20

50 04

75 12

Cloth

History and Philosophy of Evil, by A. J. Davis.
Paper

50 03

75 12
Hayward's Book of all Religions, including Spiritualism 1.75 24
Cloth

H >w and Why I became a Spiritualist
tielen Harlow's Vow, by Lois Waisbrooker
How to Bathe, by E. P, Miller, M.D. Paper..

Cloth,

75 12
1.50 20
30 04

!

75 12

Hedged In, by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, author
1-50
of Gates Ajar
History of the Intellectual Development of
Europe, by J. W. Draper, M.D., L.L.D....... 5 00
Human Physiology, Statistical and Dynamical.
or the Conditions and Course of the Life of
Man, by J. W. Draper, M.D., L.L.D. 650 pp.
5.00
Cloth
5.50
Sheep
Hesperia; a Poem. Cora L. V. Tappan, 1.75

How to Paint, Gardner,
Incidents in My Life, second series,—

•

lb
6C

^

i.jw jj"

Injurious Influences of Schools
y*
™
Intuition, by Mrs. F. Kingman
Important Truths, a book for every child yt
85 02
*8 the Bible Divine? by S. J. Finney, Paper...
oU 1*
Q}Qth
25 02
Is there a Devii? The argument Pro and Con..
_

Inquirer's Text Book, by

Robert Cooper

•••••••

p.

1 ™
•

D.
Incidents in my Life, first series, by Dr.
Home. Introduction by Judge Edmonds.... l-^O
Infldel, or Inquirer's Text Book, by Robert
1.25 lb
Cooper
H
15 02
Is it tne Despair of Science, by W. D. Gunning
be
God,
Irrepressible Conflict and the Unity of
ing two lectures by Emma Hardinge and T.

G. Forster.

Is SpiritualismTrue ? Wm. Denton,
Irreconcilable records of Genesis and Geneology. William Denton. Paper
Cloth •••"
Junius Unmasked: or, Thomas Paine the Author of the Letters of Sunius, and the Declaration of Independence •• • • • •
•Tehovah Unveiled, or the Character of the Jewi ahDeity Delineated ••••••• /• •
Jean of Arc—a Biography translated from tne
French, by Sarah M. Grimkee —
King David ar d his Times, Common Sense
View of H. II Mason
Key to Political Science, by John Senfl
wader's Secrets of Bee-Keeping. Paper
•

<
i

Boards

J.Davis

*•• 1 -J®

—

Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard. 10

1*5018

Mental Cure,

Nature's Laws in Human Life: an Exposition
1-50
of Spiritualism
New Testament Miracles, and Modem Miracles,

20

byJ.H. Fowler

M

Taylor, a.m. Cloth—
Paper

125
75

95
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A. . Davis... 3.50 48
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe 1.25 20
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.
Ordeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grinnel. medium 25
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is True, by
Wm. Denton
The Past and Future of Our Planet, by Wm.

\

Denton

10

04
02

1-50 20

75 12
Optimism, the Lesson of Ages
Origin of Species, by Darwin 2.00 24
Origin of Civilization and Primitive Condition
24
3.00
or Man, by Sir J. Lubbock
Philosphy of Special Providences, by A. J.

SEI.F

vl2n3-6m

Mrs. Ian! E, Lord's Great Clairyoyant

Hardinge

05

02

Supernatural, History of the. By Wm. Howitt
2vols
..;
3.00 40
Spirit Works, Real, but not Miraculous. By
85 03
Allen Putnam
Soul Affinity, A. B. Child ;.... 20 02
Satan, biography of. By K. Graves 60 03
Sermon from Shakspeare s Text. Denton 10 02
Sacred Gospels of Araba, A J. Davis, cloth
l.ro 12
full gilt
60 10
Ornamen al covers
25 2
Sunday Not the Sabbath
Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail, M.D 2.00 20
Strange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1.50 20
2.00 26
Spiritual Harp

1.0014

Abridged Edition

Spiritual Tracts, by Judge Edmunds 80 04
Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen,
50 06
by H. C. Wright. Paper
Soul of Things, bv Elizabeth and Wm. Denton 1.50 20
00
King
25
by
Mrs. M. M.
Social Evils,
Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.
25 00
M. King
Songs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02
Spiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker 15 02
Spirit Life of Theodore Parker, through the Mediumship of Miss E. Ramsdell 40 02
Seven Hour System of Grammar, by Prof. D. P.
08
Howe 1.00
Paper
50 04
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody 1.75 20
Spiritual Manifestations, by J. S. Rymer 10 02
Syntagma 1.00
12
System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
Physical World, by Baron D' Holback 2.00 24
50 04
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources
Self Contradictions of the Bible. 25 02
10 02
Spiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull,
8afena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthur

Merton

100

That Terrible Question. Moses Hull 10 02
Twer ty Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear— 20 02
Talk to my Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.D. 1.50 16
25 2
The Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcoxson
Treatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
man, a valuable work by H. Powell 1.25
Tale of a Physician, by A. J. Davis 1.00 16
05
Paper Cover...
75
The Question Settled, by Moses Hull 1.50 16
TheMerit8of Jesus Christ and the Merits of
Thomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
others; What is the Difference between them T
02
by H. C. Wright
, „
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitational Poem, by
^
Lizzie
Th j Voices, by Warren Sumner Barlow, Gilt 1. ^ 0 lb
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings of
24
Thomas Paine 2.000b
75
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World
Tobacco and its Effects, by H. Gibbons, M.D 20 02
The Temple; or, Diseases of the Brain and

w 25
Doten J® J*
_

f

Nerves. A.J.Davis, l.M
Paper
™08

The Yahoo, a Satirical Rhapsody 70 02
The Gods. By Hon. R. J. Ingersoll. 85 *
The God Proposed, by Denton, 10
— 1
- • •...
To-Morrow of Death Wright.
36 04
Paper
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C.

Cloth

,

S no

Voice of Prayer, by Barlow
Vestiges of Creation ™
16
Vital Magnetic Cure,
and How Preserved,
Vital Force, How "WastedPaper
50 cents. Cloth 1.00 12
by E P. Miller, M.D.
VolueysR ins; or Meditations on the Revolutions c» Empires, with biographical notice by

Liver Remedy and Blood Purifier.
This preparation was given Mrs. Lord while in t
clairvoyant condition. It has been well testec
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Discovery, the Wonder of the Age, and wMcl
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It if
composed of active remedies particularly adapted to thf
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering ii
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that arist
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only find>
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,

Count Dam

'

Whiting, A. B. B ography of
Who are Christians. Denton
Spiritualists

™

!•«{

L

" 08

« l-*

18
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, or God in the ConstiOS
Hull
10
tution, by Moses
Whv I Was Excommunicated from the Presbyterlan Church. Piof. H. Barnard. 20 02
Year Book of Spiritualism. Cloth 1 25 20

paper luu
ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH MISCEL-

WE

laneous Books of any kind published at regular
rates, and, on receipt of the money, will send them
by mail or express, as may be desired. If sent by mail,
cost of tho book will be
ene-flfth more than the regular patronage
of our friends
required to prepay postage, The
for books buy postal
making
remittances
is solicited. In
be had,
orders
cannot
If
txwtAl
practicable
when
orders
register your letters.

Mrs. M. J. WILCOXSON.

To live in hearts we leave behind is not to die."—
Thomas Campbell.
"
What I had I gave. Forget the poet, but his warning
heed and shame his poor word with your nobler deed."

1 •w

—J. O. Whittier.
Price, 25 Cents; Postage, 2 Cents.

}™
l.j» w
w

»,* For sale wholesale and retail by the Keligio-Pliilosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

rates

Author of Spirit Works; Natty, a Spirit;,
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft and Miracle.
This comprehensive volume of more than 400 pages
will present to the reader a wide range of

CO.'S

Compiled and arranged by Allen Putnam,

_b 'IRE eitinguisheR
ALSO, THB

Babcocl Self-Acting Fire Engine,

cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perms
nent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive organs
dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has a
grand effect upon Catarrh, Scrofula, Dyspep-

sia, BilionsDiseases,Fevers, and Inflammatory Difficulties, allays Nervous Debility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it

REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM THT
SKIN.

It will also remove the effects of poisonous anc
deleterious substances that have long remained
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison-

ous Drugs, IS PURELY VECETABLE,

gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offend
ing elements and diseased places in the system, to looser
the bowels, and do a great work without weakening the
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient
is taken (directions followed) It will cure the most rigid
constipation.

favorite

family medicine.

Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $6.

Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium,

All business letters addressed to W, (1. Hookeb, Gen
eral Agent, 251# Park Avenne, Chicago' 111.

WHY I WAS

EX COMMUNICATED
FROM THE

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
By Prof. H. Barnard.
"
Not the men who ntter them, bnt tlie eternal truth tc
which they give utterance."

and valua
This
ble LITTLE PAMPHLET deserves »
interesting

wide circulation.

Price, 20 Cts.

Postage, 2 Cts,

*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

Hudson Tlittle's Works.
—:o:—

ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM. A Manual OP Spirit
ual Science and Philosophy. With a portrait of thi
author. Price, $2.00; postage 24 cents.
ARCANA OF NATURE; or, The History and Laws
op Creation. 1st Volume, $1.25; postage 16 cents.
ARCANA OF NATURE; or, The Philosophy op Spir
itual Existence and op the Spirit World. 2c

Volume, $1.25; postage 16 cents.
CAREER OF THE GOD-IDEA IN HISTORY. Price,
$1.25; postage 16 cents.
CAREER OF THE CHRIST-IDEA IN HISTORY. Price,
$1.25; postage, 16 cents.
ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF PHYSICAL MAN.
Scientifically Considered; proving man to have beer
contemporary with the mastodon, etc. Price, $1.50,
postage 20 cents.

Theologic Explication,

Geographic Description,

—AND—

Spiritual Revelation.
The Disembodied Minds of
THEODORE PARKER,

WILLIAM ELLERY CHANNING,

THOMAS PAINE,
REV. HENRY WARE,
JOHN PIERPONT, and many other
Distinguished Lights of the past,

HERE SPEAK
TO THE

EMBODIED INTELLIGENCES § TO-DAY.
Their utterances, as given through the lips of MBS. J.
H. CONANT, recorded by the pen of the phonograpihe
scribe, have awakened the greatest interest in Society
concerning

THE ORIGIN OF MAN,
Tlie Duty Devolving on each Individual,
AMD THB

DESTINY OF THE RACE,
As treated from the several standpoints which the

FREEDOMFROM ARTIFICIALCONSTRAINT
It is more effective than the Steam Fire Engine,• be
cause it is instantaneously ready and ihrows a powerful
stream of carbonic acid, gas and water for any length of
time.
It is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world,
and comes within the finaucial abilities of every place.
It does not require an expensive system of water
works, and is never out of repair. Send por "their
Record.''
F. W. FARWELL, Sec'y.
78 Market St., Chicago.

vl3n21m6

Physiology and Hygiene of Marriage.
The Herald op Health for February contains a
scientific paper of remarkable value on the above subject. It is translated from the French of Debuy and
should be read by every person married and single. The
January number contains a most excellent essay on the

CONDUCT OF LIFE,
written by that old heathen philosopher Isocrates, 2,300
years ago. Each number contains over 50 pages and is
full of most valuable matter. The Scientific American
says, "The Herald op Health contains more sensible
articles than any monthly that comes to our sanctum."
We will send either of the above numbers for 15 cents,
or both for 30, or a year for $1.50, or a sample of last year
for nothing.
WOOD & HOLLBROOK,
15 Leight St., New York.
P. S. "The March number will have a paper entitled
DO MOTHERS MARK THEIR CHILDREN?"
And another giving statistics against vaccination.
Vl3n22tl3

CHAPTERS
FROM

The Bible of the Ages.
FOURTEE

P^VH APTERS.

Selected prom Hindoo Vedas, Buddha, Confucius,
Mencius, Egyptian Divine Pvmander, Zoroaster, Talmudb, Bible, Philo Judeaus, Orpheus, Plato, Pythagoras,
Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus, Seneca, AJ Koran, Scandinavian Eddas, Swedenborg, Luther, Novalis, Renan,
Taliesin, Milton, Penn, Barcley, Adam Clarke, Mary
Fletcher, Newman, Tyndall, Max Muller, Temple, Woolman, Elias Hicks, Channing, Garrison, H. C. Wright,
Lucretia Mott, Higginson, T. Starr King, Bushnell,
Parker, Finney, Davis, Emma Hardinge, Emerson,
Beecher, Tuttle, Denton, Abbott, Frothingham, and
others.
AND INSPIRATIONS FROM MANY
CENTURIES AND PEOPLES.
" Slowly
the Bible of the race is writ,
Each age, each kindred adds a verse to it."
"This book, original in aim and execution, helps to meet
a want much felt. Giving the best thoughts from a date
far older than the Bible to our own day, it must tend to
break up idolatry of a book, to banish bigotry, and give
higher wisdom and truer freedom and spiritual culture.
It should be in every home in the land. None should
fail to obtain it."—William Denton.
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
Price, $2.00. Postage 26 cents.
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*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-PhiloPublishing House. Adams Street and
sophical
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, HI.

THE HISTORY
OF

MODERN AMERICAN

SPIRITUALISM:
A TWENTY YEARS' RECORD
OF THE

Astounding and Unprecedented Open Communion between Earth and the
"World of Spirits.
Oms Volume, Large Octavo, Six Hundred Pases.
FourteenSurERB Steel Engravings.
Autographs

op Spirits.

Diagram op the Spheres, Executedbt Spibito,
Wood Cuts and Lithographic Plates.

The whole splendidly printed on tinted paper, -with extzt
fine binding.

By Emma Hardinge.
This wonderful and thrilling history has been gathered
np from the annals of thirty-two States by the author
herself, collected and written under the direct supervisio»
and guidance of the spirits.
It contains excerpts from the Spiritualism of the New
England States, Califoruia, Oregon, the Territories, the
whole of the Southern, Western, and Middle States, and
Canada; Origin and History of Dark Circles, inaugurated
by spirits who lived on this planet ten thousand years ago:
Portrait of Oress, "the most ancient angelWonderful
Manifestations amongst the Red Men, Miners, and Gold
Diggers, on the Ocean, in Central and South America;
Records hitherto unpublished of Secret Societies, Strang#
Movements, Apostolic Leaders, and the Rise and Fall of
Spiritual Popedoms, Church Trials, Excommunications,
Martyrdoms and Triumphs, Witchcraft and NecromancJ
in the Nineteenth Century, the Mighty Conflict, Irreristable Warfare and Present Triumphs of this most wonderful movement, from the opening of the gates through the
"Poughkeepsie Seer," to the great celebration of th»
twentieth anniversary of the "Rochester Knockings;"
Professors, Doctors, Lawyers, Judges, Mediums, Societies; the Spiritual and Secular Press and Pulpit, aB
brought to the tribunal of public judgment; the secrel
things of the movement disclosed; lights and shadovrt
fearlesslyrevealed; the whole forming the Most Stupendous Revelation that has ever issued from the press.

Price, $3.75; postage, 44 cents.

An Abridged Edition.
Containing everything but the engravings, has just bee*
issued. Price $2.75; postage 32 cents.
*,* For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, ISO Fourth Ave., Chicago.

CRANE & BYRON,

ifacturers, Whole
sale Stationers. Printers, Binders, Engravers, and Book
Publishers. Publishers of Spalding's Treatise, and a
thorough, complete, and beautiful series of Legal and
Commercial Blanks of every description. Correspon
dence solicited. Topeka, Kansas.
Vl2n8-12m

——

THB

Added Light of the Spirit-World
Render inevitable to the reflecting soul entering it in
obediance to the fiat of

'

NATURAL LAW.
The book is composed of extracts from answers to
some of the most important questions proposed at the
Banner of Light Free Circles, and will meet the desire
of multitudes of Spiritualists all over the country.
As an encyclopcedia of Spiritual Information it wfll be
without a superior.

CLOTH $1.50; POSTAGE 20 CENTS.

** For sale wholesale and retail by the Reli^io-Philo^
sophical Publishing House, Adams St, and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
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Second Revised Edition.

BVAVVrTpIiittYl
OR,

ARTIFICIAL SOMNAMBULISM,
HITHERTO CALLED

MESMERISM,
OR,

j

Animal Magnetism.
CONTAINING A BRIEF

HISTORICAL SURVEY OP MESMER'S OPERATIONS, AND THE EXAMINATION OF THI
SAME BY THE FRENCH COMMISSIONERS.

I?

PHRENO-SOMNAMBULISM;OR, THB EXPOSITION OB" PHKBNO-MAGNETISM AND NEUROLOGY. A NEW VIEW ANB
DIVISION OP THE PHRENOLOGICAL
TIONS, WITH

DESCRIPTIONS

OP

ORGANS INTO FUNCTHEIR

NATURB

AND

QUALITIES,ETC., IN THE SENSES AND PACULTIE8; AND
A PULL AND ACCURATE

DESCRIPTION

OP THB VARIOUf

PHENOMENA BELONGING TO THIS STATE; INCLUDING
ITS DIVISION
THE

WAKING

INTO
AND

TWO

DISTINCT

SLEEPING,

CONDITIONS,

WITH

VIZ!

PRACTICAL

IN-

STRUCTIONSHOW TO ENTER AND WAKE PROM EITHEB.

The Identity of these Conditions with other
States and Mysteries.

Together With

AN ACCOUNT OP SEVERAL OBSTETRICALCASES DELIV
ERED WHILE IN THIS STATE; THE PROPER METHOD
OP PREPARING SUBJECTS POR SURGICAL OPERATIONS ; THEIR MANAGEMENT DURING AND AFTER THE SAME, AND THE LATEST AND

BEST METHOD OP CURING DISEASES,
ETC., IN THOSE PERSONS

WHO

ARE IN THAT CONDITION.

400 PAOES; ON HEAVY TINTED PAPER; BOUND IN CLOTH.

WE CHALLENGE THE MEDICAL FACULTY AND THE WOBLE

at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simple
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confi
dence present to the world, already flooded with reme
dies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics
This remedy has been tested over and over, each timf
proving perfectly successful and giving entire satisfac
tion. We ask the public to give, it a fair and impartial
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, pre
vent all from adopting it as a

Useful Information, gCientifiG Dispisition,

FOR CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE USE.

THE GREAT RESERVOIRTO THE HUMAN SYSTEM,
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Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is weli
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the pirst and only real restorative ever dls
covered.
It is as clear as crystal, pure as amber—a delicious
wash; having, however, a slight dust from its perfume.
It keeps the hair fresn, moist, soft, tractile.
It restores gray hair to its original color by the simple
process of new growth.
Use it straight along, and at seventy you will have tht
hair you wear at seventeen or twenty-seven, as its ha
bitual use is a certain preventive of falling off, baldnese
and gray hair.
It relieves, and removes all tendency to headaches
which have like cause. ^
Infinitesimal animalcule, discoverable only with ti
powerful microscope, infest the roots of the human hail
and scalp when neglected and unhealthy. The Restora
tive contains their perfect bane, selected from Nature'*
store-rooms, which ingredient the Patentee has the sole
right to use. It destroys these, removes all impurities
fructifies and fertilizes the scalp—treating only causes.
"Ring out tlie Old, Ring in the New,'?
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Ayer, Mass. Prepared onlj
by PROCTOR BROTHERS, Gloucester, Mass.

NSTRG-GLYOERINE MAGAZINES;
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Lead, no Litharge, no Nitrate op Silver—
is not a health nor hair Destructive.

jy Send two three cent stamps to Proctor Broth
Davis. Cloth
50 10 Ens for a 41 Treatise on the Human Hair." The informa
02
Paper
.
30
tion it contains is worth $500 to any person.
Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism, Discussion
For sale by Van Schaack, Stevenson & Reid, wholesalt
Fish ai d Dunn 40 Oo
druggists, Cor. Wabash Ave. and 18th St, Chicago.
Pdine's Political Works, 2 vols., of about 500
N.
B. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the office of thi
pages each
5.001.00 Religio-PhilosophicalPublishing
House, 150 Fourth Ave.
Philosophical Dictionary of Voltaire. Fifth
Chicago,
If your druggists don't keep it, we will senft
American Edition, 876 octavo pages, two steel
you six bottles for $3.50, for the purpose of introducing
plates. Largest and most correct edition in
it in your place. Must be sent by express.
the English Language. Contains more matter
than the London Edition which sells for $10.. 5.00 60
Psalms of Life, by J. S. Adams. Paper cover.. 75 C4
1*^0 lb
Board
Persons and Events, by A. J, Davis 1.50 18
Epes
by
Despair
Science,
of
Planchette—the
THREE BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Sargcj t
1-25 16
CONTRADICTIONSOF THE BI»
Penetralia, by A. J. Davis 1.75 24
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse, by A J.
ESJLE. 144 propositions proved pro. and con., with08
Paper
60
out comment. N. B.—In a pamphlet entitled "The SunDavis.
Cloth.
1.0016 day Question," &c., many of these contradictions arc
10
75
Probl m Life
ABSTRACT OF COLFNSO ON TH1
Principles of Nature, by Mrs. M. M. King 1.75 24
PENTATEUCH. The substance of five volumes,
Poems from the Inner Life, by Lizzie Doten... 1^0 lb
Gilt
2.00 20 proving that the five books of Moses were composed by
later writers, and are historically false. With an essay
Philosophy of Creation, by Thomas Paine,—
on the Nation and Country of the Jews, by W. H. R.
Through Horace Wood, Medium. Cloth 60 08
04
considered by competetent critics the most valuable pars
Paper
85
of the pamphlet.
Poems of Progress. Lizzie Doten, 1.50 20
SUNDAY NOT THE SABBATH-ILL
Gilt, 2.00 20
DAYS ALIKE HOLY. A controversy between
Parturition without Pain. M. L. Holbrook, m.d. 1.00 00
Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of Washington, D. C., and Wm. BL
Pentateuch—Abstract of Colenso 25 2
Burr, with additions, making this the best work on tfcf
Progress of Religious Ideas through Successive
Sunday Question.
Ages, by L. Maria Child. (3 Vols.) 6.75 72
Price 25 cents each. For sale at this office.
Physical Man, his Origin and Antiquity, by
1.50 20
Hudson Tuttle
by
16
Denton
1.50
Discourses,
Radical
Ravalette and the liosicrucian's Story; 2 Vols.
in one. P.B.Randolph 1.50 20
Radical Rhymes. Wm. Denton, 1.25 12
Real Life in Spirit Land, given inspirationally,
by Mrs. Maria M. King
1.00 18
Rules for Forming Spiritual Circles, by Emma
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A collection of articles in prose am' poetry, comprising a
short essay on ORIGIN AN D DESTINY, given through
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the mediumship of
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K/ Affinity, and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten 1.50 20
Brief
alediumship, its Laws and Conditions, with
Instructions for the Formation of Spirit Cir25 02
cles, by J H. Powell
Moravia, Eleven Days at. T. R. Hazard 10 2
15 02
Alan a Trinity, by T. G. Forster
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft, and Miracle, by Allen Putnam ..— 30 2
Married Women; Biographies of Good Wives,
16
by L. Maria Child
1*25
Modern American Spiritualism—1848-1868, by
3.7544
Rmrrm Hardinge
32
do., without the engravings 2.75
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Life of Wm. Denton by J. H. Powell 25 05
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Man's True Saviors. Denton
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Ministry of Angels Realized,by A. E. Newton. 20 02
Manual for Children (for Lyceums), by A. J.
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Analogy between the facts of the Bible ana
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modern Spiritualism, by T. G. Forster
Ace of Reason and Examination of the Prophe75 12
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Artificial Somnambulism, by Dr. Fahnestoek... 1.50 16
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Alice Yale, by Lois Waisbrooker
25 09
American Crisis, by Warren Chase
Spiritual,
Answers to Questions, Practical and
1.50 18
by A. J. Davis
Apocryphal New Testament — 1.J5 14
50 02
A Peep into Sacred Tradition, by Orrin Abbot.
50 08
Age or Reason, by Thomas Paine. Cloth
25 04
Taper,
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. IL
Philosophy of Spiritual Existence, and of the
1-25 16
Spirit World
25 02
A. B C of Life, by A. B. Child
Arabula; or, the Divine Guest, by A J. Davis.. 1.50 18
1.00 14
Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis
\postles, [translated from the French] by Renan 1.75 20
Astronomy and Worship of the Ancients, by G.
50 02
Yale
A Stellar Key to the Summer Land, by A. J.
75 16
Davis
Paper Covers ...
50 04
Astro-Theological Lectures, by Rev. Robert
2.00 24
Taylor
A Kiss for a Blow, a book lor children, by H.
68 12
C. Wright. Small edition
1.50 16
Large edition
Antiquity and Duration of the World, by G. H.
25 02
Toulinin, M. D
An Eye-Opener, by Zepa, Cloth
75 12
50 C4
Paper Covers
A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem in the first cen15 02
tury, by W. W. Story
Allegories of Life, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1.25 12
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Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish
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Blasphemy, by T. R. Hazard
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Better Views of Living, by A. B. Child
1.25 16
Branches of Palm, by Mrs. J. S. Adams
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Be Thyself, by Wm. Denton
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Brotherhood of Man
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Maria King, 25
Both Sides; or, God and the Devil's Prophets,
a discussion between Moses Hull and Rev. J.
02
F. McLain, 25
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Book on the Microscope
Hayward
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Book «f Religions.
10 02
Bibical Chronology. M. B Crr.ven,.
25 02
Christianity before Chri«t. M. B. Craven,—
Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future
Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. R. Alger 3.50 43
1.50 10
Conant Mrs. J. H., Biography of
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full gilt
Contrast, Evangelism and Spiritualism, com150 16
pared by Moses Hull
28.00
Complete Works of J. A Davis
Chapters from the Bible of the Ages 2.00 24
Criticism on the Apostle Paul, in Defense of
Woman's Rights, etc.. by M. B. Craven. 25 2
Conjugal Sins against the Laws of Life and
1.50 16
Health, by A. K. Gardner, A. M., M. D
1.00 08
Paper....
Constitution of Man, by George Combe 1.75 16
Common Sense Thoughts on the Bible, by Wm.
10 02
Denton
1.50 16
Cosmology, by G. W. Ramsey.
20 02
Common Sense, by Thomas Paine
l.tO 12
Christ Idea in History, by Hudson Tuttle
Chester Family; or. the curse of the Drunkard's
Appetite, by Julia M. Friend, with an intro1.00 12
duction by Henry C. Wright
Christ and the People, by A. B. Child. M. D.... 1.25 12
Christianity no Finality, or Spiritualism Supe10 02
rior to Christianity, by Wm. Denton
Criticism on the Theological Idea of Deity, by
16
100
M. B. Craven
Christianity, its Origin and Tendency considby
Astro-Theology,
D.
ered in the Light of
35 2
W. Hull
Claims of Spiritualism; embracing the Experi25 02
ence of an Investigator: by a Medical Man.
Dictionary. Webster's Unabridged 12 00 ex
" " Pocket, flexible cover 1.00 10
50 02
Dyspepsia, its treatment etc.,
Descent of Man, by Darwin, Two Vols. ($2.00
4.00 48
per Yol.)
Davenport Brothers—their Remarkable and Interesting History \ 1.50 20
Diegesis, by Rev. Robert Taylor, written by him
while imprisoned for blasphemy. This work
is an account of the origin, evidence, and early
history of Christianity 8.00 82
Day of Doom, a Poetical Description of the
Great and Last Judgment, with other poems,
1.00 12
from the sixth edition of 1715
Devil's Pulpit, by Rev. Robert Taylor, with a
2.90 20
Sketch of the Author'sLife
Deluge, by Wm. Denton
10 02
Dawn, a Novel of intense interest to progressive
people
1.75 24
50 04
Death and the After Life, by A. J. Davis, paper
Cloth
75 12
Debatable Land. Hon. R. D. Owen. 2 00 00
Essay on Man. Pope, Cloth Gilt
100 08
"
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Early Social Life of Man
25 2
Errors of the Bible, Demonstratedby the Truths
of Nature, by Henry C. Wright. Paper
85 04
Cloth
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Sxeter Hall, a Theological Romance. Cloth
80 16
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Empire of the Mother over the Character and
Destiny of the Race, by H. C. Wright. Paper
50 04
Cloth
75 12
Elective Affinities, by Goethe
1.25 16
Electrical Psychology, Dods
1.50 16
Flashes of Light from the Spirit Land; through
the mediumship of Mrs. J. H. Conant 1.50 20
footfalls on the Boundary of Another World, by
Robert Dale Owen
1.75 24
Free Thoughts Concerning Reliatfon. or Nature
vs. Theology, by A.J.Davis. EnlargedEdition
Cloth
75 1ft
Paper
50
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{faithful Guardian, an Inspirational Story, by J.
William Yan Namee
1.50 16
Fountain, by A. J. Davis
1.00 12
Future Life, by Mrs. Sweet
1.50 20
Fieitive Wife, by Warren Chase
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Good Sense. By Baron D"H Ibach
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iiaces Ajar, by Miss E. S. Phelps
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Gates Wide Open, by George Wood
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Gist of Spiritualism, by Warren Chase
50 04
Gospel of Good and Evil, by Silver
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9od Idea in History, by Hudson Tuttle
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God or No God. Austin Kent, 10 02
God the Father and Man the Image of God, by
Maria M. King
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Through tlie Mediumship of

and a powerful protection.
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An Hour with the Angels, ... ••••
Astrological Origin of Jehovah-God. D. W.

$10,000,000.00

them daily. They are Safe and Simple,

laving Present—Dead Past, by H. C.

"Ring ont the Old, Ring in the New."
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Lyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris 2.00 20
Lsgalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
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a-j it should be, by C. S. Woodruff, M.D 1.00
L ;tters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
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slid the additional amount mentioned for post-
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Love and its Hidden History, by P. B. Randolph 1.50 16

The New Wonder!

Flashes of Light
From the Spirit-Lwirid,

Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.
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ioran, with explanatory notes, by George Sale.
8 Vo 670 pp. Best edition yet published 8.00
&oran, with Life of Mohammed, translated by
2.00
George Sale, Gent- 12 mo., 472 pp
Law of Marriage, by C. L James..
Looking Beyond. J. O. Barrett 75
1.00
uife Line of the Lone One, oy Warren Chase..
Life of Thomas Paine, with critical and explanby
G.
writings,
Vale.
1.00
atory observations of his
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BY

Wm. 33. Fahnestoek, M.D.
The author of the above-named book is a philosopher
of large experience and great merit. In this work, he
treats of the philosophy of mind, as demonstrated by
practical experiments during the last twenty years.
No work has ever been published which so thoroughly
demonstrates many popular theories to be unfounded
and fallacious, and at the same time gives a rational theory for phenomena manifested.
Br. Fahnestoek is a thorough believer in spirit communion, and teaches in this work the modus operandi to
a demonstration.
12 mo., 328 pages.
Price, $1.50; postage 16 ce»t8.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave..
Chicago.

Talks To My Patients
*t

i

Hints on Getting Well and Keeping Well.

BY MRS.

R. B. G L E A 8 0 N," M. B.

The anthor says, " I do not write for the pn'ilic or"'the
profession " but for those friends who want Hydropathic
and Hygienic hints to help them meet their home duties.
The book is not intended to do away with doctors, but
to a d the young wife when there is no experieneod

mother or nurse at hand, to advise in emergencies, or to
guide in those matters with which woman's life is so replete. The book will offer no new theory as to the cause
or cure of diseases, but merely practical suggestions how
to relieve pain or better still, how to avoid it.
Cloth li mo 228 pp. $1.50; Postage 20 cents.
***For sale wholesale and retail by thte Tt<:lVio-Philo

soi>hical Publishing House, Adiims street and

5th Ave'
Chicago.

DESPAIR OF SCIENCE

PLANCHETTE

THE DESPAIR OF SCIENCE
BEING A
FULL ACCOUNT OP MODERN 8ITMTUALTSM, ITS PHENOMENA, AND THB VA
RIOUS THEORIES REGARDING IT WITH A

SURVEY OF FRENCH SPIRITISM
"Search where thou wilt, and let thy

go
To ransom Truth even to the abyssreason
below "

This interesting work by one of
foremost
writers in other fields of literatureAmerica's
is
in the
authors best style, there is not a dull pagewritten
in the boot
400 pp, $1.25, postage 15 cents.
***por sa'e whoiesale and retail by the
Relteio-Philo

ChicaCo

bllslllng House> Adams et

>

& 5th Avenue[
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{?8 BELIGIO-PHrLOSOPHICAL JOURNAL. "
I

APRIJ"^^n

1st.. It was understood by Mr. Niles, Mr.
We call upon the friends of our cause in
Litchfield and myself, that I accepted your Northern Illinois, for offers for hall and acchallenge, on condition that Mr. Niles would comodations for our Annual Meeting of the
act as my umpire. He consented so to act, but Northern Illinois Association of Spiritualists.
subsequently decided to have nothing to do We would prefer Aurora, 1st; Sterling, 2nd;
the affair. Ttte condition failing, I con- Elgin, 3rd. Will Spiritualists in these places
BY
E.V. WILSON. with
sidered myself released from all moral obliga- correspondwith Dr. Kayner, of St Charles,
tions to proceed.
III., or C. V. W. Howard, Esq , of Wheaton,
Notice to Correspondents.—Give
name of town,
2d. I am in the employ of the church, and
county and State where you are when you write. Direct she says, officially, " You had better withdraw 111., or E. V. Wilson, Lombard, III.
Our meeting should come off in May next—
eUl letters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,
/
THE BLIND SEE
from your engagement;" and. I do not feel at say 9th, 10th and 11th, 1873.
Illinois. Never direct letters to us in different country
when we are speaking under short engagemen ts, unset at naught her council.
to
liberty
friends
our
to
of
this
We
attention
call
the
Elaces,
THE LAMS WALK ! j
:ss we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in
3d. I have no fear, no timidity in the matter Annual M eting. Let it be a grand affair.
44 plain
talk," stating just what you mean and want, and
publicly
you
meeting
in
debate.
of
always date your letters.
LEPER IS CLEANSED!
4th. As regards your threat to publish to
BOT m! Xemti wanted I AH dxmes of worklnn p«othe world what I have written, etc., I only
pi#, of«ltk«riex, young or old. make morenwneyat
time,
all
than
or
the
at
anything
moments,
spare
Work tor um In th«ir
A Statement of the Case.
have to say, that years ago I lost all fear of the
else. Particulars trw. Address G. Stluson k Co.. Portland. Main®.
world, and never expect to find it again.
fbom
last
week
[continued
]
5th. With all due deference to the wisdom
Dumont O. Dake, M. DMk. E. V. Wilson, Dear Brother:—Yours of your learned counsel and yourself, I am Can be consulted at the Mitteson House, Chieago, the
of the 18th inst., came to hand in due time, ready to meet all legal obligations resulting last two diys in each month. yl4n2tf
and I have with as little delay as possible ob- from broken contracts, etc.
PROGBE88ITE
P. D. Barnhart.
tained a transcript of the terms of your and
Rev. Barnhart's discussion, which I enclose to
Readers of the Religio-Philosophical Harmonial Community
you. Mr. Barnhart, wishes to ask you if you Journal, when you have read this carefully, Chartered Nov. 25th, 1872. Pounded on the principles of
the Harmonial Philosophy. Address G. W. GORE, Box
will allow him to introduce in the discussion you will see at once that these ministers of 42,
Lamoille, Marshal Co., Iowa. yl3nl6ml2
the writings of certain authors (and named A.
Christ have no moral obligation for which
J. Davis, Judge Edmonds, Home, and one or they hold themselves responsible, when contwo others, who, I do not recollect) for the flicting with the order or command of their
Agents wanted everywhere. Business strictly legitimate.
purpose of showing what the teachings of church, whether written or verbal.
Modern SpiritualUm are. He says he does not
In Rome, the priest hears the confession of Particulars free. Address, J. WORTH & Co., St. Louis,
wish to leave it altogether to you to explain him who violates his contract on the order of Mo, vl4n2yl
the teachings of Spiritualism, he fears you will the church, and forgives him.
interpret the teachings of Spiritualism so they
In the Protestant churches, Jesus Christ is AGENTS WANTED.
will harmonize with the Bible, and then he supposed to hear the confession, and forgives either sex, $40 per week. New works by the m'.st popular
American an i English authors, Superb premiums given
says, "To use a vulgar expression, I shall be the offender.
away. Particulars free. Address,
flat on my back " Poor fellow, is he not to be
In the Rev. Barnhart's letter of the 1st of
M. A PARKER & Co., Chicago, 111.
pittied. However, I told him I would write January, 1873, we find such a medley of bra- 14a2t4
you in regard to the matter and I think he will vado, eflrontery, assumption, cowardice, turpitf I Greatest Weekly Newspaperof
write to you himself. He did not mention it tude and flat contradictions, that really the IS ^ p
W IV \f
the Qreat West. Fifteenth year.
Jefferson Mills, N. H., March. 21, 1872:—Prof.
ago, from overstraining one eye and a blow on the other
to me until after he had signed the terms of Rev. (?) Barnhart appears to be a barn-ass. "It 77
Payton Spinojs:
I became Blind, so that I could n.-t know a person
agreement.
I remain as ever
was understood among us, Mr. N., Mr. L. and stamp
in
the same room. Now I can read the large words in
copy
to Win. - —
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Thine for the cause of Truth.
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Thursday I called on Mr. Bowles, who had been sick
B. E. Litchfield.
contract with my brother man, and annul it at Vl3n22-10
ment here. It can truly be said, in my own person, that
about
two years; and his wife was nick from takwill, and he, the principal, my opponent, not
the Blind wee, the Lame walk, and the Leper is cleansed.
Ellicottville, Sept. 29th, 1872.
ing calomel.
Her limbs
swelled to
had the Leprofty for thirty years in my legs, arms, her body. She could not do were
anything
go
DRUNKENNESS and 0P,UM HABIT. Ihead,
"Vfe again submitted the whole matter to the to be aware of this fact.
oyer
and nearly all
my body After taking your the house. I could not prevail on him to uteorthe about
Mr. Barnhart, your unconditional accept- C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave.. New York, has Positive Powders about four days I shoved up my sleeve ders. On my way there I met Mr Woodward, Pow
consideration of our spiritual guides saying,
who is
ance
of
the
permanent
your
to
see
my
given
resolution,
how
him through
arm looked, and to mv utter astonishment
letter, dated July
and painless remedies,
acquainted with the Powders,
Will the discussion come off? Their answer
used them and
spirit aid. Ten years successful experience. Cure
the scabs would cleave off easily and leave all smooth; seen their good effect. I let him having
have a Bsx. He went
as before, No! he will play false. On the 9th 10th, 1872, gives your statement the lie. Please guaranteed.
my
now
head and body are clean. The Catarrb to Mr. Bowles's that night, a> d after much persuasion
Send stamp for evidence. [vl3n25] and
in my head is arrested. They cured my lnngs, that were
of Oct., 1872, we wrote oar umpire as follows: read it: "I accept a discussion proposed by
got Mrs. Bowles to take one of the Powders. Last night
tied up with Phlegm and Cougli. The Rheum
to $l5 per
my neighbor came in and said he had good news
SamPles free *>y
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He
duce any of our standard writers on the teach- debate as suggested by Mr. Wilson," Under- light, respectable and profitable, U. S. Manufacturing raise my right arm to my head, or put on my vest I ca n greatly surprised, and on inquiry Bhe said i-he took was
one
now hold it in any position. Mj leg* I could only of Spence's
ings of Spiritualism. We shall reject posthu- stood among us," that I could back down if I Co., Chicago. vl3n26t2
Powders the night before: it easwith difficulty get off anyway. I now travel
ed all herPositive
pain, and ahe slept like a pig.
mous writings and garbled extracts, as used by wished.any Bosh, Barnhart; Litchfield never
quite
By overdoing last fall, 1 brought on a
He said he never saw two per eons so elated in his life
made
such contract!
Boston Magnetic Cure Paiifteasily.
Grant, McDonald and others.
about the Heart, and it would bent a few
Please send me Six Dozen more Boxes.
On the 28th of September, 1872, you returned
beats and then stop and start again. I could not lie on
On the 11th of Dec., 1872, we received the
Yours truly,
FOR CHRONIC DISEASES.
it at all. The powders have set it all right. Several years
me a written transcript, signed and approved
following letter:
A. H. KNIGHT.
BOSTON,
37
EDINBORO
ST.,
MASS.
by yourself, drafting the resolution, and pledg- Send for circular. Dr. C. A. BARNES <fc CO.
Ellicottville, Dec. 5th, 1872.
ing yourself to meet me. Contradiction num- vlSnlStf
Mb E. V. Wilson, Dear Brother:—! have ber two!
just learned to day through Mr. Barnhart's
Again you say, " My second, Mr. Niles, reFor Boys & Girls.
umpire (Mr. Niles) that Mr. Barnhart declines fusing to have any thing to do with the affair;
WornlCT.
to meet his engagement to hold that discus- thus the condition failing, I considered myself
Magazine,
great
a splendid $1.00 Chromo
Juvenile
The
sion with you. The reason assigned is, they released from all moral obligations."
and a Micro?cope that magnifies 10,00J times! Boys and
girls
clubs.
Pleasant work and splendid
wanted, to raise
think it will do no good, and fear it may be
This may do for you—not me! Christ is a
pay! Specimen, 3 cents. Agents outfit, including Chrothe causes of hard feelings. Miserable excuse, pack-horse, on whose shoulders you can throw mo,
25 cents. Send at once. Say where you saw this.
I think, if excuse it can be called; but I sup- your short-comings. We can not. Suppose we John B. Alden, Publisher, Chicago, 111.
pose we shall have to abide his decision, but had backed out, and had Litchfield, like Niles,
vl4n2t2
I think he shows the coward after blowing as become satisfied of his principal's incompeThe
Haunted
much as he has
tency to meet the issue, and "retired from the
Thine Fraternally,
affair," would that have released us? By no
B. E. Litchfield.
means; and had we so considered it, you, the
At Newburyport, Mass.
Again we leaned on our staff, and our guides Rev. P. D. Barnhart, would have proclaimed
came, and in a calm sweet voice said to us, us coward, recreant, weak kneed Spiritualist, -1illustrations,neat paper cover. Price, 20 cents; by
"PIYE
mail.
"Brother, you see our views are right. We the boaster and bragger, who, when pitted
***For sale wholesale and retail by the Religioknew from the beginning of this matter what against the faithful of Christ, retired from the Philosophical
Publishing House, Adams street and 5th
the results would be. It is no part of any contest. How exceedingly innocent you are! Ave., Chicago.
creed or religion outside of our spiritual Christ, Barnhart, you know better, and now look at I
to discuss their creeds. Every minister is a yourself—a minister of righteousness (?) forW. H. MUM LEU
slave to his church, their bread and butter be- getting his vow, going behind his contract,
ing dependent on their obedience to their mas- backing down from his word. The boastful DESIRES TO ESTABLISH AN AGENCY IN EVER CITY AND
Dr. Allopathy.—I throw Physic to the dogs.
ter. They dare not do the right'iu the face of braggart, minister of God, convicted by his TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE SALE OF HIS
Those Positive and Jfeg'Htive Powders have
Matilda.—Anna, what makes you look so
their God's or church's command to d > the own conscience, of iu competency, tergiversaWONDERFUL
plump and nice ?
killed the
wrong. You will now write to your umpire a tion and terpitude. You have wronged us—
business. Away r/o these old-fashAnna.— You nasty, skinny thing ! go and
ioneddrugs and medicines into the street.
sharp incisive letter; demand of Mr B. his taken our time, costing us money—under false Spirit Photo graphs.
take Spence's Positive Powders, as I did,
I am convinced. From this day forth, 1
reasons in writing, and when you receive his pretences, thus placing yourself on a level
and you if ill soon look Just as plump and
FOR TERMS ADDRESSWITH STAMP, STATINGNUMBER OF
shall use the Positive and Negative Powders
reply publish the whole matter to the world" with those baseless souls who never keep their INHABITANTS.
nice.
myself.
word.
Hence the following letter:
W. H. MUMLER,
Again, you write: "lam in the employ of vl3nl84t 170W. Springfield-st., Boston, Mass.
, Eau Clair, Wis., Dec. 28th, 1872.
the church, and she says, officially, ' you had
B. E. Litchfield, Esq., Dear Sir:—Your better withdraw your engagement,' and I
do
LOSS OF FLESH:
THE DOCTORS
letter of the 5th inst. reached me on the 11th;
not feel at liberty to set at naught her councontents noted. I frankly confess my surprise cils"
(Contradiction No. 3), and says beyond
A.
B.
SEVERANCE,
and express great disappointment at the re- all peradventure, that the former
GIVE EST THEIR
statements Will give to those who visit him in person, or from autosult. The reason I have not written you sooner are false. Your church
graph,
or
from
lock
of hair, readings ci character,
you in- changes, past
is this: I had to re-arrange my January ap- competent to meet us ordersconsidering
and future, advice in regard to business,
you to retire. You diagnosis of disease,
with prescription, adaptation of
pointments, hence that, with my speaking look about you; in your desire
to hide your those intending marriage,
directions for the management
every night, riding night and day, and the chains, cover up your slavery to,
of
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to
the
inharmoniouslymarried, etc.
and
shield
great amount of writing I had to do, I have your church, for an excuse—first casting
Terms,
for
$2.00
full
delineation;
brief delineation.
the $1.00
not had time to take up your letter until now, blame on your umpire, Mr. Niles; then on our
.
A.
B.
SEVERANCE.
and you will please observe that,
umpire, Mr. Litchfield; then on yourself; then v7 nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St, Milwaukee, Wia
The above engraving illustrates the difference, in beauty
The following are letters and extracts from letters
1st. I want you to call on Mr. Barnhart and on your church,
and attractiveness, between a lean, emaciated person,
no doubt, is the true
addressed to Prof. Payton Spence, M. D.:
ask him to give in writing, his reasons for de- cause, connectedwhich,
and a person whose form is round, plump, and well dewith your want of capacity
veloped. We instinctively shriLk from a man or a
In the course of a large experience with the Positive
clining this discussion?
to meet the issue. Every reader of the Jourand Negative Powders, I have found them almogt woman, but more especially from a woman, who is lean,
2d. If he considers his written obligation of nal
will see at once your cowardice, as well as CONTRASTING THE CHRONOLOGY COMPUTATIONS Infallible in all acutc diseases, particularly emaciated, bony, skinny, hungry looking. Of course,
any value?
there are many degrees of emaciation. But anv degree
of all kinds
your contradictions. You
such as the Bilious
to be sharp OF THE HEBREW AND SEPTUAGINT VERSIONS Fever*
3d. Say to him that I shall give his written and smart. You are not thought
FROM ADAM TO CHRIST WITH A CRITICAL Inflammatory, Typhoid, Congestion of of emaciation or loss of flesh which lessens the elasticity
equal
to
the
task.
and roundness of the form, and diminishes the mellowthe Lungs, Scarlet Fever, &c. I have
contract to the world over his signature, and You can make tracks. You can not
hide ESSAY ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE also found them infallible in B >wel Com- ness of the cheek, just to that extent detracts from the
notify the world of his unmanly and cowardly them.
beauty and attractiveness of the person. It behooves
plaints and Nervous Headache, I
every one, therefore, and particularly every female who
course in this matter.
have also proved the Ointment recommended to be
Again, readears, hear this brave Barnhart:
is losing flesh, or has lost flesh, if they have any concern
made of the Positiv e Powders (accor ling to Rule the
4th. I am advised by able counsel to hold
'I have no fear; no timidity in the matter of
By M. B. CRAVEN.
tenth) to be magical in its effects on all kinds of Sores
for the impression which they make upon others, to resort
him on contract, for breach of contract. I meeting you publicly in debate." (Contradicto all known means to restore their lott beauty of form
and Erysipelas.
withhold this course until I hear from you. tion No._ 4 ) Did you meet us in
face. It is equally important to remember that loss
Price, 10 cents; postage, 3 cents.
DR. M. E. JE%KS, formerly of North Adams, and
debate? Not
of flesh, or emaciation, is generally an accompaniment
As my umpire, you will call on Mr. Niles (his
of
Amesbury,
now
Mass.
»„* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philoand
an
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bit
of
it!
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you
are
a
cowindication of failing health from some obvious,
umpire), and demand in writing the reason ardly braggart, a slave to your
sophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ay.,
or from s me secret, lurking disease which, unless cured
I have cured the following cases and many others too
why Mr. Barnhart declines this discussion. dare not disobey the power that church, and Chicago.
may end in death. Three or four Posin
time,
numerous to mention, with your Positive and Negative
furnishes you
You will accomplish this as soon as possible, your bread and butter. Rather than
itive Powders a <Jay continued for a
Powders. A young lady of St. Vitus' Ban< e, of
be
such
a
fewweeks, will, in ninety-nine cases
n^ar 6 years standing. A lady of General Prostra
and write to me, so that I can have your letter coward-slave, we would sell whiskey
by the
tion of the nervous system. A lady of Chronic In a hundred, restore the l«^st flesh
on the 4th or 6 th of January, 1873. Keep this drink in a groggery, and before
and fill out the emaciated form- This
Diphtheria. A boy of Scarlet Fever.
we
could
do
the Powders do by a natural process, namely, Dy putting
letter and return it to me with the answer of that, we would die.
A woman ° f4J ii ° I <3 r a "M: o fc> n s. A woman
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Wk and
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who had the Fever and A g?ne all Spring and every organ of the body into healthy action, especially
Barnhart to these questions.
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the
chaser of Dr. Foote's wonderful work, SgltS& ''PLAIN
•Summer.
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man
of
DeliriumTremens. at fault
I am truly yours, E. Y. Wilson.
I lost all ,fear of the world, and never expect to
in all cases of emaciation. Hundreds of
HOME TALK.'
No competition—the most
CombinaA woman of Spasms of the stomach for 'six years.
tioH ever offered. Agentsare meetingwith unparalleledsuccess.
b&ve assured me that by the use of the
patients
To this letter we received the following find it again." (Contradiction No. 5) That
Books and Cromos ready anfl delivered together. Send $2.00
DJ£. J. M. DAVIS, Winona, Minn.
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for Prospectus and Cromo framed—a
outfit,
Send
is decidedly laughable; yet you dare not go
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pounds of flesh; and in one case, a lady weigh i ng
early *co secure territory. Full table of Contents and Terms
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90 pounds in a few weeks weighed 145
sent on application. Address The UNION PUBLISHINGCO.,
Ellicottville, January 1st, 1873.
valuable medicine, and one of the greatest
Chicago. Every Cromo completely mounted*
pounds.
blessings to humanity. Within the last year
Dear Brother Wilson:—A happy New church; or, is your church no part of this
The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
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1 have had five patients who would have gone to their
Year to you. Your favor of December 28th American world? and if not, your vote for
Pains of all kinds; Diarrhcea, Dysentery,
Kheumatism,
long home if I had not given your Powders.
was received by me to-day. I immediately Grant is illegal, and your effort to amend the
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Thought.
Tree
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Pennfield,
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so
Pa.
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as to have your God and his
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made the demand upon Mr. Niles; also preSt. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
sented your letter to M-r-. Barnhart, which he Christ recognized therein, decidedly unconstiEnclosed I send you $15.00 for more of your Positive
Pox,
Erysipelas; all InflamSmall
Measles,
Scarlatina,
aud Negative Powders. They are ihe best medread. But I failed to obtain from either of tutional. What a consummate ass you are,
mations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Association,
Index
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irnharfc,
Lungs,
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any
declaring
of
Bladder,
or
other organ of the
Female
them a written answer to your questions. I
that you have lost all fear
Abortion, and body; Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis. Coughs,
met Mr. Niles and Mr. Barnhart together. Mr. of the world,and then violate your word, your With its Principal Office at No. 142, St Clair Street, SSki8!1!, Threatened
" n° family but what ougM Colds, Scropula, Nervousness, Asthma, SleeplessO., and Branch Office at No. 36, Dey Street, New
to have them 6
Niles said that Mr. Barnhart could write what written contract, your honor (?) for fear the Toledo,
ness, etc.
York City, has been organized with a Capital Stock of
he saw fie. Barnhart said he would write an world will not approve your ability to debate One
KB. J. c. HOWES, Volney, Iowa.
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purpose
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pub
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us.
answer to your questions to-day, and mail the
whether of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness,
lishing Tracts, Books, and
T can not do without your Positive and Neg- Deafness,loss
of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all
And finally, "I am ready to meet all legal
same to you; thus he declined giving a written
ative Powders on any consideration for myself and for
Typhoid and the Typhus.
Fevers,
^y pr,a.ctjc®> particnlarlv for Accouchement Low the such as the
answer to me. I doubt, very much, his answer- obligations, resulting from broken contracts."
Both
(Ohild-birth). I have had one very severe case of
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No.
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You
)
have
not
dared to
ing you, but perhaps he may. He said in reThreatened Abortion (Miscarriage), which needed in Chills and Fbybb.
gard to your publishing the contract, he cared meet your written contract, accepted and A Weekly Paper devoted to
Positive Powders arrested; also two cases of
Free and Rational toree
Chills and Fever, which were cured by the
nothing for that; had as soon you would do so signed by yourself. You are incompetent to
:x:
Powders.
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Religion.
do it. We hold that you are worthless, and if
as not.
of The Index to give public utterance
I>R. J. CRANE,ZAttica, Ind.
In regard to your first question, his answer prosecuted, unable to pay costs, let alone dam- to Ittheis the object
wanted
a
tar
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boldest, most cultivated, and best matured thought
&~J3-Lr JliiM _L O Everywhere.
to me was that his church members were not ages. And now, Barnhart, we place you on a
One box of your Positive Powders cured David Willingtf
the
age
on
all
religious
questions,
and
to
apply
it
diton of a pain in his stomach of 8 years' stand
rectly to the social and political amelioration of society
in favor of the discussion. Mr. Niles had de- level with Rev. Professor Craft, Stearns and It
n Box, 44 Pos. Powders, $ l.OO
lng Mrs. E. F. Claflin was cured by the Negative
is edited by Francis E.4Abbot, assisted by Abraham W
clined to act as his umpire, and in case there others, who have misrepresented us as well as
Powders of Numbness, or Palsy, of 12 years' duration.
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Stevens, with the following list of Editorial Contribu" l.OO |
44 Neg.
The Powders cured Mr*. H Claflin of 'Neuralgia.
should be any trouble or hard feeling grow out our cause, behind the coward's fort—the pul- tors:
They also cured a lady of Painful Menstru"
"
of the discussion, he should be obliged to pit, and when cornered, you back squarely
O. B. FROTHINGHAM, New York City,
given
when
up
past
as
cure. In cases of
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A 22 Pos. 1.00
fctay here and stand the brunt of it during the out, seeking forgiveness in the blood of Jesus,
* art 11 rition
THOMASW. HIGGINSON, Newport, R. I.
(Child-birth), I consider them of
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for your shortcomings.
L6 Boxes, 0.00
year.
great value.
WILLIAMJ. POTTER,New Bedford, Mass.
Ia regard to your second question, he said
We are done with you now; you can not deDR. JUMA WILLIAMS, Practical MidRICHARDP. HALLOWELL, Boston, Mass.
-j :x:
there had been no value paid by either party; bate with us if you would. You have broken
wife, East Braintree, Vt.
H,
SPENCER,
WILLIAM
Haverhill,
Mass.
hence the contract was not legally binding, and your word, violated your written obligations,
I mvself have been afflicted with Rheumatism
Mrs, E. D. CHENEY, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Send money at my risk and expense, by Postyour talk of suing him was all bosh. I thus and every honest person who stands above the
and Heart Disease for three years during
office Money Order, RegisteredLbttek,Draft
Rev. CHAS. YOYSEY, London, England.
which time I have not been able to labor. I have taken
give you his verbal reply to your letter as near fear of creeds will condemn your course.
on New Yoik, or by Express, deducting from the
Rev M. D. CONWAY, London, England.
two boxes and a half of your Positive Powders. My
as I can. It is the best I can do in the matter
Rheumatism is gone and the Heart Disease much relieved.
amonnt to be sent, 5 cents for each Money Order, or 15
Prof. F. W. NEWMAN, Weston super Mare,
E. V. Wilson's Appointments for
to day. 1 shall be anxious to know whether
oesttb for a Draft, or for Expressage, or for Registration
England.
DR. A. J. COREY, Great J3end, Pa.
April, 1873.
Barnhart writes you or not, but shall not
Every Liberal should subscribe for the The Index as
of a letter.
I think there is bo medicine in the world
know by what he may say.
'
the best popular exponent of Religious Lib ralism.
like the Positive and Negative Powders.
All Letters and Remittances by Mai], and all ExEssays, lectures, and other papers of a thoughtful and
We will speak in Memphis, Tenn., on SunThine,
B. E. Litchfield.
MRS. DR. GARRISON, Newton, N. J.
press Packages should be directed as follows:
On the 5th of January, 1873, we received the day morning and evening, and Monday even- liberal character; editorial articles; foreign and domestic
them
on
In
Ague
and Chills I consider
ing, March, 30th and 31st, and April, 6th, 7th, tions,
correspondence; book reviews and notices; communicafollowing letter:
selections, and other miscellaneous matter* in
equaled.
12th and 13th, and possibly the 20th and 21st,
PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.D.,
short, whatever can beat promote the general cause' to
J. P. WAY, M. D., Bement, III.
Ellicottville, January 1st, 1873.
We will speak in Nashville, Tenn., April, which The Index is devoted will be found regularly in its
Your Positive and Negative Powders seem to be
Mr. E. V. Wilson, Sir:—To-day Mr. Litch- 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th, Tuesday, Wednesday,
a mystery—no marked action-yet they cure,
37i St. Marks Place,
Ugbly interesting rationalistic story, entitled
have some patients who can't live ~XV itlifield called at my house and showed me a let- Thursday and Friday evenings—four lectures.
PaulOower," isnow appearing serially in Ihe Index
on
t
as nothing else has ever benefited them.
ter from you, relative to the matter of debate.
them,
On Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and and will run during the year.
'
New York City.
C. D. R. KIRK., M. D., Fern Springs, Miss.
Send $3 00 for one year, or 75 cents for three months
T'he spirit of your letter does not merit even a Friday evening, April, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th,
moment's consideration. Nevertheless, at the we shall lecture in Okalona, Mississippi—four on trial. All mail subscriptionsmust be addressedto
They arepeculiarv adapted to the female COnFor sale, also by S. S. Jones, Cob. Adams Street
request of Mr. Litchfield, I will say:
Drawer> S8. Toledo, Ohio. stitution
lectures.
and Fifth Ave., Chicago. L
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PROM SHOBE TO SHORE.
[The following poem was improvised T>y Mrs. E. M.
Oderkirk, immediately after hearing a discourse on "The
Relation between the two Worlds and the Condition of
the Soul after the change called Death. Our readers will
be very likely to recognize its author by the characteristic tone of expression.]

From our home beyond the river,
From the great and glorious Giver,
Friends, we come, and bring you greeting,
From the bright celestial shore.
0£t you feel the spirit yearning
For the absent ones returning,
And your soul cries out in anguish,
Will they come to me no more ?
Did the lite we prized so dearly
Of the friends we loved sincerely,
Cease to be when God released it
From its earthly prison door ?
When we search the Book of Nature
Do we read that our Creator
Has consigned them to oblivion ?
Shall we see them never more ?
Do we drain the cup of pleasure ?
Do we gain our life's fall measure
Of the happiness,and knowledge, ,
That is needed on this shore ?
Will our, life's best true endeavor
Unto us be lost forever?
Will our hopes have no fruition
In the great forevermore ?
Friends, we would not have you sorrow
O'er this life's great future morrow,
That Nature hath provided,
And for her children holds in store.
We are here to-day, O, mortals,
Standing near to your souls' portals,
To tell you of its glory,
If you will open wide the door.
Onee my life was all mistaken,
All my hopes in human shaken,
And 1 read in all the future
But the one word, nevermore.
Nevermore shall I inherit
In the future, soul or spirit,
But eternal death will hold me
In hi6 grasp forevermore.
Life to me was dark and dreary;
And my soul grew faint and weary
As I failed to read life's lessons
In the sins that all deplore;
And my brain grew wild while thinking
In the sea of doubt, and sinking
'Neath life's restless surging billows,
Passed I to the other shore.
Did I know when I awakened,
All how falsely and mistaken
Were the bonds of doubt that bound me
On the dark Plutonian shore ?
Truly, friends, you judge not wisely
If you think not that precisely
As the soul floats out from earth-lile
Nature finds it as before.
Long I wandered sad and lonely,
Seeking rest, and finding only
Hell, and weariness in searching
For the life which then I bore.
For a proof from the Eternal,
Of the life that is supernal,
My blind soul cried out in anguish,
Give, O, give, I implore.
Then my prayer found quick returning,
A sainted one had felt its yearning,
And she gave my thirsting spirit,
Truth it never drank before.
Then my soul went up adoring,
And I saw the great restoring
Of the lessons learned in earth-life,
To the soul forevermore.
Nothing lost, O mortals, never :
Every truth is thine forever,
All the gems of knowledge gained here,
Are the stepping stoneB to more.
Every hour of sadness caused you,
Every ray of gladness lost you,
Every tear will live to bless you
When upon the other shore.

i

Think not friends the soul's refining
Comes when Nature is resigning
Mortal form to dust and ashes,
'Tis the same as e'er before.
But by gradual unfolding,
Through a life that is ennobling,
Must the soul throw off its grossness
Through the endless evermore.

1

<), ye weary doubting mortals,
Open wide your souls' deep portals
To the friends that come to greet you,
Friends you loved in days of yore.
By that love they've spanned the chasm,
And builded o'er the dark abysm
A bridge supernal that shall bind

U Two worlds in one, from shore to shore.
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MODERN WITCHCRAFT, OE OBSESSION.
Wonderful Manifestations—Ministers and
Doctors Baffled.
BY T. B. TAYLOR, M D.

Dear Brother Jones:—Wellis it for two

little girls and their mother, living near to the
city of Atchison, that the days for hanging
and burning witches (?) are past. 'The parties

alluded to are Germans, residing about two
miles from Atchison, in this State. An account of the wonderful case may not be unin
teresting, or uninstructive to your readers. It
is the most marked case of witchcraft, or more
properly speaking, of spirit control—obession,

probably. The subjects of this strange control
are two children, one nine and the other fourteen years old.
Dr. P. B. Jones, my former partner in the
practice of medicine, was called, professionally,
to see the children, and from notes made by
him at the time, and subsequently handed to
me, I gather the following facts which have
since been corroborated by other parties.

The

Doctor obtained his facts from the father and

mother of the children, sustained by others,

and wishes them presented just as he got
them, and have them go to the world for just
what they are worth.

The family are Catholics and have lived in

these regions for the last fourteen

years.

They are poor, untutored, and in the highest

degree superstitious, which might be expected,

and believe their children to be either diseased
or " bewitched."
The people around, for miles, have flocked
to the house to witness the wonderful feats of
these two children. About all the M. D.'s of
city and country have been called, in turn, to
treat those children for some terrible disease,
and the poor little girls have been submittedto
terrible tortures by the doctors, of which mention will be made by and by.

They, the wise

(?) M D.'s, have every one of them failed to
give any thing like a reasonablesolution of the
case, or even approximately to diagnose the
disease.
The father says that about three years ago
his oldest daughter had what was supposed to
be fever and ague, with the fever left out. She
would shake for about three hours every day,
or every second or third day, just as any one
would with an ague chill, but no fever ever
followed the chill.

The physician was called and said,

"

She

has fever and ague," and treated her accordingly, but she got no better. After a lapse of
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But strangely enough, she soon began to communicate the correct signs of the mute alpha-

bet—a thing which the child, in her normal condition, knew no more than an unborn babe.
All the available priests were now summoned
to exorcise the demon. "They came, they saw,
they conquered" not. They prayed, they sprink-

led holy water, made a circle round the house,
and went through with their best blows at the
invisible devil.

But he only grinned at them.

The child fell into a kind of mad fit, and
foamed at the mouth; then rushed upon the

as the Septuagint,places it at 5,270 B.C. Hence
arise different systems of chronology.
Usher's system places creation at 4,004 B.C.;
and Josephus makes it 4,658; Pezron, with the
help of the Septuagint, extends it to5,873 B.C.
In a note the author says: "The uncertainty of

the age of the world, as inferred from the Bible,
maybe gathered from the following statement:
Kennedy, in his Scripture Chronology, says
that three hundred different opinions founded

upon the Bible, may be collected as to the

IsTO. 5.

trary
opinions with respect to the year in
1
which the Messiah was born," which, of course,
i
must
cover a period of one hundred and thirty

1
three
years, thus making the time of his birth
an
i interminable string of conjectures running
<
over
nearly a century and a-half. Yerily,
verily, " the light of revelation" is nothing but
ian ocean of darkness.
And we find that the gospel narratives them:
selves
add to this inextricable chaos of confu-

:
sion
and chronological quandary, by attempting to fix the time of events which by a
icomparison with more reliable
histories, are
from off their backs, if she had not been re;
shown
to be ante-dated many years.
strained by main force. They "cussed" his calculations, and Dr. Hales, in his new Anal
I might cite many cases of this kind, but will
satanic majesty in the name of Jesus, and told ysis of Chronology, presents above one bund- confine myself to one whieh proves that either
him to " git," but he would not "git" worth red and twenty.
Christ lived after the time of Josephus, or his
"
a cent; so they gave up in hopeless despair.
Desuignolles has collected upward of two gospel biographer, Matthew, wrote after that
The child would bite and scratch the priests at hundred, the longest of which makes the period, and incorporated an event in his life
a fearful rate—as if she would tear them in time from creation till the birth of Christ, 6,984 which he fabricated out of whole cloth. Christ
pieces. She would pull the hair out of her years, and the shortest 3,483."
is made to say, '' That upon you may come all
own head when restrained from tearing the
Thus we observe that here is a difference of the blood of righteous Abel, to the blood of
priests; or would bite her own flesh, grab the 3,500 years in the time assigned for the various Zacharias, the son ofBarachius, whom ye slew
backs of chairs, etc., like a mad hog.
events of the Old Testament,by the ablest between the temple and the altar" (Matt. 23:
But, great horror! Now a new scene is pre- Christian Chronologists. In what profound 35 )
sented. The second daughter, only nine years darkness the whole world is left in this matter
Now, let it be noted, that according to Joseold, was taken in the same way; and when the by " the light of Divine Revelation?"
phus (See Book 4, Chap. 9), this circumstance
on
two together rushed madly the priests, they
And descending to the New Testament, we of Zacharias being slain between the temple
were compelled to find the door, and leave the find the chaos and confusion of dates but little and the altar, took place at the siege and desranch.
better. According to the famous author above truction of Jerusalem more than seventy years
Soon after the priests left they became more quoted (Mr. Goodrich), Christendom had no after Christ, and no Christian writer disputes
quiet, and would appear comparatively well chronology for about four hundred years. He it—all admit it!
for a day or so, only to be re-attacked by the says: " The Christians made use of the DiocleNow, as the time of Josephus is settled beinfernals with more than former fury. Again sian era, which took its rise from the persecu- yond dispute, and the date of the destruction
would the priests be implored to do something
by
AD,
284. And it was not of Jerusalem also, as being merely threetion
Dioclesian,
for them, but always when they came about till about a century later that the modern fourths of a century after the origin of the
the premises the children became more violent, Christian era was adopted in books (Ibid 23). Christian era, the circumstances prove that
would be seized with paroxisms of violence, Thus it will be seen that nearly 400 years elapsed either Christ's time was after the destruction
and were armed with unwonted strength.
before any date9 were recorded, leaving us no of Jerusalem, A.D. 70, or else he never made
In the midst of those fits of violence, in ad- evidence that Christianity existed prior to that use of the expression Matthew put into his
dition to attempts to wound and maim the sons era. Every thing appertaining to it was afloat lips. Which horn of the dilemma, Christian
of Levi, they would cut up the strangest antics during this period on the wings of rumor with reader, will you chose?
that can be conceived of. They would hop her thousand tongues, and at the mercy of
The day and year off Christ's birth are then
round on the floor like toads or frogs. Then tradition and in an age, too, characterizedby borth matters of sheer
conjecture. Our mod-

priests, and would have torn their long robes

would get down on the floor and go over i; very

much like a snake. '

These spells would usually last them about

three hours, unles it would be frhen the priests
or other strangers were there; then it would be
half a day before they would get quiet. They
would mock the priests and go through with
the same manceuversthat they did.
Another strange freak was, after they recovered their sight, if they could find a pin or
needle they would snatch it from your clothes
or from the floor and thrust it into their mouths
and snap it like a straw, but nobody could ever
tell whether it was swallowed or not. The
parents could see the children put pins and
needles into their mouths and hear them snap,
but could never see or hear anything of them
afterward.
But a greater mystery now exhibits itself;
they would, while under this strange influence,
handle lire with their naked hands, without

singeing or scorching their flesh in the least.
And yet another: They would hack their hands
with sharp knives till the blood would run out
in many places, and you would think their
hands were literally ruined; but they would go

length of time that has elapsed between Creation and the birth of Christ. Fabricius has
given a list of one hundred and forty of these

wild imagination and rude conjecture. There
was no Christian Bible till Orlgen's time of

writing, A.D , 220 And even his time and history are uncertain; tor we find no allusion in
cotemporaneous histories either to Christ (except acknowledged forgeries) or the New Testament or any of its gospels, for more than a
hundred years after the earliest date of the

Christian era. It -is a remarkable circumstance
that the writings of neither of the Jewish authors (Philo and Josephus) said to have been
coeval with Christ, nor any of the voluminous works of the Latins and Greeks, contain
any allusion to the New Testament, or any of
its books, for more than one hundred and
and fifty years after Christ.
That able and popular defenderof the faith,
Dr. Lardner, tells us that the earliest allusion to
the gospels is by the pen of a Christian writer
(Irenius) in the year 182; and in a dispute be-

tween two Christian writers in the 4th century
(St. Augustine and St. Faustus) the latter declared " the books called the Evangelists were
composed a short time after the Apostles by
some obscure men, who finding that the world

would not give credit to their relation of matters of which they could not be informed,have

out and wash their hands and manipulate them

a little, and not a sign of cut or wound could
be seen. Yet again, the doctors tried to blister
them, but the strongest "fly blister" has no
more effect upon them than a piece of dry sole
leather. So one of the wise (?) prudent (?) benevolent (?) kind-hearted (?) well-bred (?)
M D.'s swore that he would blister the oldest,
one. So he stuck the poker into the fire, heat
it red hot, and held it on her back between the!
shoulders till it burnt her fearfully. Everybody supposed she would have a dreadful sore,
but in a day or two not a sign of a scar was toi
be seen. Some months ago they had a respitei
of a short season, but now are as bad as ever.
The mother is a medium and sometimes sees;
the evil influences that at times torments her
children.
I would be glad to subjoin a few reflections,
but will leave every one to make their own[
comments.
Leavenworth, Kansas.

HOW OLD IS CHRISTIANITY1

weeks, all of a sudden, the chills stopped, and < TV hen did the Christian Era Commence?—she became lame in one shoulder and arm.
In what Year or Month was Jesuss
Then the doctor said, " She has rheumatism,"
Christ Born J--Astonishing Defects in1
and he treated her for that, but instead of getBible Chronology, Admitted by Christing better she got worse every day till she lost
the use of one entire side of the body, arm and
tian Writers.
limb. The joints all became stiff, and the
muscles shruuken and rigid. They got her a
BY K. GRATES.
pair of crutches to hobble round on, and which
for
she used
about one month, when all of a
We find that the dates for various eventss
sudden she threw away her crutches and hop- recorded in the Christian Bible, both in thee
ped around the house on one foot, just as if she Old and New Testament, are involved in anl
had been always accustomed to it, making no interminable labyrinth of doubt, darkness and1
missteps, and meeting with no accidents. She uncertainty, calculated to cast distrust uponl
remained in this condition for about a month, the credibilityof the whole record. For howv
when, one morning she got up as well as she much weight would a court attach to the testi-ever was, not even a trace of any former afflic- mony of a witness who should swear to thee
tion. Of course the parents were very happy, truth of an occurrence he could assign no datee
but their rejoicing was of short duration, for for? Certainly not very much.
in a few days the other side became affected in
We will here cite the testimony of some off
the same way, and she went through the same the most reliable witnesses that ever appearedi
manoeuvers as before, and was suddenly cured in the courts of Christendom (accredited Chrisi-as before.
tian authors), to prove that nothing is knowna
During this time they had not only called with respect to the time or date of any eventt
the Doctors, but also the Priests, who went recorded in the Christian Bible With respect:t
through with their incantations, sprinkling of to the first and most important event recordedd
holy water, etc. But now that she was well in the "holy book," Mr. Goodrich, who hasa
again—not by the pills of the M. D.'s, nor the written more than a hundred works in whichli
prayers of the L>. D.'s, but by some strange in- he assumes the Divine inspiration and Divinee
fluence outside and independent of them all. origin of the Christian religion and its Bible,:,
Then she got blind, and again the priests and says: "The sacred Scriptures do not fix the eraa
pill-peddlers were called. The one gave pills, of Creation with perfect precision," etc., etc.;.
the other prayers. Both were alike ineffectual. The date of the completion of the work varies
While they were giving pills, powders and pow in different copies of the Bible. The Hebrew
er
wow, all at once the child became deaf. Still copy, which is generally followed, fixes thee
the incantations went on, and the child be- Creation of the world at 3,944 years before the
,e
came dumb. Now they all knew that she was birth of Christ. The Samaritan Bible makes
ss
"
possessed of a devil, blind, deaf and dumb." 4,305 B.C., and the Greek translation, knownn

published them under the name of the Apostles,

and which are so full of discordant relations
that there is neither agreementnor connection
between them".
"
The history of the New Testament," says
Dr. Lardner, is attended with many difficulties" (1 vol. 136).
The Rev. Mr. McNaught considers, in like
manner, that glowing obscurities cover this
"

whole subject.

ern writer, above quoted, says, "The first

Christians knew nothing of Keplar, and hence
erred in fixing Christ's birth at the 25th. of December. But had they not the Holy Ghost, we
would ask, which leadeth out of all error
into all truth?" See John 16: 13 ) If not, they
"

should have waited till "it" or "he" came
along before they wrote for the Holy Ghost is

of both genders, according to John 1: 32, and
"
Acts 21: 11.

How glorious is the light of di-

vine revelation?"

Richmond, Indiana.

Jennie Ferris Holmes.
This well-known American Medium is still
in England, and though her reception by the

prominent Spiritualiststhere was very cordial,
there seems to be a few who through downright meanness and jealousy are determined
to drive her out of the country. The Medium
and Daybreak says:

Last week we alluded in a note to a report
of these seances to the fact that a light had
been struck on a subsequent evening, and that
conflicting rumors were afloat as to what was
then observed. These contradictory statements
are so decidedly opposed to each other that to
give place to any one of them would necessitate the occupation of our space to an unwarrantable extent, and open a controversy which
could lead to no definite result. If those then
present can not agree among themselves as to
what took place, and if we can not decide upon the matter after having devoted many
hours to its investigation,surely it would be
foolish of us to try to guide the public in

Even the time of the birth of Christ has
been a matter of endless dispute. Mosheim forming an opinion.
We have never asserted the honesty or assays, "The year in which it happened has not
hitherto been fixed with certainty, notwith- sumed any responsibility as to the character or
researches
of
the
deep
conduct of the Holmeses, or any other melaborious
standing Ihe
learned." This is not surprising,when we con- diums, and hence it is not necessary for us to
sider that the first Christians labored under the utter one word in their defense—a work which
the same difficulties, and were divided in their we have never undertaken. All that we can
say is, that we have sat with them many times
opinions concerning the time."
Mark the words, "first Christians." Well, if under the strictest precautionaryconditions;
the first Christians knew nothing about it, who we had looked for imposture, and could detect
in the name of Christ Jesus ever did know or none, but are absolutely certain that every
could know, when he was born. And if they thing which we have reported respecting their
knew nothing about the year of his birth, why seance is true, and may be verified by a repetition of the experiments. Surely it is not
did they fix the 25th of December. Relating
to this subject however, a recent writer says, necessary to waste space telling the world that
"
There was no certainty about the matter un- any person is a cheat when he is continually
til Kepler's Astronomy fixed the time at which treated as such. We have always found the
the star appeared to the Eastern Magi's, thus Holmeses willing to submit to any form of
rendering it probable that Christ was born on test proposed, and we warmly urge the adoption of the most satisfactory measures with all
the 20th of May."
Do you hear that, Christian reader? Your mediums.
Christian frolics are henceforthall knocked in
We may also add that there is at present
the head. Hereafter you must invoke " Old in operation a conspiracy to interrupt the
Santa Claus" to put in his appearance on the Holmeses in their seances. On another even20th of May instead of the 25th of December, ing, while the faces were being shown, the
because Kepler, by looking at the stars, has screen was torn down by a muscular investifound out that the Eastern Magi hauled up at gator, and nothing whatever was discovered,
Bethlehem six month's sooner than has gener- as we know from the parties who first entered
ally been supposed. Well, I have no doubt but the room; and yet in this as in the former case,
that he guessed as well as those who fixed on the most contradictory statements are afloat.
the 25th of December, in order to have a pre- Under these circumstances, and when an extext for a merry sleigh ride, and a roast turkey poser coolly states that he is determined to
drive the Holmeses out of the countrj', we can
dinner.
Relative to the year of Christ's birth the Ency- scarcely allow ourselves to be made a tool of
clopedia Britannica says, "They (the Christians) in a work more infamous by far than that with
count one hundred and thirty-three contrary which the Holmeses are charged.
We think there should be a committee of
opinions of diffi rent authors concerning the
year in which the Messiah appeared on earth. M. experienced and intelligent Spiritualists apVallemont names sixty-four of them—all cele- pointed to be present at every public seance,
brated writers." (See Art. Ghron ) Wonderful and see that the sitters are duly protected by
confession, truly, concerning the time of the test arrangements, and that mediums may be
birth of a being whom Christians would fain guarded from such outrageousconduct as the
have us believe astonished the world by the Holmeses have been too often subjected to.
performance of astounding miracles and other
The Religio-PhilosophicalSociety granted
proofs of being a God. It would appear from
their own statements in the case that he did a letter of fellowship to Brother Russel Skinnot attract much more attention than a corn- ner, of Lyle, Minnesota, on the second day of
mon hod-carrier. Otherwise, history would April, 1873, recognizing him as a "regular
have taken some notice of him, and something minister of the gospel," thereby sanctioning
would be known about the time of his birlh, in due form of law, his legal right to perform
instead of their being, as Christian writers the marriage ceremony, anywhere in the
confess, "one hundred and thirty-three con- United States. K
•
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Spiritualism, and tlie New York Papers.
A few days since the New York Sun had an
with some such words
abusive article headed
as the following: " Spiritualism exposed! Spiritual jugglers shown up!" This consisted in
the account of a Mr. Bailey's eftorts to counterfeit some of the more insignificant of Dr.
Slade's phenomena, by means of pulleys and
assistants, and quite an elaborate arrangement,
including the hiring of a choir, by means of
which, some unwary Spiritualists were led to
believe that it was done by spirit-power, while
others denounced it es a fraud. This last fact is
omitted by the Sun reporter.
if Mr. Bailey had taken one half the pains to
learn the truth that he has to pervert it, he
would be much further tovi aid the kingdom
of-heaven than he now is.
The sharpest men in the country have never
found any pulleys or other toggery about Dr.
Slade's premises, and moreover, he can have
his phenomena in any body's house without a
moment's notice, which the counterfeiters can
not do; and still better, he can have the slate
entirely away from every human hand, lying
upon a common table in open daylight, when
the pencil will be heard writing of itself, until

the slate is filled by well-written lines in English, French or German.
When Bailey puts a slate under the table,
and by the aid of an accomplice, writes on it,
or changes it for another slate, and says that is
equaling what occurs with Dr. Slade, he is simply asserting falsehood, and the papers should
be ashamed to libel a man and a cause by publishing such shallow fabrications.

A tew days since the World, wishing to get
up a sensation, sent out a party of seven men,
principally brokers and merchants, to vilify
and put down Slade, Mansfield, Foster and
others of our most eminent and tried mediums.
They have colored and peiverted things well,
and pronounced these men frauds, and on
Bailey's plan, have commenced the system of
counterfeiting some of the simplest phenomena

—falsely calling it imitating them.

If any system of slander and falsehood is
meaner than another, it is that which merely
holds up the worst part of a person, and leaves
out all the good traits, and then claims that it
has given the true state of the case. An ingenious person can make out a case against any
man under Heaven, if he once sets about it
Imagine a scene like the following, to have
taken place in England in the early part of the
present century:
Newspaper Manager to Reporter.—" They
say Lord Byron Is in town. Go and interview
him, and then show him up. Get up a sensation, so that we may sell more papers."
Reporter goes and reports thus: " We have
had the honor of an interview with Lord Byron,
and must say that in our opinion, he is a poor
specimen of human nature. One eye is
smaller than the other; one foot is lame
and clubbed, and there is nothing portly or
grand in his appearance. Even his mother
sometimes jeers at his foot."
A cosmopolitan truth loving person seeing
this account, with mpch more of the same
sort, Is disgusted with its infamies, and addresses the editor as follows:
"
Dear Sir: While I admit, as your article
says, that Lord Byron has one eye very slightly
smaller than the other, they still are handsome.

I know too, that his mother has, in a fit of
passion, made fun of his lame foot, but his
mother, not himself, was wholly to blame for
this Was your reporter entirely unable to see
and speak of his classic forehead,his elegantly
chiselled features, and his beautiful hair?
''I remain your obedient servant,
"Justice."
The manager looks over the article, remembers that Lord Byron just then was not very
popular in England, and concludesnot to publish it, as it might throw something of a stigma upon its own reporters, and so lets go to
the world that which is true in some of its
leading details, but false when taken as a
whole.
I give this as an exact example of how Spiritualism is treated by most of our secular papers. Let Spiritualists sustain their own papers, and drop those which malign much esteemed mediums, and abuse the only cause
that can demonstrate the glorious and immortal

destiny of the soul.
I have no doubt but that those pretended exposures have been published all over the country.

How many of these same papers will publish
this exposure of these exposers? " Oh, how
the world is given to lying ?"
I have received from Mansfield and Foster
wonderful tests that wholly disprove these intimations.of the World, but when you talk to
these reporters privately, they will not listen
to facts or arguments, but cry out, "Fraud,
Fraud!" They have spent a few days in investigating this greatest of cau.es with these
mediums.
Such men as Professor Hare, or Judge Edmonds and the Dialectical Society of London,
have such a supreme love of truth, that they
spend years in the most penetratingsearch imaginable, and as might be supposed, give quite
a different report from that presented by the
Sun, World and even the Times. The New York
Tines seems to have been deluded into believing these so-called exposures, and comes out
with an article, calling Spiritualists a set of
dupes, and their mediums impostors.
Spiritualists have many humble people in
their midst, but many of the greatest scientists,
artists, literati, geniuses, kings, patriots, reformers and sages of the age, which fact makes
these insults all the more unbearable.
I write thus earnestly, because after coming
out from the husks of Old Theology I have
found an indescribable sweetness in the lessons
of Spiritualism, and although many of its mediums and many of its followers are but poor
human beings, with human failings, still it is a
temple whose dome is lost in the ineffable
light of heaven, while even its base is too sacred to be thus bespattered with mud.
!
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The Connection of Christianity with Solar
Worship.
(translated prom the French of M DUPUIS )

[The series of articles we are now publishing
under this head are taken from the Medium
and Daybreak, an English publication. They
are of especial interest, and should be preserved by every student of the Harmonial
Philosophy ]
Julius Firmicus, who reports all these cir-

cumstances, opposes to this Pagan ceremony

t

the sacrifice of Abraham's Ram, the famous
celebration of tlie equinoctial passage by the
Jew-i, and the ceremony of the Paschal Lamb
at a time when the Hebrew people had become
freed from the oppression of a cruel tyrant.
He regards this last ceremony as the pattern
of the Easter of the Christians; and he is

right—it is the same canvass, with a different

embroidery.

He does not tail to report ail tlie

passages of Scripture in which Christ, or the
God who triumphs at the equinox, is called
the Lamb. Again, he opposes to this sacred
wood which was religiously cut in the mysteries of Ceres and Cybele the sacred wood of
the cross, (in which he says that the whole
machine of the world is supported. Again he
is right; Christ and Atys, being the same God
Sun whose death and r* surrection were cele-

brated at the equinoctial passage of the Sun
into Aries, it is not surprising to find much
resemblance in the mysteries of the same God,
honored for the same object by different
nations, with merely a difference of names.
The svmbolic form of the Lamb was consecrated" in these mysteries only because this
celebration was essentially connected with the
zodiacal sign of Aries, and that it was the Sun
of the Lamb or of the c quinox, and the approach of the Savior of the world that was
brought to remembrance by it. The Emperor
Julian, in his hymn to 9eres, gives the same
astronomical and theological reasons for fixing
the celebration at this precise date. Notwithstanding the introduction by him of some
mystic ideas, the Emperor Julian traces out
the real and primitive object of the ceremony.
The sacred tree was cut to announce the retrenchment of the principle of fecundity, referring to the misfortune which befell Atys.
He describes Atys as sometimes lowering himself to the midst of m atter, in order to fee undate
it, and sometimes as returning to the empire
of the Gods. He observes that this religious
ceremony was performed at the moment when
the Sun was about to reach the equinox; that
on the first day the sacred tree was cut, as we
have mentioned; that on the second day the
air was made to lesound with trumpets; that
on the third day was made the abscission or
secret ceremony of the God Gallus; and that to
these sad celebrations succeeded immediately
the Hilaries, which I have described from Mac
robius already. He examines the reason which
caused to be chosen for their performance the
equinox of Spring rather than that of Autumn.
He finds it beyond doubt in the march of the
Sun, which at this epoch frees the passage
which had separated it from our northern
regions, and comes to prolong the duration of
the days in our hemisphere. At his approach
we 'celebrate, he says, in mysteries, the presence of our Savior and Liberator.
Sallust, the philosopher, who has followed
nearly the same line of argument as Julian in
the explanation of the fable of Atys, has at-

tributed the greater part of the ceremonies to
mysticism, which was added to them by degrees; he acknowledges also in Atys the God
Artifier of all that is produced and all that is
destroyed here below, a function which Aristotle declares belongs to the Sun. He adds
that if the celebration of these mysteries was
fixed at the vernal equinox, it was because
then the days regain their preponderance over
the nights by prolonging their duration.
Damascius says, in regard to this festival of
Hilaries, celebrated in honor of Atys, that it
had for its cause our freedom from the empire
of the powers of darkness and hell. This
dogma is absolutely the same as that of Christians, who believe that Christ, by his death
and resurrection, frees us from the empire of
darkness, and causes us to pass into the kingdom of the children of light.
Thus the origin and object of this celebra
tion is the triumph of Orrnnz over Ahriman,
of the God Light over the Prince of Darkness,

of the Lamb of Spring over the Serpent of
Autumn, and the return of the Savior and

Apocalypse, "Come, I am about to show you
the new spouse of the Lamb, and the marriage
of the bridegroom." The resemblance has
been so much the more easy to establish, as
these mysteries are of the same nature, and
have equally for their object the light and its
triumph, under the sign of the celestial Bull in

those of Mithra, and under the sign of the
Lamb in those of Christ. These last are of an

epoch much later than the former, since the

Lamb had succeeded to the Bull at the equi-

noctial point of Spring, occupied by the Bull

two thousand 3 ears before. But the only
change is that of the symbolic animal, to
whicn the God Sun united himself in his

triumph; and that because this change had
really taken place in the sky since the institu-

tion of the Mithriatic ceremonials, in which
the Bull is the animal sacrificed. Thus the
Manicheeans, an eastern sect of Christians
who had not altogether lost the thread of the
Mithriatic ideas, said that the Sun was Christ.
This fact is attested by Theodoret, and by
Cyiille, ol Jerusalem. St. Leon likewise says
that the Manicheeans placed Christ in the
luminous substance of Sun, and in that of the
Moon, whose light is but that of the Sun reflected. It was on account of this opinion
that the Greeks caused the Manicheeans to abjure, as one of the dogmas of their faith, that
Christ and the Sun were but one and the same
person. This proves that the Manicheeans
understood their religion better than other
Christianswho made them abjure these truths
for the adoption of an error, namely, the existence of Christ as a real man, for this is what
the ignorant believed then, and what they believe now, and what they will believe for a
long time yet, although Christ has never existed but in the sun. The religion of the Sun or
of Mithra, and that of Christ, presented a
great number of facts resembling each other,
which naturally led to a comparison. Conse-'
quently Julius Firmicus, in pages 40, 43, and
44, follows out such comparison in order to
show how much the Devil had abused the
most holy things, and had appropriated the
mysterious ideas continued in the Prophets.
W e shall not imitate his example, we shall
only show where we do not say the Devil but
Christians have derived their mysteries and
religious practices. For these are not the only
characters of resemblance that there are between the Mithriatic initiation and that of
Christ. The ecclesiastical authors and the
Holy Fathers themselves will supply us with
the facts which disclose the filiation of the
one religion by the practices which are common to both. Tertullian assures us that the
Mithriatic religion had its preparatory ordeals,
even more rigorous than those of the Christians; that it nad its believers, its faithful defenders and martyrs. He asserts that the
sacraments of Baptism, Penitence, and the
Eucharist were also to be found in this religion,
The votaries oi Mithra marked their foreheads
with a sacred sign, like the Christians;they
had the doctrine and the image of the resur
rection. They were presented with the crown
which adorns the forehead of martyrs. Their
sovereign Pontiff could not have been married
several times. They had their Virgins and the
law of continence—in short, everything that
was practiced amongst Christians. It is true
that Tertullian has recourse to the Devil as an
imitator and copyist, to explain how this resemblance is so perfect. But we are aware
that the Mithriacs were known to have existed
before the sect of Christ. Then, if the younger
of these religions resemble the older, it must
arise from its having copied it; or, in other

groaned under the tyranny of the evil princi

worlds, became it is a branch of the same
initiation; for the copyists undeniably are the

this return of the Sun to the vernal Lamb.
Lastly, to return to the God Mithra, to
whom all the theory which we have just been

it was by her, and by the phenomena which

Liberator of man, who during six months had

pie whose works are about to be destroyed by

last comers. He acknowledges in another
place that the Pagans saw in all these mysteries only the mysteries of Nature. He says that

she offers in vegetation, in the action of the
in a grotto on the same day in which Christ is elements, and in the revolutions of time or of
born in a stable, but, again, he dies, and has the year, that the ancients explained the life
his sepulchre like Christ, near which his vot- and resurrection of Osiris; that the philosophic
aries come to shed tears. His priests carried sect oi Mithra had representedin its religious
him during the night to the tomb extended on symbols and ceremonies the mystic adventures
a litter. This pomp was accompanied by of the element of fire, the great Divinity of the
funeral chanting and the groaning of the Persians. This is accurate, as we have provpriests, who, after having passed* some mo- ed it to be. It is true, and he agrees that it is
ments in the expression of a feigned grief, so, that the mysteries of Christ are absolutely
lighted the sacred torch, and anointed their similar; it is, then, the same religion.
St. Justin establishes the resemblanceof the
faces with perfumes; after which one of them
Mithra with that of Christ, especially as to
pronounced gravely these words: "Reassure
yourselves, sacred band of initiated; your God the sacrament of the Eucharist or the conis restored to life; his pains and sufferings pro- secration of bread and water; for water was
often employed instead of w ine, even by Chriscure your salvation."
"Why," continues Firmicus, who gives us tian sects. St. Justin also remarks upon the
all these details, "why exhort these unhappy connection which exists between Christ and
people to r joice? why deceive them by false Mithra at the moment of their birth. He says,
"That the one born at Bethlehem came into
promises? the death of your God is known;
his new life is not proved. There is no oracle the world in a cave in the neighborhood of the
that would guarantee his resurrection; he has city, because Joseph could find no room at
not shown himself to men since his death in any of the inns; that, having taken refuge
there with his wife Mary, she had brought
order that they might believe in his Divinity.
What you bury is an idol; it is only an idol forth the young Christ and placed him in a
over which you weep; it is but an idol that manger; that it was in this place that the
you bring forth from the tomb, and, after Magi, who had traveled from Arabia, came to
having grieved, you then rejoice. It is you offer homage to him. That the other was said
who deliver your God, etc." The greater part to be born in the midst of rocks, and initiated
of the questions which Firmicus puts to the his affiliates in a cav.ern known by the name of
initiates of the mysteriesoi Mithra, and even the Cave of Mithra." We have quoted already
all, can be asked with as much reason of the what Tertullian has said about tnis same cave.
worshipers of Christ, who every year go to St. John Chrysostom also speaks of it as an
lament over his tomb, and then sing his resur- agreeable place where the initiated, after purirection. "I ask," continues Firmicus, "who fying themselves, went to pray in silence durhas seen your God with bull's horns, concern- ing three days.
St. Jerome tells us that Gracchus, having being whose death you so tfflict yourselves?"
and you, it might bo replied to him, who has come Prefect of Rome, had caused to be taken
seen your God Lamb, or God with Ram's down the Grotto of Mithra, and all the monhorns, that you state to have been slain for the strous figures it contained. These figures were
sins of the woild, and whose resurrectionyou all relative to the order of the world, the stars,
celebrate? It seems as if Firmicus in this the elements; as may be seen in the descrippart of his book had endeavored, in attacking tion which Porphjry and Celsus have given
the Pagan religions, to collect together all the of it. Such, in reality, must have been the
characters of resemblance which they have cave or subterranean temple of the Sun, King
with that of the Christians. He turns his at- and Master of Nature, which was depicted by t
tention particularity to the Mithriatic religion, a thousand symbols in this sacred cave. There
which he always compares to that of Christ. was to be born the God of Day, who, at the
It is true that he avoids the necessary result of moment of his birth, as Macrobius says, was
such comparison by the use of an excellent confined in an obscure nook until here entered
reason already given by Tertullian and St. into his luminous empire. This is the reason
Justin, and which consists in saying^ "that the why Christ and Mithra, or the Sun of Winter,
Devil had taken pleasure in imitating the at his birth, receives the homage of men in a
mysteries and ceremonies of Christians;" an dark cavern, the representation of the inferior
admirable supposition, with which a man of part of the Universe in which the Sun then
good sense would, without doubt, be content- dwells.
As to the consecration of the bread, which
ed. We will not say, with these pious Christians, that a long time before the establish- is, in the Christian religion, one ofthethe great
religion
ment of the mysteries of Christ, the Devil, in mysteries, it is to be found also in used
words
to efwhom we do not believe, had copied that of Mithra, with the mystic
words
which was at a future day to take place in the fect it. St. Justin, after repeating the hoc
eU,
Eucharist,_
religion of Christ, and to be practiced by his of Christ in instituting the
acknowledges that this Eucharistic offerfollowers; but we will say simply that the re- etc.,
ing also made part of the mysteries of Mithra,
ligion of Christ, being founded like all the and
were likewise prothat
otners on the worship of the Sun, has receiv- nounced mystic wordsand water which were
over
same
bread
the
the
ideas,
same
the
ed consequently
was used at the ceremony. It is true that he expractices, the same mysteries; that all only
plains this resemblance, as he does the others,
it,was
so:
was
God
the
common, because
by the hateful pr. ject which the Devil always
been
have
could
there
that
in the accessories
had of imitating in his institutions ail that
same.
the
being
basis
the
any difference,
was at a subsequent period to be practiced by
The object of all mysteries was Light—the the Christians.
This reason, indeed, may
invoked
They
nations.
all
Divinity
of
great
probably
not
excellent to those readers
who
appear
and
nature,
all
enlightens
who
the God
for whom we write; as to others who might
issues radiant like a bridegroom from his be satisfied
with them, we shall not seek to
nuptial couch. They saluted the new light. prevent
their being so; we will only say that
"I salute you, new light," said they. 1 hey
one truth
saluted also the young bridegroom, as do tne they are forced to acknowledge
initiates of the mysteries of the Lamb in the avowed by their own doctors, namely, that all
I these resemblances really existed between
Apocalypse. They repeated these words:
salute thee, j oung bridegroom, and thee, new these two religions, as they would of necessity
light." Julius Firmicus opposes to these words have existed according to the theory which
consecrated in the Mithriatic initiations those we have'thus far established. We have in
of the gospel where Christ says, "I am the Hyde's work on the religion of the ancient
light of the world," and these words of the Persians an account of the institution of the
developing has reference. Not only is he born

1

which still at the presconsecration of bread,
amongst them at the same

quaintance, and all grades of people, from the
most noted historical personage, including the

ent day takes place
time of the year at which that of the Christians was established, and recalls it to our recollection in great part. This is the ceremony
which was established at the Neuroux, or new

orthodox God down to the lowest grade ol hu-

manity, and even the brute, are represented,
or rather, their characteristics are exhibited,
and it matters not whether the individuals
have passed to spirit-life or not. These representations have resulted in false conclusions, or
the false idea that, as a general rule, they are
produced by the identical spirit represented.

year of the Persians, at the entry of the Sun
into the sign of the Lamb. We have previ-

ously spoken of this ceremony, in which a
yuung man calling himself God s envoy announced to the King that he was commissioned
by God to bring him a new year. The King
called together all his court, and a crowd of
people besides. He was then present with a
large leaf, composed of different kinds of
grain—wheat, barley, rice, etc.; he ate of it
first, and then distributed it to the people present in making the following formal speech:
"To-day is the new day of the new month of
the new year, which brings on a new time, in
which is about to be renewed all that time produces." He then blessed them, and distributed
amcngst them different presents. It seems
that we here see Christ, in the midst of twelve
who form his court and attendants, take the
bread, bless it, eat it himself, then distribute it

1
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MYSTERIOUS PHENOMENA.
Rappings by Invisible Agents—A Wonderful Clock—Is it God, Man or Devil 2
BY W. H. WILKIN S.

[ Deak Sir:—Perhaps it may be of interest to
a portion of your numerous readers to learn of
some of the mysterious occurrences that have
been, and are, taking place in this vicinity.
About twelve years ago the little village of
Hammondsville, Vermont, was thrown into an
unusual state of excitement by the numerous
to
wine
presenting
to his disciples, ai d in
rappings which were beard neatly every eventesta
new
of
the
them say, "This is the blood
ing at almost every house in the village.
ment. I will not drink again of this ju ce of
They generally occurred between the hours
my
you
in
the vine until I drink it new with
of six and ten in the evening, but sometimes
Fathei's kingdom."
were heard at a later time. The rappings alWe will not follow farther the multiplicity ways seemed to proceed from the w est side of
has
of connections that the Christian religion
the buildings, and sounded as if some person
with that of the Persians. We will not say was beating violently against the outside with
a
that, like the Christians, the Persians have
the knuckles of the hand. These sounds contintheory concerningangels much more complete ued for about three months, and were heard
than theirs; that they have angels of light and by a large number of persons, but at length the
angels of darkness, combats of angels and noises ceased, and the like has not been heard
names of angels which have passed into our since. Some thought they were occasionedby
religion; that they baptize their children and the mind, but at last a large majority attribname them as we do at baptism; that they also uted the cause to the falling of water over a
have confirmation;

that they have ideas of

dam a quarter of a mile distant, for the lea-

Paradise and Hell—ideas which they hold in
common with the Greeks, Egyptians, and many
other nations who had their Elysium and their
Tartarus, as may be learnt from Plato, Virgil,
etc. We will not add that they have an hierarchical order and all the ecclesiastical constitution established among us, and that it has
existed with them for more than three thousand years; that they have twelve angels who
preside over the twelve months, as we have
twelve apostles, and thirty others for the thirty
days of the month. We will not say that they
know the theological fiction on the fall of the
angels, which Jews and Christians have also
adopted; lastly, that their theology, as Mr.
Hyde has very well shown, contains all the
sacred opinions of these two sects. In fact it
must be so if, as we have endeavored to prove
all through this work, the theology of the Jews,
and that of the Christians which is established
upon it, are but emanations from the ancient
and primitive doctrine of the Magi, and a corollary of the constitutive princip'es of the
mystic science of the disciples of Zoroaster.
Mr. Hyde was struck with these characters of
resemblance, and saw in them the work of
Providence, who willed that the Persians
should do by anticipation and prophetic imitation that which, at a future day, the Chris
tians were to do.

son that they were louder at the house of the
owner of the dam. But if that was the cause,
why did the sound cease all at once? Why did
they not continue as they had for weeks past,
and why were they not heard at another house
which is a little nearer the dam than the one
where they were so loud and frequent?
But stranger still is the account of the truly
wonderful clock which is now standing in the
house of Nathan Sherwin, in this town, Reading, Vt. It is one of the tall old-fashioned
kind of clocks, and stands in the room of Miss
Huldah Wilkins, an aged maiden lady nearly
seventy five years of age.
For thiee years and over this clock has never
failed to strike twice in every twenty-four
hours. At precisely five o'clock it strikes one,
and what makes the mystery deeper is, that
the clock had not been running for years, and
that it is, and has been entirely destitute of
weights. People thought at first that it was
a warning to the old lady of her approaching
death. But she still continues to live, and the
clock continues to strike.
A large number of visitors have been to see
this curious clock, and some affirm that they
can not hear it strike when in the room with
it. Others say, that to them it makes no difference. The opinions concerning the agency
by which the sounds are produced, are vari(to be continued in an early number.)
ous. Some say, the people of the house have
a way by which they strike it; others say it is
Insanity,—" Obsession,False Doctrines- the work of God, and some, in fact quite
a number, attributed the cause to the Devil.
False Communications,—and KinOne person even expressed the brilliant idea
dred Subjects—No. 8.
that the striking was produced by a mouse
which had access into the clock at some part.
BY D. G. MOSIIEK.
However, I leave the mystery for others to
for I know that the above are simple
As the intelligenceof the earth-spheregrasp solve,
facts without any coloring.
and utilize the comparatively inferior forces of
nature, in accordance with demand or neces
sity, so do the intelligences of the second sphere
Wayside Chips.
bring under control and utilize the more subli
mated and powerful occult forces that are re
Editor Journal:—A long time has inquired to produce the atmospheric changes in tervened since my last package of "chips,"
the productionof the rain system, and all the during which I have not, however, been siphenomena required in connection therewith
lent nor inactive. Though much depressed
Here again is the necessity for the lightning, at times, owing to the prevailing "hard
the whirlwind, the tornado and other calami- times" and frequent baptisms in the magtous causes. The sweeping destruction of the; netic spheres of despondent individuals, and
Chicago and other conflagrations, were mainlj the lack of such remuneration for my labors
owing to these necessary conditions of the at as would enable me to meet pressing obligamosphtricelement.
tions, I have had much to rejoice and enIt may be asked, Has not the angel-world courage me; much to press me on in my
the power to stay these calamitous occurrences? humble work of promulgating the grand
and
I trow not if the higher or divine laws are essential truths of the gospel of human weal
obeyed. The wisdom of angels doubtless de- and human progress and possibilities.
cided in favor of allowing those catastrophes
Since my last, dated at
Pennsylin preference to withholding this powerful and vania, in the first part of Lottsville,
November last," I
grand stimulus to divine intellectual unfold- have traversed a wide extent of country and
ment.
to varying (generally good) audiences,
The terrible ordeal through which I have lectured
at several places in each of the States of Ohio,
passed, has so unfolded my interior percep- Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin.
tions, that I am enabled to behold angels on Have met warm greetings, kind hospitality
and
board a train of cars, rushing to the scene of as liberal financial
remuneration as was pracdestruction, they having full power to stay the ticable with supporters,
in nearly every case.
calamity, were they not bound by superior wis- Hope and believe that good seed 'has been
dom to allow rather than to stay the (to us)1
scattered, much of which has fallen upon
terrible catastrophe.
These calamities are, doubtless, many times1 fruitful soil and will ultimate a golden harstayed by angelic influence; but I am inclined vest in the great future.
The last month has been spent in southto the opinion that such are the exceptions to a
eastern Wisconsin and north-eastern Illinois,
general rule.
lecturing at Darian, Janesville, Milton JuncThe relief of human suffering by spiritpower is practiced only as an exception to a tion, Geneva Lake and Bloomfield, Wisconsin, giving five lectures in the latter place
general rule.
Healing mediums are not as successful as a and from one to two lectures in each of the
general thing, as some may suppose. They are other places named, and at Roscoe, McIIensent from place to place, and peiform here and ry and Ringwood, Illinois.
Passing through Chicago the first week in
there a cure. This is one of the many modes
inducing a required amount of spirit-commun- February last, made a brief call at the new
ion to bring about certain results that are in quarters of the Religio Philosophical Jouraccordance with pre-arranged plans instituted nal, and found every attache of the "Westby the general council of sages.
* ern Organ" as busy as bees, in the commoResponses to prayer are also exceptions to a dious and elegant hive.
general rule. Prayers are usually too selfish to* Was sorry that I could not have attended
be answered by angels or wise sages. I do not. the seances of Harry Baslian and Taylor.
pretend to say what the orthodox God may do Am rejoiced to learn of the satisfactory conditions and success which attend these seances.
in answer to prayer, but one thing is quite evi- How any
dent, that no certain results from prayer, in protection medium in view of self-interest and
against legitimate doubt, not to
staying the Chicago or any other calamity, was say
righteous suspicion," and more especially
observable by any sane person.
in view of the highest and most laudible purAngels descend to earth as qualified missionaries, to act in accordance with pre-arrangedl P°se of the culmination of the phenomena*
plans. They are profound in keeping secrets. that of convincing investigators of the source
The true form of our earth, with its rotary* thereof, can refuse or neglect to conform to
motion, said to be discovered by Galileo, wass conditions that preclude reasonable doubt as
to the honesty of the instrumentalities
and
said to be kept a profound secret until the ex- the genuineness
of the manifestations, I never
act time as indicated by the proper index.
The developments in Modern Spiritualism, could understand. I certainly would not act
from the tiny rap, to the materialization of ai
J conditions which leave room for candoubt
perfect human spirit, have been in accordance
B der so highas to my own integrity, even unwith a perfect pre-arranged system.
and holy a commission as beDesires or prayers on the part of the children ongstosuchmediumship. Therefore I rejoice
that
of earth, for a knowledge of new truths orr
makes
reasonable concessions
to theHarry
natural
and all
honest skepticism of his
principles, are never responded to by guardian- patrons.
In so doing he earns, and will reap.
angels until conditions are sufficiently matured
and the recipient amply qualified to make a> a more noble and fuller harvest in all directions,
than
he otherwise could do
legimate use of the knowledge sought for.
When we find the "right place," intend to
It is not in the power of mortal man to bias
locate,
speaking Sundays and healing the
the controllers of the phenomena of spirit
manifestations, although prominent Spiritual-. Slck ln body, during the week. Would like
correspondence,
with a view to such a workists even have been greatly deceived in thisa
respect, and have claimed the honor of being dividing the times, perhaps, between two,'
three
or
four
educators ©f undeveloped spirits, who are supj>- until further contigious localities. Address
notice in care of S S Jones
posed to be unable to leave the earth-sphere,
from a want of any provision in the spirit- cagoCTimnoisATenUe ^ Adams 6tTeet' (Jhi'
world for their development. I ignore this
Dr' J" K"
doctrine, and set it down as the result of conMarch 25th, 1873.
clusions drawn from seemingly truthful spiritual phenomena, without a logical consideration. Thus a false doctrine is set up—the false
Best and Oldest Family Medicine doctrine of the, Churches. Representation is a aanfor&H
Liwi- Inmgorator—a, pure Vegetable, I
prominent feature in spirit manifestations.
Cathartic and Ionic—for Dyspepsia, Const ipa- I
Principal characteristics of not only friends tion, Debility,
Sick Headache, Bilious Attacks, |
and relations that have passed to spirit life, are and ail
of Liver, Stomach and |
represented as in earth-life, but the inebriate Bowels. derangements
Ask your Druggist for it. Beware of h I
the debauchee and lewd characters of our acimitations. ^
'
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On receipt of seventy cents we will send by
1
and prepay postage, one dozen of the
mail,
stance, he would, probably, have expressed
1 Howe Machine Needles (very best). These
himself thus:
"Time and space, of an infinite germinal needles are used by various other kinds of
interior condition and formative measure of machines. In writing state the numbers
exterior condition and relation, are corrected
by mental magnetism or mind, as the electric wanted. Those most commonly used, are No.
current or phase of flame that forms and dis- 0( and No. 1. Such we have.
solves all forms, and constitutes the line of
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing
'
continuity' claimed."
Corner Fifth Avenue and Adams
House,
Hartley and Bennett believed that ideas were
Chicago.
1
communicated to the mind by vibrations, as- street,
m m
sisted by a subtle elastic ether, with which the
nerves are imbued.
TESTIMONIALS.
What else could they say who had no con-

,

Y. A. CARR, M. D.

Southern Department.—Papers can be obtained and
Subscriptions will be received by Dr. Y. A. Carr. Address
care Dr. J. W. Allen, No. 12, Dryads st, New Orleans, La

Philosophy.
Anaximander, who flourished in the sixth
century B.C., about the time of Boodh and
Zoroaster, taught that infinity of nature is the
cause of all phenomena, and that all things return into it. He made the first globe and invented the sun-dial. He observed the obliquity

ception of the links of individual connection

eight times larger than the earth, and that the
stars were animated by divinity.
Aristotle taught of virtual velocities, and
also that time, space, and vacuum were essential to motion, with the laws and varieties of
The energy of nature t > fill

which he spoke.

Mr*. A. H. Robinson'a Tobacco Antidote.

between the isolated conditionsand relations,
of an infinitude of entities immortal.
Heloetius supposes the difference in the
minds of men and brutes to consist in bodily
conformation and organism. Bluminbach, to
the different quantities of the medulary substance in the brain. Gall, to the parts of the
brain principally developed Cuvier agrees
with Bluminbach and Helvetius

of the ecliptic, taught that the sua was twenty-

up vacuities he described as the prompt work
of abhorrence, but pointed out no vacuities.
Aggrissi, an Arabian geographer, described
the earth as round, and gave its size as being
twenty-seven thousand miles, and states that
Hermes, of E^ypt, had held it to be thirty-six
thousand; all of which goes to prove ancient

Gassendi taught that all our ideas are derived
from, and compounded of, sensation. Hobbs
taught the same, and Locke followed, superadding reflection,or ideas derived from the operation of the understanding, posterior to ideas
derived from sensation.
L .bentz taught " pre established harmony,"
by which the mind contains general notions
and truths, like the plants in the seed; hence

Single copy

BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.
Pleasant rooms and good board in a first-class location

at reasonable rates, at

DR. MILLER'S HOME OF HEALTH,
41 West Twenty-sixth Street,

NEW YORK.

$2.00

FulTgilt...
6 copies

12 copies

3.00

10.00

19-00

When sent by mail 24 cents additional required on each copy.
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HEBREW AND SEPTUAGINT VERSIONS

FROM ADAM
TO CHRIST
WITH
ESSAY ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL

A

I

CRITICAL
OF THE

LOCATION

Garden of Eden
By M. B CR4VEN,

Price, 10 cents; postage, 2 cents.
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Raligio-P'nilosophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Av.,

I

13 E E-K EEPING
B ing a practical treatise m every department of

Bee-Culture and Managemeut.
Embracing the natural history of the bee from the
earl'est period of the woild down to the present time.
Giving the anatomy and physiology of the different
species that constitute a colony and information upon
every point, of interest to those who keep or intend
keeping bees.
By. K. B. KIDDER practical Apiculturist.
Price Board c- vers. 75 cents. Pape r covers, 5J cents.
*«* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams st. and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.
NEW EDITION—PRICE
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REDUCED

Lessons for Children all out Themselves.

BIOGRAPHY

By A. E. Newton,

OF

MRS. J. H. C ON ANT,

A Book for C ildren's Lyceums, Primary Schools and
Families, denned to impart a knowledge of ihe Human
Body andti e Conditions of Health.
B tter than a whole library of < ommon mcdical works.
Without delay, let all Children's Lyceums improve their
groups with these Lessons."—A. J. Davis.
"
S ould immediately become a text book in the
schools, and have a place in every family."—Dr. S. B.
Brittan.
Price (incloth) 50 cents, postage 6 cents; six copies or
more, 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
d.scount to the trade.
##* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,

ONE OF THE

'

Greatest Medium's
OF THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The book contains a history of the Mediumship of Mrs.
Conant from childhood to the present time; together with
extracts from the diary of her physician; selections from
letters received verifying spirit communications given
through her organism at the Banner ofLight Free Circles;
and spirit messages, essays and invocations from various
intelligences in the other life. The whole being prefaced
with opening remarks from the pen of

I

I

ANOTHER EDITION NOW READY
Just issued another edition of the sequel to the 'Stellar
Key," which is almost universally known as

DEATH and the AFTER-LIFiil
Giving a plain and consistent account of Society and Scenes in the Summer-Land.
No investigator's library i# complete without these
companion volumes. Tne reduction in price of the
"•Stellar Key" will enable every one to possess himself
of these convincing and consoling books.
Price, in firm cloth bindmg, and uniform with the
"Stellar Key" 75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper 50

An earnest, unequivocal and individual example
of the good wrought by Spiritualism. Its perusal can not
fail to cheer our straggling media.
Cloth, 324 pp., $1,50; pos'age 20 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.

cents, postage, 4 cents.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

GOLDEN MEMORIES

JUST PUBLISHED—FIRST REVISED EDITION

OF

AN EARNEST LIFE

A new and revised edition of A. J. Davie's Astro-Philosophical book entitled

"A Stellar Key to the Suimer:Lanil,"

A Biography of A. B. Whiting
TOGETHER WITH SELECTIONS

I

Chicago.

ALLEN PUTNAM, ESQ.,
A FINE STEEL PLATE PORTRAIT OF
THE MEDIUM ADORNS
THE WORK.

FBOM

Giving the Scientific and Philosophical Evidences of a Substantial Existence
after Death.

His Poetical Compositions and Prose
Writings.
COMPILED BY HIS SISTER,

Illustrated with diagrams find tabulated statements of
the Harmonies of Nature. All the late discoveries by

R, AUGUSTA WHITING.

scientific men m light, color, the < onstitutio" of the fun,

stars, etc., find confirmation in this little volume. Bound
The work is published in response to the general dein good style, uniform with its sequel, "Death and the
mand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and wonderAfter-Life.'
ful mediumistic experiences of our arisen fellow-laborer
Price 75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper edition 50 cts.,
postage, 4 cents.
in the cause of human freedom and progress. It has been
carefully prepared by his sister, from his own journals
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St, and Fifth Ave.,
and letters; and from her intimate personal knowledge of
Chicago.
all important facts embodied, can not fail to be accurate
in every particular. It is embellished with a fine steel
portrait of the individual whose life it portrays.
The book is one that will be of interest to every SpiritHAVE YOU READ EXETER HALL?
ualist, and to all who are interested in rare and curious
developments of mental phenomena, while the travel and
followng are extracts from a
FEW OP 'THE
JJThe
^ notices ontExETER Hall, the Theological Romance:
adventure of seventeen years of public life furnish inci"
The plot and pa^pion in Exeter Hall show an experidents both instructive and amusing for the general reader.
enced hand iu their delineation. Exeter Hall proves that
Part second of the work contains a number of beautiful
the author has something to sa-« and k. ows how to say it.
poems, including the words of many of his songs, both
—Public Opinion, London, England.
published and unpublished.
"It is indeed a wonderful book."—New York Mail.
"
postage
20 cents.
Price $1.50,
We commend it to the widest popular approval."—
Religio-Philosoph
Banner
by
For sale wholesale and retail the
of Light, Boston.
"
Publishing
We h ve no hesitation in declaring this a great work.
House, corner of Adams Street and 5th
ical
—Universe, New York.
Ave., Chicago, 111.
"This book is well and powerfully written The
most scorching work ever published in America since the
the
Age of Reason."—Liberal, Chicago.
"One of the most exciting romances of the day."—
DemoresVs Magazine. New York.
"Convincingly illustrative of the errors of theology."
—Investigator, Boston.
"The humane and charitable tendencies of the book
must receive the apprpbation of ever, friend of humanity."— Daily Telegraph, Toronto, Canada.
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according to his teachings, every thing goes on
^T~Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movement cure and
in the soul as if it had no body, and in the! Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring
them.
Address MILLER, HAYNES & CO.,
no
dy
as
it
had
if
soul.
b
Vl2nl4 Proprietors.
Malbranch says that the communicationbetween the mind and the body was a constant
WARRENCHASE & CO.,
miracle arising from the immediate agency of
Deity. When we consider the fact that mind[ 614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,
is to the body and soul as the flame to the| Keep constantly on hand all the publications of the
burning gas and the air and its inherent polarRellgio-Philosophical Puolishing House, Wm. White & nal.
source of motion, the sensational contact^ Co., J. P. Mendum, Adams & Co., and all other popular jjirs.
tioomson-B
lomeco Anuconnecting the so-called spiritual with the! liberal literature, including the RsLieio-PmLosoPHiaAj;
dote.
material, we explain away the miracle of Mal-. Journal, and Banner of Light, Magazines, Photographs,
branch, and in a measure prove the truth of Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.
The above named sure remedy for the appetite for toL 'bentz's position.
bacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
Opticism, which assumes this to be the best
is warranted to cure the most inveterate user of the weed,;
DEBATABLE
of worlds, grew out of the pre-establishedhar'- HERMAN SNOW.
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspamony of Lebentz.
319 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SAN FRANCISCO,CAL..
pers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
Continuity, another of his phrases, assumes3 Keeps for sale the
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
that harmony and purpose of motion never is
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
RELIGIO-PHIL0SOPHICAL JO URNAL
Cloih. 80 cents; postage 12 cents. Paper 60 cents; postBETWEEN
lost, that we continue to think and live on and1
up the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
age 4 cents.
on ever, irrespective of the vicissitudes throughi And a general variety of'Spiritualist and He- it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poison*** For sale, wholesale and refail by the Religio-PhiloBooks at Eastern prices. Also, Orton's Anti
ous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemwhich we pass. To be, and not to be at the3 form
sophical Publishing Hou^e, Adams st., & 5th Ave.,
Tobacco Preparation, Spence's Positive and Negative
ists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly
Chicago.
same time, he held to" be paradoxical.
Powders, Adams & Co.'s Golden Pens, Planchettes, Dr.
harmless.
Descartes taught a plenum" of matter, and1 Storer's Nutritive Compound, etc. Catalogues and Ch
This House will pay any chemist one thousand dollars, WITH ILLUSTRATIVE NARRATIONS
"
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
Spinosa omnipresence" in the matter whichj culars mailed free.
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.
Vsf Remittances in XJ. S. currency and postage stamps r«
BY ROBERT DALE OWEN
he called the "soul of the world."
Address Relihio-PhilosophioalPubl> shins H^use,*
Address
HERMAN SNOW,
Collins taught that a man can do as he wills ceivedatpar.
Adams Street and fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., either forr
Box 117. SanFrancisco,Cal.
of Foot-falls on the Boundary of Another World,
Author
44 Beyond
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.
or pleases, but that he is determined by his
the Breakers," etc.
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reason and his senses i. e. differently from thee
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A. G-ood Head of Hair ReCONTENTS:
absolute necessity of mechanics or physics.>_ a COMPLETE
COMPENDIUM OP
This differs from the position of the stqtgiePrefatory address to the Protestant c! rgy.
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I-ter was but ideal and supported his conclu
I have beoii almost entirely bald for about six years.
nomena.
g And toguidethe Professional Painter Had tried almost everything that I could hear recomsions by certain inferences of the mind, during
The fact that this work has rapidly passed through
mended, and firmly believed that nothing could restoree
Book III Physical Manifestations.
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vision.
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my hair.
Identity of Spirits.
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Book
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Abridged edition of the Spiritual Harp, containing
one hundred and four pages, price $1.00; postage 16 cents,

The remedy is harmless, and not unpalatable.
She makes this generous offer for the double
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
bringing the cure within the reach of the poorest people who use the pernicious drug. The
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleterious habit one month!
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.,
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
We have so much confidence in the ability
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful execution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Jour-

This little poem is fully equal to any of Mi. Barlow's
b^st eff orts, and should be read by everybody
Printed on fine tinted paper, with blue-line border.
Price, 25 cents; postage 2 cents.

OJf THE

1

Chicago.

Over one-third of its poetry, and three-quarters of itfe
music are original. Some of America's most gifted and
popular musicians have written expressly for it.
The Spiritual Harp is a work of over three hundred
pages, comprising SONGS, DUETS, and QUARTETTS,
With PIANO, ORGAN, or MELODEON accompaniment
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BIBICAL CHRONOLOGY
,CONTRASTINGTHE
CHRONOLOGY COMPUTATIONS
I

For th.e Clioir, Congregation,
and Social Circle.

.

Al Pcem 3Y W. S. Barlow, Author of "Thk Vcices.

late advanced steadily, and will soon become
the ruling power of the world.

^Infolding the laws cf ihe Progressive Development of
2mature and embracing the Philosophy of Man, Spirit, aid
t he S, irit World. By Thomas Paine, through the hand
' >f Hoiace Wood, Medium.
Price, cloth, 60 cents; postage, 6 cents. Paper, 35 cents,
i>osta^e. 3 cents.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo>«ophical PublishingHouse, Adams street and 5tu Ave.,
<Chicago

The New Music Bool,

I hereby certify that I have used tobacco
and the machine. It may be attributed, however, to the fact, that impressing priestcraft over twenty years. One box of Mrs. A. H.
had cut off all the natural means of connection Robinson's Tobacco Antidote has effectually
between the motive force and machine. All destroyed my appetite or desire for tobacco.
familiarity with the premises.
this tended to the exlreme of Mr. Hume, who
David O'Habka..
Anaximenes, of the sixth century B.C., doubted and rejected all knowledge not deactiv
its
that
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 15th, 1871.
taught the infinity of air or ether;
rived from the senses.
ity was the cause of all things, and that it was
Dr. Reid, on the contrary, controverts the
really God.
idea that sensations are the only objects of
I have used tobacco between fourteen and
Anaxagoras, the Athenian, six centuries B.C., thought, and that perceptions are images, or
years. About two months since, I profifteen
rarefaction,
produced
by
conjointure
was
a
wind
claims
He
taught that
pictures in the mind.
and the rainbow by reflection; that the moon of principles or innate powers, from which cured a box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacwas enlightened by the sun; that comets were comes common sense.
co Antidote. It has cured me, and I feel perwandering stars, and that fixed stars were far
Kant's metaphysics consists of six axioms:
out beyond the sun. When we pbserve prim- 1. Consciousness or egotism. 2. Time, the fectly free from its use. Have no desire for it
F. H. Sparks.
itive ideas of this wonderful magnitude and form of internal sense. 3. Space of external
measure, we can not consistently agree with sense. 4 Sense or intuition. 5 UnderOswego, N. Y., Sept. 25th, 1871.
the learned fools who cast oft" the antique phil- standing for conceptions, and 6. Reason for
osophy of other years with the paragraphic ideas. He claims that intuitions are ever presMr. R. T. Wyman, of Waukau, informs me
remark, that " The follies of philosophy have ent in " time and] space," while conceptions
been the squaring of the circle, the perpetual
are absent in both, and that ideas are things that he has used one box of Mrs. A. H. Robinmotion, the inextinguishable lamp, attraction out of them; all three of which generite mind. son's Tobacco Antidote. Inclosed find two
and repulsion, the philosopher's stone, the He furthermore says, " Time and space are in
universal solvent, the elixir of life, the influ- mind, as receptives of sensation, and refers dollars. Please send me a box,
D. H. Forbes.
ence of the stars and raising of the spirits." understanding to the four catagories of quanOshkosh, Wis., Sept. 19, 1871,
Many of these subjects have a deeper founda- tity, quality, mode and relation, and their
For sale at this office. $2.00 per box. Sent
tion in philosophy and the infinite range and specific unity.
measures of fundamental truth, than has been
free of postage by mail. Address Religio(TO BE CONTINUED.)
dreamed of by "Horatio."
Philosophical PublishingHouse, Corner Adams
For instance, attraction and repulsion and
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
Speakers Register.
the influence of the moon, stars and other orbs,
WAgentt wanted
upon all the grand balance relations and measures of earthly condition, and more especially,
We have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speak"
the raising of the spirits," are an evidence ers Begistor. Many names of persona were sent for the
Attention Opium Eaters!
that the ancients were more wise and consist- Register who never or seldjm lecture—others never took
ent than millions of the parrot-repeatingmin- any pains to see that we were correctly informed of
Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furions of churchcraft, who, as young reptiles changes in po-t-ofllce address. The result was the Reglive on lies and deception, and generally swal- ister was no guide to the public as de igned. Speaker nished with a sure and harmless specific foi
low their food by the job, in whole lumps; who feel desirous of having theii appointments published curing the appetite for opium and all other narwhose progressive motions, like their less pop- will be accommodated by simply reporting from time to cotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spirit
ular reptile friend3 are effected by raising their time to this office.
life, who have heretofore given her the necesbodies into the grand curves of bigotry, and
sary antidote for curing the appetite for tofixing their hinder scales in the ground of superstition, and in this way by the wonderful Spiritualist Home bacco, and the proper ingredients for restoradaptability of their "ribs" move, as chance,
ing hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
occasion, or inclination may suggest or de- 148. W. Washington-St. long standing.
mand. And their dogmas, like frogs, live al- CHICAGO, - -- -- - -- ILLINOIS.
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
most beyond the memory of man. Yet these
W. OSGOOD. send it by mail or express to all who may
fl ppant apes and parrots of priestcraft wield HOWARD TILDES. S.
T1LDEX Sc OSGOOD,
public opinion through the stereotyped imapply for the same within the next sixty days,
press of such paragraphs as the one quoted, ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW. on
the receipt of five dollars (the simple cost
No. 185 SOUTH CLARK STREET.
which are shoveled from book to book, from
82, <£ 38, Chioaso, 111.
of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
column to column, and indeed, from self-suffi Rooms
cient churchcraft's father to son, without a [Vl3n61yr]
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
thought or care for their truth, but of these
accompanying each package are "strictly folVOICE
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thi ngs anon.
lowed .
of our more modern metaphysicians,has of

Philosophy of Creation.

For the benefit of those who have good sense enough
to wish to rid themselves of the filthy and pernicious
habit of using tobacco, we publish the following letter:
Mrs. A. H. Robinson—Dear Sister: -I fit down to
throw in my testimony with the rest. I have used tobacco twent> -five years. The appetite for it was hereditary,
and I felt lost without it. I found that it was destroying
my health, and driving me blind, and as heretofore I
could not stop its use without longing for it, especially
when I saw anybody using it, I sent you two dollars,
procured a box of your Tobacco Antidote, and am now,
after using one box, entirely free from its use. I can
eit down in a room where the pipe and tobacco-box are
passed around, and all partaking of it, aid not feel
moved to want a chew, or to smoke a pipe. I am thankful I have got rid of the obnoxious weed, for my health
is better, my eyes are now well, and I begin to feel like
a new man. I shall try to persm.de others to do as I have
done, and thus I may act aa an agent in the case.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
W. W. Porter.

The Spiritual Harp,

One box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco
Antidote cured me from the use of tobacco,
and I heartily recommend it to any and all
who desire to be cured. Thank God I am now
free after using the weed over thirty years.
Lorenzo Meeker.
HaTirprrn NT V Oct. 2. 1871.

Strange that such minds should not have detected the differences between the motive force

Liberalism, through the intellectual courage

The Pernicious weed.
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dition, dissolving all with which it comes in
contact, the same as any other transitive state
of combustion, he would have rendered the
same in a quite different phraseology. For in-
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portending the ruin of Victor Etnanuel and
the restoration of himself to power. In fact,
was more than 1000 miles a minute, or estimat- meteors portend nothing in connection with

had the appearance of two bright balls with
other luminous bodies following it. Its speed
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Meteors and Superstitions.
Superstition, bold and arrogant in its assumptions, has always been the enemy of pro-

gress. Mankind in all ages of the world, living
in those varied conditions which distinguish
the savage, barbarous, half-civilized, civilized,
and enlightened nations, have been afflicted
•with that detestable, loathsome demon, Superstition! The scintillations of the stars, the
movements of the planets, the eccentric motions of the comets, and storms and tempests,
lightning and thunder, have invariably created
within the human mind strange conjectures
and wild conclusions! This condition is not
to be wondered at. Science, however, always
on the alert, and with eyes radiant with enthusiasm and step lofty, dignified and noble, comes
forward to so dispel the gloom that beclouds
the mind of humanity, that a clear vision may
see wise ends subserved in all conditions of
life. Thus, a simple rod removed one superstitious notion in regard to the peculiar character of lightning; the calculation of the distances of the stars from the earth, banished
the false statements and superstition arising
therefrom, that are recorded in Genesis; geological discoveries presents indubitable proof
that long prior to Adam human beings inhabited the earth, thereby dispelling the Superstition that clusters around gthe supposed creation
of Adam out of the dust of the earth—in fact,
science marches grandly forward, and with
weapons that cut both ways into the ranks of
idolatry, it leaves in its pathway such produc-

tions that kindle in the human mind noble
thoughts and grand conceptions!
Notwithstanding, however, the progress it
has made, it still is threatened by Superstition,
who, with a scowl on her countenance, hate
in every action, and with a resolute will, exerts
every nerve to beat back the ever moving, restless tide of progression.
To-day, in these enlightened times, superstitious notions are created by very trivial occurrences, among a certain class. In all ages
of the world however, the appearance of a meteor has excited the gravest apprehension,
considered as presaging wars, calamities, epidemics and famines with all their kindred disasters and deleterious effects. Coming forth
with a long train of translucent light, passing
grandly athwart the sky like a dazzling jewel
from the crown of Deity, moving gracefully in a curved path as if held back by
omnipotent power,—it is, indeed, beautiful!
In space, apparently among the stars, it bursts
forth in all its splendor, and for a moment
illuminates the heavens with its scintillating
rays of light, and then dies out, and total darkness succeeds! Humanity gazes at it bewildered, and then builds upon it a fabric of super-
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The first appearance of meteors was recorded by the "Heathen Chinee," and date back to
644 before Christ, and from the 7th century
before Christ to A. D. 333, sixteen falls of
meteors are recorded in the profuse astronomical annals of the Chinese. During this
period, the Greeks and Romans, not as close
observers of nature as the Chinese, only have
recorded four such showers. These excited
great alarm among the respective nations, and
if any of them equaled in grandeur the one observed by Admiral Krusentern, the train of
which was seen for an hour after the body had
disappeared, it is not to be wondered at that
they excited the gravest apprehensions!
Coming down to more modern times, Halley
describes in the Philosophical Transactions, a
meteor of extraordinary brilliancy, which appeared over England, in 1719. It suddenly
illuminated the streets of London, causing the
stars to hide their radiant faces, and the moon,
which before was shining brightly, to be hardly visible. It was supposed to be about 70
miles above the earth, and to move with a
velocity of 350 miles per minute, and as its
light disappeared, a loud explosion was heard.
But still later, in 1783, another of these remarkable meteors was seen over a large part
of Europe. It crossed the Zenith at Edinburgh,
appearing single and well-defined, of a greenish shade and with a tail; but at Greenwich it

still later, in 1819, a meteor seen at Danvers,
Mass., appeared to be a half mile in diameter.
It required two minutes for the noise of its explosion to reach the earth. In 1860, however,
a meteor appeared, that, in consequence of the
peculiarityof its brilliancy, attracted a great
deal of attention. By many it was supposed
to be a display of rockets or of Roman candles. From a vessel off Sandy Hook it appeared to fall into the sea.
Is it, indeed, any wonder that these scintillating bodies that come forth so suddenly, excite
the gravest apprehensions in the human mind.
In the breast of the savage they only create a
momentary fear; the half civilized regard
the display as evidence of anger on the part
of their God; the civilized, many of them at
least, gaze at them with feelings of awe, and
consider them the harbinger of some awful
calamity. The enlightened, however, aided
by science, "suggests that meteoric bodies constitute a stream in the form of an annular zone
within which they pursue one common orbit;
that there are several such streams, which intersect, each at its own period, the earth's orbit and that through each the myriads of small
cosmical bodies are irregularly dispersed."

governments or individuals, although their ap-

pearance invariably arouses strange superstitious notions.

Universalism.
This kind of religion has been of service in
its tendency to
the minds of tne

liberalize
people by displacing to some extent the old
Orthodox Theology of a century ago. Such
Universalist preachers as John Murray (the: pioneer), Hosea Ballou Walter Balfour, Sebastian Streeter, Thomas Whittemore and others
of that stamp, were champions in the cause ot
Liberalism. But the Universalist doctrine
seems to have died with them, as since their
day it is retrograded so far that it is more orthodox than a good deal of what is called
Orthodoxy.
The Rev. Dr. M:ner the head man of the
Universalist Church of to-day, is not half as
liberal as Henry Ward Beecher and W. H. H.
Murray, and yet they are called orthodox, but
we have more hopes of them than of Mr.
Miner. He should have lived about two hundred and fifty years ago, for the Puritans of
that time were not greater sticklers for a superstitious observance of Sunday than himself.
He can't bear the thought, poor man! that the
Public Library should be open on Sunday,and
yet he is a President of a college and a man of
books. Precious consistency and admirable
democracy!
And the Rev L. L. Briggs, another Universalist preacher of Boston, has been holding
forth against the Sunday opening of the Pub
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an indwelling spirit, which is the organizing

force.
The human spirit organizes and develops
the human body, and the so-called physical
senses are but the avenues through which the
real man—the spirit—looks out upon the material world. Physiology, psychology, mesmerism, psychometry and clairvoyance are but different branches of spiritual science.
They illustrate the modus operandi of the
mind or spirit in its control of the human
mechanism, and of the occult forces of matter.
The speaker gave a lucid explanation of the
method of voluntary motion, of the telegraphic
process of mind acting upon mind, defined
clairvoyance as spiritual vision, which proves
that the mind can act independently of the
physical organs, and clearly showed that sensation, consciousness and intelligence are not
corelated to the physical force, inasmuch as
the former can not be conm'ted into the latter.
In the evening the speaker continued the
subject, taking the spiritual phenomena as
the symbols and illustration of spiritual science.
He said that both the power producing, and
the intelligence accompanying them, could not
be traced to any mundane source; and while
they had hitherto proved to be "The Despair
of Science" physically, they were the intelligible illustrations of spiritual science which rests
upon as substantial a basis as any accepted material science. The speaker illustrated his
theory by several facts in his own experience,
and elicited several questions from the interested auditors.
Bro. Clark's course of lectures promise much
interest and profit, and we bespeak a large attendance, for he combines eloquence of expression, with clearness and logic of statement.

lie Library, and is distressed for fear we are
outgrowing the " Puritan Sabbath!" He, too,
like his confrere, Mr. Miner, belongs to a past
POPULAR
IN
OF
PROF.
VIEWS
MOSKELTNE,
age, and seems to have his eyes in the back of
SCIENCEMONTHLY.
his head, as though he was looking into antiquity for his guide and model. Both these
"The question as to whence the meteorites Rev. gentlemen, if they
really are so opposed
come is, according to Prof. Moskelyne, one to reading on Sunday as they seem to be,
that we are not yet in position to answer with would show their consistency by recommendthat the Library and all its books be burnt.
certainty.
The various hypotheses which ing
"
Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be
suppose for them an origin in lunar volcanoes, wise."—Boston Investigator.
or in our atmosphere, or again in a destroyed
We give place to the foregoing, because we
telluric satellite, or that would treat them as
endorse
every word of it.
fragments of an original planet of which the
Our father was a consistent Universalist
asteroids are parts, or as masses ejected from
the sun; all these hypotheses seem to be more from our earliest recollection down to our early
or less precluded by the known velocities, the manhood. We listened to his expositions of
retrograde motion so frequently characteriz- the doctrine, and were familiar with the Bible
ing meteors and meteorites, or else by the texts to prove "the final holiness and happichemical conditions that, for instance, are in- ness of all mankind."
Among the early settlers of Northern Illivolved in the passage of the meteorite through
our peers were Van first men of that order.
nois,
the sun's chromosphere. Whether meteorites
move or do not move in circumsolar orbits is The early records of the State organization
at present impossible to say; because, while and District Associations will show that we
with our incomplete knowledge we can not to- were usually the presiding officer at the annual
Spiritualism and Science.
day attach the character of periodicity to any and quarterly gatherings of those bodies. We
loved
free
it
tolerated
Universalism
because
known class of meteorites, we are not justified
Spiritualism can found no claim upon the
in founding any conclusion on a negative re- dom of thought, and presented a deity whose original proscriptionand sterility of sciences
principal
attribute
low.
is
now profitable and popular. If men, from time
sult with so limited a foundation.
We confess that an entirely New Departure immemorial, had been trying to make use of
"But even if all or some of them may have
was established in our mind soon after we be- 'steam, and had never apparently advanced bebeen, on their encountering the earth, mem
yond a change of names and phrase, the
bers temporarily or pemanently of the solar gan to examine into the Philosophy of Life; such people who happened to be using the newest
Departure
New
was
a
rational
solution
of
the
phrases would not make much impression by
system, we may with considerable probability
problem, while the Universalists, as a sect, saying:" Ours is a new science, and new sciences
consider them as having originally entered
not to be despised. Please to look at
our system from the interstellar spaces beyond have continually retrograded, until many of ought
what electricity was fifty years ago, and what
the
leaders
have
in
cesspools
landed
the
of
in
it. Such at least must be our conclusion if we
it is now." When the Spiritualists talk this
are to admit the unity of the whole class of tolerance and bigotry, that the early fathers re- way—as they always do—the obvious answer
to in the foregoing article, stoutly is that their pretensions seem very far from
ferred
phenomena of meteorites and falling stars.
warred against.
being new! Surely the witches and the wizFor, since the orbits of the two best-known
A large per cent of Universalistshave left ards, and the conjurors, and all the rest of the
meteoric streams, those namely of August and
fraternity have had their chance. Spiritualthe ranks of the sect entirely; many others ism
should in all conscience be old enough to
November, have been identified with the orbhave a nominal membership, but utterly disre- bear the light, to do some work, and to be
its of two comets, and since in regard to one
gard, and have no fellowship with, the senti- self-supporting. But these three things are
of these (that of November) Leverrier has
ments of those straight-lacedbigots who would precisely the things which it most conspishown, with great probability, that as a metecuously and consistently declines doing. Its
"put God in the Constitution," and shut up professors
always demand money for showing
oric cloud it entered and became a member of
public libraries on Sunday.
off their supernatural powers; they do nothing
our system only some 1,700 years ago in conUniversalism as a sectarian movement has which could not be done by natural powers,
sequence of the attraction of Uranis, while the
performed its mission. Its work was virtually including artifice, and they generally, we beAugust meteoric ring only differs in this react in the dark or half dark. When we
closed when a large class of people were lieve,
say that they only do what is natural, we do
spect from it, that it had at a much more resufficiently courageous—whenthey Lad grown not, of course, mean that it is natural for a
mote period found an elliptic orbit round the
out of the fear to investigate the Spiritual man to float in the air, for instance, but only
sun; we are constrained on the assumption with
phenomena on account of the priestly cry, that it is easy to suspend a man ii the air, the
which we started to recognize also in a met- "It is. all
being the concealment of the means.
the work of the Devil." To difficulty
Aud, though not conclusive, it is worth obeorite a visitor from the regions of remote that end
Universalism did a good work. It serving that whereas the modus operandi of all
space. And so far as it goes, the observademonstrated that Hell and the Devil were of known scientific processes is intelligibleup to
tion by Secchi that the November falling stars mythological origin,
and not worthy of a a certain point, Spiritualism is entirely obexhibit the magnesium lines is in harmony place in the economy
Nothing else that we know supof an AU-wise Being, scure.
plies any key to it. We do not say that it is
with this view."
whose principle attribute is love.
therefore unworthy of the attention of scienComing down to the nineteenth century—
But for the banishment of that fear Old tific men, or that the language which our popgrand in its conceptions, beautiful in its dis- Theology would yet be
able to hold the world ular savans use about it is perfectly candid. It
play of the gems of scientific knowledge in the bonds of
is quite possible that many of them would
ignorance, and hang mediums rather
it were not true. If spirit and matter
culled from the mines of natural law,— we for witchcraft, as of old. Those "
good old are as diverse as Spiritualism would make
find that superstition still walks defiantly forth
times " are again to be revived by the union of them, a good many cherished though unthough confronted with the battling bayonets
avowed theories are worthless. The only popChurch and State, if possible.
ular
physicist who entered frankly
of the grand army of scientists!
The Universalists who aid in shutting the and modern
modestly into the question—though
Italy, depressed by the withering influences working classes out from public libraries on
with results very unfavorable to the pretenof Catholicism, it is thought by the supersti- Sundays (the only leisure days they have for sions of the Spiritualists—was Faraday the
tious, that a dark cloud hangs over it. The reading) and in "putting God into the Consti- Sandemanian. His successors prefer treating
Italian government, not heeding the denunci- tution," play into the hands of their old and the whole business as below their notice. And
opinion will probably be on their side
ations or warnings of the Pope, not fearing most bitter enemies, those who would perse- public
till Spiritualism can be carried on a little more
his puny curses, or the power that he can ex- cute to the Utter end, even as in centuries past. in the light, and without so many guineas
and
ert, it is expected that it will in consequence We warn every man and woman who loves half-crowns.— Ex.
bring down upon itself sundry calamities. freedom of conscience, to beware of all such
The above extract was given a very promiNow in the "Holy" city of Rome, clerical teachers. Resist men who would again forge nent
place in the Christian Union, and without
characters are ridiculed in theatres, and the chains of mental servitude. Once in doubt, was
endorsed by that paper. By many,
ungodliness
supposed
of
this
consequence
in
power, the rack, the thumb-screws and every the Christian Union is considered the organ of
of the Italian government, there are "solemn other instrument of
torture would again be Henry Ward Beecher, but it does not reprewarnings," manifested in various ways. Vesu- brought into use if permitted, for the punishsent him in the least. He lends his name to
vius whose ashes have buried Herculanium ment of the
heretic who should presume to the paper, just as an influential Banker would
and Pompii, and afforded a tomb for Pliny, the read any other book
than the " Holy Bible " on to a friend that wanted credit. This may be
naturalist, has lately been agitated and thrown Sunday. It is a
remarkable fact that there is considered a reprehensible act on his part, by
out copious showers of lava. And now a not a Universalist newspaper published,
that many, but when we consider that the ChrisLondon Times letter says that, "Many assert dares to combat the position taken by
the tian Union, though It publishes many articles
that it portends the destruction of the present Reverends, Minor and Briggs.
against the Harmonial Philosophy, is
"
far in
civil government at Rome.
advance of the majority of religious papers in
It is no doubt hoped by the Pope that this Spiritual Lectures at
the West Side Opera liberal thought, we will readily
excuse Mr.
"sound" is a warning, and that Vesuvius may
House.
Beecher for lending his name to establish it
sink, and thereby cause a calamity to Italy.
on a
substantial foundation. That it gives exBut other warnings are seen by the superstiDr. Dean Clark's lecture at the West Side pression
to pernicious falsehoods against Spirtious. Last Fall, a meteor as large as the moon Opera House, was well attended last Sunday
itualism,
and enunciates erroneous conceptions
was seen at Rome. It was white, had a won- morning, notwithstanding the bad weather, of
the divine government, is true,
yet the
derful smoky trail, and exploded with a grand and very close attention and applause from
flashes of truth that occasionally
and terrifying detonation. Father Secchi the audience attejted the appreciation of the its
illuminates
columns, is calculated to do far more good
gives a characteristic account of the bolide as speaker's fine logical and oratorical powers. among
a particular
class, than its present stateit was observed from Rome. Small and red- Thesubjjct was "Spiritual Science," which ments
can do injury to the cause of Spiritualdish at the beginning it moved slowly forward the speaker affirmed to be the Alpha and
from south-south-east towards north-north- Omega of all science.
Henry Ward Beecher's Liberalism
is like a
Physical science, according to the usual
east, increasing in light and volume, leaving
Wh0 When
a track like vapor of a dark color. When it methods of reasoning, may be considered the camp, does not let his invading an enemy's
real intention be known
arrived at a certain point it flamed brilliantly, basis of spiritual science. Every step taken
ttose
movements
that are least exphysicists
in
the analysis of matter and its
and became almost as large as the moon, dis- by
appearing almost immediately afterwards, inherent or concomitant ftMfcfes, has been tak- are bitterly opposed surrounded by those who
to the liberal thoughts
leaving a long-shaped cloud, which soon as- ing the world on toward tfig11' realm of spirit, enunciated by
the angel world, and he watches
sumed a twisted form, like an immense ser- which will be found to be the primum mobile of for opportune
moments to present his flashes of
all the phenomena of the material world.
pent.
beral light,
Science is the great Revelator of the nine- it will not and then in such quantities that
. This meteor is considered by the Pope as
bewilder with its dazzling effect the
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minds of his parishioners. He is doing far
more for the liberal cause by his peculiar tactics than he possibly could as an itinerant
spiritual lecturer. Some may claim that he is
not acting up to his highest convictions of
duty; but it should be remembered that the
members of the Plymouth congregation are
his pupils, and that they will only bear a certain amount of light at a time. He lays his
hand upon their hearts, feels the pulsations
and then administers such food as will cause
them to beat more liberally.
The Christian Union has a mission to perform, and when that is consummated, it will
cease to exist.
Religious Insanity.

"
Religion " in many instances produces the
most disastrous results. An exchange gives
an account of a sad case of insanity produced
by protracted meetings in Clinton county, Mo.
It seems that a Mrs. Vender, wife of Mr.
William Vender, a substantial farmer, had
been attending a series of protracted meetings,
in which she had taken a deep interest. Her
mind was so constantly upon religious subjects
that she at length became a perfect monomaniac. One night about eleven o'clock Mr. V.
was awakened by a noise in the room, and on
striking a light, discovered his wife passing
out of the door with her only child, an interesting boy about thirteen months of age, in
her arms. He instantly sprang toward her,
and intercepting her progress, inquired what
was the 'matter. She replied that their boy
was named Isaac—that the Lord had appeared
to her, and commanded her to imitate the example of Abraham, and offer the child up as a
sacrifice; and that she was going to the kitchen
to procure a knife for the purpose of obeying
the command.
The horror stricken husband at once realized the fact that his wife was insane, and
snatching the child from her arms, placed it in
bed; and then seating her in a chair, remained
watching her during the night. In the morning the unfortunate woman exhibited some evidence of returning reason; and during the day
recovered so far as to partially attend to her
household duties. Friday night she slept
soundly, and, in the morning, the husband believing that the aberration of mind was but
temporary, went out for the purpose of attending to his stock. After an absenoe of an hour
he returned, and on entering the house he beheld a spectacle that chilled his blood with
horror. In the centre of the kitchen lay a
block of wood covered with blood. On one
side was the head of the infant; on the other
the body. The fair hair of the little boy was
drabbled with blood, and his features wore an
expression of agony, showing that a struggle
must have taken place before the terrible deed
was accomplished. An axe lying near by, told
how the work was done; while the mother,
seated upon a chair, was swaying backward
and forward, and exclaiming, " I have obeyed
the command."
Neighbors were at once summoned, and the
unfortunate woman, now a raging maniac, was
properly secured. The poor father, too, is almost demented over this terrible calamity that
has fallen upon his household.
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oi Clairvoyance.

The Advent Christian Times gives a remarkable case of Clairvoyance, related by Captain
Handy, who called to mind his experience on
shipboard, in one of his whaling voyages during the years of 1845-50 At one time his
chronometer run down, which deprived them
of Greenwich time, so that he was compelled to
fall back on dead reckoning, the old method of
navigation. He had on board a young man by
the name of George Thomas, of Duxbury,
Massachussetts. He was a cataleptic, and also
a natural clairvoyant. He was put to sleep,
or entranced, and directed to visit Greenwich
Observatory, near London, to see what time it
was by the great clock there. He went, in
mind, and on arrival described what he saw
and heard. He heard the ticking of the time
instruments, satw the pendulum of the great
clock, and described its slow and heavy motion. He watched the hour-hands till all
united in giving the time as just twelve o'clock,
m. The Captain set his chronometer and sailed
by it, afterwards during the voyage, finding it

correct.

This was a wonderful case of clairvoyance.
The young man knew nothing of the spirits,
and cioiild give no such information, except in
a mesmerized state.
The Captain gave other instances in which
this young man had given important information; once relating to certain "reefs" not laid
down on any chart, lying contiguous to an
island in the Indian Ocean, which they were
nearing. Ihis information was of great use
to them.
Mk. E. Steiger, 22 and 24 Frankfort street,
New York, is collecting sample copies of all
American periodicals, and original Amercan
publications, in the following departments:
American Antiquities, Bibliography, Biography, Education, (exclusive of school books),
Geography,
History, Jurisprudence, languages, Statistics and other matters specially
American. This immense collection he proposes to catalogue in a very comprehensive
manner and exhibit at the Great Industrial
Exposition at Vienna, which opens the first of
May. Every publisher and author in the land
is interested to make this collection and catalogue complete, and if he has not replied to
Mr. Steiger's circular fetters of inquiry, and
forwarded his publications as directed, he
should lose no time in sending in a full
response. This catalogue is to be produced
in several languages, and in order to show
America's superiority in periodical and other
literature, it is only necessary for each publisher to do his part promptly, and he
need
have no fear of the result.
t
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"The Clock Struck One."
"

Three Plans of Salvation."
Bishop A. Beals has been lecturing in

Buffalo. The anniversary exercices there
passed off very brilliantly.
Brother W. N. Shepherd, of San Juan,
Cal., contributes three dollars to our fund for
sending the Journal to poor widows and orphans.
John Brown Smith will spend June, July
and August in Massachusetts. Those desiring
his services as lecturer, can address him during
that time at Amherst.
John W. Cochran, Attorney at Law and
Phonographic Reporter, of St. Joseph, Missouri, enlivened our Sanctum with his presence last week.
Dr J K. Bailey gave us a call last week,
on his way to Detroit. He proposes to labor
in North-eastern M chigan. His post-office
address until further notice will be Lapier,
Michigan.
Capt. Winslow speaks in Council Bluffs,
Iowa, during April. Will then return to Ohio,
where he has a seven months' engagement.
His address in Ohio will be 172 Superior St.,
Cleveland.
Dr. P. B. Jones is now located in Quincy,
111. He is a fine healing medium, and will
saon have a fine run of practice. He has but
t'J be known to be patronized by the sick. So
say those who know him best.

St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. M. W. McCord writing, speaks in favorable terms of Dr. William
Hotchkiss, as a magnetic healer, and locates
him at the south-west corner of Gay and Thirteenth streets.
Invalids hungering in despondency at home,
secluded from the cheering rays and active
forces that give both life and health, for want
of better information, should not fail to read
Dr. Stone's book on Vital Medicine and P10gressive Treatment, that can be adopted by the
patient most successfully at his home, however
distant he may be from the Doctor's celebrated
Health Institution. It is a work treating upon
Progressive Medicine, entirely abrogating Allopathy and old fogyism.
Dr. Dean Clark, who speaks in this city
during April, designs to start on an Eastern
tour in May, and would like to make engagements for the coming Spring and Summer
months in Michigan, Northern Ohio, Central
New York, and in Vermont and elsewhere in
ths North-east durisg the Summer. He desires

an immediate application, so as to arrange his
route before leaving Chicago. Address 99 W.
Randolph Street, care of Dr. Avery.
Hon. Joseph Henderson, of South Bend,
sends us a copy of Turner's Sjuth Bend Annual,

the contents of which show great prosperity
and business enterprise in that thriving manufacturing city, where they turned out last year
over $4,000,000 worth of manufacturedarticles
of various kinds. Among other items we notice $10,000 in patent fly-catchers; $336,000 in
furniture; $1,100,000 in sewing machines, and

nearly $1,000,000 worth of wagons and car| riages.
Which, Spiritualism or Christianity?
A friendly

correspondence between Moses

Hull, Spiritualist, and W. F. Parker, Christian—Boston, Win. White & Co., Publishers.
Tne above is a work of 178 pages. The object
o: the correspondents respectively seems to be
to convert each other. Mr. Parker desires to
make a Christian of Mr. Hull—he in turn begs
leave to be left out and at the same time
shows the superiority of Spiritualism and beckons Parker into the folds of Spiritualists.
We do not see that either gentleman appears
to be convinced of the error of his ways or
of the beauty of each other's faith. It will be
a profitable work for such as desire to know
the arguments those gentleman used to convert
each other, however great their failures in
their respective attempts.
Mr. Hull in concluding his last letter says:
"1 still expect to hear of your conversion to
Spiritualism;" to which Mr. Parker in his last
letter replies and says, in speaking of Spiritualism: "I do not and can not feel any interest
in these matters."
Disarranged Bones and Muscles of the Toot
Replaced by Spirit Power.
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Those who are familiar with spirit treatment of the sick and lame through the mediumship of Mrs. A..H. Robinson, of Chicago, are
aware of the fact that in every instance one of
the means of cure furnished is what is called
magnetized papers, magnetized by the spirits
who use her as a medium. These papers are
invariably to be applied as directed to the sick
and lame person, on retiring to bed at night.
Through the instrumentality of those papers
one or more of the same spirits get en rapport
with the sick person and infuse new life and
vigor into the system, and replace any bone or
muscle that may by accident or otherwise
have been displaced.
Reports of similar experience is given every
day. Such cures are performed as in by-gone
days would have been considered miracles. The
spirits claim that they do such work in accordance with natural laws.
of
The magnetized papers contain elements
Mrs.
through
them
magnetize
the spirits that
are sent by mail
Robinson's mediumship.theThey
at night. The
patient
to
applied
in letters and
thereby
spirit by a natural law of affinity can
what
her
or
him
for
do
and
reach that patient
a
cure.
effect
to
necessary
is
case of
The following was a desperate
Mrs.
running sores upon the leg and ankle of a
York.
New
Watson, of Cuba,
copied from
The daughter whose letter is
medium, to
the
Robinson,
below, sent to Mrs.
She did so
case.
the
for
prescribe
and
diagnose
;but the
healed
were
sores
and in due time the

condition.
foot was left in a stiff, crippled

Then again the aid of the spirits were invoked and new magnetized papers were sent, and
the following statement from
Miss Mattie Watson
in a letter of March 30th, will show what was
done as a Modern Miracle to restore the woman's foot to usefulness.
Mrs Robinson:—I will make this statement
about mother's ankle and foot.

]illi!ai(cl|il)iit I}c|!,trtH|ctif
BY henry t. child, m. d.
Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained,
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

Spiritual Manifestations at Newburyport,

She had not

Massachusetts.

put the magnetizedpapers on but two or three

times, before it help d her. The pain felt
something like scraping the bone, and it was a
long time getting well—longer than she
thought it would be, probably on account of
her blood. LoDg after it was healed up the

From time immemorial spirits have been en-

deavoring to break away the partition walls

that have separated them from mortals. All
the world, among all nations and peoples,
foot was stiff, and she was sometimes discour- over
there is no more common fact in the history
aged and thought it never would be any bet ter, of
the past or present, however imperfectly it
and she would pray every night that spirits
might come and cure her ankle. One night, may have been understood or recorded. Somewhen she was a sleep, her ankle pained her so times,
it woke her up. Sbe could hear the bones
"With slow and noiseless footstep,
crack just like setting a broken bone. When
Comes that messenger divine,
she got up and walked around, she could walk
Takes the vacant chair beside me,
as well as ever. Mother says you may state
Lays her gentle hand in mine;"
the facts in the Journal in regard to the case,
with force and power, and all the
at
others
and she sends her love to you.
peculiar characteristics that marked the spirit
From your friend,
in earth-life. Ttiey seem determined, not only
M \ttie Watson.
to break away the wall between them and us,
Cuba, N. Y., April 3d, 1873.
but to give fierce and fearless blows at old bigotry and superstition, that, under the false
Mass-meeting.
Notice of
name of religion would close the door between
the two worlds.

The old and familiar story is repeated, of
Bro. Jones:—Please give, as early as possible, publicity to the fact that it is determined voices, noises, the movement of physical bodin
Spiritualists
of
Mass-meeting
to hold the
ies, often with great violence, and apparitions.
Cincinnati, May 23d, 24th, 25th and 26'h. Sun- Then comes the oft repeated explanations of
morn
lectures
to
devoted
day 25th will be
rats, wind, mischievous boys, and other equally

tempest and agitation take place while the out-

por
! A£ents wanted! All classes of working peopie> of either sex, young or old, make more money at
work for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stinson & Co.. Portland. Maine.

side is calm and pleasant."
The phenomena of light and the currents of
wind are corroborative of the ideas presented

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.

by Professor Hare as published in No. 24 of
Vol. XIII. of tks Journal. The most startling facts are to be related. Iu October last,
"on one afternoon about three o'clock, a boy
named Lydston, a lad of thirteen years of age,
suddenly saw, pressed flat against a pane of
the second row of the partition window, a
child's hand."
There is an account in an old book about a
hand that came out and wrote upon the wall

TEN CENTS TO DR ANDREW STONE,
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated
SEND

book on the svst.p.m of vitalizinp' treatment.

rbY
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of a temple; those who believe in that, and we

do, can not have any difficulty in believing
this. The account, which the extracts we are

Im

presenting here, are taken from a very interesting pamphlet published by Loring, of Bos-

ton, entitled The Haunted School-house at
Newburyport,Massachusetts. The writer continues: " It was yellowish white in color, entirely bloodless,
widely apart.

"Below the hand was to be seen a portion of

Self-Raking Reapers!
Combined Reapers and Mowers!
Two-Wheel Mowers!

at once hastened into the entry, an act that
consumed but two or three seconds, and found
no one there. The doors were all closed and
the outer one was locked securely. No one,
had been in the entry and no one had gone out

A C0MPLETE~VARIETY
PROM which

All Classes of Farmers can,
select Machines

The hand re appeared, and it was again
It took the same position nearly al-

ways. It became familiar.

BEST SUITED TO THEIR WANTS.

"A week previous to the first of November
one of the children exclaimed, with upraised
hands, "I here is a boy looking in at the

SIMPLE! STRONG
DURABLE ! EIGHT DRAFT !
PERFECTION of PRINCIPLE!

window!'
"The teacher came, there was no mistake—
the children all saw it The face was pale, it
was that of a young boy, was pressed sideways
against the sash, and its eyes were turned upward.
"On the first of November he appeared on
several occasions. Miss Perkins, the teacher,
left her place instantly, hurried across the
room to the open door, passed through it and
has been an almost universal
there
lightened,
At the further
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 2d.
belief that these things were spiritual in their emerged upon the corridor.
end of it she beheld the intruder.
origin.
One Box Only, Usually Weans from all
"She approached within three feet of the
Facts have proved, that as a general rule,
was that of a boy of
Desire for Tobacco.
there is a necessity for the presence of some one apparition. The figure was
remarkably pale.
possessing mediumistic powers, in order that thirteen. The visage
Mrs A. H. Robinson, Chicago, Illinois:— these things may occur, and we are inclined to The eyes were blue and the mouth sad, and
Having for forty five years used Tobacco, last the opinion that this is always necessary in the whole effect was that of extreme melanJune a friend offered if I would try your Anti- the beginning of these manifestations,but that choly. The clothing was brown and somedote that he would furnish it, consequently,
certain localities become so charged with pe- what faded and rubbed, and they seemed to
soon after I received the Box, used it for eight culiar electric and magnetic conditions, and have belonged to a taller person." * * *"She
followed it up the stairs. It was not transpadays according to directions, when I found
we use these terms for the want of something
myself perfectly weaned from the desire to use morejdefinite, and then manifestations will oc- rent—it was a substantial form. She endeavored to grasp it.
Her fingers encountered
Tobacco.
cur without the presence of a medium.
Since, my health has very much improved,
In the city of Newburyport, near the north- nothing; her hands involved themselves in the
and in weight I have increased twenty-five
eastern corner of Massachusetts, and not very very centre of its chest but they seized air and
pounds. I have not words to express my grat- far distant from Salem, stands a venerable air alone. The figure then began to disappear.
itude for this timely great change in health,
school-house, a plain wooden building where It sank down. It did not retire further or fade
and relief from a habit that to me to-day, ap- many a dominie and madam have taught the out, but it melted and fell away."
The above article with the quotations has
pears quite different from the practice of years young ideas how to shoot. It is a one story
gone by.
wooden building with four windows on each been submittedby us to a friend in NewburyI would recommend to all who wish to be- side, three of them opening into the school- port who confirms the statements made and
come free and out of bondage, to use your an- room, and one into an entry or hail, which ex- says;
"March 17th, 1873.—The school committee
tidote, for it is a certain cure for using To- tends across the front of the building, and is
voted last evening to transfer Miss Lucy A.
bacco.
separated from the school room by a partition
of the Charles street school, to the
etc,,
Perkins,
Respectfully, etc.,
in which there are two doors, one near each
School, and Miss
M C. Moody.
end, and a window in the centre opposite the Broomfield MaleofPrimary
Susie B. Lowell, that school, is to take the
Hamilton, Caldwell County, Mo., March 19, front door.
1873
In one corner of the hall are stairways lead- place of Miss Perkins at the end of her vacaing to the cellar and to the loft or garret above. tion."
We shall watch with interest the result
The school-room is in the rear of the building
sixt}^ feet long by forty wide, and about twenty of this change. In the meantime the case is a

ing and evening, and special exercises of the

vague and unsatisfactory things, but strange

PERFECT WORK!

Lyceum in the afternoon. All who expect to to say, the thing goes on; the manifestations
be present are requested to address me at once, will not stop, priestly robes nor canonical deas it is very necessary to be able to form some crees can not stay the onward tide. We hesitate not to declare that in all these things there
idea of the attendance.
Our Anniversary entertainment passed off has been something for humanity, more imvery satisfactorily, and was favored with the portant than the world has ever yet realized,
and it must be admitted that deep within the
presence of a fair sized audience.
human soul among all people ignorant or enYours, etc., G. W. Kates.

f ew Soofcss.

high, a full description and plan is given in
No. 1. of this volume of the Journal. A wri-

The Popular Science Monthly, for April,
contains a great variety of intensely inter-

esting and valuable articles.

ter in describing it says: "It is one of the

No one who

most dispiriting and unhappy apartments that

wishes to understand the grand operations of

the natural world should be without it. It
fills a niche hitherto unoccupiedin the list of
periodicalsin this country, and fills it well too.
Everybody should subscribe for it.

D. Apple-

ton & Co., publishers, New York.
The Sanitarian, a monthly journal.

results of the various

inquiries

which have

been, and which may hereafter be made for
the preservationof health and the expectations
of human life, as to make them most advantageous to the public and to the medical profession. The annual subscription will be three
dollars, in advance. Single numbers, thirty

cents. Communications intended for publication, books for notice, or subscriptions,should
be addressed fo the Sanitarian, A. S. Barnes

City (Entertainment*.

>

'

amusement.
Myer's Opera House.—Monroe

street, be-

AGENTS WANTED.

either sex, $40 per we k. New works bv the most popular
American an i En^li*h authors, Superb premiums given
away. Partcu.ursfree. Address,
M. A PARKER & Co., Chicago, 113.
v14n2t4

§Mium'§s Column.
Q BALED LETTERS ANSWERED BY ft W FLINT.
O Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broad w y
New Yo'k. Money r^fmded when not answered, Terms,
$2 and three 3 cent Pos'age Stamps.

Drs. M. A. Amphlett k E. B. Johnson
As EclecticandTIajrneti©Physiciansfor the
treatment of all disi ases, are among the most successful
n the spiritual ranks. Miss Amphlett never has
failed to effect a cure in any case of cancer committed to
her care. Being a regular licensed minister, she will also
answer calls to officiate at funerals, lecture on Sundays
and solemnize marriages according to law.
Office No. 275 W. Randolph st. Chicago.
vln2t4

very simple one with the knowledge we have
of these things.
The proper plan is to form a circle, have a

good medium, and invite the spirits to come
and give their history and tell what they want.
This will do more to settle the question than
any or all reports about unruly and mischiev-

to this interesting case.

cinity.

M my people tell the story that a poor

A Card from Rev. George R. Barr, D.I).

A friend at Newburyport writes to us, that

aware that I have been a great sufferer from
neuralgiaof the head for nearly two years, and
as I have failed to find relief till I put myself
under the treatment of Dr. Persons, the great
magnetic healer, I think it but proper that

several days after the beating."

"A boy for being naughty was confined in the
cellar. Teacher went home leaving him there.
The boy's sobs and shrieks attracted a passer

This was

At that

'Report says the boy died soon after this. In
1870, various sounds and movements were no-

ticed in the school house, and it is stated that

two teachers were obliged to give up the
school.

"There is scarcely a phase of spiritual manifestation that has not been exhibited in this

luckless spot. For a long time this school has

been alive with a strange power."

The dust-

quently moved from their places.

"Upon the

pans, brushes and various objects were freteacher's desk are two bells; one smaller than
the other.

Frequently the lighter is seized by

an unseen power, raised from the ledge where
it usually rests, and violently rung before the
astonished eyes of the scholars.
"
One day last October, this bell played a
part in which a certain amount of humor was
displayed. Early in the morning, that is, a

J. W. VAN NAMEE, M. D.
Ecleetric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.

We are promised further reports and shall
be glad to hear from Miss Perkins or any other
person who can give us informationin regard

boy of thirteen years was flogged so savagely
by a brutal female teacher in this very building fifteen years ago, that his death ensued in

-

M or days, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

13. W. FREEMAN,
SPIRITUAL

Clairvoyant Physician,

[From the Richmond Dispatch.]

Messrs. Cowardin & Ellyson:—You

are

Terms, personal examination at my office
Wten lock of hair with name and age sent

$ 1 00
$ 2 00

Office 116£ South High Street,
(Bet. State and Town sts.) Columbus O
Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.

publicity should be given to the great relief

N. Y. Electro-Gymnasium
and Mealing Institute.

he has given me. I reached Richmond from
my home, at Abingdon, on Thursday evening
the 13th of March, and put myself immediately

Baths, Electricty Sl Vital Magnetism!

under treatment, and it is a source of pleasure
to me to be able to say that I feel myself en-

A new, beautiful and vitalizing system of Electric,
Magnetic and Musical Gymnasticsfor maintaininghealth
and curing disease 1 Popular lectures given on Physiology
and Hygiene by the principal and by several eminent
physicians in connection with the gymnastics. Intemperance. opium-eating and other Chronic diseases radically
cured. Mrs. Robinson's celebrated tobacco antidote kept
Dr. E. D. BABBITT, Principal. 350 3rd Ave., (near 26th*
street, New York, vlln8tf

tirely relieved.

I was subject to not less than two attacks of
neuralgia each week, from which I suffered
the most intense pain from five to twelve
hours each day, and only found relief by the

severest external applications to my head.
The eighth pair of nerves of the eye were conMisses Helen Groyer & Lizzie L Crosby
gested, my liver, spine, and stomach greatly
affected, and, in a word, for a great portion of Healing, Business at«d Test Mediums.
the time for the last two years I was disqualMagnetic treatment given. Examination and treatment
ified for nearly all business; but now I am given
from lock of hair or photograph, to patients at a
gratified to say that in the short space of ten distance.
days I have been relieved, and my system is in
James Fista Jr. Business Control of
such conditionthat my general health will be Itt»ss Grover, will advise on business by letter as
fully restored.

My whole

system

has been

vitalized, and I feel that by the recuperative
energy that has been imparted by Dr. Person's

well as personally.
Terms f om $2 00 to $3 00, No. 316, 4th Ave., New
York City. vl3n26t8

treatment my health, which has been waning
MBS. A. H. ROBINSON,
for several years, will be fully restored
I believe myself entirely cured of neuralgia,
dier with sticks in the yard, heard this bell which to me is one of the greatest earthly
ring. They ran to the door of the building,
blessings; for life had really become a burthen Corner Adams St., & 5th Aye., Chicago.
but they found it locked. There was no one to me.
within. The janitor had built his fire and had
ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on reA great many cases of almost every char
ceiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
long since gone away. Still the bell rang acter have been successfully treated by Dr.
disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper resharply and loudly. They looked up the street Persons since I have been in Richmond, such the
Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential oband they beheld the teacher coming down. She as neuralgia—one case of thirty years, one of medy.
ject in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the
They entered the school- six years, and others of shorter time—two better practice is to send along with a lock of hair, a
had just arrived.
statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
room in a breathless and timid body. Noth- cases of asthma, one of consumption, one of brief
length of time the patient has been sick; when she
ing was disturbed; every thing was in its place. lameness, one of leprosy, one of disease of the the
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription,and
The fire was burning brightly and both the periosteum of the whole side of the head (cov- remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently

Healing, Psychometric & Business Mini,

quarter to nine the boys who were playing sol-

MKS.

bells were on the desk.

The ventilator in the

ceiling is frequently opened or closed by in-

visible hands.

Any door in the building is

likely to swing noiselessly open with more or
less rapidity, and, in some cases to resist all
available power to close it. Again at times
the stove cover has been lifted by an unseen
power and carefully replaced. Many times
has the teacher summoned some of the largest
of her pupils to help her shut a door that has

tween State and Dearborn streets. The temple5 just opened silently of its own accord, and
of minstrelsy is still ringing with laughter att many times has the power proved too strong
, for them.
the splendid burlesques, travesties and farces
"At times the whole school-room has been
com
- illuminated while the school has been in sesin
Next
week,
giving.
are
company
this
'
pliment to Miss Neilson, "Romeo and Juliet" sion, by a strong yellow glow, which, on dark
from the entry and enwill be given, with Mr. Cotton as the lover, days, has proceeded
tered through the partition window. An exand Mr. Arlington as the pensive maid.
amination of the entry reveals nothing. The
Nixon's Amphitheatre.—Clinton street,, light springs from nowhere in particular, but
After^half an hour, perhaps,
between Washington and Randolph. Mana-- from everywhere.
this light begins to fade away. It withdraws
ger Wilder is increasing his corps of artists3 gradually and slowly.
"
each week, and his hippodrome is becoming?
The school-house is often attacked by powarise suddenly at
very popular. The new features are Mdlle.. erful currents of air, that is
when the atmosphere entirely at rest.
Elsie Dockrill and her celebrated troupe off, times
This phenomenon is in this respect a complete
riders, and Mr. R. H. Dockrill, the celebrated contrast to the one just described. In that
equestrian and trainer. All the old favorites3 calmness and light are placed in distinct opposition to the state of nature, while in this,
are of course retained.
"

AT EITHER PLACE.
Pamphlets in the English, German,
Swedish or Bohemian Languages, giving full descriptions and prices, can be
had from local agents, or will be mailed
free on application.

rors connected with it. No tragedy has ever
been perpetrated(as far as known) in this vi-

'

opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
proprietor and manager. " Fate " is still on
the boards at Hooley's, and is as great an attraction as it has ever been. It will be presented each evening this week, with the Saturday matinee. Monday next there will be
something new presented, which is being eagerly anticipated.
Aiken's Theatre—Corner of Wabash Avenue and Congress street, Frank E. Aiken,
Manager and Proprietor. Irving's legend, asi
McKee Rankin gives it, is still popular att
Aiken's Theatre, and will be given again on1
Tuesday night. For Wednesday the bill iss
"Carl Von Hook," a new play which Mr.
Rankin has made a success in other cities.
Stewart Robson, the funniest man in America,'
will soon appear to entertain the lovers off

So. Framingham, Mass.

Address D. M. OSBORNE & C0,#

1039 MCt. Vernon s*t., Philadelphia, Pa

time he lived in the vicinity of the schoolhouse.

Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,

Cleveland, Ohio.
St. Louis, Missouri.
Philadelphia, Pa.

404 Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
Examinationsmade by lock of hair. Send for circular
containing testimonials. vl3nl3tf

given by a reliable person of Ward I.

McVicker's Theatre.—Madison street, between State and Dearborn streets. En
gagement of the Eminent English Artiste,
Miss Neilson, who will appear on Monday
evening, April 7th, and until further notice,
in her world-famed rendition of Juliet, in
Shakspeare's Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet,
which will be produced with appropriate scenery anfi appointments. Saturday, Neilson
Matinee.

Branch Offices and W arehousea:
Chicago, Illinois.

only the contempt of the community.

Boy judged to be about ten years.

[For the week ending, April 12th, 1873.]

Manufactured only by

D. M. OSBORNE & CO.Auburn, II. Y.

ous boys, which are so ludicrous as to merit

by and he forced his way to the cellar and removed the boy. When taken out he was covered with a cold sweat and tremblingwith fear.

& Co., Ill & 113 William St., N. Y.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS!

children ever got into. Its furniture is old
fashioned and in bad condition. It has no
particluar history. It was built for a schoolhouse originally, and it was moved to the
present spot from another place; but the site
had always been bare; there has never been
a mansion that has had legends and old hor-

The

purpose of this publication is to so present the

|

MACHINES

and its finger^ were spread

the wrist receding into the background. Before Lydston had time to make any outcry,
two or three of his companions had seen it and
all together they called to Miss Perkins. She

of it.
seen.

HARVESTING-

ering the bone), one of aneurism of the aorta
—an .organic difficulty from the birth of the

child, now two and a half years old, the case
pronouncedincurable; several cases of prolapsus uteri; aed remarkable improvement in
cases now under treatment.
It has been reported that Dr. Persons's
charges are exorbitant. Such is not the fact.
His charges are very moderate. The poor,
who are unable to pay have not been charged
anything.
The facility and accuracy of the Doctor in
diagnosing cases presented for treatment isi
really remarkable.
Do me the kindness to make such note of the;
above as you may deem proper, and if any
Truly yours, etc..
charge I will pay.
George R. Bark.

P. S.—Dr. Persons informs me he will remain in Richmond till the 1st of May.
G. R. B.
Richmond, Va., March 24th, 1873.
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DR.. O. L. BELCHER

MAGNETIC HEALER.
Cures all kinds of Chronic diseases by laying on ofr
hands. Will cure the sick, the lame, etc., this Winter att
No. 22 East Main st., Susquehannah depot, Susquehannah Co., Pa.
vl3nl9m3j
jy The poor are healed without 'price.

curing all curable cases.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompanying letter of instructions, however simple it may
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the compound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
application for a second, or more if required, should be
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the application is by letter, as when the patient is present. Her
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
as a psychometric and business medium.
Terms:—Diagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
subsequent one, $2.00. Psychometric Delineation of
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure a reply.

fW Hereafter, all charity applications, to insure a reply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expens ;s of
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.

N.B.—Mrs. Robinson will hereafter give no private

sittings to any one. If privacy is required, it must be by
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms ab©re
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
be taken of letters sent.
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EELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL

I

Inner ti|V |}c|iitrtntti|t.
CIRCLE OF LIGHT.
W. L. Jack, M. D., Medium ;
Correspondent. Papers
Jomm Bkown Smith Reporter and
can lie obtained and subscriptions received by him at 812
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Circle of Light.
Prof. Hare.

Well! I have never visited where some persons said that I have, besides I have no desire
to do so. The time is not only coming when
(Sod will say "let there be light,'' but the time
lias already come when there is light. An exposition has been made by angels of light in

tinman foiin! How many will make themsefves fiends for the Almighty dollar. Those
who made that ascent, for they ascended a
little higher than before, were impelled by
angels of light, and I am glad that it was done
by the Spiritualists of New York. It was predicted by this medium when in New York that
they would be exposed; so there are those who
are gifted with the gift of prophecy, as well
others who are gifted with manifestations
that are, indeed, material.
I would wish here to state that progression
is going forward amongst some of the children
of light; and I am sorry to see that others
would bring the atmosphere of darkness into
light; but convey my kind regards to those
who would thus bring darkness into light, as
we are competent to protect our medium from
all such influences.
Lily Harris.

©h! I shall h i so glad when that dear "Litti.b Bouquet" comes out. We are going to
send it some maple-leaves that we gather from
the tree of life, some branches of palm from
the warm atmosphere of the soul, some buds
o£ promise folded in true love, and we will
fold them all into beautiful leaves for that
"Little Bouquet." We will help to pluck for
it roses, violets, daisies and all the other flowers; and won't it be so grand to have it come
out in June, when the little roses and Mayflowers are in bloom. The Editor has been
very long time in getting it out and we were
so anxious to see it. Tell Mr. Jones that Lily
Harris sends her love to him; also that little
Willie Baker says that he is s-oing to come and
write the story of the "Miple Leaf" for the
*

'Little Bouquet."
Henry Shallcross.

I do not know whether Uncle Henry will go
there or not, bat if he does he will hear from
as. I speak collectively for there is in the
world of intelligence force and power. I want
him to go to Dr Slades and see what can be
done; and he will hear of little Clara and he
will be satisfied that there is no death; and yet
there is a fearful death which is ignorance. I
am so glad that there are those who do not seek
ia darkness to obtain light. I have been trying
for a long time to come, but have been kept
back on account of that peculiar condition. I
was aamed after my Uncle Henry. My name
was Henry Shallcross and my uncle will know
who I am. I died in 1869. Good day!

a gross, filthy and semi-savage or barbarous
age. But "there is no accounting for tastes.'

Again, her expose of .Mr. Beecher has no parallel in this modern age, and we must seek a
parallel, if we wish to find one, in the ancient
days, when a " Thus saith the L >nl became
the supreme authority. She has shown ushow

far her zeal in promulgatingher extreme idea
of social liberty can carry a person. And let
us now survey the ground.
To abbreviate as much as possible in this artide, we will remark the fact that Mr. Tilton,
her biographer, and one of her present victims,
has for years stood in the foremost ranks of

...

society, a brave and fearless advocate of hu-

man rights, and the equality of the sexes before Ihe law,and when Mrs. W. demanded
his influence, he failed

not to champion her

cause; for doubtless he felt it to be the cause
of humanity, and the cause of women especially, so powerfully and persistently, and apparently so sincerely did she press the claims
of her movement.

About this time, it would

seem, she had become an intimate and trusted
friend of Mr. Beecher's family and some of
the most worthy and influential members of
Plymouth Ciiurch. In this intimacy and fellowship, she possessed herself, (at least so she
affirms), of important family secrets, and be
came a trusted guest and honored confidant,
to such a degree as to hold the lives of the
parties, as far as reputation is concerned, in
her own hands.
According to her story, Mr Beecher & Co.
were converted, practically, to her social freedom platform; or, having previously stepped
out ot' line, she found no difficulty in obtaining Br. Beecher's consent to her theory. Now
came the tug of war. The craft on which
certain extremists had been hammering so
long was thought to be ready for launching;
and who, of all the powerful divines of the
a. e, which, of all the progressive, wealthy and
independent denominations, could prove so
desirable in the work as the eloquent and successful Henry Ward Beecher, and the highly
popular Plymouth Ohurch?
Well, the sop was taken—Beecher must be
deliveredjup; peacably, if possible—forcibly,
if necessary. The peaceable, persuasive arguments did not win. Poor, noble, conscientious Tilton stood in the gap. But this did
not satisfy. Beecher was the man she chose
to stand beside her, and from that hour of disobedience his fate was sealed. According to
her doctrines, Mr. Beecher's only crime was in
this refusal. There were no avenues of escape
for him. He must stand beside her on that
memorable night, and endorse her social freedom platform in the face of an astonished

world, or she would unveil the domestic drama
in those two families, and not only astonish
the world, but drive the jeweled blade of
deadly criticism and judgment down to the
quivering soul-centres of all involved!
Even the gallant, noble Tilton, must be
made to bow like a lofty evergreen pine before
the hot, merciless fury-blast of this scathing

fire! Feeling not for himself, but for others,
the same as be had felt in his great heart for
her, when he defended and honored her with

his bold and fearless pen, and feeling for the
cause of right, and truth, and justice, we have
felt to weep that a woman c u 1 strike 30 rashly,
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-tock, Vt„ spoke at New Berlin, and Mrs. Kimball,
3r some such name. Now, if there be such a -t
a.
do
d I condemn thee; go and sin no more.
of Backets Harbor, gave tests before a public
person, and this should meet his eye, if he will ol
time>10
fc
audience at the close of each meeting At
Spiritualists
and humanitarians, it is
^write to me, I will tell him what to do to get her m
u to reflect upon all this, and ask ourselves
West Winfieid A. E. Simmons and Mrs Kimball
us
portrait. W
such
any
by
were the speakers, and Mis. Kimball giving tests
v can afford to be represented
we
CAL.—H. Winchester
LAKE,
LOWER
this,
as
betrayal
to
the
of all. Our next Quarterly
spirit
of wanton cruelty and
s
The death of my poor misguided sou rests heavily ^Meetingsatisfaction
will be held at Peterboro, Madison Co.
^
has frosted the manly brow and Pre'"a" on me. When the doctrine of the Spiritual Philos- ^
which
oi
N.
June
Y.,
one
7th
and
8tn, the home of the Hon.
t
be iu the/ (<
turely
stricken low the stately form ot
(ophy is in the ascendant—as it will
Smith, the great reformer and freethinker
ffuture— the grog shops and prisons will be things Gerrit
America's
1
^
noblest and most worthy sons.
We
have engaged Mrs. Nellie J. T. Brigham and
But my soul is darkly sad, for the ^Warren
I can not think that genuine reform is ever (of
Woolson to speak at that meeting. Our
, the past.
of more than three-score years are on me qOrthodox
improved by laying aside the garb of mercy, weight
friends have, been surprised when they
my staff is broken. My hopes have faded
and
s
(and it appears to me that a true angelic spirit
large halls filled with intelligenthearers, listenI would give my life to hear from my poor i-aw
away.
i
(of love and sympathy for the race, could never
ing to first-class speakers, and the anticipations of
me— g
Spiritualists have been more than realized since
"
permitted Mrs. Woodhull's exposure ot boy. But to
1
have
None from that city return,
results,
our society was organized. Spiritualists should
sure
the
old
< friends; but foreseeing
All is silent and cold,"
organize in every county, and hold meetings
she
would, especially with her social notions,
f
HEMPSTEAD, L. I.—A. Vincent writes.—Hemp- qquarterly, if not oftener, and unite their scattered
carried those secrets a whole lifetime, stead
1
have
is located about twenty miles east of N.-w t<torces, and every meeting held makes a demand
;
than involve so many innocent persons York.
rather
]
We moved from Jersey City out here f<for more meetings.
i the fearful ordeal of suffering. Surely it about two years ago, but in all of that long two
in
her
for
now,
thing
*
can
not be a very pleasant
years we have failed to come across a Spiritualist. , GENESEO, ILL.—John M. Follett, Secretary
1
look upon some of those sad lives—lives ;This alone is enough to convince you that they ..Henry County Association of Spiritualists writes.
to
following resolutions were presented by D.
1
might have continued to be bright and are about twenty years behind the times. But JThe
that
Hempstead is a beautiful village with about five ,W. Hull and adopted by the Henry County (Til.)
glorious,
but for the untimely eclipse, the dark
]
Association
of Spiritualists at thfir Quarterly
>and merciless storm of betrayal which she thousand inhabitants, and it would be a fine field Meeting held in Genesto, March
15th and 16th.
speaker and test medium. I wish we
1chose to send upon them.
But our only com- for a good
Wiiekeas, We see a growing disposition on the
have
the
Gentle
with
Wilson
eould
us
a
while.
martyrdom
"every
fort in all this is, that
of monopolies to get the entire control of
The Journal comes every week loaded with rich 'part government
by buying up legislators and
brings new life to the world," and "oflenses truths
which go right to the soul. Long may it ®our
of
the
congressmen
whom
at the direct expense of the laboring
by
must come, but woe to him
pencommunity,
and
the
to
add
I
fense cometh." Nor would
ELLICOTTVILLE, N. Y. -Mr. Litchfield writes.
Whereas, There is manifest a disposition among
alty which every offender must inevitably reour visit at Moravia, N. Y., we witnessed cour^ law-makers to favor monopolies, legislating
ceive at last—but would rather wait for nat- During
there,
a
against
the
manifestations
that
the interest of the laboring
of
occurred
some
and in
ure's sure and compensating law, knowing We saw our daughter and heard her speak in tthe interest of monopolists, therefore class,
to
all,
out
meted
be
will
eventually
that justice
Resolved, That we believe the time has come for
her own familiar voice, also saw mother, and heard
regardless of human authority, praise, or her talk to us. My wife's mother showed herself, tthe producers of the country to form themselves
events
recurring
as
familiar
into
clubs offensive and defensive against, this
sounded
and
as
voiees
natural
as
l
Their
all
or blame. In
these quick
we are learning one important lesson, viz., that they did in earth-life, except it seemed to require imisanthropic class of community.
to speak. My sister's hu band
Resolved, That we beliSve that there is a moral
those who theorize most upon justice, mercy, a little more effort
presented his hand from which he had lost his cdemand for thorough change of officials in all
reform; those who complain -most bitterly < f little
departments
face,
spoke
his
and
of our government.
his
own
c
then
persecution, misrepresentation and the iniquity name, finger;
Our Quarterly Meeting was well attended and
then the name of Mrs. Litchfield, in full,
are
judgment,
popular
and despotism of the
which no one in the form there present knew ta great deal of interest seemed to be manifested
almost invariably the first to lay apide all re- except my wife and myself. 1by all. We were addressed by Mrs. M. H. Parry
victims,
their
and by Mr. D. W. Hull. We had a "Feast of fat
sponsibility in compelling
j
WACO, TEXAS.—A. W. Hoyt, writes.—I have things,
of wine on the lees, of. fat things full of
whether friends or foes, to comply with their
several circles at this place, and I think marrow,
j
of wine on the lees well refined."
exactions, and holding them up to the burning attended
they could be continued regularly, manifestaif
contempt of an inflamed public opinion. Such tions would be produced that would astonish the
CLYDE, O.—A. B. French, President of the
i
of Spiritualists at that place writes.—
a spirit as this must naturally prove subversive natives. The Spiritualists of Waco have been Society
of all peace and fidelity, and becomes one of very much disappointed in not receivng a visit 1Bro. A. J. Fishback has just closed a very
engagement at Norwalk and. Clyde,
>
the most intolerant and aggressive of all au- from Mr. Foster and Fannie C. Aliyn, while they successful
<
where he has been lecturing during the past
hall here that Ohio,
thorities, for the reason that it claims the were in Texas.veryThere is a good
i
months. He has now returned to his home in
reasonable, and I think a good six
right to invade and possess the secrets of every could be orhadtest medium
would do well to give Missouri for a short rest and to attend to his
individual in the land, only to hold them up lecturer
business affairs, after which he will again resume
visiting
Star
State.
the
Lone
while
call
a
Waco
t.o fierce discussion, and precipitate the victim Hundreds of poor souls are starving to death here his
1
labors in the spiritual vineyard. At the close
<
so low in the scale of public contempt as to from the effects of being fed upon the dry husks of
his lectures in Clyde the following resolutions
make
and
unanimously adopted by the society, which
usefulness,
were
destroy all hope of future
of Old Theology.
show their appreciation of his services :
the sufferer or sinner a mark for tne whole
MIDDLE PORT, O —Jas. M. Evans writes.—We
Whereas, Bro. A. J. Fishback has been lecturworld to treat with scorn and derision
are constantly having new phases of development
to this society continuously for the last six
It seems to be a passion and a satisfaction or manifestations of spirit power. We place a ing
past, and
months
with some agitators who have suffered for blank sheet of paper on our circle table, and withDuring all the time aforesaid, his
Whereas,
suspected
spirits
write
names
and
pencil
all
the
hurl
pen
or
out
their extreme notions, to
lectures have been increasing in interest, and his
This
us
is
same.
to
at
out
upon
the
least
carrying
tentences
enemies into their "lions' dens;"
audiences also gaining in numbers. And,
Whereas, Agreeable to the terms of our enthe sentiment that "he who is not for me, (does new. They also print long communications, visible
gagement
with him, he is about to leave us for a
this
to
the
medium
only,
but
we
are
satisfied
of
the
In
me."
against
not stand beside me), is
representation,
medium's
as
the
of
season and return to his home, be it therefore
they appear to find a compensation for former correctness
are often above the range of
communications
the
Resolved, That this society feel it not less a
mortifications and disappointments, which to the medium's ordinary mental capacity and on a pleasure
than a duty to place upon record some
us, smacks keenly of downright malice and re- variety of subjects. They encourage us to hope appropriate testimonial of our appreciation of his
sugar-coated
made
the
distant
in
of
discovery
will
be
no
venge—nor can any quantity
that the
invaluable services to the cause of Spiritualism in
pills, dealt so lavishly upon their patients, future of rendering their communications perma- our midst.
development
the
of
the
similar
to
manner
a
in
nent
Resolved, That we regard Bro. Fishback as one
case.
change the aspect of the
of the most able and eloquent advocates of the
Every one who has had a vital, searching picture upon the sensitive plate of the artist.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.—Mrs. Mary A. Henry writes. cause of Spiritualism, and that we have the fullest
experiencewith society, knows that there is a
i.i his ability to serve the cause whersort of secret, Jesuitical spirit of intolerance, Permit me through your very excellent paper, to confidence
of Spiritualists and Liberalists ever he may go as well as in the sincerity and
which, under the garb of friendship, and the say that the Soeietytogether
private life.
of
his
purity
the 3rd of March and
place met
mantle of professed sympathy, steals into our of this the
the coming term
officers
for
following
elected
HUMBOLDT
BASIN, OREGON.—L. W. Gitchell
away
the
anchor
and
cuts
qaost sacred places,
six months: Mr. J. Olinger, President; Mr. writes.—As I promised in my last letter that I
.if many a home! Is not this spirit as much of
Carson, Vice-President; Mrs. Rose Seibert, would give you in my next some thoughts upon
John
responsiblefor the persecution it awakens in Treasurer; Mrs. Mary A. Henry Secretary. We Christianity, I will now make my promise good.
this covert plotting against the peace of fami- are highly favored as a society in having Mrs. Fr >m all the information I have been able to
lies and individuals, as "though it struck Lucia H. Cowles, of Clyde, Ohio, as a lecturer for gather, I can not avoid the conclusion that the

writes. J*

live.
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so unfeelingly, into the life of one of woman's
ablest, truest advccates!
And withal, in dragging Mr. Beecher before
and United States
the world, his Infidelity is no crime with her. t hrough United States mails
The motive may be no more
The very thing for which the world would Commissioners?
than in the other, for every
crush Mr. Beecher, if proven true, is in her honestinin one case] must
be considered as an
the drama
estimation, the very grace and virtue of the actor
The Beeclier-Tilton Case.
agent of the powers that be, and in this day of
man! She goes largely into his defense, and judgment,
who can say he or she _is without
proposes to stand by him to the end, and says,
BY MRS. H. J. WILCOX SON'.
in her Weekly of -in, and thus warranted in stoning others?
as quoted by a correspondent
"
Can Mrs. Woodhull say it?
Beau Journal:—I am strongly moved to March 8lh, page 4th, I exposed the secret life
Kansas City, Mo.
aeek you once more as the vehicle of my of Beecher, not to punish him, but to warn
thoughts to the public; and as ever before, you, on general, social principles, that it is
none of your business!" Now, let me ask, who
know that in your fearless and independent
columns I shall find "a free platform." I am made it the people's "business?" The very
sometimes surprised to find how narrow and person who says, "Itisnone of their business."
lop-sided our boasted free rostrum has become Then why did Mrs. W. make it so? She has
in some places—so much so, taat the most repeatedly assumed, also, that the right to soalarming and d .ugerous abuses of power must cial freedom is a private, personal right, and
The Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office
be suffered to pass in constant panorama, should be protected from all public interfer- of this paper.
as
ama
while the deep, fervent and conscientious pro- ence—and though Mr. Beecher were
PILOT MOUND, MINN.—Richard Carr writes.
test of the true philosopher and humanitarian tive as old Solomon, she places no restriction
Journal, that bold and fearless
must be smothered, and the earnest words of on the exercise of this right, where mutually The goodofoldtruth,
pays its weekly visits and is
advocate
a public teacher, so-called "'inspired," must be agreed upon.
Let me ask, what is Mrs. Woodhull doing truly welcome.
made to fall still-born, or this same public
WATERLOO, IOWA.—H. P. Homer writes.—
teacher must run the guantlet of condemna- but overturning her own kettle, when she
pleased with the Journal. Long may
tion, for daring to speak of any self elected lauds Mr. B for his amative qualities, defends I am wellcombat
error and carry joy to the hearts
him in the freedom she charges upon him, it live to
censor who may have become the sensational
many readers.
star of a certain party. For some time I have calls the propensity "noble," "redeeming,"etc. and homes of its
WALLA WALLA., WASH. TER —B. F. Cross
chosen to stand off, as an observer, rather than —claims it as "a sovereign, inalienable, peras an actor in the present social drama which sonal right," and says to the world, "It is none writes.—Iam daily more and more pleased with
paper, the Journal, consider it one of the
our
conmight
she
is so disturbing the elements of peace and har- of your business?' "But,"
mony among us. But when I see a manifestly tinue, "it is my business"—forthe position she essentials.
BYRON, MICH.—H. Webster writes.—The
vital, cruel wrong foisted upon American so- has assumed looks to us very much like an atciety, in which unoffending, worthy citizens tempt at universal censorship, in which all her Journals that come to our post-offiee are read,
with
us
an
end
would
at
not filed away, but they are cast upon the
be
freedom
and
boasted
and well-known philanthropistsand reformers
(which are troubled) that the fruits may be
are picked up as victims, to be hurled without as far as individual choice and comfort are con- waters
gathered after many days.
cerned.
mercy into the sharkish jaws of an ignorant
ELIZABETH, N. J.—Mrs. L. E. Lee writes.—I
Mrs Woodhull's inconsistency lies mainly in
and prejudiced public opinion, it seems to me
for the past
a solemn duty to enter my feeble but strongest this—she professes to be a reformer—to be have been a reader of your Journal
derived more satisfaction
protest, no matter how many gauntlets I may touched with extreme sorrow and sympathy two months. I have
any
similar work
its contents than from
be forced to run by so doing. And this pro- for all Jthe oppressed—and especially in the from
devoted to our cause. I admire your candor and
test has been forced upon mre by honest con- case of all unfortunate marriages, and her discriminating power.
viction, so I expect that all who may wish to plea is, that she is working for the happiness
WATERLOO, IOWA —B. B. Parsons writes.—
silenca me, will keep before them the last and elevation of the human race, and to actake eight papers, but the Journal is the
catechism of "the Social Republic," embracing complish this, she proposes the free lom of her We
first one noticed when the mail is brought in.
ihc«3 memorable words—"I have an inaliena- Social Republic. And then, knowing the op- Tou
are in the front ranks of our ar/ay where you
ble right, etc. etc.," which that catechism ac- position of the majority, and the fierce judg- are continually exposed to the shots of grape and
im
deliberately
she
popular
ment
of
the
others.
voice,
all
In
with
the
common
in
cords me,
canister from Old Theology, but never fear—we
pending imbroglio of Woodhull Beecher Til- pales, as a victim of the popular clamor, a man know that you wear a coat-of-mail.
her
of
first
Henry
as
like
the
ard
W
Mrs.
Beecher,
me
W.
that
puzzled
has
it
ton fame,
EDDYVILLE, IOWA.—J. Wilcox, P M., writes.
could so effectually entrench herself in her "five hundred" others, who are to be beheaded Prof. W. J. Shaw, of Leavenworth, Kan., has just
paradoxical position, and hide the glaring de- in due time! Could not any person of common completed in this city, a course of lectures on
fects of her schemes, as to silence some of the sagacity see that she assumed in the ca.se of Spiritualism, to the entire satisfaction of believers
wisest and best thinkers of the age, and thus Mr. Beecher & Co. the right of exclusive cen- in the Harmonial Philosophy. The Professor is a
prevent a correct analysis of her pretended re- sorship over the liberties of not only Beecher, gentleman, a scholar and a historian, worthy the
form. That reform, in the way of a clear, Tilton, & Co., but over the whole American confidence and support of all liberal-minded
searching and critical survey of the marriage people, and to force confession or denial from persons and lovers of progress.
GOWANDA, N. Y.—Truman P. Allen writes.—
institution, is necessary, no thoughtful, pro- her victims, as in this case, herself compelling
gressiva mind will deny, and, in this matter, the controversy, and the persecution of a pub- You will find inclosed post-offiee money order of
you will please send the
Mrs. W. has told us no new thing, for the lic ordeal, in the face of this strange declara- three dollars for which
Jouknal for one year to Rev. A. N. Alcott, at
same idea has been made prominent in the tion, "It is none of your business?
I would try my luck
In regard to Mr. Beecher's guilt or inno Savannah, Ohio. I thoughtlight
life and teachings of a score of eminent aposshine on o n c of
once more in letting
tles for the last fifty years or more. But when cence, 1 have nothing to say; but Mrs. Wood- our Rev. Gentlemen. the
I had rather poor success
Mrs. W. tells us that her system of change, hull is not so dull as not to comprehend the here with our reverends, by their refusing to take
variety or promiscuity, is, as a rule for all fact that to the world at large, with their ideas the papers from the post-office, consequently we
classes, an improvement on the present civil of morality, she has the questionablehonor of have a large supply.
institution of marriage in this country, she presenting him as an arrant impostor, knave,
MICHIGAN CITY, IND.—W. B. Gustine writes.
to the contrary I want
asserts that which has no foundation in fact and libertine, all her protests person
to unite Spiritualists together in one grand
with
notwithstanding.
She
who,
is
the
brotherhood. I want an organization gotten up
or reason—for we may go among the classes
has
suffering
delib
about
domestic
on a living mutual relief society. I want a living
who have longest and most completely and all her talk
bury their
thoroughly adopted her spirit of license or erately invaded two families of prominent men Christ, not a dead one. "Let the dead tenement,
of reform, and dead." Let Spiritualists look after the
choice, only to find anarchy, disease and social pledged to the vital issues
front ranks of human as well as the tenant. I rent several buildings,
rain. In the case of the Oneida Community, standing hitherto in the
often,
the superior lights of this gen- and I find I have to look after both ofquite
becoming
freedom of the sexes has not been accompa- progress, among
especially this past Winter. Instead
whatever may be the final ver- poorer,
green
than
lasting
nied with freedom or diversity of religious eration. And
expect
I
and of the world, backs or gold. wealth more
thought, and thus a creed has prevented social dict of the American people
American
in
precedent
it
a
serious
we
think
restraining
dissolution; but with no creed, no
LOUISIANA, MO.—Mrs. P. DeGroodt writes.—
when any one can recklessly and wanforoe or power, as in the case of a mixed and aflairs,crucify,
has just closed a course of lectures
without positive proof, or with Mr. Comings
heterodox community, including all the vari- tonly
giving entire satisfaction. He is sure to do
here,
who
have
persons
or
any
parties
proof,
even,
be
one
justice to the
ous grades of society as it is, does any
He leaves us bearing the
done as much for the elevation of our popular pstlm of victory, cause.
and has made many warm friends.
Jieve that her propositions, carried out, would standard
Tilton
and
have
Beecher
as
both
disgraceful
We have just organized a Spiritualist society here
aot prove the most lawless and
how- And it is scarcely to be presumed that with all under the name of the First Free Religious Society
farce that ever cursed a people? No one,
sterling worth and moral character of of Louisiana, and have twenty-five members. We
ever, can object to her putting forth her views the
for develop,
Plymouth Church, that body would long tol- have rente.l a hall and hold circles
on this question, and as freely as the law will
we invite lecturers
ment
three
times
a
and
week,
person
tne
of
Mr.
Beecher.
in
crime
erate
low
aMow; and if she chooses to make use of
and mediums to give us a call. They will find a
But one more point, and I will close. Is it hospitable
home and warm friends.
epithets or dirty language, the world may be
of
case
a
of
in
even
reformer,
business
the
"obscenity
—
able some day to decide what will come guilt, to crucify the erriog, betray the dearest,
PORT
HURON,
MICH.—N. B. Starr writes
consists in—and we hope the time the Bible most faithful and self-sacrificing friends, There came to me a spirit by the name of Emma,
I
showed me a bottle labeled "Hartshorn.
when those who deny the morality of
blight the harmony and peace of home, drive and
suppose probably that is her other name, making
will not feel obligated to entrench themselves
deep
husband,
of
into
the
heart
nail
cruel
the
her
with
to
full, Emma Hartshorn. There is also
behind its most offensive passages, in order - wife and child, drag the passive victim to the in very
young child, I can not make out where
a
excuse a similar form of language in them
opinion,
i
irn
there;
and
ail
public
of
lived, but am impressed that it was in Wisconscaffold
she
and
reformers
the
us
that
to
seems
It
aelves.
portrait;
can gain or is it the business of a reforwei to 1 iv>- out sin. She wants her father to haveorher
teachers of the nineteenth century
higher declarations of tne law—"Nuiher says her father's name is Hammond Drummond,
the
of
language
and
style
the
adopting
in
little
but
_
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us during the months of February and March.
Societies in need of an earnest practical speaker
will do well to engage Mrs. L. H. Cowles. Her
inspiration is grand and eloquent, fully alive to
the important issues of the day. The most
radical can not fail to be suited. She goes to Van
Wert the first two Sundays in April, and Delphos
the last two. And now I must say that your
paper is all and more than you claim for it.
Through the inducementsof our dear good Sister,
Addie L. Balluu, I subscribed for one year, and
am fully repaid by so doing.
SOUTH BEND, IND.—F. M. Milliken writes.—
I met a good looking man here, a few days ago,
who took himself for a Christian, and who did
not know that men, calling themselves Christians,
had been persecuting unto death all in their power
who differed from them in opinions. I read to
him the horrid treatment of poor Servetus by
Calvin and his coadjutors, the history of Salem
Witchcraft and Quaker persecutions in Massachus tts. He remiads me of a "Sunday school"
boy, who, on being asked by the Superintendent,
who commanded the American Armies during the
Reolutionary War, answered vehemently, "Jesusi
Christ! ! " And th s is a fair average of a class of
Sunday school bigots, who are trying to get their
"God" in the Constitution, and to have Jesus
Christ not only command our army, but to rule!
our Nation. Dr. Carpenter is permanently located
here "healing the sick," diagnosing, giving
wonderful te ts of spirit power, and thus making
many souls happy. Mr. Wilbur is doing some
astonishing painting by inspiration which is pronounced by competent judges, to be worthy of
master artists. Mediums are developing in many
places, whose names I am not at liberty to give.
At one place materialization takes place, and
other phenomena are being developed.
WIOTA, WIS.—W. Fos3 writes.—I have just
read Hudson Tuttle's lecture on the "Genesis
and Evolution of Spirits," and your short comment on it. His reasoning and argument appear
to me lucid and sound, when understood, but I
think the obscurity of his language, in one place,
has led you to misapprehend his position. I read
it three times, before I fully comprehended it, and
it was only on the last reading that I discovered
that you was mistaken with regard to his position
on the immortality of man. As I now understand
it, he meant to say that the spirits of animals are
not necessarily immortal, but that in nun all
forces were satisfied and consequently that his
spirit is necessarily eternal. He says, "Without
this result, (immortality) creation is a failure ;"
and "As man is the fruition of this evolution, and
its aim and purpose, so the evolution of an immortal spirit is the crowning glory of man."
These extracts show plainly his position, but to
the vast majority of readers they will appear mere
declamation, and with most of us it is still an
open question. I hope, therefore, that you will
sometime "enter into an elaborate discussion of
the question." But few of us have been favored
with phenomenal evidence, and many that have,
still doubt, and perhaps thousands would doubt
in defiance of all manifestations, without scientific
evidence to confirm them.
PRINCETON, ILL.-Mrs. J. N. Davis writes.—
We have a developing circle of more than seven
years' standing. Have developed several good
mediums, one trance speaker of the highest order,
through whom we have had the most powerful
and impressivelessons from Lord Byron, Edgar A.
Poe, Robert Burns and many others long since in
the Summer-land. We, too, have had rich feaBts
from Mrs. Wilhelm Slade and others who have
more recently passed to spirit-life; most prominent of all, however, is one influence who told us
to call him Jester, who has had charge of our
circle, and by good engineering has managed to
keep it together and in working order. About
the middle of last June a Mrs. Mcguire, of Aurora,
111., came to consult Mrs. Cade (who lived with us
then, and who is a powerful medium) as to the
whereaboutsof a daughter of hers who had been
induced to leave home, by a good Baptist lady.
Suffice it to say the mother had lost all traces of
her daughter, and in a distracted state of mind
came as a last hope to procure a clue to her
retreat. Mrs. Cade gave her clairvoyant directions, and in four weeks from that time the lady
came back saying she had followed her directions
and found them right in every particular. She
found her daughter, took her home, and came to
thank Mrs. Cade.
WEST WINFIELD, N. >.—Dr. E. F. Beals writes.
The cause of Spiritualism is progressing in Central
New York. The meetings of the Central New
York Association of Spiritualists have been well
sustained. We have recently held meetings In
Norwich, New Berlin, and West Winfield, t>
large and appreciative audiences. Mrs. S. A.
Byines, of Boston, and A. E. Simmons, of Wood-

.

"Christian Religion" is a mere figment of the
mind—a "theory of salvation" resting on a
mythical foundation. There was a time when the
church ruled with an iron hand, when general
intelligence had not reached a point where it
could maintain an independent opinion, or express
o :e, running counter to the church without fear
of instant death or incarceration in a dungeon.
When that philosophermodestly proclaimedthat
tVe earth revolved, he was immediatelyplaced in
prison, where, he remained fourteen years. The
church regarded his announcement as a dangerous
heresy, inimical to the prosperity of her interests.
They did not desire a true knowledge to go out
among the people of the globe they inhabited.
Galileo was finally brought before the cardinals,
and with the alternative of death or recantation,
he was compelled on bended knees, before high
Heaven's hosts, to declare that his theory wai
false; but as knowledge found its way among the
people, and reason forced a recognition of her
claims, that moment the church began to lose its
vitality. Some of the finest scholars of the age
have carefully and critically examined ancient
history, and report as the result of their labors,
that what the Christian world regards as the
"word of God," has mostly been taken from
Pagan history where it found existence and expression centuries before the birth of Christ.

An Excellent Practice.
When subscribers write to this office in regard to renewals, changes of post-office address or discontinuance,
it is an excellent practice to cut ofl and send along the
little colored monitor on which is a statement of each
persons account. It is always to be found on the margin
of each paper where several are sent together to the same
post-office, and on the wrapper when sent single. When
papers are ordered to be discontinued, be sure and send
the balance due, including three weeks in advance of the
ti ne as three numbers will as a matter of necessity go be
fore the n*\me can be got out of the mail list and machine.
Those little amounts are important to us as publisher and
justice requires tuat each one shall deal honorably even
in small matters of a few dimes.
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The Little Bouquet.
The above entitled work will be a monthly
magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages of
reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
replete with well written articles based upon
the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
moral culture of the children and youth of
the present age, both in an out of the sphere
of Progressive Lyceums.
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
before the public, will be put before the Spiritualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
a year.
The proprietor of the Religio-Philosofhical Publishing House is impelled to look to

other means for sustaining his House than
profits from this work. The object is to place
the magazine in the hands of the children of
all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
as to banish the prejudice that so generally
prevails among the youth, against the truth
of spirit communion.
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
this house to execute whatever his angelic
friends impose upon him, is a guarantee n h
The Little Bouquet will be a permanent institution of the country and a credit to Spirit-

ualism.

i

A general invitation is given to friends 'if
the enterprise everywhere not only to write
for its columns, but to secure subscribers for
the work.
The work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
appeal to our friends to forward their subscriptions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
Fifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.
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yon the Calomel and Jalap, next the Castor Oil, then an injection, and after that we will
apply the blister and the leeches, and if necessary shave your head. You will be well in
three or four weeks,—a little salivated, perhaps, but that's nothing. The Doctor won't
charge you more than $40 or $50.

W. 11. MOILlli

the sitpicture the fingers of the right hand are doub- ]Number twenty-two, Mrs. Wateman,spirit in

un- ter
ter, and by her stands her child, a
led under the hand and the thumb being left
8j1(
short dress, wearing a wreath of flowers.
der the fingers. The index finger of the
other three ]Number twenty-three, Mrs. Conant of Banhand is partially extended, the visible.
His ner
^ of Light circle, is the sitter. Over her and
slightly turned in; the thumbs not
near her are seen three spirit hands and arms.
head is bent forward as if looking over Mrs. ne;
One hand rests two Angers on her head. Two
Lincoln's head, giving him a saddened look— Or
On 0f
of the hands are left hands, and one is a right
DOS stern or severe but firm and sorrowful.
hand. Flowers are falling around and on to
h's right stands hia son, Willie. He has a fine, ha
oval, boyish face and is looking forward and he
twenty-four, same sitter, and standbeyond the mother, as if anxiously expecting
ing by her, Brother Charles H. Crowell, now a
some one. The wife «nd mother now living ju
spirit. We recognize the face. We knew him
sits in the foreground; her features are large, gp
in the life-form.
broad and fall. They are not pleasant to con- in
template.
Number twenty-five, Mrs. Conant the sitter,
and by her stands her little spirit friend and
JSumber two, Mr. Alison of Pittsburgh, la., ac
helper, Vashti.
is the sitter. He is a fine looking man. Be jy
Number twenty-six, Mrs. Mumler, the sitter.
hind him his spirit sister stands with her arms
g
her with his right hand resting on her
lovingly around his neck. There is a sweet Behind
head, his left on her chair, stands the spirit,
pleasant smile overshadowing her face, evi jj<
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Dr. Rush. The Doctor has a fine face, is graydencing joy and gladness of soul at this reun jj

headed and wears spectacles.
ion. Oa Mr. Alison's right stands a child h(
Number twenty-seven, Herbert Wilson, of
holding between the thumb and finger a floral
Boston, is the sitter. By him stands his spiranchor directly in front of the father. Hie g
thb only remediesthai
it-bride, her left arm resting on his shoulder, oTK^nsa8^it^]^isisoun^"HA.s
child looks like Mr. Alison; the sister does it
will ensure a safe and permanent cure of those organic
holding in her hand an anchor wreathed in| diseases contracted
not.
. ^ h'
through ignorance of natures laws,
otherwise. A
flowers. This is a beautiful picture, and one vica, overindulgence, intemperance or with
Number three, Mrs. Alison, Pittsburgh, Pa., fl,
those dis
greater number of p rsons are afflicted
tj
makes the soul feel glad.
that
a pltasint, good looking young woman, with
many of the evils lr
them,
any
other,
;
eases
than
from
anrl
hej
ot
Murray,
Number twenty-eight, Bronson
full, serious face, is the sitter. Behind
,
social life are generated and through false modesty oi
York city, the sitter. By him stands the\ inability of their physician or ignorance of their owr
New
^
and to her left stands her brother, a younger
Dr
are victims of insanity^ a^d death
of Mrs. Robert Bonner, of Georgia, her physiology,
person than Mrs. Alison. There is a fine re- spirit
Sj
guarantees cures and will rettra fee in an}
resting on and over his shoulder.^ Ini Perkins
^
semblance to the sister in the face of the hands
case where a cure ie not effected. Patients writing m<
^ right hand she holds out in front .of him a for treatment should give all their symptoms as nearly ii
brother. There are three spirit hands visible her
scat
are
They
full as possible. Keep noth'ng back if you wish for
wreathed in flowers.
c:
cross
in the picture, unlike in size.
t-uccepfful rure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo
tering flowers over the shoulders and in front
P. O. Box, 1227.
of Mrs. Alison, and the picture shows that
vl8n2iyl
•
The Anniversary in Chicago.
some of the flowers were in motion when
taken. They are sweet pictures, and when
KB'Sj
IDB IDA
we gaze at them and remember that we, too,
Bit ,thee Jokes:—The First Society of Spirhave dear ones in the Summer Land, who are itualists celebrated the 25th Anniversary off APPOINTMENTS FOB 18^3
scattering flowers along the pathway of oui Modern
Spiritualism,March 30th and 31st. On
^
5th an;
Elgin, 111., 1st and 2ad; Rockford, 111., 3rd,
g
Wis., lit
physical life, we are in our soul rejoiced, ana Sunday
and Sunday evening we were addressed1J 6th; Beloit, W's., 7th, 8 -h and 9th; Madison,4t^
little
A
we
exclaim,
,
and
12ta;
Watertown,
Wis..
13th,
14th
a
d
15th;
Fon<
Clark,
in the fullness thereof
by Professor E. Whipple and Dr. Dean
20th
8 Du Lac, 16th and 17th: Oshkosh. 18th, 19th and
nearer to thee, O God. v which, with the exercises of the Children's
Wauk(
and
2?>th;
Whitewater,24th
22nd;
Ripon,21st
and
j
Lyceum, occupied the time untill1 sha, 2 ith and 27th; Chicago, M%t,tesonHouse, 28th, 29 1
Number four, H. Gorden, New York, is Progressive
during the year. Officei
the sitter. Behind and over him stand the the
t hour for closing arrived. On Monday after- 30th and31sc of eachm>nth
complaints inc
commandingfigure of Bishop White, holding noon
the friends came in and spent the hoursg princ pal hotels in each nty. Chronic
r
successfully treate(
j social converse until 7 p. m., when Brotherr dent .o bo^h sexes exclusively and
in his left hand a cross. This cross lies ob
in
miums' fro m^t^^.p* ,
e 'Theenco
(
liquely across the breast of the sitter. The George
A. Stewart, Chairman of the Committee
Western tf^raf^speats
ofate'aToneof' tt
(
sleeves of the Bishop's gown are lose and flow- on
Refreshments, announced supper, and the^p most
physicians in the United States.
successful
ing. The face of the Bishop is serious and friends
sat down to the bountiful repast pre^
this scientific physician has no equ
Dake.—That
Dr.
wears an expression of firmness, but not cold pared for the occasion.
in the West, thousands will affirm .—Journal, Beloi
l-Wis.
About half-past eight, p. m , dancing was an
and bitter. He is bald-headed, concave temples,
Live, energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a mi
nose large, eyes are shaded in a heavy brow. nounced as next in order, in which both oldd
Dr. D ike, who in the last three yea-s has built up oi
The mouth evidences great firmneas, as well young
,
participated with evident pleasure andA is
of the larger practices of any physician in the West.
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I left V
Husband.— What, Mary, well already, and eating toast and tea!
.
T4
raaina fever this morning.
°T pence s ositve
Wife.—Yes, Albert, I am well already, and 1 took nothing but si*a la a piece.
va
j
on
JPoivders. They acted like a charm, and they cost only two cerit,»
is the tiniest doctor's bill you ever paid.
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Iorces are easily recognized under the different

and scientific names which have been given
the solar systems of the universe they are
traction and repulsion; in the,
called north and Moutli
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other discovervand invention
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by the s^me two forces, the positive and
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difference between health and disease being, that
ease t.e natural balance, or
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We announce nothing new when we say that every
thing in nature, from the least to the greatest, is either
positive or negative. In other words there are in nature
but two forces; and they do all the mighty things as
well as all the little things that are done. These two
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A Strange Story of a Haunted Spring.
[From the Sacramento (Cal) Union ]

,

[If this should chance to reach the eye of
Margaret Hillerson, of Glasgow, formerly of
Aberdeen, Scotland, and whose maiden name
was Margaret McPherson, let her rejoice and
give immediate tidings to her son, Jason Hillerson, who, she was made to believe, died ini
child-birth, but who lives and is anxious to find
a mother who has never yet seen her son. Let
!

.

'

her not fear; her persecutor is dead, and on

his death-bed confessed all. Friends of humanity are requested to aid in finding this woman
or her whereabouts, or her death; and in so
doing, will receive the gratitude of a heartbroken son.]
The above advertisement was taken from a
Glasgow paper, and as it is, in a peculiar manner, connected with the facts which will follow,
it is inserted at the beginning of this story, in
the hope that after reading the singular history

of this most unfortunate family, the reader
will exert himself to assist the son in his endeavors to find a mother, who is yet ignorant
of his existence, and whose life has been hid
from him and her for many years. For the
facts which I promised the reader, I shall use,
not my own, but the language of a man who
had himself tried living on the place called the
"
Haunted Spring."
There was, in 1850, near Visalia, a station
owned and kept by the Butterfield Overland
Stage Company—a sort of stable and blacksmith shop, where horses were changed and
necessary repairs made. It was an out-of-theway place, but not considered dangerous, as
there were no inducements offered stragglers
or Indians, except the change of horses, which
were but common stock and any thing but valuable. At the time I mention the hostler employed was a man of intelligence and refinement, seemingly much above the position he
occupied. Unfortunately, he was addicted to
drink, and it was known all around that Jason
Hillerson would work hard and faithfully, but
spend all his money at Visalia during his periodical sprees, which occurred about once in
three months. He had the manner of a foreigner, but one could not tell by his brogue if
he were Irish or Scotch, and he never told; in
fact, he was judged to be a man with a history
locked up in his breast; one who had seen better days, and who, through some trying turn
of the wheel of fortune, had come to California, like hundreds of others, to seek either fortune or forgetfulness, and like many others
had been disappointed. He could converse
fluently of London, Paris, New York, and in
either the French, German or English language. Some suspected he might have been a
valet to a lord, and with him had traveled, and
in that way had acquired the languages and
that ease and grace of manner gained only by
constant companionship with the world. He
never laughed or "joked, and rarely conversed,
unless he were full," and then in such a
guarded manner, that incidents of travel only
were his subjects. In fact, he had the air of a
ma.n who wished no questions asked, and desired above all to be let alone. Such a position,
away from every one, was most happy for
him; and then twice a day he might be seen
whistling away as he unharnessed the poor
tired beasts and put in their places the fresh,
prancing ones.
The day I wish to recall was in the month of
October, 1859, when one time the stage rolled
up to the startle with its usual style and dust,
and the horses as well as driver, looked around
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the passengers. They lifted the body and
placed it on some straw in one of the stalls. Fortunately, one of the passengers wis a doctor on
his way to Fort Tejohn, and he made an examination while the driver and others searched
the premises to see if any thing indicated the
presence of a robber or murderer. The doctor
could discover no marks of any kind to show
that he had been foully dealt with, and as far
as his skill could observe no reason why he:
had so suddenly expired, as every thing about,
him seemed to denote a healthy, well man
On the premises all was in good shape, even to
the horses being harnessed, ready for the
change. It was strange, but nothing could be
done, only to convey the body to Visalia, bury
it, and send some one else to fill the place; and
so they did, taking with them all that remained
belonging to the dead man—a few shirts, a,
coat and memorandum book which had written in it simply "Jason Hillerson, Glasgow,
Scotland."
In town a post-mortem was held and again
it was wondered how he could have died on
his face, as if he had fallen and yet without a
bruise on his person, and his case baffled the
medical skill of that part of the country. At
the inquest, all sorts of ideas were advanced by
the crowd gathered around, as to why and
wherefore, and it was finally conceded that the
remarks of a sir n^er looking on were about
true: "The poor fellow had died of too much
whisky, and it had struck to his heart and he
had gone out, without knowing it himself,"
i

and with that wise theory off his mind he
stooped, picked up the little memorandum

book which had fallen to the floor, tore the
only leaf that had writing on it, twisted it up,
stepped to the fire place and lighted it, put it

to his pipe, and so pufled a red flame into his
tobacco, on which was written all that wae
known of the dead hostler. No one noticed
the act., and others picked up the little book
and laid it aside with a sigh for the odd genius
that owned it.
A collection was taken up to bury " poor
Jason," as he was nowcalled, and the stranger

surprised them all by his generosity. He attended the funeral, as did the whole town, and

women's tears were shed for the poor, friendless man; and little children whispered and
looked scared, and men who were being tossed
upon the waves of restless destiny followed
silently to his last resting place the unknown,
forgetting for the moment their ambition and
thinking only of the weary miles that separated
the one they followed from loving hearts,
that would wait and wait for tidings
until hope would sicken into despair
and twilight into darkness. He was laid away
and in a few days the whole thing had passed
from the minds of the village, and was numbered with the forgotten events of the new
country, and everybody went about their affairs just as if they were insured against death;
and the stranger who had been looking at
land and talking of settling down there and
raising sheep, had disappointed the land
holder, and he too had gone, and the week
was chronicled as an unlucky one. The Stage
Company had some difficulty in finding a
man to fill the place that Jason had so long
occupied. It was lonesome there—not near
enough to town—but at last, after considerable
search and by increase of wages, one was
hired and duly installed. All went along
smoothly until the second night. He had finished his work, cooked his supper, had lighted
his pipe and was quietly smoking, when he
heard a noise outside. He looked up and saw
Jason Hillerson peering through the window
which was made in the upper part of the
door; of course he was startled, or more likely
frightened, but he said to himself: " What a
fool I am, it was a cat or something else; there
can not be any one out there, at least not Jason for he is dead;" but still he dared not
look up at the window, and so commenced
singing at the top of his voice, and got up and
knocked around the room, stamping his feet
upon the floor to make a noise. At last in
desperation he plucked up courage, walked to
the door, opened it, saw no one, and with a
loud drawn sigh of relief, started for the
stable, entered and went to the side stalls occupied
by the leaders. To his surprise he
found them wet with sweat and exceedingly

restless and excited. Not knowino- what to
make of such a strange fact and fearing that
they were sick, he turned to get the cloths
to
rub them, when, to his horror, he saw Jason
Hillerson enter the stable, go to the work box
takeout the curry-comb, scraper and a skin
with some old rags walk to the side stalls occupied by the
pole horses, and commence rubbing one of them.
The poor beast seemed to
understand the unnaturafness of things
around
him, shook his head, whinnied, trembled,
and at last commenced pluneiner a«? if wilri
while all the time Jason's
, ^h.°a, Bill; whoa, my beauty," but the more
he tried to pacify him the more unmanageable
he became, and his terror seemed to be shared
by all the horses, while the hostler
stood
silently looking on unable to move
a muscle
nailed by terror to the floor. At last
Jason
threw the skin over his shoulder,
back
to the box, put away the comb andwent
scraner
and whistling left the stable, taking with him
the skin which was never seen afterward.
surprised that Jason was not as usual, standing
The frightened hostler left
place that night,
in the stable door. Tie driver called: "Oh! walked to V isalia, and nothepromise
"
Jison; oh! Jason;" and the horses turned their pay could induce him to go bick. of bie
He said
tired heads toward the stable in seeming per- that what he saw was enough;
he'd rather
plexity. No answer, and the only sound, that starve; he d swear the place was haunted,
and
of the horses who were restlessly moving. The Jason, poor fellow, had been
driver waited a moment, ami as no one ap- he would show himself until hismurdered, and
murderer was
peared he handed the reins to his companion found. Though every one laughed
at him he
and got down, as did several of the passengers. did not care; he had had enough of ghosts—all
The stable door was partially open. He enhe wanted; never believed in such things betered, and there on the floor lay Jason Hiller- fore,
but he did now. Thaagent of the comson, as he supposed drunk, but stooping to
pany told him it was all f<?Ily; did he not reshake him, he found to his horror that he was member
the post
bruises, no
cold, perhaps dead, and he quickly called to signs of murder, andmortem?—no
why should he have been

foicSld be'hEft,

murdered? He had no money, and nothing
had been stolen. The horses were all there to
prove that. But laughing or poking fun made
no difference, he would not go back; neither
would he stay in Visalia, but left, and another
man was dared into the place, and in a day or
so, he too, came back, more frightened than
the first. He swore he saw the horses kick
right through the body of the spirit or whatever it was. At last, two men volunteered to
go. They would chase the spirit into the spring

which was near, and they did, and were in turn
chased into Visalia, one of the men never recovering from his fright, and so it is to this day
said to be a haunted place, and called the
"
Haunted Spring," because near the barn is
the spring into which they say the spirit was
driven. The land around has been sold over
and over again to stock raisers—tothose ignorant of the spell which surrounds the place; but
it is of no use; no one can stay there; and' for
years at a time the place has been given up to
his ghostship. One man considered it a splendid range for sheep, as they graze all day and
go home at night to water. So he built a corral
around the spring, and the first night he was
awakened by a most pitiful bleating, and before he could dress and get to them they were
all out and running in all directions for dear
life. How they got out was a mystery to him,
and he could never drive them in again, and
was obliged to go away. Another man tried
the same thing, used the deserted camp, made
a bed and slept there himself; he was not
afraid; he was waiting for him. He was not
detained long before Jason Hillerson appeared and drove not only the sheep but himself off, and nothing could induce him to return. I could tell of others who have experienced even a worse fate, and to whom strange
things have happened, but my story is not to
frighten, but to ease the mind of the public, at
least of Visalia.
Since the month of October, the spell which
has hung for so many years around the spring
has vanished, and Jasc iiillerson's spirit, at

least, rests in peace; and-any one whe desires
that valuable land can ha«\j it, and have stock

to graze there for all time to come, as far as
the visit of his spirit is concerned; and when I
tell you why one can buy the land now in
safety and without fear, all will agree with me
and thank me, and they will not wonder that
Jason did raise a continual row, and they will
be as glad as he that he is not now forced
to dance on earth in all sorts of weather.
But to my story, which I will make as brief as

possible.

Years ago there lived in Glasgow a merchant
who had accumulated a large fortune, by close
application to business, and in the general
prosperity of that city. He was a widower;
had two sons whom he educated with great
care. The elder—Jason, a sober, steady, fine
specimen of a man; the younger—Robert, a
low, unprincipled, illnatured fellow. The
father gave Jason money to go into business.
He was steady and industrious and would do
well with a little help. Robby must wait until
he showed signs of improvement. It would be
like throwing money into the fire to give it to
him as he was then behaving He'd sow his
wild oats and get through after a while. But
the father was disappointed, for from the day
Jason was installed in business Rob became
more sullen, more reckless and disagreeable.
He would not speak to his brother, and showed,
without disguise, the most jealous hatred for
him, saying he was the cause of all his trouble,
and all he wanted was the old man's money.
In course of time Jason got married, and all
went along smoothly. He was prosperous in
business, and his family loved his wife, which
at first was not the case; but as they all lived
under the same roof, they soon fell captive to
the charms of her sweet disposition, and the
old man loved her as a daughter.
About nine months after Jason's marriage
his wife disappeared, and the family, as well
as himself, were frantic with grief. They
searched diligently, but all to no purpose. On
the third day of her absence a letter came to
Jason, telling him to look no more, as she had
gone where he could never find her, and with
one she loved far better than she had ever
loved him. He, poor fellow, was almost insane, and for weeks his life was despaired of.
During his illness the disgrace was hushed up
as much as possible by the family, and the in-

quiries ceased, and as soon as he was able to
be about he sold out his business at a great
sacrifice, and left home and friends, to be for
evermore a wanderer; traveled on the continent until his money was gone; then emigrated
Robert
to America, a heartbroken man.
seemed to reform somewhat after the affliction
and departure of his brother, so much so that
the old man started him in business. He, too,
was prosperous, but every one said it was owing
to the " old man," who kept an eye on the
trade. Be that as it may, he made money and
spent it, too, but so quietly that hia father did
not suspect it. Then the old man was disposed
to be more indulgent; had been so ever since
Jason went away, and he had not heard from
him and had supposed him dead. " He would
not forget his old pa, were he not dead;" and
so time rolled on, just as if there were no
hearts breaking, no tears being shed or misery
endured. *
It was ten years after the disappearance of
Jason's wife, and his consequent departure.
"
The old man " was seated in his comfortable
library. He was indeed an "old man," and
daily expected his call. His once erect form
was almost doubled by the weight of years it
carried, and his hair was white as snow. He
was, as I said, seated in his library, when a
servant entered and informed him that a lady
below wished to see him, and before he could
wonder who it could be, at that hour, for the
lamps were lighted, she entered the room, having followed the servant. The old man was
inquiringly looking at her as she threw aside
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the veil, when to his s irprise and dismay he
saw before him his son's lost wife; gray hair

ual crv, " Oh, my God, there he is ! " He
madeeral attempts to kill himself, and
instead of the warm chesnut of ten years be- once had nearly succeeded, but had been saved
fore, pale sunken cheeks instead of the bright to endure still longer
unknown misery.
rosy hue he had loved to look at, eyes colorless Two faithful servants ofhis
his fathir remained
as if by continued weeping, and a form ema- by his side, never leaving him alone;
and
ciated as by hunger. It was the wreck of his when sleep visited his eyes, which
daughter who stood before him, and who would often, it was when these two faithful was not
creatures
have thrown her arms around his neck had he
either side of him, held his hands, and unnot waved her off with his trembling hand and on
der the promise that "no one should come
stern expression. After great eflort he com- near him while he slept." He ate what they
manded his voice enough to be heard, although
it was in a whisper that he asked "What she set before him without complaint; rarely conversed with them, yet his lips moved continuwanted? What can I do for you, daughter? " ally,
they could catch, once in a while, a
The poor creature, powerless to speak, threw word,and
such as, "mercy," "forgive," "God,"
herself on her knees before him, and nutting and they
he was praying. Thei'e
a head almost as white as his own in his lap, were days supposed
when he seemed to be calm, or at
gave herself up to unrestrained grief, and then least more so
than usual, and it was on such a
at his feet poured out the tears of years, wl.ile day that his servants
him on " to take a
the hand of the old man stroked her hair, and turn, to cheer himurged
up like." The sun was
his feeble voice tried to utter words of comfort. shining warm and pleasant,
At last the old head took its place beside the would do him good. On they said, and it
their return, they
you.sger, and the old arms clasped the sobbing, were
turning a corner, when a youth
agitated form close to his breast, and together came slowly
suddenly upon them. He was walking
youth and age mingled their tears in their very fast,
and they had not time to get out of
grief, forgettingsupposed wrongs, and remem- the way before he had almost
fallen into the
bering only low; the sweet light of other days arms of the invalid,
come to them, and shed its peaceful rays on stranger a glance of who had given the
terror and screamed,
both their heads alike—and through the angel "take me!
oh, my God, it is Jason!" and
sympathy they both were mutually comforted. fainted. The
young stranger, feeling sad at
It was the old man who first broke the silence
effect his presence had on the invalid, and
which had surroundedthem—so accustomedis the
sorry that he had been the innocent cause of
age to deal with realities; it rarely wastes a perhaps a serious
accident, helped to carry
moment, while youth lets days slip by trying the unconscious
man into an adjoining house,
to realize their presence. Composure came at and left the room,
fearing
his presence would
last to the poor tired woman, and there at the again
him, telling the servants he
feet of the old man for hours she sat, her hand would agitate
remain
outside
to
hear how he got
in his and her upturned eyes gazing into a face along.
a few moments the servant
that saddened with every word "she uttered. appeared,Inhanded
card to the young man,
What was said between them they only and and said his mastera wished
him to call at his
their God know; but the old man got out a house
in the evening. The youth hesitated.
package of papers, untied them and without The servant
said his master wished to assure
again speaking wrote rapidly—as if dispatch
that he was not seriously ill. That evenwere necessary, altering and making changes him
as early as half-past six found him at the
that he only understood—while all the time ing
door of the strange man's house. He was
the tired head of the women lay in his lap. anxious
to have the interview over; in spite of
The writing was still going on when a step himself he
nervous and he unconsciously
approached the door, and Robert entered, rage trembled aswas
he was ushered into the presence
depicted on every lineament of his face. He of the
invalid, who, to the dismay of the servdid not at first speak; but after a look of with- ants, wished
to be left alone. They were not
ering scorn at the gray head that lay so silently fairly
out of the room b if ore he inquired the
in his father's lap, he turned to him, and asked name of
the youth, who in an embarrassed
how such a character had been permitted to manner said
had taken the name of Stetson.
enter the house. At the sound of his voice the " Taken !" heshrieked
form of the women trembled, and, shivering " Why taken ? Have you Robert Hillerson.
name?" "Do
with fear, she arose from the floor and hur- not ba alarmed sir; do not no
get excited," was
riedly took her place on the other side of the the
reply, "I will explain"—and he wished
room. By that movement Robert perceived he had
the work his father was at, and, with i n^er raving remained at home. The man "was a
maniac, and he must keep cool. I am
approaching madness, he stretched his hand a foundling,
and do not know my parents'
toward the table to snatch the papers. The name." " How
old were you," said Robert,
old man observing the movement, held them " when you entered
the hospital; do you
tightly in his hands—a struggle ensued, during know ? " " Yes, sir, " replied
the young man.
which the frightened woman fled. The strug- ' I was taken from my
gle did not cease until the old man fell back born." " What hospital ?" mother as soon as
said
Robert. "St.
exhausted in his chair, where, in a few hours,
replied the other. " Oh ! my God !
he breathed his last. The father was buried. Mary's,"
my
God
!
have
mercy
on
me
!
you know
Do
Although Robert searched long and diligently
number ? " asked Robert. " Yes, sir, I
for his brother's wife he never saw her again. your
was
when I was apprenticed." "What
With the death of the old man all restraint was told
the number?" "No. 11." "Ob, my
was removed, and he rushed headlong into all God,
me," exclaimed Robert, and the missorts of dissipation, and soon ran' through all erablehide
man was seized by such a paroxysm of
his own and his father's money, and more grief
that the stranger in fright called the
was required to help him onward in his mad servants,
and it was some time before he was
career.
quieted. When able to speak, he again disThere was a piece of valuable city property, missed the
servants, and telling the young
but tied up in such a way that it could not be stranger pour
him out a glass of brandy, he
sold until it was proved that Jason Hillerson drank it,toand
to be seated. He
was dead. He was in a great rage to think he wished to tellrequestedhim
who he was and in what
could not break the law, and do as he pleased relation he stoodhim
to the foundling—No. 11—
and he made several trials, but all to no pur- and that he must prepare
himself to listen to a
pose, and it was then he determined to find history that would make
his hair stand on
his brother, if alive, and compromise with end, and his life forever miserable.
And unhim. If dead, it was his own without further der the stimulant of the brandy, he related
how
ceremony. He mistrusted Jason's emigration there were two
younger; how
to America, so he commenced his search in New he had hated brothers—hethe
and he recapitulated
York, where he found people who had known events up to theJason,
marriage of his brother, and
him and was informed that he had gone to Cal- that
he then determined he would make him
ifornia. So without delay he embarked for San
and he could only do so through his
Francisco, where he arrived in due time, and suffer,
wife, who was a sweet, kind-hearted, innocent
found more difficulty in gathering tidings of Ja- girl,
and always getting him out of scrapes.
son than he had in New York city; but after He told
how deliberately he had planned their
several months of diligent search he thought he ruin.
One day when Jason and his father
had a clue to a man whose description an- were away
he sent to Margaret begging her to
swered that of his brother, and he left for come to him,
he had been on a spree, and
Visalia, pretended there that he wanted to was very ill. that
The poor girl did not hesitate,
buy land for stock raising if he could find a and was soon on
the
way. When she arrived
suitable place and the price within his means.
the house, he met her, and, in the presence
He soon had the whole town intere-t od in his at
of
two
she
men,
was
handcuffed and conveyed
purchase, and landholdersfrom far and near by
them in secrecy to an asylum for lunatics,
came to see him, and for a time he was quite where
passed
she
almost
ten years unable to
"the lion." He purchased a horse and went
She had been in the asylum about
out almost every day with different men try- escape.
ing to decide on a good location. Some days eight months when she was taken very ill
he would go alone. The day Jason Hillerson with brain fever, brought on by excitement;
was found dead he had been out alone, and and it was during her illnes that a child was
which was immediately sent to a hospital
Robert Hillerson was the stranger who had born,
foundlings; and when the mother recovsuggested the death by " too much whisky." for
After the funeral he left California, and also ered she was told her babe had died at its
birth. The child was a boy, and he was
America.
He had all the papers he wanted and could placed in St. Mary's Hospital, and his number
was eleven, and he had every reason to believe
take his oath as to Jason's death, for he had was
his brother's child who stood before him.
seen him buried—he had all his brother's In fact
he knew it from the strong likeness he
papers to prove it—a few precious trinkets
his father. The mother had escaped afthat he had taken with him—such as a locket bore
nine years; he knew it at the time and had
with his lost wife's picture, a lock of her hair, ter
to find her, but she had evaded him, and
with a packet of love letters written before tried
he had never seen her but once since, and that
their marriage. It was all right now. The was
the night his father had died—when she
property was given into his possession and he
desperation had come to the house while he
sold it, but could never make up his mind to in
was
away, had seen his father, and told him
spend the money. He could not touch it;
sad story, and who had been her persecupeace had forever left him, and he lived in her
and
his father had revoked his will in her
tor,
poverty off the few remaining dollars he had favor,
believing his son dead; and he had enleft from the wreck of his own and his father's tered the
seized the papers, and in the
fortune. People thought him insane, knowing struggle room,
them the mother fled, and his
he had means in the banks, and some called father thatfor
night
expired. He had never seen
him "the miser." Most of his time was her from that night,
but he believed her still
passed within doors, and evidently in great
She had in all probability left the countorment, for his face had a look of terror upon alive.
try
through
fear
it that excited the sympathy of all who came all the property, of him. He had dissipated
and had finally started out to
in contact with him, and in reality his life was
his brother, in order to come in possesa torture. Turn which v ay he might, that find
of
sion
the
last
that remained of their fortune.
face was forever pressirg into hi°, no matter
how drunk he might be. It was his contin[{Concluded on fifth ptge.)
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MODERN PAGANISM.
A Lecture by Miss Jennie Leys, at Apollo

Hall, New York, March 9th, 1878.

Should any one attempt to introduce Grecian mythology into America he would be considered insane. The modern mind, though not
accepting Jupiter, Venus, etc., must still have
its system of Gods, though of a more enlightened kind.
Theology professes to hold the destiny of
the human race in its hands, damning some and
saving others. But Modern Theology combines
the ancient Grecian mythology with some religious features of other nations. A Doctor of
Divinity in Boston, said that the Bible is the
text-book of morals for the American people,
aDd no one has a right to protest against its
use. To such a tyrannv would they have you
come. The fables of JEsop and the propositions of Euclid would be better for school use.
Its truths, along with the other Bibles, may
be commended. Whatever has been wrought
in the past that is truth, will be preserved to
the future. A Word of God that can be remodeled, amended and changed, is no perfect
bock. The sublime .wonders of creation—the
sun, stars and the eternal veracities of nature,
constitute God's glorious book.
He who preaches Christ proclaims Christna
of still more ancient times. The priests of Pagan mysteries are still in your midst. The
Gods have diminished in number to three
Father, Bon and Holy Ghost.

J:

they find consenting parties; in which practice
nobody's rights are encroached upon."

Now, right here I would ask Mrs. Woodhull, or those who endorse her doctrines, suppose you have a daughter on whom you have
lavished a parents "love and care, till she is
dearer to you than life itself, and is the "angel"
of your home. Now, suppose one of those
"demons" comes along, whose highest love
you know to be only the lowest and most disgusting selfish indulgence

of the passions—

who you know has seduced scores of younggirls and sent them on the road to ruin and
death, and he throws his powerful magnetic

influence over her yielding and sensitive nature until she thinks she loves him and "consents" to all he would ask. Suppose you know
all this and have the power to prevent it, have
you a right to exercise

that power?

If she

yields to him, and goes the way of the other
girls, are anybody's rights encroached upon?
Mrs. Woodhull not only urges the right to
the unrestrained exercise of the sexual passions, so long as consenting parties can be
found, but she still further encourages that exercise by saying in her lecture, called Naked
Truth, The passions instead of being regarded as we have been taught to regard them as
merely Satanic and malign forces, to be repressed or enslaved, will be recognized for
what they are; as the voice of God in the soul;
as the promptings of our best nature; as the
holy premonitions of a divine harmony in society so soon as they shall be undertsood and
adjusted under the beneficent influence of freedom."
Here I would ask those same persons, are
the passions le'ter than benevolence or conscientiousness? But lest the natural inclination—the sense of right, and the duty to
obey the voice of God in the soul, should not
be sufficient to insure the unrestrained exercise of the sexual passions, she urges the dangers of insanity and other evils, which she says
are caused by repression. In an editorial in
"

we control our passions, or shall our passions
control us? In her lecture, "Moral Cowardice,"
she says: "One hundred thousand beautiful,
young, trusting girls just budding into woman
ly strength atd loi eliness, the pride of homes,
the joy ot fathers, and the blessing of society,
are every year snatched from their homes and
by these respectable and reputable gentlemen
sent on their mission of misery." True enough;
but what impelled those men .to snatch them
from their homes, but their passions? What
better justification could they have; or what
better assistance could ftey ask for in inducing those young ladies to become "consenting
parties," than Mrs. Woodhull's teachings,
which I have quoted? It does not mend the
matter to say, as she dofes, that the wrong is all
in society, or in public opinion. Wherever
the wrong is, the misery is the same. Now,
are the passions, which demand gratification,
although the inevitable cons' quence is misery

and ruin, to be left unrestrained, and followed
as the "wice of God in the soul," or shall they
be controlled and kept in their proper sphere
by the reason and the moral sentiments.
I know there are many, who do not endorse
these doctrines, who still sympathize with her
and lend their influence to her cause, because
they think that the government are persecut
ing her and trying to put down free speech and

a free press. Now, let us look at that. She
says that when she was about to deliver her
lecture on Social Freedom, at Steinway Hall,
she went to Mr. Beecher and insisted that he
should preside at the meeting and introduce
her, and thus give his' influence to help her
cause; but failing to induce him to do so, she
threatened to expose him at the lecture, and
was only prevented from doing so by Mr. Til
ton introducing her, on condition that she
should say nothing about Beecher.
The central idea of that lecture, upon which
she claimed to base her whole theory of Social
Freedom was the right of each individual to
be sovereign over his own sphere; but she
The i Id Heathen fast days are adopted by
went to Mr. Beecher, with that lecture in her
the churches now as fast days, ar.d are often
hand, and trampled on its fundamental princihypocriticallymade use of as feast days.
ple by trying to exercise her sovereignty over
When the cross is transplanted from Ancient
Paganism to our schools, it is time to protest her paper for March 29th, she says that the his sphere, and compel him by threats to do
differently from what he chose to do; thus
base of the brain presides over the functions
against it.
Co3the asserts that all are plagiarists. The of the reproductive organs—that in childhood proving herself, by her own words, to be a
Bible is but a reflex of the ancient astronom- the force which is generated there is made use tyrant. In that same lecture she says: "And we
ical, mythologic symbols. As modern chro- of in building up the body, but when that is will as rigorously demand that individuals be
nologists u: e the ancient signs, so modern the- accomplished, that force must be expended in restricted to their freedom as any person dare
ologians copy the ancient ideas. A Christ is the exercise of the sexual functions, or it will to do; and as rigorously demand that people
miraculously born, and as gifted, appeared in be thrown back on the base of the brain, and who are predisposed to be tyrants, instead of
cause headache; and that "most, if not all free men and women, shall, by government,
other Bibles, showing the unity of all peoples.
It comes from a yearning for some perfect he- cases of insanity are caused by regression." be so restrained as to make the exercise of
This assertion, like many others which she their proclivitiesimpossible." She says it is
roes as models.
The truth, God's divine day promised so makes, is offered without a particle of proof. the duty of the government to restrain the
If repression is such a cause for insanity, why freedom of those who take the life, or the proplong, is coming.
Layard's Nineveh reveals the origin of many are not the Shakers noted for insanity? And erty of others; so as to make it impossible for
of our present ideas in vast ages back. Exquis- if this force is used to build up the body dur- them ever again to practice such tyranny; and
ite tablets, sculpture of splendid character, ing growth, may it not be used in supplying that, "The same rule applies to that class of
treasures thousands of years old were disen- the waste of the system? and would not a persons who have a propensity to steal or detombed, and they solved many of the myste- greater amount of exercise and a lower diet stroy the characterof others. This class of
encroachers upon other persons' rights are
ries of modern religion. There were found the avert the danger of insanity ?
Mrs. Woodhull professes to be a Social Rev more reprehensible than any other, save only
signs of the zodiac, and many other astronomolutionist and strives to reorganize society on those who invade the rights of life; since for
ical features.
Upon the Babylonian relics of the British the above principles. Let us see how they persons to be made to appear what they are
would operate—notunder the present unfav- not, may perhaps be to place them in such re
Museum, the same may be seen.
The broad Asyrian plains were the places to orable conditions, bht in a society where every lations to third persons as to destroy the means
invest the mighty pageant of sun and stars individual is physically, mentally and morally of pursuing happim ss. Those wlio thus inwith the glory of God. The sun being the perfect. In such a society every individual vade the pursuit of happiness by others, should
most prominent object of nature, was wor- would have the natural sexual desires, which be held to be the worst enemiesof society; prohe would feel that he had a right to exercise portion ably worse than the common burglar
shiped as God.
[Here the speaker showed by elaborate illus- without restiaint, so long as he could find con or thief, as what they destroy is more valuable
senting parties, and would know that those than is that which the burglar or thief can aptrations from history, how ideas of religion
desires were the voice of God in his soul, and propriate. For robbery, there can be some
were founded on Astronomy.]
Christna was worshiped in India, as Christ the promptings of his best nature. In addition excuse since what is stolen may be required to
was worshiped in far later periods. The peo to all these considerations to urge him on, he contribute to actual needs; lut that which the
assassin of character appropriates does neither
pie of this earth should know these things are would have the fear of insanity if he permitted
^founded on allegory. Each time it is a virgin any restraint. But there is still another con- good to himself nor to any one else, and makes
the
loser poor indeed. Such persons are the
sideration. In an article entitled "Evidence,"
that gives birth to a Savior.
Zoroaster said: " Yo„u, my children, shall be in her paper for March 1st, she says: " Every worst enemies of soe'ety."
With the lecture, Lontaining that language,
honored by a Savior who shall be preceded by indulgei C3 of the sexual appetite, under any
restraint whatever, whether it be of fear of in her hand, she threatened to destroy Beecha st r."
In Chiiia, it was declared that a star ap- pregnancy or for any other cause, barters the er's character if he did not submit to her despeared in the East, to show where the King happiness which has been vouchsafed by the potism ; and afterward put the threat in execuCreate r, walks in the direct road to disease tion in her lecture at Boston, and afterward in
reposes.
In ancient Babylon, the same things were and death, and eotails upon the coming gener- her paper. Not only that; but threatened to
said. The Asyrian emblems, and the Egyptian erations a blight which ages alone can wash serve five hundred others, whose private affairs
she had been prying into, in the same way.
afterward, had their circle representing the sun away."
Now, it is evident that in a society exercis Taking herself for law-maker, witness, and
and eterni'y.
The gospel, signifying God spell comes from ing their sexual functions according to these judge, has not her punishment been very light?
an ancient mystery. The Christian world de- principles, in a short time almost evt-ry woman It may be said that she did not make them apnies the story of Chrisna, and yet every time would be a prospective mother. In that case, pear what, they were not, but what they really
they say " Amen," they copy the ancient Hea- the force generated by the base of the brain svere. That don't help the matter, for it is not
then name, Amnion, the Deity, from Jupiter, would be required to assist in building up the appearing to be what they are, or are not
Ammon. They now say, "for Jesus'sake," body of the child, and could be used in the which constitutes the injury, but in having the
sexual act, only to the injury of the child; con- means of pursuing happiness destroyed.
instead of "for Jupiter's sake."
But Mrs. Woodhull acknowledges that she
An early writer says, "All the mysterious sequently, during gestation and nursing, a peevents in Christ's life are to be traced out in riod of about two > ears, the man must seek encroached on Mr. Beecher's rights as an inthe constellations, etc." The twelve signs of gratification elsewhere. But where will he go? dividual, but that it was as a representative
the zodiac were the twelve Apostles, and they Every other woman is in the same condition, man that she exposed him, for the purpose of
are said still to control the religion of the plan- and every other man is going elsewhere like bringing about a great reform. Now, if Mrs.
eta. Easter day, the greatest feast of the himself. How, then, are the men to escape Woodhull has a right to encroach upon the
the horrors of repression and insanity, for the rights of Mr. Beechi r, for the purpose of bringthe church, which celebrates the resurrection
of Jesus Christ, is moved about according to next two years, or the entailing of a "blight on ing about what she considers a great reform,
the full moon. What have the planets to do coming generations,which only ages can wash will some one tell me wfiy Mr. Ccmstock has
with these feast davs, that celebrate the resur- away ?" But ttis is not the worst. Thisisthe not a right to encroach on Mrs. Woodhull's
condition of the ordinary man. In the Beech- rights, for the purpose of bringing about what
rec ion of their God?
[Here the speaker, with a remarkable array er Tilton article she says: "Every great man he considers a great reform, or why any person
of facts, showed the astronomicalorigin of the of Mr. Bet cher's type has had in the past, and or body of persons may not encroach on any
different religions, and went on to prove the will ever have the need for, and the right to, other person's rights for what they consider a
great reform? Has she rights which others
real influence of the planets upon this earth.] the loving manifestations of many women."
How terribly insane the "great men" must have not? The very fact that she assumes
It is time, for Jesus' sake, who has been a
million times crucified, by his followers, that become in such a condition. Her reorganized such rights, shows that she has in her the elethe truth of these matters were found out. The society would be like a new machine which, at ments of a tyrant. Is the freedom of the press,
least formal of the Christian churches cele- the first turn of the crank cloggs itself. As soon that you would defend, the freedom to send
brate the crucifixion of Jesus, but even this as the first period of repression is over, the spies about, prying into the private affairs of
was copied from the ancients. Aschylus wrote same thing takes place again, to be followed individuals, and publishing to the world everya drama, BC.,400, presenting the Crucified by another season of repression; and so over thing that will excite the curiosity of the gross
Son of God. Thus allegories and fables are and over again. Now, is it advisable to advo- and sensual? That is the only freedom that
taught to the ignorant as God's word, instead cate and encourage, in the present selfish and has been attacked.
There has been no attempt to stop the disinharmonii us state of society, principles
of the great book of nature.
The Bible should not be given to our chil- which would work such poor results under the cussion of the social question, when the rights
dren until they have common sense, and can most favorable conditions? I shall no doubt of individuals have not been invaded. But
read it :n connection with all the other Bibles. be met with the stereotyped expression, "You perhaps some will say that they should have
Jesus said, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy don't understand Mrs," Woodhull;" but it is been prosecutedfor libel and not for publishing
God, and thy neighbor as thyself." This is the not complimentary to her, as a leader in a obscene papers. Let us test that by her own
eternal logos that is to rise above all Bibles and great reform, to say that she can not, or will words. In "Naked Truth" she snys: "Where
the tombs of creeds until peace shall come not make herself understood. 1 know it is is the line to be drawn between what is proper
upon eaith, and the planet shall swing upw ard very difficult to understand her when she is to discuss, or speak, or put in type, and what
arguing the question of "rights,"but in regard ought to be, or may rightly be suppressed by
into the 1'ght, where shall be joy eternal.
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to the unrestrained ex< rcise of the passions, all

(Great applause.)

her expressions agree with the quotations I
have made.

" Social Freedom."
BY WARDEN HARRIS.

Since it is a well known fact that the Spiritualists of America are divided into two parties,
by what is usually called Woodhullism, I
would like to offer a few thoughts on the subject. Both parties agree in thinking that the
social health is in a very bad condition, and
also agree in desiring to elevate society into a
condition of harmony and happiness. Both
agree, also, that to accomplish that object,
females

I

1I

j

herself what love shall be, and declares their
right to exercise it unrestrained, so long as
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should

liave

< qual

rights with

males in every respect; and that the youth of
both stfes should be taught a thorough knowledge of their sexual organisms. This doctrine
is not Woodhullism, for it was advocated long
before Mrs. Woodhull's name was known to
the public.
Mrs. Woodhull's all-healing balm for our social misery is what she calls Social Freedom,
which she claims to base on the Declaration
of Independence;—that every individual has a
right to pursue happiness in any way they
choose, so long as they do not interfere with
any other person's right. In this declaration
all agree; but the dispute is as to where interference with another's rights commences. Let
us see what her own definition of Social Free
dom is. In an"editorial in No. 103 of her paper, she says, Now, Social Freedom means
freedom in the social relations, as well for the
demon as for the angel? it means that each in-

If she has anywhere

said that

right, duty, or safety, ever demand that the
sexual passion should be restrained, either by
its possessor or by society, I would like to have
it pointed out; for although I have read her
writing^carefully, I have never seen it. If
such a statement can be found it will be just
as easy, and will serve the cause of truth much
better, to point it out, than to say I misrepresent her teachings. I know that she talks
about purity; but she says our notions about
purity are all false. So, too, she speaks against
promiscuity; but she says that for Mr. Beecher
to enjoy the "loving manifestations of many
w< men" or to have "twenty mistresses" is not
promiscuity, but change. She also portrays
the horrible effects of the exercise of the passions 'n married life; but her remedy is not restraint, but freedom to exercise them elsewhere. In her lecture, called Naked Truth,
she says: " Brothels and social hells crowd the
streets and avenues; passional starvation, enfoicdd by law and a factitious public opinion
on the one hand, and sickly and weary wives,
and even husbands, on the other hand, overwrought, disgusted and literally murdered in
their utter incompetency to meet the legitimate
demands of healthy natures coupled with
'
them.

Are the "legitimate demands," which murder its victims, rather than be denied, the voice
of God in the soul, the promptings of our best
natures?" This is the real question at issue
between the advocates, and apposers of Social
Freedom as taught by Mrs. Woodhull. Shall

ined opposer of putting God in the Constitution, or religion in the schools, than Mr.
Beecher, and no ten men who will have so
much influence in keeping them out.
A great deal of sympathy seems to be excited
in some persons because a woman is put in
prison. That is all right; but have those persons any sympathy left for the woman, whose
happiness she has blasted, by holding her up
to the scorn of a world which crucifies women
for doing what it excuses in man? How long
would they suffer what she must to avoid four
weeks in a jail which Mrs. Woodhull says is
like a hotel? And will they support the freedom of a press to destroy the happiness of
hundreds of other women in the same way ?
Parker Pillsbury, while he can hardly find
words to express his horror that there should
be such fiends in human shape as Challis, eulo
gizes Mrs. Woodhull and her paper, and says
she ought to have a marble monument as high
as Trinity Church steeple for exposing such
men. I would ask friend Pillsbury how he
can condemn Challis, and call him such names,
for what he has done, and then eulogize Mrs.
Woodhull for telling Challis that he had a
right to the unrestrained exercise of his passions, and helping to induce those girls to become "consenting parties" by telling them
that their passions were the"'voiwof God in the .
soul, the promptings of their best natures,"
and that the only bad thing about it is the pub

lie opinion, just such as he has been expressing? If, as she says, she exposed Beecher for
the purpose of making such practices rtnore
common, how can it be shown that she did not
expose Challis for the same purpose ? and if
that was her object, hadn't friend Pillsbury
better reconsider, before he commences the

monument?

The trouble which Mrs. Woodhull has got
into, is of her own choosing. She knew, if
she believed her own words, that she had no
business prying into the private affairs of Mr.
Beecher or any other person. In that same
article she says: The true sense of honor in
the future will be not to know, even, what relations our lovers have with any or all other per"

sons than ourselves—as

true courtesy

nevei

seeks to spy over, or pry into other persons
private affairs." While professing to believe
what she there expressed,

she had pried into

the private affairs of five hundred other persons
and, although she had said that those who in
vade the pursuit of happiness in others, bj
destroying their characters, were the worst ene
mies of society; yet she commenced destroy
ing characters, and avowed her purpose of
continuing to do so; thus, not only making
herself the worst enemy of society, but doing it
for the purpose of destroying the principles
on which society is founded. She knew she
would Be arrested, and would, probably, have
been more disappointedif she had not been
than she was because her bombshell did not
burst in Plymouth Church She had nothing
to lose; and she might succeed better as a
martyr than she had done as leader in the
Women's Rights movement, or as a candidate
for the Presidency.
1 know very well that there are faults in the
marriage system, and much misery in marriec

life, but 1 believe that the misery is caused bj
unrestrained passion, and that when passien is

controlled by reason and benevolence, happiness and health will take the place of discoro
and disease. 1 believe that true progress comes

through growth

and development instead of

revolution. I know, too, that society is full
of corruption, adultery and seductions; but as
I believe that the publications of murders onlj

increase that crime, so I believe that the publication of adulteries, seductions and debaucheries will make those vices more common. 1
append hereto, a note from Catherine Beecher
to the ladies of New Yoik:
"To the Editor of the Tribune, Sir:—An

emergencyinvolving the delicacy and honor
of my st x makes it my duty to submit the fol
lowing facts to the ladies of this city:
"Nearly two years ago, at the request of a
friend who had perfect confidence in her truth

and purity, I accepted an invitation from Victoria Woodhull to ride with her in Central
Park. The result was an impression that she
was either insane or the hapless victim of

malignant spirits. For she calmly informed
me that several distinguished editors, clergymen, and lady authors'" of this city, some"of
them my peisonal friends, and all of them
models of domestic purity ai d virtue, not only

held her opinions on free-love, but practiced
accordingly, and that it was only a lack of
moral courage which prevented their open
avowal of such opinions. I concealed all this,
excepting from a few personal friends, because
it is cruelty and a disgrace to any person of
delicacy and refinement, especially to ladies,
to have their names and character publicly
subjected to inquiry as to such practices.
Since that interview this woman or her asso
ciates have been carrying out a plan for making money by maligning or threatening conspicuous persons of such purity and sensibility
that it would be expected they or their friends

would pay large sums rather than come in col-

lision with such antagonists
weapons.

and their filthy

26,

and the priests everywhere are its willing min-

ions. They are allied with despotism, and at
war to the death with freedom, and if allowed
would soon subvert the splendid empire consecrated by the blood of the hosts slaughtered
in the fierce Francc-Germanic war; a war not
of races, but of religions, and instigated and
pushed forward to its fearful results by this
same power. Ihe Jesuit, with his dungeon
rack, fagot, autodafe, and St. Bartholomew's
day, is at least in one country to be placed be
neath the ban of the law. He is not to fasten
on the vitals of the State, and spread like a
deathly gangreen, endirg in intellectual lethargy and spiritual death. He shall not insinuate himself into the domestic circle, si jackal
sniffing for heresy; he shall not ingratiate himself into the friendship of noble men, to work
their destruction, nor dethrone kings who
chance to disagree with the fiat of his order.
Who is the Jesuit ? In him the fear of God
has worked spiritual death. His love of God
has destroyed his love of his fellow man;
blasted affections, and destroyed all his nobler
feelings and sentiments. He has no fear of
man, so much greater is his fear of God. He
has no pity for suffering, and regai ds the thumbscrew, the scourge and the stake as benevolent
means to save from the infinitely worse tortures of hell Could you unite the wolf, the
jackal, the tiger, the hyena, the snake into one
being, having only the worst qualities of each,
and then instill the sul tie craft of the spider,
the poison of the scorpion, the venom of the
cobra, that being could be called by no other
name than Jesuit. The pages of history are
red with the blood of his victims, and at one
time his accursed order, clutched the throat of
civilization with such persistent ferocity, it
seemed the nacent awakening of thought must
relapse into ignorance and the dismal night of
mediajval ages, continue forever.
Accursed by all who love liberty, under another name, with milder features, this despicable oroer thrusts itself out of the contending
sea of Protestantism. Around it the clashing
sects gather and adhere. It is now the Young
Men's Christian Association, the Protestant Order of Jesuits. All that has or can be said of
the Catholic order applies to it, except they
have not the power to enforce its dogmas. In
the petty measures of manipulating public
opinion; by open attack or insidious calumny;
by unscrupulous falsehoods, by the guilded
bait to selfish_ ambition, it indicates its kinship. What is re quisite to biing out its concealed ugliness; i;.s spotted skin, its venomfangs, its retractile claws, is power; and that
power it seeks through the reconstructionof
the Federal Constitution. To this e&d it is
slowly and surely working, with a step that is
the tiger step of despotism. It is the power
to be most feared in the struggle which is
inevitable, be csuse it will never rest content
until it is victorious or vanquished.
As the decay of Catholicism called forth the
Jesuits, so the decay of Protestantism has
evoked the Young Men's Christian Association.
It represents the life of united Protestantism.
It is by its aid revivals are created and sustained. It hovers, a black bird of evil omen,
over the anxious seat, and the altar; puts words
into the preacher's mouth at the desk, and
kneeling in prayer. It assumes the unction of
holiness; it clothes itself in the robes of respectability; it promises honor and emolument. Not enough to control the desk, where
ideas die in birth, and the mould of the grave
is pronounced healthful sustenance, but in
every town, it seizes the rostrum, under pretense of instruction, and then supplying such
mental food as it pleases, consisting of a light
article of scientific literary or theological gruel,
by.a class of lecturers created by this demand,
harmless because without ideas. The very
light supplied is darkness. It thiusts itself
between the eyeand the light, and calls its gro-

tesque shadow the midday sun!
It graspsthe press, and dictates to the author
and the editor, trembling for reputation and
pecuniary success, threatening to change the
fickle wind of public sentiment. It winds its
slimy way into the legislative hall, and bribes
with promises of its support.
Thus has it eaten, like a worm in the heart
of the oak, through the structure of society,
and awaits impatiently the reward of its labors.
A Constitution based on the Bible as the sacred word of God—then test oaths excluding
freethinkers, from e ffice or preferment, implacable laws compelling religious observances,
and then, oh, Liberalist bound hand and foot,
like a malefactor in the stocks—then—what
then?

the^statesman

.fen JLxcellent Practice.
When subscriberswrite to this office in regard to re-

newals, changes ttf post-office address or discontinuance,
it is an excellent practice to cut oft' and send along the
little colored monitor on which is a statement of each
persons account. It is always to be found on the margin
of each paper where several are sent together to the same
post-office, and on the wrapper when sent single.. When
papers are ordered to be discontinued, be sure and send
the balance due, including.three weeks in advance of the
time as three numbers will as a matter of necessity go be
fore the name can be got out of the mail list and machine.
Those little amounts are important to us as publisher and
justice requires tl at each one shall deal 'honorably
even
f,.,..

"Such an operation carried out in New York
would extend indefinite^'. The proper way of
meeting this evil is to secure the enforcement in small -nao+tovo /\f o
of an existing law, by which an e flicer of the
State, and not the person assailed, may proseThe Little Bouquet.
cute any who circulate aspersions of character
which they can not prove to be true, it being
The above entitled work will be a monthly
made in such cases as this, a penitentiary of- magazine, (usual magazine
size, 32 pages of
fense. When such a law is well executed, and reading
matter) with an illuminated cover of
when imprisonmentfor life, without power of
pardon in any human hands, shall be the pen- uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
alty for nrnrder, then the present exasperating richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
surges of society will be assuaged,and the dove replete with well
written articles based upon
and olive branch appear. American women
possess a power little appreciated or exercised; the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
for it is ceitain that there is no beneficent law adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
which they would unite in asking to have en- moral culture of the children and youth of
law ? and in reply I would say, that anything
said with an earnest purpose and for a good acted or < nforced which would not readily be the present age, both in an out of the sphere
granted.
For this reason the influence of the
end, is or can not be obscene." She then goes
of Progressive Lyceums.
on to say that if any other rule be adopted, ladies of this city is besought to secure in this
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
the Bible would be the first book to suppress, conspicuous case the enforcement of the penand medical books next. Here she makes the alty for the most cruel slander that many have before the public, will be put before the Spirend for which anything is spoken or printed already suffered, and which is still threatened itualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
the test as to whether it may be suppressed or to others. The officers of law whose duty it is a year.
not. In the Beecher-Tilton article she says to abate this evil are at hand, and their ear can
The proprietor of the Religio-Philosophic
what st-.e charges Beecher with is not bad, but be reached by many a woman whom they regood, and divine—that public opinion which spect. At the same time, our clergymen can al Publishers House is impelled to look to
co-operationby
be
entreated
to
lend
their
would prevent such things is the only bad
other means for sustaining his House than
thing about it; and avows in the strongest teaching from the pulpit (what many do not profits from this work. The object
helping
is to place
to
aspersions
that
circulate
know)
of
manner that her object in publishing that article was to drive Mr. Beecher to give his vast character which they can not prove to be true the magazine in the hands of the children of
influence in favor of just such practices. If, is a violation both of the decalogue and of all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
then, that object was a good one, government civil law."
as to banish the prejudice that so generally
Vt., April 2d, 1873.
Danville, Vt.,'April
would have no right to suppress it, but, if the
prevails among the youth, against the truth
government thinks it a bad end, then by her
own construction it would have a right to sup- Tlic Young Men's Christian Association— of spirit communion.
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
press it. In the Challis article she does not
The Jesuits of Protestantism.
express her object so clearly, but I can not see
this house to execute whatever his angelic
why it should not be the same as in the other.
friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
BY HUDSON TUTTI.E.
If, as she says, the "grand amative nature,"
The Little Bouquet will be a permanent inand the "susceptibility to the magnetism, "and
The man who has no peer as a Statesman, who stitution
the "loving concessiveness," is a good and diof the country and a credit to Spiritvine thing in one case, I can not see why it is has profoundest insight into the poteht influ- ualism.
ences which govern society, who has realized
not in the other.
general
A
invitation is given to friends of
There is, also, an attempt to make it appear the old time dream of a united Germany, Bis the enterprise
everywhere not only to write
that this prosecution is gotten up by Plymouth marck, intellectual King of the German EmChurch and the Young Men's Christian Asso- pire, forbids the Jesuits his realm. That dark for its columns, but to secure subscribers for
ciation, and is a proof of the same movement Order, growing like a loathsome fungus from the work.
which is trying to put God in the Constitution, the heat of passion and ambition, in the CathThe work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
put down Liberalism, etc ; but it is perfectly olic church, has jpined its way under the appeal
of
European
structure
society,
to our friends to forward their subscripits
and
blasting
ridiculous to think of Plymouth Church having any thing to do with such a movement. It miasma is universally felt. Its numbers are tions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
is well known that there is not a more determ- not large, but its members work in unison, Fifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.
_
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to give them principle.
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nor wisdom enough

It is claimed that the habits of mind begets
/eatures indicative of characf Kant divides Philosophy into physics, ethics
traits, but not with the precision of
r«
and logic. The two former material sciences
t
Whatever truth
may
which recognize external or internal facts, and
yS10Sa(umy' PhreQology, and other
the latter merely formal, treating of the form k
y are suPerseded in imand conaection'of our thoughts. This system
g ?ausation of " ante-natal
impiess, which, as shown
holds that sense is the faculty which receives
sion
was understood and on a former occathe matter of all the phenomena of nature in a
the
passive way, having two modes or forms of
wj"ch indeed must necessarily be
receiving, and consisting of the two receptives, understood and practiced by all the after ages
Philosophy.

teristic

and^merU

K

mlri «'• Ce8n'
nm?wt»

Fmoress^whiPh

practiceTby

nnrWnaS

time and spice.

I
.

morfex^W
..

more exalted °^.hul?.anity whose hopes of a
destiny lie in the proposed advantages of causative
regeneration.
view of the claim that perception, volition and all the mental phenomena are in
way associated or dependent for their some
healthy
considers mathematics as the science of the action on the brain, it seems those instituting
laws of the sensitive faculty of the mental re- the claim, poorly distinguish the wide diflerence between the inherent character
ceptives of time and space.
the
It speaks of metaphysics as a pure, rational motive force and the machine. They of
do
science, that contemplatesthe rational grounds seem to have caught a glimpse of the all not
imof all, that presents itself to the mind. Hence portant lact, that the mind is merely phenomwe have the metaphysics of nature in the sci- enal, as much so as the growth of a plant in its
ence of ontology and cosmology, and the met- everchanging eventualities. They treat of its
aphysics of morals in the science of psychol- verdure, buds, blossoms and
fruits, without
ogy and theology. Kant's system furthermore referring to its germinal source,
powers or
holds that Philosophy investigates the faculties purpose, or without as much as seeming to reof sense, understanding and reason, and their alize the mind, as the planet has such a source
results—intuition, conception and idea. Intu- power or purpose.
ition being present in time and space, concepHerman Goltz, after devoting his life to the
tion absent in time and space, and idea out of merely anatomical search for the
of the
time and space. In other words, intuition is mind in the brain, grew old, obtuseseat
and blind
everything present in time and space that we in the only aim of a recluse existence,
and as a
see, feel, hear, taste and smell. Conception climax of his labors his mind hung hb
body,
everything absent from time and space that brain and all, as did Hugh Miller
destroy hioiwe think of without touching, and idea is self
external y, who failed in his life-long ateverything out of time and spice merely- tempt
to reconcile theology and geology.
thought of.
Without further comment onthephil isophic
K nt also teaches that we have knowlege a opinions and systems of the
suffice it to
priori, which is both universal and necessary, say they, in many instances,past,
are profoundly
and is therefore, not derived from experience, professional under impress, with
little or no
but that objects are only given to us by the analytic or synthetic basis of comprehensive
united operations of sense and understanding, understanding of the great range
and purpose
and that reason itself has the power to generate ot causation, on which to demonstrate
self-suspure knowledge a prim. The object of the taining
opinions of their own.
critical analysis and circumspectionof reason
being to establish the fact, that we have synSpeakers Register.
thetical j udgments a priori. "We do not regard this observant analycist as being suffiWe have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speakciently distinctive on the subject of intuition,
nor does he show any specified knowledge ers Regi-ter. Many names of persons were sent for the
whatever of the important polar mode, meas- Register who never or seldom lecture—othersnever took
any pain3 to see that we were correctly informed of
ure or means of mental action.
The ever present and ever moving vis a vis changes in pot-office address The result was the Regunderlying the merely phenomenal mind, as ister was no guide to the public as de igned. Speaker
well as constitutional measure of all other en- who feel desirous of having thei* appointments published
tities, and the univercoelum plane and links of will be accommodated by simply reporting from time to
connection necessarily existent between all time to this office.
things could be better explained by the use of
the properly defined terms, polar condition,
interchange in the evervaried maguetic forms
of motion on the electrical plane. The mere
overawing terms, " time and space," so popularly used by popular metaphysicians, rather 148. W. Washington-St.
- - ILLINOIS.
serves to close out, than invite the more crit- CHICAGO, ical thinker's interior inspection.
HOWARD TILDEN. g,
OSGOOD.
Locke thinks the inferior reasoning power
TILDEN & OSGOOD,
of the lower animals, is the result of their in- ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT
LAV.
ferior powers of abstraction; and other writers
125 SOUTH CLARK STREET.
even doubt man's powers of abstraction. We Rooms 32, No
<£-. 33, Chicago ill.
allude to these positions to show the unsettled [vl3n61yr] Chicago, Ttt
nature of metaphysical conclusions in point.
In fact it would seem that few if any of them,
BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.
Pleasant rooms and good board in a first-class location
have had a clear perception of the true intuitIt regards reason as a faculty, as acting independentof time and space by six activities,
designated as absolute totality; absolute limitation; absolute substance; absolute necessity;
absolute cause, and absolute concurrence. It

SpiritUalist Home

ive

source, connection, means, mode, measure

it reasonablerates, at

and manner, of mental action. As remarked
in a former article, they seldom, if ever, have

DR. MILLER'S HOME OF HEALTH,

stopped to inquire as to the true constitutional
41 West Twenty-sixth Street,
condition and relation of ultimated formation,
NEW YORK.
much less the sum total entities from the prim- r .§^"~Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movement core and
Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring
itive protoplasmic to the highest individualiza- them.
Address MILLER, HAYNES & CO.,
tion, entering in the sum totals of any measure
v.uni4 Proprietors,
of proximate being, such for instance, as the
primitive p rotot 11 sm or highest individualityon
WARREN CHASE & CO.,
our earth-plane of existence.
Gassendi first taught that all our ideas were
614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOOTS, MO.,
compounded of sensations, and in no manner,
Keep constantly on hand all the publications of
tot
innate.
Religio-PhilosophicalPuolishing House, Win. White S
Logicians teach five rules of conception, or Co., J. P. Mendorn,
Adacis & Co., and al! other popultu
perfect reflection, as follows:
tfberal literature, including the Rjmaio-PHaosoFHiau.
1. We conceive of all things clearly and dis- Journal, and Banner of Light, Magazines, Photographs
tinctly in their own natures.
2 We conceive of things completely in all Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.

their parts.

3. We conceive of things in all ther properties and relations comprehensively.
4. We conceive of things extensively in all
their kinds.
5. We conceive of things orderly in a correct

HERMAN SNOW.
319 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SAN FRANCISCO,CAJj.
Keeps for sale the
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manner.

Hence, according to logical ruling, every
perfect idea includes clearness, completeness,
comprehensiveness, extent and system or order.
Such ideas are very few and very far between. Tiiough we approve logicians and logic
they are generally
more devoted to "Go-tomeeting fix-ups " than native observation and
common sense. Tnere has been more metaphysical genius, and logical accumen wasted
on the varied grades of theology than would
have been required ii properly, clearly, completely, comprehensively, extensively, systematic and orderly directed, to have got up and
"

put

a good thing" into practical operation at

AjParatl??: ,sPence'8 Positive and Negativt
Ca

£

s GoMen Pens, Planchettes, Br*

friars Sed^reiCompolmd' etc8oz

Catalogues and Cir-

San Francisco,' Cal.
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Sewing Macliine Needles by Mail.
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On receipt of seventy cents we will send by
mail, and prepay postage, one dozen of the
Howe Machine Needles (very best). These
needles are used by various other kinds of
machines. In writing state the numbers
wanted. Those most commonly used, are No.
0 and No. 1. Such we have.
Address Religio-Philosophical
Publishing
House, Corner Fifty Avenue and Adame
street, Chicago.
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Price, cloth, 60 cents; postage, 6 cents. Paper, 35 cents,
postage, 3 cents.
wholesale and retail by the Religio-PhiloF,°£
sophn-al
Publishing House, Adams street and 5tn Ave.,
Chicago
'

"bTbical chMnology

CONTRASTING THE CHRONOLOGY COMPUTATIONS
OF THE HEBREW AND SEFTUAGINT VERSIONS
FROM ADAM TO CHRIST WITH A CRITICAL
ESSAY ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OP THE

California.

It is deai&rned to meet t e requirements of a class of
persons, immersed in business pursuits entirely cut off
from the advantages and influence of the school room
and whose opportunities of an educational development
in thi.« particular are steminylv at an end. lie is satisfied
that one of the greatest obstacles to the understanding of
Grammar is the scattered arrangement of thought as exhibited in the Text Books in use His arrangement i^
entirely original; what he has r-tained mast be carefully
read and digested;what he has omitted is not worth the looking after. Any one can speak or write correctly after g ving
this little work one week's careful studv The sale ®f over
twelve thousand copies in two \ears without any special
effort is proof that the work meets the necessities of the
ad'/ltprpvlationot America and is the rUhr,-hand friend
of the Self Student.
Price, cloth bound $1.00 Paper co-erg 50 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and r tail by the Re'igio-Philo-

One box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco
Antidote cured me from the use of tobacco,
and I heartily recommend it to any and all
who desire to be cured. Thank God I am now
free after using the weed over thirty years.

Lorenzo Meeker.

G-arden of Mden
By OT. B CRAVEN.

Price, 10 cents; postage, 2 cents.
»*• For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Av.,

Chica. o.

SECRETS OF

13 E 3:-lv EEPIN Gr
B;ing a practical treatise m every department of

Bee-Culture and Management.

sophica! Publiphin r Honpo. street and Fifth Ave.

Oswego, N. Y., Oct. 2, 1871.
I hereby certify that I have used tobacco
over twenty years. One bos of Mrs. A. H.
Robinson's Tobacco Antidote has effectually
destroyed my appetite or desire for tobacco.
David O'Harra.
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 15th, 1871.

Embracing the natural history of the bee from the
earl'est period of the woild down to the present time.
Giving the anatomy and physiology of the different
species tbat constitute a colony ancl information upon
every point, of interest to those who keep or intend
keeping bees.
By. K. B. KIDDER practical Apicnlturist.
Price. Board Ci vers. 75 cents. Paper covers, 5J cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams st. and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.
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HARVESTING |

I have used tobacco between fourteen and
fifteen years. About two months since, I procured a box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote. It has cured me, and I feel perfectly free from its use. Have no desire for it.
F. H. Sparks.
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 35th, 1871.
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All Classes of Farmers can

Address Relkiio'Philosofhical Publibhins HuUsk,

ANOTHER EDITION NOW READY

select Machines

BEST SUITED TO THEIR WANTS.

Just issued another edition of the sequel to the
Key,'* which is almost universally known as

SIMPLE! STRONG
DURABLE ! LIGHT DRAFT!
PERFECTION of PRINCIPLE!
PERFECT WORK!

4Stellar

DEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE
Giving a plain and consistent account of Society and Scenes in the Summer-Land.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS!

No investigator's library is complete without these
companion volumes. Tee reduction in price of the
44vSteliar Key" will enable every one to possess himself
of these convincing and consoling books.
Price, in firm cloth binding, and uniform with the
"StellarKey" 75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper 50

Manufactured only by

D. M. OSBORNE & CO. Auburn, N. Y.
Branch Offices and Warehouses:

cents, postage, 4 cents.

Chicago, Illinois.
Cleveland, Ohio.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

St. Louis, Missouri,

Philadelphia, Pa.
So. Framingham, Mass,

JUST PUBLISHED—FIRST REVISED EDITION

Address D. M. OSBORNE & CO.'

A new and revised edition of A. J. Davis's Astro-Philo
-

AT EITHER PLACE.
Pamphlets in the English, German,
bwedish or Bohemian Languages, givlng full descriptions and prices, can be
had from local agents, or will be mailed
free on application.

scphical book entitled

"A Stellar Key to the Summer-Land,"
Giving the Scientific and Philosophical Evi-

dences of a Substaniial Existence
after Death.
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The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00
is warranted to cure the most, inveterate user of the weedIt
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
up the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly
harmless.
This House will pay any chemist one thousand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.

'

A C0MPLETE~VARIETY

Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furnished with a sure and harmless specific foi
curing the appetite for opium and all other narc jtics, by the Board of Chemists, in spirit
life, who have heretofore given her the neces
sary antidote for curing the appetite for tobacco, and the proper ingredients for restoring hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
long standing.
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
send it by mail or express to all who may
apply for the same within the next sixty days,
on the receipt of five dollars (the simple cost
of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
accompanying each package are "strictly fol-

Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote.

.By A. E. Newton,
A Book for Children's Lyceums, Primary Schoo's and
Families, deriijued to impart a knowledge of the Human
Body anu the Conditions of Health.
Bi tter than a whole library of common mcdical works.
Without delay, let all Children's Lyceums improve their
groups with these Lessons."—A. J. Davis.
44
S iould immediately become a text book in the
schools, and have a place in every family."—Dr. S. B.
Brittan.
Price (incloth) 50 cents, postage 6 cents; six copies or
more, 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
discount to the trade.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave..
Chicago.

Self-Baking Reapers!

Attention Opium Eaters!

nal.

Lessons for Children about Tliemselyes.

Combined Reapers and Mowers!
Two-Wheel Mowers!

Agents wanted

The remedy is harmless, and not unpala
table.
She makes this jenerous oiler for the double
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
bringing the cure within the reach of the poorest people who use the pernicious drug. The
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleterious habit one month!
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.,
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
"We have so much confidence in the ability
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful execution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Jour-

NEW EDITION-PRICE REDUCED

MACHINES

Mr. R. T. Wyman, of Waukau, informs me
that he has used one box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote. Inclosed find two
dollars. Please send me a box,
D. H. Forbes.
Oshkosh, Wis., Sept. 19, 1871,
For sale at this office. $2.00 per box. Sent
free of postage by mail. Address ReligioPhilosophical PublishingHouse, Corner Adams
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
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The author was induced to publish this iittle work by
the urgent and repeated request of persons of all shades
of education in ever* State in the Union from Maii.e to
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lowed .

Philosophy oi Creation
Unfolding the laws cf the Progressive Development of
Phil° ophy of Man, Spirit, ai d
if we:miracSgJ5.e
\Vr0ri(J- By Paine, through the hand
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GRAMMAR

Mrs. A. H. Robinson'*Tobacco Antidote.
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Illustrated with diagrams and tabulated statements of

J. W. VAMi NAIV3EE,

the Harmonies of Nature. All the late discoveries bv
scientihc men m light, color, the < onstitution of the cun
stars, etc., find confirmation in this little volume. Bound
in ewod style, uniform with its sequel, "Death and
the
After-Life.'

D.

Eclectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.

Priee T5 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper edition 50 cts.,

postage, 4 cents.

1039 Mr. Vt rnon i»t., Philadelphia, Pa,.—
Holidays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
404 JJ. an St.. Brooklyu, N. Y Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
Examinations made by lock of hair. Send for circular

containing testimonials. vl3nl.9t,f
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B. W. FREEMAN,

HAVE YOU READ EXETER HALL?

SPIRITUAL

Clairvoyant Physician,
Terms, personal examination at my office
Wten lock of hair with name and age sent

Office 116^- South High Street,

HE
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(Bet. State and Town sts.) Columbus
Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.

FOLLOWING ARE EXTSA.CTS FROM A FEW OF

THE
notices of Exeter Hall, the Theological Romance:
"The plot and pasrion in Exeter Hall show an experienced hand le their delineation. Exeter Hall proves
the aathor has something to sad and k,.ows how to saythat
it
—Public Opinion, London, England.
"
It is indeed a wonderful book. "—New Tori: Mail.
"
We commend it to the widest popular approval

$ 1 00
$ 2 00
O

Banner of Light, Boston. approval.

W.Y. Electro-Gymnasium

"We h ve no hesitation in declaring this a great work.
•

—Universe, hew York. "

and Healing Institute.

"

This book is well and powerfully written.
most scorching work ever published in America sinie The
the
Age of Reason. —Liberal, Chicago.
"One of the most exciting romances of the day."—
Demorest s Magazine. New York.

Baths, Electricty & Vital Magnetism!

A new, beautiful and vitalizing system of Electric,
Magnetic and Musical Gymnastics for maintaining
health
and curing disease! Popular lectures given on Physiolo°r
and Hygiene by the principal and by several eminent
physiciansin connection with the gymnastics. Intemperance, opmm-eating and other Chron c diseases radically
cured. Mrs. Robinson's celebrated tobacco antidote keDt
Db. E. D. BABBITT, Pr.ncipal. 350 3rd Ave., (near2Bth'

street, New York, vllnStf'

must receive the approbation of ever- friend of humanity."—Daily
Telegraph, Toronto, Canada.

Misses Helen Grovcr & Lizzie L. Crosby

Cloth. 80cents; postage 12 cents. Paper 60 cents; postage 4 cents.
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The Chaplain of the Wisconsin Legislature
Praying Against Dancing.

It would be exceedingly difficult for a per
fon to give the precise date when dancing orig-

inated. Among all classes, the barbarous,
half civilized, civilized and enlightened, certain distinctive characteristic dances are indulged in. The Indians have their "round"
dances, which define a geometrical circle far
more accurately than those of the same name
so much in vogue in enlightened Chicago! The
"round" dances here, are about as round as a
circle which a man intensely inebriated could
describe in his efforts to find himself when
lost.
By many orthodox sects, dancing is regarded
as one of the most pernicious of indulgences,
one of the principal incentives to all manner
of crime, and ministers of the gospel have labored faithfully to suppress it. Indeed, earnest,
heart-rending, thrilling prayers have been uttered to God to use his influence against allowing the fett to res; ond to certain notes on the
violin, by taking fancy steps, or by executing
certain peculiar geometrical figures.
"We kave often tried to dance in utter disobedience to the wishes of our clerical friends,
and when they witnessed our efforts, they invariably felt like praying against dancing in
general. Our feet and limbs are peculiar.
They never take any steps in particular when
responding to a lively tune, but mix together
in one conglomerate medley all the steps ever
known, from the one taken by Humboldt when
he got frightened by a panther in Mtxico, to
those fancy jigs taught by Prof. Snow at his
Dancing Academy, 62 South Halsted street.
If we could be allowed to dance before the
Lord the same as David did, we think he
would be half inclined to abolish dancing altogether, efpecially if our feet were allowed to
respond to the enchanting tunes of Yankee
Doodle and Old Dan Tucker.
"When we dance our feet are the centre of
attraction. They take "steps" not dreamed of
in any philosophy, and which are not taken by
any one else in heaven or on earth; in fact we
never take the same step twice; "nature never
repeats herself" in the motion of our feet. We
are unfortunately blessed with one "game
foot," and also very unfortunately we have
never found a tune exactly adapted to the simultaneous action of both of our feet. Yankee
Doodle is too slow for our game foot, and too
fast for the other. Pop goes the Weasel seems
to harmonize the motion of both, until the
"pop" comes in, when we invariably jump
four feet into the air. Were all dancers suffering from like imperfections, the confusion of
tongues could not in the least compare with
the confusion of the feet. If it is a sin to
dance, we are a very great sinner, and the
prayers of all Christendom are needed. Our
game foot requires a "quicker tune" and consequently the other one is always about ten
seconds behind, and will invariably continue
its motion that length of time after the tune
has ceased.
All nature is constantly responding to music.
It is a scientific fact that all objects have a
distinctive vibrating note, or fundamental
tone, and will respond to the same whenever
it can be touched. Professor E. S. Youmans,
in his Popular Scientific Monthly, says that
"When the first suspension bridge was being
built in England a fiddler offered to
FIDDLE IT AWAY.

i

|

Striking one note after another, he eventually
hit its vibrating note, or fundamental tone and
threw it into such extraordinary vibrations
that the bridge builders had to beg him to desist. An experiment is often referred to, of a
tumbler, or a small glass vessel being broken
by the frequent repetition of some particular
note by the human voice. Prof. Edwin J.
Houston, while spending a summer's vacation
in Pike County, Pa., had the good fortune to
discover the sensitiveness of water to soundwaves. Among the many beautiful water falls
of that section he found one scantily supplied
with water, which dripped in small streams
from the ends of the moss covering the rocks
of the precipice; the air being still and the

stream free from ventral segments. And it
was found that, on sounding a shrill falsetto
note, the streams would instanly respond, and
change the grouping of the drops and the posi-

tion of the ventral segments.
David, as is well known, danced with "all
his might" before the Lord. Then was the
time for him to reprove him for his conduct,
if improper.

But ministers of the gospel take

the liberty to do what God failed to do, they
not only reprove those who dance, but they
utter solemn prayers against it. The ministers
of Amboy, 111., assembled in Pasoldts' Hall
and conducted religious worship for twentyfive minutes in the presence of a hundred
couple who were impatient for the dance.
They did not pray against dancing, they knew
that to be useless, but they implored the throne
of grace that the exercises might be conducted
orderly.
And now another divine, whose feet never
respond to any lively tune, thinks to immortalize his name by opposing dancing, and he
no less a personage than the pro tern chaplain
for the Wisconsin Legislature. He created a
profound sensation lately by opening the session with an invocation to the Almighty to
put a stop to the practice of dancing in the
Assembly Chamber. If David could dance
before the Lord without rebuke, we do not
see why the average Wisconsin legislator
should be debarred the pleasure of shaking
his heelsjnow and then in the legislative halls,
always]provided he is a good dancer. If the
Wisconsin legislator finds no worse employment .for his spare time than dancing, he
should.be left alone. The people can well afford to let him dance and pay the fiddler also,
rather than have him engaged in the corruptions^and iniquities of some legislatures, which
do not dance at all.
It is exceedingly strange to us why ministers are so violent in their opposition to dancing'when the Bible abounds in incidents
illustrating its; divine character. In Psalms
149:3, it is said, Let them praise his name in
tie dance. Again, God himself, through
Jeremiah, [declares [(Jeremiah 31:13), " Then
shall the virgin rejoice in the dance, both
young men and old together; for I will turn
their mourning into joy, and will comfort
them, ard make them rejoice from their sorrow." The Bible favors dancing in unmistakable language, although occasionally in
ancient times some accident would occur that
would cast a feeling of sorrow over the assemblage. In Lamentation 5:15, it is declared,
"
The joy of our heart is ceased, our dance is
turned into mourning." Job, the meek and
lowly Job, the prince of boils, and the most
comtemptiblesupercilous fault-finderthe world
ever saw, says (21:11), "They send forth
their little ones like a flock, and their children dance." In Ecclesiastes dancing is specially endorsed in this statement (3:4), "A
time to weep and a time to laugh; a time to
mourn, and a time to dance." The children
of BeDjamin were excellent dancers, and they
selected their wives from those young ladies
who were fond of dancing as a source of
amusement. In Judes (21:23) it is said that
"
The children of Benjamin did so, and took
their wives, accftrding to their number of them
that danced
In Luke 7: 32, the necessity of dancing is
emphatically expressed, " We have piped unto you, and ye have not danced." Jeremiah,
endorsed dancing when he said (31:4), "O
Virgin of Israel, thou shalt again be adorned
with thy tabrets, and shall go forth in the
dances of them that make merry." The Bible,
however, gives an account of a terrible row
that occurred at a dance, though dancing was
not thereby brought- into disrepute. In Exodus (32:19) it is stated, " As soon as he came
nigh unto a camp, he saw the calf and the
dancing, and Moses' anger waxed hot, and he
cast the tables out of his hands, and brake
them beneath the mount." In Samuel (18:6)
it is stated, " The women came out of all the
cities of Israel, singing and dancing to meet
King Saul. The peculiar character of dancing
in ancient times is beautifully illustrated in 2nd
Samuel (6:16): "Saul's daughter looked
through a window and saw King David leaping and dancing before the Lord." In Psalms
30:11, dancing received a direct sanction from
God, " Thou hast turned my mourning into
dancing."
The Bible sustains dancing, the above
passages showing conclusively that it was considered an innocent source of amusement,
though David when he danced before the
Lord, gave an occasional leap, and even that
was endorsed by God, therefore we may consider that the Quadrilles, Polkas, Yesuvianna,
Schottische, etc., of modern times, are in accordance with his wishes.
Ministers of the gospel can find evil to
demolish, nuisances to remove and error to
overcome, that will occupy their whole time,
without bending their knees toward the earth,
and their eyes toward heaven, expecting thereby to influence God, and induce him to prevent innocent dancing.
Deaths have happened at dances, and unavoidable accidents have occurred, and in consequence thereof the orthodox have denounced them as sinful and pernicious in influence,
admonishing the young to avoid them at all
times. If a death or an unavoidable accident
renders dancing sinful, would not a like occurrence at church prove religion to be equally
as objectionable ? It is not common for a
clergyman to die in his pulpit, but this happened a few weeks since to the Rev. T. B.
Hudson, pastor of the M. E. Church in Clyde,
N. \. He had read about fifteen minutes in a
firm and distinct voice, when suddenly he
stopped, requested that the windows be let
down to admit the fresh air, pressed his hands
to his forehead, and leaned forward on the
desk. Then, as if rallying all his strength for
the eflort, he began again and uttered the
words, "these days are passing away," and as
the last syllable left his lips he fell back on

volume of two hundred and eight pages, with
a fine steel-plateengraving of the author. Its
contents are deeply interesting and should be
read by every Spiritualist, and they
should make a point of placing the work in
hands of their Methodist neighbors for perusal.
The work will do a world of good. It is
written in a spirit and style to command the
respect of sincere church members.

the sofa and expired. His death did not result from any evil tendencies in religion, nor
should that argument be applied to dances
when a like accident occurs. In conclusion
we believe that dancing is a legitimate source
of innocent amusement, and that ministers of
the gospel manifest exceedingly bad taste
when they send messages to God soliciting
him to prohibit it; and further we do believe
that religion is not a source of innocent
amusement or happiness^ causing as it has in
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numberless cases, insanity, persecutions, war,

slavery and all the evils in the catalogue of

crimes.

A Beautiful Feature in Spirit Manifestations.

Letter from E. D. Cutler.
Editor Journal, Dear Friend :—The time

At one of Harry Bastian's seances held on
Friday evening, April 11th, at the Seance

of our subscription for your excellent paper,
has nearly expired, and I am sorry to say that
we are quite unprepared to advance the
amount required for another vear, in consequence of the Galva fire last November, which
left us penniless. I need not say we were
among the greatest sufferers, for truly we
were, not even saving one suit of clothes. I
am sorry that you know so well how to sympathize with us, having been recently burnt
out yourself. We shall feel lonely, indeed,
without that dear old truth-teller, which we
have perused week after week for so many
years; but we are obliged to submit to many
inconveniences and privations at present, all
the time hoping and believing, that ere long
we shall be better prepared to live again. 1
feel quite sure we shall not be obliged to deprive ourselves of the Journal more than one
year at the longest.
Very truly your friend, ever praying for
your prosperity, happiness and onward march
in the good cause.
Galva, Illinois, April 11th, 1873.
Remarks:—We deeply sympathize with you
in your afflictions, and will not discontinue
the Journal, because you cannot pay in advance. It shall be sent to you one year free.
We never yet have turned the hungry away
from our well-spread table—mental or physical. It is true, our pockets are not so well
replenished as we could wish they were.
Very many are owing us large bills for years
of weekly rations promptly dealt out to them,
which in every case cost us all we claim of
those persons. It is a heavy load to carry. We
make it a rule—never to be Mated—to pay our
workmen every week and our paper-bill every
month. When one reflects—thinks that he, himself at least, knows how unjust it is to retain
honest dues from a creditor, who toils from
week to week, not allowing over seven hours at
most, per day, for rest—tolurnishagood newspaper for him to peruse, he is on the way to the
"
Kingdom of Heaven " within himself, which
is never reached but through the portals of
justice.—then we get our honest dues,
—then we can extend the hand of charity to the afflicted—then we can deal nobly
to the widows, the orphans and the unfortunate everywhere.
Every dollar that wassent to us after the great
"
Chicago fire"-$609,03-wasgratefullyreceived
and placed to the credit of the Widows' and
Orphan«' Fund, and long since was exhausted,
by sending this pap^r free, to every applicant for the same on account of that fund.
Spring is now opening—produce will go forward from the country to the market, and
laborers will receive cash for their work. The
Journal must be published, and its proprietors
must hate money to pay current expenses.
Will every one who owes us read this call.
Be just, and deal by us as you would that others
should deal with you.
Do not, because you are in debt, discontinue
the Journal—thatis cruel! During the "hard
times" you should stand by the cause you
love, and help sustain the journals that do
battle for your principles. To discontinue at
such a time is like the coward who deserts in

Rooms of the Religio-Philosophical

deal unjustly with your newspaper publishers

nor anybody else—it never pays to do so in
the long run.
Every Methodist and Every Spiritualist
should read it.

Pub-

House, three beautiful flowers were
brought into the circle and placed in the
hands of as many persons—each having a
flower.
One was a large double red rose—one a large
white rose bud, just beginning to open,
and the other was a cluster of little purple
blossoms branching from a single stalk—the
name we are not able to give.
On the evening preceding, George Fox, the
presiding or guardian spirit of the group of
spirits that control in Mr. Bastian's seances,
gave instructions for one of the windows to be
raised about two inches, but to have the curtain placed so as to exclude light as usual.
His instructions were obeyed. By this arrangement a space of about two inches by twentyeight—covered only by a curtain, was left open
at the bottom of a window which was at least
twenty feet above the floor be'ov. The outside door and all other windows were closed.
No reason was given for this instruction,
further than the assertion that they would try
and see if they could do something new for us.
After the presentation of the flowers, which
were as fresh as if that moment clipped from
the stalk, a conversation was held in the
presence of the assembled audience in regard
to how and where they were obtained.
George Fox, the guardian of the band, speaking in a distinct voice, informed us that they
were taken from a Green-house in the extreme
South part of the city, by May, a lady spirit
who often executes exquisite music in the cabinet and dark seances. He said she left the
Seance Room, went to the Green-house, plucked the flowers and brought them to the open
window where she passed them through into
the seance room—the open window being necessary to pass the flowers into the room but not
necessary for the spirit to pass in, solid substance being no obstruction to the unmaterialized spirit.
Spirits continue to materialize themselves
and give scientific and philosophical demonstrations of truths in the Phiosophy of Life,
from day to day, of great importance to those
who attend the seances, at the Seance Rooms of
lishing

the face of danger.

Come, friends, let us all work together—the
common enemy—Old Theology, in all of its
phases, is rallying to a common standard to
war against all liberal institutions. Let us
meet them boldly, face to face.
The pen is the sword of eternal truth, that
will, when wielded by the hand that is sustained by the hosts of good and true men and
women (who understand that millions of loving spirits, though unseen, inspire them to action),—lead us to victory. Oh, that every one
would send us one or more new subscribers
and renew their own so soon as their time
expires, and above all else, never, no never,

the Religio-Philosophical

Publishing House, Chicago, 111. Price $1,50,
postage free.

•

Dr. R. Greer gives clairvoyant examinations of disease, and medical counsel and advice free to everybody, at his office, 492 West
Madison street, Chicago, 111. Terms for treat
ment—No cure no pay.
E. V. Wilson will speak in Momence
Kankakee County, 111., on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, April 18th, 19th and 20th. Let all
come who wish to hear the Gentle Wilson, for
he will not be in Kankakee County again this
year.

Persons Out of Employment, or having
some spare time can make money by canvasing for " The Clock Struck One," by the Rev.
Samuel Watson, D D. It is a work which all
"
Orthodox" people, and especially Methodists,
should read, and of course every Liberal and
Spiritualist will read it. Send us $1.50 for
specimen copy and terms.
Brother Mason, the works so highly
spoken of in a very able article by Judge Edmonds, in a late number of the Journal, were
"
Future Life," price $1.50, postage 20 cents;
"
Strange Vistors," same pri.ce, and " Real Life
in the Spirit-land," price $1 00, postage 16 cents,
and one other now out of print for the present.
In addition to these, we would call your attention to Mr. Watson's book, " The Clock Struck
One," price $.150, postage free.
National Mass-Meeting of Spiritualists.
In this issue will be found a call for a National Mass-Meeting of Spiritualists to be held
in Cincinnati. A meeting of intelligent Spirit
ualists for interchange of thought upon the
great subject of the Higher Life and man's
Fraternal Relations, with and toward their fellow-men, keeping in view there elevation in
the scale of mental and moral development—
may be of immense benefit in its influence
upon the world.
Good sensible men and women should not
be deterred from attending such a meeting for
fear of the reproach that may be brought upon
them by the attendance of a few fanatics, who,
have, "free love" or some other religious hobbies on the brain.
Fanatics are found in every popular gathering and will always occupy the attention of the
people to the exclusion of subjects of general
interest to all, if allowed to do so.
A National Convention of Spiritualists should
be governed by parliamentary rules which will
guarantee order, and promote the cause of
truths which they would promulgate.
We say this much in behalf of the parties
who may with good intention join in the call
of the Convention referred to, and not because
we in the least degree feel inspired to join in
the movement.
New Jersey and John Gage.

The State of New Jersey is not so much occupied with railroad and legislative affairs that
it can not find time to look after the due observance of the "Lord's Day." No matter
whether
the members of the Legislature take
Religio-Philosophical
the
Publishing
bribes from the Pennsylvania Central or not
House.
so long as John Gage, of Vineland, is dealt
with according to the rigidity of that Sabbath
A Doctor of Physic Don't Like Foster the statue which forbids his cutting up a little
wood for his household on Sunday. That was
Medium.
the charge against John Gage, and it was
brought to trial in Plum street Hall not very
A correspondent of the New Orleans Picay- long ago, before Justice Loughran and a jury.
une, who signs his name as Thomas Nicholson, The case drew some four or five hundred persons together to witness its progress.
M.D., gives a long report of an interview with
A Rev. Mr. Chubbuck piously advanced to
Mr. Foster, in which he stultifies himself by sustain the accusation, which, with
the help
boldly asserting that he practiced hypocrisy of a deacon, or somebody else, he succeeded
and lying while seeking communion with in doing. Mr. John Gage then rose to testify;
he admitted the act charged, explained that it
spirits.
was done for exercise, and declared that his
His article of condemnation carries its own physical system required such exercise without
antidote along with it. Every day's experience a single day's intermission. Upon this the
convinces the most casual observer that like arguments of the counsel began, and occupied
much time. After these were concluded, the
attracts like throughout the world. Go down case was given by the
Justice to the jury. The
into the purlieus of vice and you will find a latter retired, but, as at certain railway
staverification of the proverb, " Birds of a feather tions, it was but for five minutes. When they
came in they brought with them a verdict of
flock together."
Not Guilty. And the State of New Jersey
Dr. Nicholson may have an angelic mother stands, nevertheless,
morals
all. It may
as pure as vestal virgin; if so, how could he be a miracle that it does; butand
it is not afraid,
reasonably expect her to get en rapport with it seems, to take the fearful risk which our
himself when so festering with corruption that own Brookline was unwilling to assume.— Banner of Light.
his tongue could not give utterance to anything
Bro. Gage was for many years a resident of
but falsehood. However much she may have
Chicago, and one of the most exemplary men
grieved at the fact, nevertheless the lying
of the West. We are glad to know that he
spirits that were naturally drawn to him by
stood firm by his inalienable rights. If all
virtue of the law that like attracts like, would
men had the backbone that he has, Spiritualism
repel her beyond the sphere of mediumistic
would at once gain the respect of the whole
control.
When the Doctor ascends to & sphere truth- American people. He is the last man that
of
would "hide his light under a bushel," or confulness in his own being, he will find no
trouble in getting corresponding truthful com- ceal his spiritual paper because a priest, a
munications from truth-loving spirits. He now deacon, or some other devotee of old theology
was coming into his house, as is too often the
gets them from his own most intimate
case with weak-kneed Spiritualists.—Editor
Why should he complain ? Are theyfriends.
not as Journal.
truthful as he is ?

An old and popular Methodist preacher of
Memphis, has published a book entitled "The
Attention Mediums.
Clock Struck One." The Methodist Conference could not say ought against the author, . First-dass mediums for spirit materialization
Rev. Samuel Watson, nor could they deny the in cabinet and dark circle seances, will be actruths of the many spirit communicationsand commodated with every facility required for
tests he received through mediums, so as a genuine spirit manifestations at the Seance
last resort they begged him for the church's Rooms of the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House.
sake, to withdraw the work from sale.
Permanent engagements will
A third of a century's association as a lead- be made, if desired, with first-class mediums
ing preacher with the Methodist church was

tor cabinet seances.

urged as an argument to appeal to the sympathetic nature of Mr. Watson, to accomplish

Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Address S. S. Jones, Adams St. and
Fifth

the object desired.

No taunts, no censure, no blame was ever
hinted at as a means to the end. Brother Watson was moved upon to that extent that he
consented to allow the work to be suppressed!
Poor, blind mortals! It is said that " God
hardened the heart of Pharaoh," even so the
hearts of the priesthood of the Methodist
church South, were so hardened that no
sooner had they accomplished that work than
they began to utter falsehoods against Mr.
Watson, to the effect that he had recanted from
his faith in spirit communion. As might be
expected of a high-minded gentleman, Mr.
Watson refuted the charge with vigor, and
again placed his work in the hands of a publisher. The book is a neatly executed

»
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p ' and May 4th' Mrs' Mattie
Hnl
Hulett
Parry
will lecture before the First
Free Religious Society of St.
Louis. It is now
expected that
Mr. B. F. Underwood will oc-

abOTe ^ays-time not
definite??
y known. Mr. Underwood
is an able
M^rialistic
tSr«ker0fthe
Tf the United States. The subject ofschool
of
one of
hPTT

his lectures

will be the "Influence of Christianity on Civilization."

Remarkable Cures by Spirit Power.
Mrs. Black, writing from Excelsior, Minn.,

says:—
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago:—With pleasure I pen these few lines to you. My health
has greatly improved under your treatment
and care. My husband says, had it not been
tor you I should have been dead long ere this,
and 1 know it to be the truth. Before I commenced using your medicines I could hardly
walk, and kept having ulcers break, and was
bent almost double. It hurt me so to straighten
up, but now my sores are healed and my general health is greatly on the mend.
Three times my life has been despaired of,
a id it seems for some purpose, I am spared. I
sensibly know and feel the spirits that have

oiten administered to me when in pain and
trouble'' and there is no disputing it now, for
they make their wants known more vividly
than before, and its through your mediumship
I have these beautiful gifts.
another case.
Dear Mrs. Robinson:—I sit down once
more to write you a few words in regard to my
health. I have improved very much since I
v> rote you last. I am stronger and in many
respects better than I have been in five years.
I gave you no symptoms when I wrote you
first, and I feel well satisfied that you can help
those that can be helped. I came to you for
help through the influence of a friend, not because I had any faith, for I had none.
I remain yours truly and gratefully,
,r
. AdaA. Redding.
Muskegon.
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He had found him in California, a miserable
drunkard, but liked by all. He had gone to
see him, pretended to him that he had reformed and wished to be friends with him,
and that he was sorry for his hatefulness, and
had come all that distance to ask his forgiveness, which was nobly given. Ttey had
taken several drinks; the last he drugged, and
as soon as Jason was under the influence he
had opened his mouth and inserted a fine steel
wire, which pierced to th brain and killed him
instantly. He had then helped himself to all
his papers and trinkets and had left the body
lying on the face. He then related the incidents of the funeral; his departure from California, his arrival home and his selling the
property. It was all there for him and he
wished it was more; and, strange to say, the
man who for so long a time had had such a
terrified expression, and had not passed an
hour of peace for years, was seemingly calm,
while the boy before him had not opened his

J
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BY HENRY T. CHILD, M. D.
Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained,
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH^ANNIYERSART.
At Institute Hall, Philadelphia, March
31st, 1873.
afternoon session.

On taking the chair,| the President of the
First Association of Spiritualists of Philadelphia, Dr.Henry T. Child, said, I have never felt
so completely the inability of language to express my feelings as on this occasion. We have
assembled to commemorate an event, the importance of which, we as Spiritualists, have
not yet realized, much less has the world who
do not accept the teachings. Twenty-five

JOURNAL. ~

chance for mistake or room for doubt; and
these demonstrations have continued, with
ever accumulating force of conviction, up to
the present hour. If some who entered the
same school, at the same time, or at later
periods, have turned away in doubt, discouragement or indifference, I can take no credit
to myself that I have done otherwise; for the
proofs granted me, both at the outset and
through all these years, have left it impossible
that I should disbelieve or recant so long as
reason holds her throne or mind retains
the power to see the force of demonstration.
Though my previous religious life in the
church had been one of more than ordinary
personal satisfaction, yet no words that I can
use will portray the sweetness and joy of deliverance which Spiritualism brought me. It
broke the chains of a gloomy theology; it dispelled the gathering mists of Materialism; it
threw great light on many of the dark prob-

lems of life, and it gave promise of the opening of a new era to humanity, in which angels
lips, but with his face covered by his hands
should become the recognized helpers of men,
had been weeping as if his heart would burst,
and brotherly love at length become the motive
and it was the murderer of his father who
power ia human society as it is in
tried to console him. At last the feeble man years ago, this night, the first real intelligent angels. Though this last and mostthat of the
arose and would have touched the boy as if communication, through physical manifesta- result is still far from being realized, desirable
yet my
for forgiveness. That he could not endure, tion, was received at Hydesville, New York, faith in it has year by year grown stronger,
as
and springing from him he called him by the Fox family. Out from that little I have seen more and more of the mie'hty
"Wretch !" and tried to run from the room, centre, radiating all over the habitable globe, agencies at work for its accomplishment, "and
but the murderer fell on his knees before him, this intelligence with its varied manifestations seen their adaptation to the end proposed. We
and begged him to end a life of torture; it has gone, and to day millions sit under the have as yet but just entered upon the grand
would be merciful to do so. The boy called peaceful shadow of the broad over arching revolution which Spiritualism is destined to
again to the servant', and he was carried to canopy of Spiritualism, happy in the knowl- perform.
his room, where in agony he expired, while edge of immortality, and gloriously blessed in
Twenty-five years is but a brief period when
the poor foundling boy was praying in an ad- this light which has fallen so beautifully2on compared with the thirteen centuries of Islampathway.
gglS
life's
journing room for help—for strength—to enAs I awoke this morning, there stood beside ism, or the eighteen centuries of Christianity,
dure life with such a shadow cast upon it. He
me
a venerableform whose white locks and or the fifty centuries, more or less, through
did not move until the servants told him their
piercing
look are not unfamiliar to me. It which Brahminism and Boodhism have
master was dead, and it was he who entered
was
revolutionary writer and orator, swayed the faith of nations.
the
the room and closed the eyes of the murA few hundred thousands, perhaps a few
Thomas
He said:
Paine.
derer.
millions of people, in the most enlightened
You
have
not
the
breadth
realized
and
The events which followed belong to the
nations of the globe, have in these twenty-five
unfortunate child, and will not be told here. depth of the spiritual significance of the raps years, been freed from bondage to authority
which
a
years
ago
twenty-five
wakened
slum
public
only
be
The foregoinghas been made
in religious matters, and have attained
cause closely connected with us by facts al- bering world. There is a meaning yet to be rational and satisfying views of a futuremore
most too improbable to believe, for since the gleaned from these which shall bless mankind —a general questioning of old ideas and life
indeath of Robert Hillerson the " Haunted more than it has in the past. When, as a me- stitutions has been aroused, and a few inter
Spring" has missed its ghost, and the prop- dium, I wrote the burning words, that were esting and important problems have beenerty is now free from encumbrance; and we given me to stir men's soul with an enthusi- solved.
again request all persons to assist this child in asm for liberty and a love of the right, I did
This is much, and is doubtless all
could
finding his mother. He thinks she fled from the best I could. To-day I would have you have been reasonablyexpected in that
the time.
Scotland to America. If so, she in all prob- read the 'Declaration of Independence" to Yet, it is only the beginning. Other problems,
ability leads a life of toil, perhaps seclusion, the people and I will comment upon it, and deeper, weightier, vastly more important
to
and the advertisement may never meet her make it more personal, and I hope more prac- human weal,
been raised and await solueye. If all will keep the circumstance before tical. When in the course of human events it tion ; and stillhave
others are looming up in the
them they will be doing themselves no becomes necessary for an individual to dis
near future. With these, Spiritualism must
harm, and perhaps may give rest to two solve the theological bonds that have bound grapple,
in its dual capacity as science and
beings made miserable through the wicked- him or her in chains, and to assume amoDg intuitionand
must master them for human good.
independent people of the
the free and
ness of others.
Customs
and institutions that have lived out
earth the position which the laws of Nature
and Nature's God entitle them, decent respect their time and have become a clog upon huL. F. Cummings' address until 25th, prox. for their fellow beings may
require that they man progress are to be done away and superis Pana, 111.
shall declare the causes which impel them to seded by better. Already society feels the
throw of a mighty upheaving from its very
Dr. W. L. Jack will visit the East in June these acts.
We hold these truths to be self-evident that foundations. Old fabrics must totter to their
and July. Will probably be in Chicago in all men are spirits, that they are endowed by overthrow, and give place to the new. SpiritAugust.
their creator with an absolutely inalienable right ualism, with a broader science and a deeper
to a life, which is immortal, that they have intuition than have prevailed in the past, must
certain natural and inherent rights, which are shape and model the new age. Intuitions,
Dr. Dean Clark's Lectures.
earthly existence, liberty to do that which ap- both industrial, social and governmental,
suited to the era of human
must
The lecture of Dr. Dean Clark on the morn- pears to be right according to the capacity be wrought out. If we, as brotherhood,
Spiritualists, feel
each one has, the pursuit of growth and deing of Sunday, April 13th, at the Opera House velopments from whence flows all true happi- ourselves inadequate to so grand a work, that
corner of Randolph and Jeflerson streets, was ness, which does not and can not intf rfere is the best of all reasons why we should at
and most earnestly set about qualifying
especially interesting, dealing some very heavy with the rights of others. To secure and pro- once
tect the natural rights of all the people in any ourselves for it; for who is competent if we
blows at old orthodoxy, and giving cogent community,
are not? Who will perform it if we do not?
governments have been estab
reasons why Spiritualism is superior thereto. lished among mankind, and for this purpose
For the quarter century that has gone, the
He dwelt at considerable length on the absurd- these must always derive their just powers work of Spiritualism has necessarily been to a
large extent, disintegrating and iconoclastic.
ities of that religion which has a vindictive from the consent of all classes of the governed; In
the next, it must become constructive, upand whenever any form of government is not
God to rest upon for a support, and with well so
established, or becomes in any manner building. "The waster" must become "the
directed logic he tore down the doctrine of whatever, destructive of these ends, it is not builder." Association, co-operation, organizaatonement as endorsed by all the churches. only the right but the duty of all the people to tion for mutual help in all good works, will
characterizethe coming period. Yet, the orThe creed of those, he said, living in ancient alter or abolish it, and to institute a new form ganizations of Spiritualists
should not be like
government,
of
upon
laying
its
foundation
times, were not adapted to, or intended for, such principles and organizing it in such form those of ecclesiasticism in the past, chiefly for
this generation, and would not answer the de- as to them shall seem most likely to effect the the maintenance and propagation of theoretmands of the age any better than the agricul- object for the time, subject however, to such ical creeds, dogmas and isms, a sort of salvatural implements of a century ago would meet improvements as the progress of the race may tion—insurance companies for another world,
on the basis of faith. Rather let them be comfrom time to time.
the wants of our present agricultural interests. demand
Prudence indeed will dictate that customs binations for practical work for human
His lecture was interesting throughout. In or institutions, long established, should not be good in this world; associations for the
the evening he gave a detailed account of his changed for light and transient causes; neither promotion and practice of useful indusshould old political or theological ideas be tries, for the improvement of home, for the
experiences as a medium.
cast aside without due investigation, since removal and prevention of poverty, vice and
crime; for the healing and care of the sick,
there has been a basis of truth in all these.
Accordingly all experience has shown that and for the instructionof the ignorant; in short,
mankind are more disposed to suffer while co-operationin every good work which brotherevils are sufferable than to right themselves by hood demands, and which angelic love prompts.
abolishing the forms to which they have been This will bring at last the kingdom of heaven
[For the week ending, April 19th, 1873.]
accustomed. But, when a long train of on earth, and the divine will will be done as in
McVickeb's Theatre.—Madison street, be- abuses and usurpations have been endured, the higher spheres.
In a message addressed to all Spiritualists on
tween State and Dearborn streets. Last either from social, political, or theological orweek of the eminent English artiste, Miss ganizations, it is the right and duty of the this anniversary occasion, bearing the name of
people to throw off all such restraints, and the sainted Pierpont,, now among the angel
Neilson. Monday and Tuesday evenings, provide
new guards and better regulations for host, it is declared that "Spiritualism is the
Romeo and Juliet. Miss Neilson as Juliet. their future security.
essence of all reforms; that whatsover hath
any of
Wednesday, As You Like It. Next week, the
It is not needful that we should point out reference to the welfare of humanity in
"
popular actor, Mr. Mark Smith, in ©ne Hund- special instances of oppression and tyranny its departmentsand conditions of life is intimately related to it. Fully believing this, I
which ignorance, bigotry and superstition
red Years Old.
have entwined around mankind, the living can regard no question bearing on human
Myer's Opera House.—Monroe street, be- consciousnesswhich stirs every human being well-being and progress as foreign to Spirituor as a "side issue" thereto. All spetween State and Dearborn streets. Arlington, is everywhere presenting these things, men alism,
and women are feeling that the galling chains cific reforms are but fragments of the grand
Cotton & Kemble's Minstrels. An entire have become unendurable.
spiritual revolution of the nineteenth century.
change of programme this week. Monday,
The light which has come to the world in Some workers may be too near-sighted to comApril 14, Benefit of J. R. Kemble. Produc- the last quarter of a century, leads us there- prehend the work of others equally honest and
useful; but it is folly to waste strength in untion of the laughable burlesque, by Ed Marble, fore to declare, while we appeal to the Su- seemly
quarrels. Let each do his and her own
preme Judge of the world for the rectitude of
entitled Romeo and Juliet. Mackin & Wilson our intentions, that we are and of right ought work faithfully and well.
in an entirely new act. Law in Chicago, The to be free and independent, absolved from all
In the present transition period, while the
Three Graces, Vocal Quartette, and The Com- allegiance to all errors and dogmas; prepared old is breaking up and the new is but dimly
to be expected that more or less of
ing Crisis. Every evening and Saturday to recive the light of truth from every source seen, it isfolly,
from which it can come to us, and in this mistake,
fanaticism and erratic action
matinee.
great and glorious work we mutually pledge will be manifest. In every great movement
Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street, ourselves to each other, to the angel hosts, that deeply stirs the human mind, these are inHaving.put our hands to the plough,
opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole and to our Father with a firm reliance upon evitable.
these combined. In the consciousness which if we allow ourselves to be turned back by disMonday,
April
manager.
proprietor and
14, springs from true rectitude we go forth to de- gust at the follies of our co-workers or our own
1873, during the week and at the matinees, first mand justice, freedom and right for all man- mistakes, we prove ourselves unfit to reap the
appearance of the charming artist, Miss Eliza kind ! Such, friends, was the lesson of the harvest that awaits the persistent laborer.
morning. We give it to you and trust that Only let us maintain for ourselves a calm
O'Conner, and the beautiful Miss 'Josie Batch- you
will examine well the truths presented by judgment, and honest love for truth and right,
production
of
the
wonderful
initial
and
elder,
this great philanthrophist and reformer, and and an earnest regard for the universal good at
"
Parisian sensation, Alixe," having just com- as Spiritualists, in celebrating our anniversary whatever personal cost, and we shall be sure in
pleted a run of twelve weeks at Daly's Fifth let us all endeavor to make our lives shine be- the long run to win the confidence of those
fore the world by our works of practical good- about us, and to become a power for good in
Avenue Theatre, New York. A beautiful pa- ness
the communities in which we dwell.
and love.
thetic pictura of real life. In rehearsal, an enNew agencies for carrying forward the
The following letter to the Spiritualists of
tirely new domestic drama, by Bartley Camp- Philadelphia, celebrating the Twenty-fifth An- heaven-directed movement will, doubtless, con"
"
The Gentle niversary of Modern Spiritualism, from A. tinue to be developed, as from time to time
bell, entitled Risks." Also,
E. Newton, was read by Lydia A. Scho- they have been in the past It may not be too
Savage."
much to anticipate that the next quarter cenfield.
Aiken's Theatre—Corner of Wabash AvBrothers and Sisters of a Common tury will produce demonstrations of spirit inenue and Congress street, Frank E. Aiken, Faith:—Sojourningtemporarily in your city, tervention for the conviction of doubters, and
prohibited by feeble heath from partici- for the uplifting of humanity, as much suManager and Proprietor. The inimitable but
pating with you on the present interesting oc- perior to those now prevalent, as spirit photoRobson is at Aiken's, supported by McKee casion, permit me to mingle in spirit in your graphy and partial materializations now transTl mkin, Kitty Blanchard, and a strong cast festivities, and to express by the pen my cend the simple raps of 1848. Facts already
known to limited circles in various places,
of characters, commencing a brief engagement heartfelt congratulationson the completion of give
assurance
to this anticipation. In truth,
the first quarter century of the Spiritual era.
"
in the latest novelty, entitled Law in New As some of you may be aware,
We are living, we are dwelling
it fell to my
York, presented with new scenery and effects. lot, at an early period of this great movement,
In a grand, eventful time;
In an age on ages telling;
through the kindly intervention of loving
Matinees on Wednesday and Saturday.
To be living is sublime !"
friends "not lost, but gone before," to be
street,
Nixon's Amphitheatre.—Clinton
Let us, fellow-Spiritualists, prove ourselves
called out of dardness of Puritanic Theology,
between Washington and Randolph. Posi- in which I was reared, into the great light of worthy of this age, by fearlessly living the
tively last week of James W. Wilder and opened spirit-communion; and it was my truths we have learned, as well as by ever seeking for "more light," that we may be more
Company's National Circus. Monday, April privilege to do some humble pioneer work in useful
to our kind.
light
which
now
that
has
spreading
illumined
14th, and every night this .week, and Wetjnes- more or less brightly every portion of the civYours for unceasing progress,
A. E. Newton, Massachusetts.
day and Saturday afternoons, Robinson, Katie ilized world.
Philadelphia, March 81st, 1873.
More than twenty-one years since I entered
Stokes, Foster, Pastor, Burk, Rogers, and all
the school of spiritual science, determined to
Caroline H. Spear read the address from
the old favorites. Previous to the entree a know
the truth wherever it might lead, and Father Pierpont, given through Dr. Child,
herd of Wild Ponies will be let loose in the soon received, in the bosom of my own family and published in the Reigio-Philosophical
ring, and a Wild Calf Buffalo loose amongst and at my own fireside, such demonstrations Journal, of March 29, and the following adof angel-presence and communion as left no dress from John M Spear:
them.

The communication from the much revered
and faithful Pierpont, takes us back into the
past. Some of us knew him intimately, and
with him bore the obloquy which was heaped
upon the heads of those who, in New England
and elsewhere, were willing to listen with patience and candor to the facts connected with
what were called the " Rochestt r knockings."
Although Mr. Pierpont belonged to the wealthiest and most popular religious sect in New
England, yet he, immediately on its appearance, investigated the claims of Spiritualism,
and, with his characteristic boldness and honesty, openly avowed himself a believer in the
new revelations.
Before Modern Spiritualism had dawned
upon the world, Mr. Pierpont had advocated,
in a bold and distinct manner, liberty for all
mankind, and the largest freedom of the pulpit. He said, " I will stand in a free pulpit or
I will stand in none." He was compelled to
seek elsewhere the freedom he could not there
enjoy in any Boston pulpit.
Called as you have been to look on the
past, it is deemed appropriate to glance at the
future. Fortunately, Spiritualists are not left
wholly to the guidance of cold reason or abstract speculations. Their faith is based on
innumerable and indubitable facts. They
know that Penn and Franklin, Rush and Hare,
Parker and Pierpont, Webster and Clay, Hopper and Howard, and a host of others justly
distinguished in public and private life, have
communicated with mortals.
The plan of action that has been determined
on by some organized bodies in the spirit-world
is one of vast magnitude. They propose the

I bear a swelling chorus,
Resounding from the sky,
I know that close unto us,
The angel world draws nigh.

"

emancipation

of the people of this planet.

This great work can scarcely be begun in a
quarter of a century. It should have the
heads, hands and hearts of an intelligentpeo-

ple at least fifty years.

A broader and higher

work is to be reached. That work is the reconstruction of the whole social fabric. The old
theological church, the old state built on force,
monarchies and monopolies of every sort, are
to be no more, and a new and improved order
of things is to appear, based on love, wisdom

I know dear forms now laid away,
Beneath the flowers to sleep,
Whose spirits coHgregate to-day

This jubilee to keep.

Their voices join in every prayer,
Each song we sing, repeat,
I feel their presence everywhere
There is no vacant seat.
Their holy influence calms me,
And sweetly o'er my soul,
A far diviner melody,
In waves of music roll.
I feel a glad thanksgiving
And my soul is full of praise,
To know that I am living

In these grand progressive days.

I feel the coming conflict
That tests the worth of men,
When armed hosts will rally,
From mountain and from glen.
Truth's mighty forces gather,
As stars that gem the night;
I know the coming victory
Will be for God and right.
We never more need question,
The power that rules our land,
He holds the mountain and the valley,
In the hollow of his hand.
In the evening there was a musical and literary entertainment scheme and poem by Mrs.
Brigham, which was reported for the Jour-

nal.

Now Ready

THE

and truth.

It is to be regretted that leading Spiritualists
have paid so little attention to the oft-repeated
declaration that persons in the spirit-world
have organized bands, associations, assemblies,
and congresses, to promote ol jects which they
deem useful to mankind. In the earlier stages
of the new revelation, A. J. Davis had remarkable visions, accompanied by spiritual illuminations, and he describes at length, in his
book called "The Present Age and Inner Life,"
what he saw and heard. Events of great moment have occurred in the past quarter of a
century. Ocean cables have so united nations
that what is done in one hemisphereis immediately known in another. Young America
and Old England have through their chosen

commissiom rs adjusted important International questions by the pen, now made mightier
than the sword.

CLOCK STRUCK ONE
AND

Christian

THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON
OF THE

METHODIST EPISCOPAL
BEING A

ministers preaching about the Catholic church

SYNOPSIS

CF THE

CHTJRCE.

INVESTIGATIONS

OF SPIRIT

INTERCOURSE BY AN EPISCOPAL BISHOP, THREE MINISTERS, FIVE DOCTORS AND OTHERS AT MEMPHIS,TBNN.,
IN 1855; ALSO, THE OPINION OF MANY EMINENT DIVINES,
LIVING AND DEAD ON

THE

SUBJECT

AND

COMMUNICA -

TIONS RECEIVEDFROM A NUMBEROF PERSONSRECENTLY.

Spiritual mediums have been

sent across the Atlantic, on to the Mediteranean, and over the broader Pacific.
Twenty-fiveyears have elapsed since modern Spiritualism appeared to bless our benighted, world. How few who then commenced
the investigation are now in the mortal form.
Most of them have been called to spheres
above; and when the next quarter of a century
shall have terminated almost none who take
part in this celebration will be here.
Jeremiah Hacker, formerly editor and publisher of 2 Tie Life Boat, spoke of his labors.
More than fifty years ago he heard Protestant

Spiritualist.

EMRBLLI8HID WITH A FINK STEAL PORTBAIT OF THE
AUTHOR

"

TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."

The " Clock Struck One " is an intensely interesting
work in itself, and derives great additional interest from
the high standing of its author in the MethodistEpiscopal
Church in which he has been a bright and shining light
for a quarter of a century, a man who is personally known
to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle
in the North and wherever known is held in the highest
esteem. These circumstances cause the book to fee
eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened fey tbe
action of the Methodist Conference of which the author
is a member in disciplining him for publishing the book,
thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects
who are anxious to read and judge for themselves the
"
Clock Struck One."

being the • Mother of Harlots" and he declar12mo, cloth, price, $1 50; postage, free.
ed that their churches were the very harlots
themselves of which she wis the mother, and
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philohe had never yet seen any cause to change his sophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
mind. He traveled extensively over the land Chicago.
as an iconoclast. He would put up a notice in
a place that a scribe who is on his way to
Sight;" cholcgy,' Qair\oyance,
eternity will hold a meeting here, and the "H°w ™ DO IT " Sena stamp for circular
of book, to
people came out to hear him. "I see," said ». R. Wells, New York. vl4»6tl
he, that the world is moving onward. They
per <lAy' A&ents wanted! A11 classes of working peoare coming nearer to the truth and by and by
V
pie, of either sex, youag or ©Id, make more money at
we shall live in harmony and peace. I believe
work for \w in their 8pare moments, or all the time, than at anything
else.
Particulars
free. Address G. Stlnson k Co.. Portland. Maine.
in harmony and peace in the family; that we
may all become one lamily.
THE MAGNETIC

"Second

One of the signs that the world is advancing

is the fact that the Evangelical churches are
uniting together. The Spiritualists and Freethinkers are gaining more power and they feel
this. Years ago they were at war with each
other; now they meet together and pray with

each other.

TREATMENT.

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
SENT)
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated

book on the system of vitalizing treatment.

SEALED

LETTERS ANSWERED BY R. W FLINT
Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadwsy
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$2 and three 3 cent Pos'age Stamps.

Mrs. Spear then read the following extracts
Tlie Mystery of
from a letter written by Mr. Alexandre Aksakof,
of St. Petersburg, Russia, to Mr. John M. Spear,
Metropolisville.
of Philadelphia,read at the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Meeting of the RochesterKnockings
The New Story (ever 10,000 ordered before publication)
held in that city, showing the immensely im- by EDWARD EGGLESTON, author of The Hoosier
School-Master," of which 240,'00 have already been pubportant services rendered to the cause of lished,
'"She, End of the
of which 18,000 hawalSpiritualism in Germany and Russia by Mr. read^been published, etc.World,"
Fintly illustrated. Price, postpaid, $ | .50. ORANGE JUDD & C©., 245 BroadAksakof:
"Since 1866 I have written at Leipzig the way.N. Y.
[vl4l g(4]
BibliothequeAllemande du Spiritualisme AnSOMETHING NEW
1

glo- Americain."

Eight volumes have appear-

ed as follows: The Principles of Nature, The
Magic Staff, The Reformer and the Physician,

by Davis;

Experimental

Investigations

FOR THE

by

Hare, experiments on Psychic Force, by
Crookes; Introduction and Tracts, by Edmonds. At present I am printing the
Report of the London Dialectical Society,
and translating R. D. Owen's "Debatable
Land." As you see, I do not lose courage, though the results we have obtained in
Germany are not large; nevertheless we receive
numbers of letters of sympathy,

WONDERFUL LIGHTNING RELIEF

of gratitude

TEETHACHE
Warranted to cure Teetha,che in tone minute. Always
sure safe and reliable. Trj^and you will never be without it. Sent to any addrefefj on receipt of price. Trial
size, 25 cents. Large size, c© cents. Full direction with
every bottle. Addiess,
A. B. DORMAN,
Box 84, Willi mantle, Conn.
vlHnStf

THE MA8TEREON

and of exhortation to persevere. Y ou know,
OR,
I believe, that I have also published at Leipzig
several works in Russian—viz.: Hare, SwedenReason and Eecompense;
borg, and my own works upon the latter. But
what you do not know is that I have succeed- A
^REVELATION CCiKCrauTlNG TJIE^LA WB'OF" MIND
ed in printing here at St. Petersburg, the first
'MODERN MYSTERIOUS PHENOMENA.
AND
Russian book upon Spiritualism, viz: The Exof Crookes and of the Dialectical
ociety. The publication of this book has been BV MAKCENUS R. It. WRIGHT,

Eeriences

principally provoked by the arrival here of

Mr. Home, which has been remarkable in several aspects. By a strange combination of circumstances he has become my cousin, since in
1871 he married ma cousine.
Tbe following poem from the Spirit of
Acsah W. Sprague, written by Bro. Horace
M. Richards, was then read by him.
THE TWENTY-FIFTITANNIVERSARY.

I feel the mighty current,
That sweeps the earth along,
And my soul keeps steps to music,
Of nature's holy song.
There's a grand, and rythmic measure,
In the march of every star,
That fills my soul with grandeur,
As I gaze on it afar.
I know that countless ages,
Lie buried in the past;
That nature on her pages,
Will prove this truth at last,
I know that God holds in his hand,
Those ages as they roll,
His care is over every land,
And every human soul.
The mighty ones that walk the earth—
Or weakest of them all,
His hand has held since hour of birth—
Each answer to his call.

The Self-Made Author and Seer.
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CIRCLE OF LIGHT.
W. JL. Jack, M. D., Medium;
John Brown Smith Reporter and Correspondent. Papers
can be obtained and subscriptions received by him at 812
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Circle of Light.
Invocation.

Ok! God, our Heavenly Father, we do ask
thee, for we are thy children, to give us the
bread of peace to eat, and the sweet waters
that flaw direct from the spring of love to
drink. Give unto each one present here, more
of that Christ-like, principle of perfect love,
which they desire so much to obtain. Give
thou unto them, oh, Lord, but no more than
what is proper for them. Give them the spirit
of love, clothed with the mantle of charity, so
that each one having these true requisites of
the God of truth, may become bright, spiritual
beings, who, within themselves, can not distrust thee, while they constantly are receiving
of the bread and waters of eternal love from
the Father's own loving hand. Remove all
withered hopes, and with thine own hand bring
to us the blessed sunshine of that love which
alone will revive all drooping spirits, and refresh us with the genial warmth of thy beautiful spirit.
Louis F. Krieger.

Well! I don't care what anybody says, I
want to come and give my testimony. My
name is Louis F. Krieger; and I died with
Typhoid fever at St. Paul, Minnesota. I want
my folks to see this, but I don't know that they
care particularly about it. 1 was only about
19 years of age when I passed away, and there
are some people at 8t. Puul, who will read this.
I like to hear that music, but, oh, how ordinary
when compared to the music that I have heard
here, although it is but a very short time since
I passed over the river. [A music-box in the
rooms had been playing ] I scarcely know
how to express myself; but I want them to
know that I am happy, and living in harmony
in my new home. Y ou removed the faded
flower from the table, and how much like me
it is, as I have been removed by a tender loving hand. [A. faded lily had been removed
from the table by a person present]
I never thought that I could come back in
this way; is it a peculiarity of some people, or
is it the result of na'ural law?
Oh, yes! I find "that heaven is a place of law
and order; and if we obey those laws we can
come back and communicate. Tell them that
I still live, and am progressing.
Questions and Answers.

Some of the more intelligent animals per

form mental operations

which recognize the

relations between cause and. effect; are such
powers the result of instinct, or of reasoning
faculties?
They must have a perfect instinct in order
to assist the faculties of reason; they must
have both instinct and reason. In a higher
point of view, instinct and reason are sublimated, as you can scarcely conceive of instinct
that is not in harmony with reason, or of reason that is opposed to pure instinct. You can
see it in the dog and horse; and indeed, why
should they not reason?
Do ycu think the time has cume when
Spiritualists should organize?

I do not think that it has. I, with you, and
hundreds of others on your plane, believe in
organization;but when you come to investigate
the wherefore you will find that there is not
that harmony existing among Spiritualists
which will permit organizationat present, with
success. The time has come, however, when
there should be a head, as there can be no true
progress unless there can be order and organization ; but there must be a head, a grand
centre from which to send these glorious truths
forth to the world, as you will find in all
na,ture that there is a fountain head that supplies the tributaries with needed elements.
Does the common practice of destroying
animal life retard the growth of the finer
sensibilities of the human race?
The finer sensibilities of the human race, are
not dependent upon the destruction, or nondestruction of animal life, for their growth.
That which is of the earth is earthly, and that
_

which is of the spirit is spiritual.

Spiritatliesis--No. 6.

[

"A thing of beauty is a joy forever!"
Never until some special measures are taken
to insure the greater perfection of the human
race, both in symmetry and beauty of physical
proportions and mental excellence, by the protection the unborn have a right to claim, will
the problem of man's capabilities resolve itself
into a definite system.
The rise and fall of empires owe as much of
their strength or failure to the inborn resources and their degeneracy of the same, as to
the statistics of numbers, and wealth or poverty
of finance. And a nation often beset by foes,
has its born_warriors as well as educated ones.
For the maintainance of their greater powers,
the different nations and wild tribes have had
provincial laws and customs adopted, calculated to insure them advantages, with results
satisfactory to themselves at least.
Among the ancient Greeks and Spartans
who were seeking to attain the perfection of
athletic proportions, physical and mental, no
dwarfed, deformed or idiotic child was suffered to live. No hideous object was permitted
in the public marts, and for an act of cowardice
and cruelty, the penalty incurred was death.
The boy who was found wicked enough to
put out the eyes of a quail, was smothered or
strangled. Beautiful sculptures, models of symmetry and strength, filled the niches in public
places. The children were trained to privations,
the women to endurance, the men to valor and
heroism, until such perfect self-control became the ruling characteristic as that a cry of
pain or wail of complaint were unknown,
historically illustrated in the instance of the
Spartan youth, who held concealed beneath
his cloak the young fox, until its gnawing
fangs had eaten to his vitals, yet gave no sign
of pain in the presence of the stern accusers.
Shocking as may seem the system of exterminating the deformed and blemished at birth,
as practiced by them in ole en times, and still
in practice among certain tribes, the historic
sequence shows a far less percentage of malformed births,under such regulations than show
now among the Christianized people, who
prohibited it, and among whom every
species of deformity is let to run at large
to distort the mental mirage of pregnancy, and
to suffer a weary dragging life of sensitive
misery, as objects of commiseration, loathing
and repulse, shunned and unwelcomed everywhere—sometimes with as full and clear perception of intellect and with more intense
consciousness of their physical malformations,
than those who only observe them at limited
distances. Who can measure the deep and
overwhelming agony of the keenly sensitive
spirit that must forever in life remain encased
within a body, that in consequence of some
accidental shock received by the mother

through some other deformed creature obtrud d upon her vision, can never hope to
outlive its defects.
Almost an entire family (several of them
well known to the writer) for three generations have been maimed through an original
birth-mark upon the hands, caused, it is said,
by the pregnant mother being an accidental
witness to the shocking affair of seeing one
man cut off the finger of another with a broadaxe. Whether the result of accident or anger,
the effect was the same, and the child was

and that God is not a he nor a she, but a God a
up I have been inclined to Materialism, the being
"
all in all." If any God goes into the old
evidences of which are constantly presenting Constitution
it should be Lewisonian God, as above
themselves to prove what seemed to be the defined.
correctness of the theory.
BRYAN, TEXAS.—H. A. Moore writes.—The
For to me the c instant decay, not annihilatest medinm, C. H. Foster, of New
tion, of vegetable matter, that coming next to renowned
York,
visited our city on the 20[h in.-t., and
the animal kingdom that is ever presenting it- remained a day and night with us. A number
of
self in the spire of grass that shoots from the our citizens, who were skeptical upon the subject
earth with the first breath of Spring, to be only of Spiritualism, visited him, and received overdestroyed by the frosts of Winter; the unfold- whelming evidence that the dead still live and are
ing leaf that dances in the wind, or glitters m able to communicate to earthly mortals On the
the dews and sunshine of Summer, and with night of the 21st inst., after Mr. Foster'sjflepart-

of each hand, missing just below the root of
the nails. A part of his children bore the same
mark, but to such of their children as were effected by its transmission, the original mark
manifested itself, and some though intellectually bright, were entirely without fingers;
others were web-fingered and with double
thumbs, while others were maimed in a simi1 ir manner in the feet also. These children,
bright and active, were marks of observation
and sympathy in their neighborhoods,and
many an anxious mother's first inquiry over
her new-born babe was, "Has it perfect
hands?"
An outward or surface blemish may, and
should in most cases be removed, but disfigurement goes with its object to its final resting-place. How many hideous monsters may
be seen at the Medical Museums and laboratories, consequent upon some fright by ani-

taken back to the element from which it was
derived, the waving fields of grain that fall before the reaper's stroke; and finally everything,
both animate and inanimate, that germinate
and unfold themselves, are positive proofs of
the fact that every thing _lose8 its identity,
which to me has the same significance as annihilation, as applied to the human family. But
in the midst of these evidences and conclusions,
which are truly depressing and gloomy, along
the darkened sky of shadowed life, is drawn
the bright rainbow of hope in the dawn of
Modern Spiritualism, with its_ natural reasoning and satisfying manifestations through its
mediums, thereby making life an object, this
world a world of beauty, opening^ up paths of
true duty stimulating to noble actions, making
life a reality not a dream, dispelling the idea
that God is a myth, and this_world a, sham,
and preparing us for the beautiful residence in
the Summer-land. But in the very enjoyment
of this satisfactory result, there drops from the
literary sky a very thunderbolt, in the shape of
an assertion, backed by proofs resulting from
thought and study, "That all Spirits are not
necessarily Immortal."
But now, dear brother, think not that I am
finding fault with your ideas, for it would be
preposterous in the extreme for me to assail
you in your position, perched high and out of
my reach on the rock of eminence and distinction as a scholar, a thinker, a writer, far a-head
of the times in which you live; eminent as an
author—a very becon light in the literary
world. No! far from it, but to be profited, to
be taught, to be led in the paths of wisdom to
newer light, that I appeal to you, not for myself alone, to enlighten me upon the subject
or idea, that would discriminate between spirits
flecked with the doom of mortality, or enshrined with the halo of a never-ending existence.
Sometimes, truly good men tread aside and
let the reptile live; and always great and good
men will linger as they are advancing up the
plane of wisdom, and listen, to the pleadings of
those far behind, and endeavor with one moment of their time, to clear away an obstacle,
so great to me, but which you cleared at a
single bound.
YTour friend and brother,
N. WlLBER.
Birmingham, Ohio.

bjrn with the three corresp^ndiug finger ends

mals and reptiles, having heads of the human

and bodies of serpents and beasts. The spinal
chord and its connections with the brain remaining and sustaining generally the cerebral
faculties of the human, with the apparent
struggle of the highest nature to gain the ascendency. Foiled in her nobler attempts,
these abortive efforts of nature are called her
abnormal "freaks," yet contrary to this assumption the fact prevails that she has committed no trespass, but yielded obedience to
her higher laws.

Autumn's approach, falls to the earth and is

What can be done should be done to prevent
painful recurrences and repetitions of like disaster, for certainly the interest in the attainment of human possibilities to the end of
greater perfection and completeness, is as
worthy the attention of men of learning and
sc'ence, as that of the improvement in stocks,
in whicii case no maimed would be allowed
propagation,but the choicest of the flock set
apart and guarded and fed with tenderest care,
with a view to the ultimate product. The
price value is often set upon the heads of unborn colts, because of the peculiar and superior blood, breed, and culture of their dams
and sires. The same business-like interest in
dollars and cents, in flesh currency, was considered in the propagationof the slave product
of the Southern States. Speculators in the
stock would often lend their own blood to
commingle with the serfs, and raise the value
of the product proportionally as the white
blood predominated, studying the interest of
that advent often with closer attention than
that of the wife, whose offspring promised no
monied value; and not unlike many of their
Northern brothers who screen and shelter
their beasts with watchful care, allowing no
heavy burdens and scarcely a rein to be put
upon them, yet suffer their wives to walk to
The Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office
matfket in all sorts of weather and bear the of this paper.
burden of wifely cares, and household duties
PLUM HOLLOW, IOWA.—J. S. Shirley writes.
that they themselves would sink under, besides New
of mediumship are daily being develthe burden of maternity, yet can not'understand oped,phases
proving conclusively that the new era is to

voire;

why it is that her child should

% people.

be puny and

be one of vast interest to mankind, insomuch as
it will totally eradicate error and place mankind
on a higher plane of existence.
she has had "all she has asked for."
LOUIS, MO.—M. A. McCord writes.—I will
Children have a right to claim a well-begotten tryST.
and spread abroad the gospel of glad tidings
being, and those who have not the possible
as published in the Journal as much as I can,
capabilitiesof giving them such an inheritance both by recommendingit and lending it to others.
We are having two societies here, one Spiritual
should be prohibited the awful consequences
of such a misfortune. This to the stern advo- and one Material. Bro. Warren bade us adieu on
evening, March 23rd, much to our sorrow, for
last
of
cate "individual right," which means only
all like him and wanted him with us, but his
his own right to every pleasurable passion, we
might imply the illegal infringement of his angel friends have other work for him to do.
DENVER, IOWA.—G. Farnsworth writes.—We
o vn, forgetting that it is not a right but a trespass on that innocent and unwilling life, forced have had a feast of spiritual circles here in this
aDd a good time generally with our spirit
into the lifelong endurance of dissatisfied mis- vicinity
friends. Our converts are increasing daily. The
ery only. And what does he gain, if through ciicles
are held at Brothers Volentine and J.
the indulgence of passion and the pre-asserted
Deneys. The manifestations generally consist of
right to parentage, that child shall only curse talking, writing, and giving tests. Spirit lights
him for the same, as but yesterday such curses were seen at Bro. Volentine's, and a good time
were pronounced within hearing of the writer? generally was had with the spirits.
The world would be amply benefited with a
WAUKEGAN, ILL.—Sada Bailey writes.—Acfew less in numbers if the deficiency could be cording to spirit direction I gave notice that I
guaranteed in quality, which is sadly in need of would lecture on the 25th Anniversary at this
improvement.
place. As you always welcome good news in the
The children, once begotten in these un- progress of our cause. I am glad to send jou
kindly circumstances, should be considered as the good tidings that we are working in our own
way. The perfect- attention, the deep apnational foundlings upon our universal good little
preciation of the audience, bade me know that in
will, sympathy and charity. Their interests this
beautiful little lake-shore city of Waukegan,
should be held sacred to the whole populace, there are hungry souls who welcome spiritual
and they should be protected by humane pro- food. The liberality shown by the collection
vision and prohibitory laws against insults, by taken at the close of the lecture, encourages me
scoffs, jeers, or abuse. An institution should to hope that the angels do not intend I shall take
be built by the State to give them home and in washing (as I expected) to support my little
by preaching
culture, and to the maimed such freedom of family; but that I shall be sustained
our glorious gospel. That God and angels may
exercise as would be unwise to allow in the guide
prayer.
my
is
inspire
and
me,
public thoroughfares, common to all, and frequented by prospective mothers of other chilSALEM, MASS.—Thos. B. Perkins writes.—
dren, who, on their part, should as strongly Inclosed please find post-office money order for
subscription to your most valuable
continuing
fortify themselves against accident as possible;

peevish, with the bad disposition (which of
course it inherits from the mother), so long as

and above all, should never humor a disposition to visit menageries, colored minstrel, circus, or trapeze exhibitions, while enciente.
While on the other hand, it should be made a
punishable offence (where due consideration
fails), for any person who should forcibly intrude upon her presence with violence of
language or conduct, either against her protest, or knowing her condition. For which,
the possibility of an emergency was better
guarded against in the old pre-Christian or
Mosaic dispensations and laws, than in our
own day and time. [See Ex 21: 22-25.]
We can not hope to attain the lofty summit of excellence as a race, through chance
measures and generalities of incident. Thought,
culture, effort and wisdom, and the divine harmony in obedience to higher law alone, can
bring us into the reflective image of godliness,
and as fit temples of the indwelling spirit of

purity and goodness.

"
Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?" No more shall antagonism beget
peace, nor discord promote and engender happiness, and that love which passeth all understanding.
Addie L. Ballou.
Augusta, Ga., March 14th, 1873.

Are Spirits Necessarily Immortal?
To Hudson Tuttle Having read your
lecture, as delivered in Cleveland, before a
German audience, entitled " The Genesis and
Evolution of Spirits," was greatly surprised
with or by the assertion, " That all spirits are
not necessarily immortal." The assertion made
at that time, and from the source it came, is attended with a great deal of misgivings on my
part, with regard to the truth or error of Modern Spiritualism, coming as it does from one
of the seers of the age, and truly great authority, makes it so reliable, and myself very, very
skeptical, with regard to an existence so truly
desired, and should have been wisely ordained
by the great creative power.
In view of these doubts and perplexities that
are always the result of theorizing, except backed by positive evidence, and in order that I may
be enlightened on a subject (immortality) that
is a constant source of great interest to me as
well as others, I take the present opportunity
to call upon you for information with regard
to the sentiments referred to. From my youth

and interesting Religio-Philosophical Journal.

It just meets the demands of the people and will
do much to enlighten and improve humanity
generally.

Such expressions of commendation from a clear
thinker who resides on the very ground where
mediums were persecuted unto death but a few
years ago by virtue of a law predicated upon the
so-called "Word of God" against witches, is
very encouraging. We would that we could be
instrumental in unfolding through the columns
of the Religio-Philosophical Journal thei%i-

losophy of Life to the millions of our fellow-men,

ure, we held a circle in the room where he had
his sittings, and received beautiful manifestations.
The medium, Miss Annie Martin, of Brenham,
Texas, (who was directed by the spirits to come
to Bryan and sit with Mr. Fosterfor development),
was entranced by the spirit of an Indian named
"
Wahseeta," who endeavored to communicate to
the circle. The raps upon the table would keep
excellent time when some of the songs were
being sung; and once when the singing had
ceased, they indicated they desired more, by
drumming a tune upon the table. Spirit lights
floated around the room; a beautiful arm was
seen to approach a lady and beckon to her several
times ; some seers (developed while sitting in the
circle) saw little children approach their parents
seated in the circle. Everything was harmonious,
and the spirits promised to visit future circles
and give us glorious demonstrations. Many in
the circle had never sat together before, and the
magnetism being new and strange to the medium,
we consider these manifestations remarkable.
WEST LIBERTY, IOWA.-J. Webster writes.—
I feel moved to put in a word of reply to queries
noticed in the Religio-Philosophical

Journal,
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by Paul.
commonly that there is fornication
such fornication as is not so much a? mem
and
tioned among
the Gentiles, that a man shnniH
have his father's wife" (1 Cor. v: .1)
the church members regret that they hadanv of
characters in their congregation ? No ' Thevsuch
felt
highly pleased to be honored in sucii a manner
Paul continues, "And ye are puffed up, and
not rather mourned, that he that hath done have
deed might be taken away from amon» this
van
(1 Cor. v 2). The church of Corinth was composed
of such a set of drunkards, that they could not
partake of the wine without getting beastly drunk
and have their meeting finally terminate in a
drunken row. Paul says, "Now this I declare to
you I praise you not, that you come together not
for better, but for worse. For first of all, when
you eome together in the church, I hear that there
be divisions among you; and 1 partly believe it.
For in eating every one of you taketh before other
his own supper : and one is hungry, and another
is drunken" (1 Cor. xi : 17-21). Now when we
come to see the condition the church existed
under in the Apostles' times, and its condition
to-day together with the characters they hold up
as public examples, the conclusions we arrive at
is, that instead of raising the mad-dog cry of
"free-love," they had better clean their own
skirts of the filth they are wallowing in, for from
that source emanated free-love and all other
debauchery. Still not being satisfied with shouting "free-love," they call us "Infidels." Because we are assisting to carry out Christ's precepts and do the work that he said we should do
he says : "Verily, verily, I say unto you, he that
believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do
also; and greater works than these shall he do ;
because I go unto my Father " (John xiv: 12.)
Again he says : " He that believeth shall do the
works that I do ; yea, even greater work<." Do
Christians do the works that Christ did ? No!
Do our mediums? Yes ; the blind are restored to
sight, the lame walk, and praise God, the poor
have the Gospel preached unto them, etc. And
in this God-given blessing, we are not limited. It
comes a free gift to us all, "without money and
without price." Peter says: "Then Peter said
unto them, Repent and be baptized, every one of
you, in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission
of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost. For the promise is unto you, and to your
children, and to all that are afar off, even as many
as the Lord our God shall call " (Acts, ii: 38, 39).
And still we are called Infidels, and the finger of
contempt is pointed to us, simply for carrying out
the examples of our good Master. Spiritualists,
come out boldly and defend your cause. The
angels are ready to assist us. We are engaged in
a noble battle, one that should be dear to the
hearts of every free man. In conclusion, may
the dear old Journal's future be as glorious as
its past! It has a noble whole-souled man at its
helm, and we can all trust in him, if liberality
assisted to carry our ship safely over the breakers.
Spiritualists should not be too delinquent—should
not leave one to fight out the cause of truth alone,
and pay all expenses, making him to fairly beg for
his just dues.
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concerning Mrs. Blair's mediumship. Being one
of a thousand witnesses before the rostrum on
which those paintings were executed at Belvidere,
I am prepared to say that Mr. Blair was on the
stand during the time, but did not move the light,
nor did he look at the paintings until they were
completed. Mrs. Blair was seated several feet
behind Mr. Blair and he was earnestly engaged in
talking to the audience while the flowers were
being painted, and thus could not well have
mesmerically or otherwise directed the manipulations necessary to so delicately blend the various
colors. At another time, I went as a stranger
before Mrs. Blair while near two hundred miles
from my family, neither of whom ghe had ever
seen or known of. The medium's eyes were
perfectly blinded, and in twenty minutes she truly
described each member of my family, giving
general characteristics and in the same time her
hand mechanically painted a cluster of variegated
flowers symbolizing each member and leaf, and
indicating those that had passed the portals of
mortality. During this phenomeaa I sat beside
the table and closely observed the movements of
the medium, and I know that Mr. Blair was
absent from the rooms ; but had he been present,
I was as much of a stranger to him as to Mrs.
Blair.
Mr. Blair knows no more about painting than
any person that never took a brush in hand.
More of Mrs. Blair's work as a medium, is executed
while he is in his shop at work, than there is
when he is present.—[Ed. Journal.
BARRE, VT.—S. Wood writes.—Three ftet of
snow, and good sleighing is still our lot away
down here among the Green Mountains of Ver- .
mont, where the stately sugar maple in all its
pristine beauty stands, still waiting for the sugarmakers' approach, which is almost impossible on
account of the deep snow. But Spring will come
by and by, and the sweet nectar may then be at
hand. These things remind us of things long ago,
when we could form but a dreamy shadow of what
has since proved to be the realities of life. Boyhood days swiftly pass, manhood struggles, successes and disappointments engage our attention,
and ere we realize it three score years are left
behind, and we feel ourselves approaching the
time when what we calculate to do, must be done
very soon. But the world is still before us, with
Children's Progressive Lyceums.
all its ignorance and superstition. What shall we
do ? Shall we lie supinely down, or battle manfully to emancipate long-crushed hopes and disThe officers of the Children's Progressive
appointmented aspirations? Thinkingyou might
be pleased to know the status of our beautiful Lyceums, everywhere throughout the world,
philosophy in the good old town of our nativity, I will confer a great favor on the publisher of
will^ venture to pen a few lines in regard to ministrations of our angel friends who have passed on the forthcoming Little Bouquet by immeto the beautiful laud. Like many other places, a diately sending a full report—first, of the name
few of the more independent and thinking minds and date of organization; second, the names of
have had the hardihood to search and see whether
these things were so No one knocks at the gate principal officers and numbers of members;
of knowledge honestly but finds ready admittance. third, time and place of meeting.
The common people hear these truths gladly, and
No time should be lost in forwarding such
willingly lend a listening ear to the heavenly
voices. But I am sorry to say, those who claim to reports, otherwise they can not be published
have all the piety and goodness, stand aloof,
ready to oppose and ridicule all the efforts of their in the first number of the above-named magfriends to enlighten them, whether they are earthly azine.
friends or those who have passed to the better
Address Little Bouquet, corner of Adams
land. We have had lectures by Mrs. Manches'e
Street
and Fifth Avenue.
once in four weeks, for a year or more past. Mrs.
Manchester is from West Randolph, and is one of
the best inspirational speakers in Vermont. But
A Sample of Many.
very few of the people who claim all the goodness,
will come out to hear, lest they should be conDr.
A.
B.
Severance,
Wis.—
verted, and healed of their superstitions. Ah no ; Respected Sift:—I again Milwaukee,
take my pen to
why should they learn any more than their creedal
thank
you
with
a
heart
"full of gratitude, which
teachers see fit to deal out to them. Rest and be
content with your instructions, and we promise words can not express, for your kind regard to
very
me
your
in
present
and
life,
timely
and highly instructive
you peace and popularity in the
eternal blessedness in the next. These promises letter, which I have read many times, and I
are backed up with the fearful denunciations think with lasting instruction to my spirit.
commonly used by our Orthodox brothers, and to
have answered all the questions that I dethe weak and superstitious, seem altogether You
potent. And thus the light is shut out, so that sired to have answered.
Please designate which my principal or leadwhen their angel friends come and speak to them
of their present beautiful home, they say depart; ing phase of mediumshipis.
Yours respectfully,
place
your
or
for we desire not a knowledge of
Henry A. Phillips.
surroundings. But some will hear, and the light
will spread* aye is already spreading, and one by
Milford, Mich., March 16th, 1873.
one they come and see, are convinced that these
things are so. Oh how instructive are the teachNotice of Mass-meeting.
ings of those who have dwelt in the land of the
blessed, and have come again to invite us to learn
of their beautifui spirit home! Our faith is
Bko. Jones:—Please give, as early as possistrong, and our hope bouyant that the people, the ble, publicity to the fact that it is determined
common people will soon press into the light now to hold the Mass-meeting of Spiritualists
in
shining around us, and give a hearty welcome to
their returning friends from the country so soon Cincinnati, May 23d, 24th, 25th and26th. Sunto be occupied by us all. And now Bro. Jones, day 2oth will be devoted to lectures mornwe wish you and yours, long life and abundant ing and evening, and special exercises of the
prosperity, and may you live to see superstition Lyceum in the afternoon. All who expect to
and bigotry done away with, and the light and be present are requested to address me at once
truth cover the land.
as it is very necessary to be able to form some

,

DELANO, MINN.—S. Reynolds Spates writes.
The teachings of this new dispensation are beautiful. The flames of Hell are smothered. Death
has lost its sting, the grave its victory. It teaches
us that God is an All-pervading Spirit—not a threeheaded man, perched upon a great white throne,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel. It teaches us
BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.—S. B. Williams writes. that
man is a responsiblehuman being, dependent
I can not let the opportunity pass without letting on his
exertion for salvation—not on the
you and the readers of the dear Journal know of blood ofown
any crucified Savior. It teaches us that
the good things we have enjoyed this past winter no act of injustice
toward our fellow-man can go
in this benighted region of Old Theology. Thank unpunished.
can not be shouldered off on to
God its foundation is giving way. First we had the meek and It
lowly Jesus. It teaches us that we
that host within himself, E. V. Wilson, then came can not violate nature's
with impunity,
the Davenport Brothers with their astounding without bringing down on laws
our own heads her
manifestations—(some say tricks of ledgerdemain) penalty for the offense. It teaches
us to live pure
be that as it may, the astutes of Wheeling were lives. For years past
"have busied
not only baffled in their attempt to detect fraud themselves by shoutingChristians
free-love, and still they,
but were provoked to wrath, so much so that had with holy piety, hold up
example
for
the Old
Davenports would
it not been for the police
Patriarchs, that reveled in licentiousness of the
not have been safe; and as it was women and vilest kind. Commencing with
Noah, we find that
children were in danger of being run over by the he got beastly drunk, cursed his grandson, though
roughs And here let me state an undeniable guilty of no crime (Gen.
ix:
That just
21-25).
truth the roughs and church members are alike and righteous Lot got beastly intoxicated, seduced
pleased when anything can be brought to bear his own daughters, each of whom
had a child by
against Spiritualism, be it true or talse; and if her own father (Gen. xix : 31-38). Abraham
had
false, the better it takes. After the Davenports a plurality of wives and concubines, left his son
came Mr. Winslow, of Chicago, a good lecturer, to die in the wilderness, married his own sister,
he is, too.
and then denied her as being his wife, and to
CHICAGO, ILL.—Dr. Thomas J. Lewis writes. crown the whole with complete cusseduess, atof
tempted
beginning
to murder his only legitimate son. Isaac
the
is
thought
As the agitation of
wisdom, and the Orthodox hypocrites are agitating was as big a reprobate as his father (Gen. xxvi: 6.)
to lift their pet He, a three-headed revengeful God Jacob cheated his starving brother out of his
the birthright by lying to his old blind father; had
into the Constitution, allow me through
my share of wives "and concubines. Mrs. Rachel stole her
columns of the Journal, to put in introducing
father's pretty images, and the act ends by Jacob
agitation.
The great difficulty in
stealing his father-in-law's cattle. Being a little
such an incomprehensible tbing as a male personal
that
will
he left the old man a lot of feeble,
be
conscientious,
Constitution,
Orthodox God into the
played-out stock ; but all the good ones took he
God
no two creeds take the same view of such awhich
unto himself (xxx : 40-42). As for his sons, they
and the fight will be a long one to decide,
w;ork. improved exceedingly in the ways of wickedness,
creed God should be used for such dirty
indifor
each
there is hardly a crime in the whole catalogue
gives
The Declaration of Independence his own, or no of which
they are not guilty. Moses, a man after
vidual the privilege of enjoying
religious belief. But if any God is to be inserted God's own heart, his first public act was murder ;
priests also advised his brethren to steal, and then run off
it should be a God that neither creeds nor
religious, with the stolen goods ; orders the destruction of
can trip up—and unprejudiced, moral,
accept
of it, innocent chiidren, procures all females in the
can
minds
spiritual and intelligent
who yet verily believe that all mediums are instruments in the hands of an imaginary Devil.
Such letters from such localities encourage us in
our work.—[En. Journal.

SO,

idea of the attendance.
Our Anniversary entertainment passed off
very satisfactorily, and was favored with the
presence of a fair sized audience.

Yours, etc., G. W. Kates.

Cincinnati, Ohio, April 2d.

One Box Only, Usually Weans from
Desire for Tobacco.

all

Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Chicago, Illinois-—
Having for forty-five years used Tobacco last
June a friend offered if I would try your Antidote that he would furnish it, consequently
soon after I received the Box, used it for eight
days according to directions, when I found
myself perfectly weaned from the desire to use
Tobacco.
Since, my health has very much improved
and in weight I have increased twenty-live
pounds. I have not words to express my grat
itude for this timely great change in health
and relief from a habit that to me to-day an'
pears quite different from the practice of years
gone by.
I would recommend to all who wish to be
come
free and out of bondage, to use your ani, tidote, for it is a certain cure for using To
bacco.

Respectfully, etc., etc,,
ii Moody.
IJ
Hamilton, riCaldwell
County, Mo., March 19
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SALLOWNESS

FROM

we challenge

the medical faculty and the worli

at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simplt
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confi
dence present to the world, already flooded with reme
dies, aU claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics
'
This remedy has been tested over and over, each tim<
proving peifectly successful and giving entire satisfac
1tion. We ask the public to give it a fair and impartial'
1trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, pre

vent all from adoptingit as a
Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium.
All business letters addressed to W, G. Hooker, Gen
eral Agent, 251# Park Avenue, Chicago' 111.
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SAFE IsT -A.
OR THE

MENTAL CONSTITUTION.

,s

BY ARTHUR MERTON.

In Mental Science the world has had a surfeit tf
1worthless speculations. It now asks and needs exac t
Folfin
and positive knowledge, such as guides the Astrono
or God in the Consti- 1
tution, by Moses Hull
in
1
V hy I Was Excommunicated from the Presby. , mer, the Mechanic, the Chemist, or the Physiologist, tc
(certain success in his labors.
The discoveries set fortl
tenan Church. Pi of. H. Barnard. on no
ear Book of Spiritualism.
1 this volume answer this great need. They bring ord
in
Cloth
1
25
20
Per
1100 06 <er out of chaos, and reduce all mental action and laws t;»
'exact mathematical statements.
Thus they open to ur
lylTE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH MISCTET
VV laneous Books of any kind Dublishpd
ra new world of thought and life, for the mental laws re
ates, and, on receipt of the
late us to every sphere and every act of duty and pleas
y mail or express, as may be desired
sent by
ne-hf th more than the regular cost of If
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ure.
The truths here explained are of supreme interest
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the
be
squired to prepay postage. The patronage of
£and importance to all classes of persons. Not only if
friends
> solicited. In making remittances for feks our
b"y wstaO this the case with regard to its general ideas, it is alsc
orders
true of their special applications. I'he farmer, the cook,
—
t the mechanic, the architect, the artist, the literary man
the statesman, the teacher, and the parent, will each line
here new truths which relate to his special duties or pur
suits. An examination of the table of contents will a>
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twelve years, BOTH SCIENTIFIC AND LEGAL, to-

where it is introduced.

j INSURANCE

It demonstrates the fact of a future existence beyond
the possibility of a doubt, by appealing to one of the
strongest of all our senses—that of sight. The investigation to which it has been submitted during the last

Balicoelt Self-Acting Fire Engine,
FOR CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE USE.

* ^sy?e,autif!,11
written in the author's usual
lished Style, aflash with spiritual
nm}
[tactions. It contains the testimonyilluminations
of the departed
spectrag what they see and hear of the "better
land-"
ie philosophy Of life the moral ratio of
the
lghter views of the transition called death,worlds
the
jes of funerals on a more attractive scale, and vis
he "Beyond." It is a casket of sweet
immortelles

\00k'.

trul
on!

id a Bethlehem star m every bereft home "-lies,
Price, 75 cents; postage, 12 cents.

gether with the endorsement of thousands of respectable
people who have had pictures taken of their spirit friend*
that they fully and unquestionably recognize, stamps t
as a truth, and gives us a

MOST POWERFUL ARGUMENT
in favor of our beautiful philosophy.
Mr. W. H. Muniler, of Boston, is the medium througk
whom these beautiful manifestations were first given.
His arrest, a few years since, in New York, for taking
these pictures, his subsequent trial and honorable acquittal rendered him at once famous. Consequently his pictures have been sought for from every quarter of the
civilized world. Thus he is scattering broadcast "seed
that shall spring up and bear fruit" and doing an
amount of good which is incalculable.

Mr. Mumler has made us SPECIAL AGENTS

for the sale of his interesting pictures.
As many who have pictnres taken do not care to give
publicity to them, Mr. M. is somewhat limited in the
number of specimens; but we append a description of
some of those which he thinks the parties will not object
to being distributed.
This is a beautiful picture,

..

, andshows

The condensed style of the author has enabled him tc
treat each of the many topics embraced in this volunw
with great clearness. For example, in the second chapte)
the reader will find the Signs of Character described,
and to get the same knowledge elsewhere, he would hav*
to purchase a volume costing five times the price of this
So the Word Analysis, in the seventh chapter, and thi
Laws of Conjugal Love, in the sixth, are equally examplet
of condensed and lucid statement.
The Safena has about 200 pages, well illustrated witl
engravings. Price, in cloth, $1.00. Sent by mail post
paid.

his spirit daugh-

Cast. R, Montgomery, rceMs p^fiX^
of Hodgdons Mills, means^o?' coSvertTng him
and his family to the Spirit-

_

MAINE.

It is more effective than the Steam Fire Engine, be
cause it is instantaneously ready and throws a powerfu
stream of carbonic acii, gas and water for any length o:
time.
It is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world
and comes within the financial abilities of every place.
It does not require an expensive system of wate]
works, and is never out of repair. Send for "theii
Record."
F. W. FARWELL, Sec'y.
78 Market St., Chicago.

ual faith.

The spirit form represents

loses A. D0¥.» sistant
''Tht^Tlady
was aseditress of his paper
Ed. Waverly Magazine
Boater*
vficjo

Vl3n21m6

an^ beingj fatherless was
drawn to him as to a father.
Mr. D. is a gentle man of
wealth and high social position, and his full endorsement of this picture, makes
it complete and satisfactou

ry.

CHAPTERS
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The Bible of the Ages.
T ,
T
F O U R T E E N_ GJH APTERS.
(111 11 .1
J
J
U111I U,
Selected from Hindoo

Vedas, Buddha, Confucius
Mencius, Egyptian Divine Pymander, Zoroaster, Tal
mude, Bible, Philo Judeaus, Orpheus, Plato, Pythagoras
Marcus Aurelius, Epictetns, Seneca, Al Koran, Scandi
navian Eddas, Swedenborg, Luther, Novalis, Eenan.
Taliesin, Milton, Penn, Barcley, Adam Clarke, Marj
Fletcher, Newman, Tyndall, Max Muller, Temple, Wool
man, Elias Hicks, Channing, Garrison, H. C. Wright
Lucretia Mott, Higginson, T. Starr King, Bushnell.
Parker, Finney, Dayis, Emma Hardinge, Emerson.
Beecher, Tuttle, Denton, Abbott, Frothingham, and
others.

Slowly the Bible of the race is writ,
Bach age, each kindred adds a yerse to it."
"This book, original in aim and execution, helps to meet
a want much felt. Giving the best thoughts from a datf
far older than the Bible to our own day, it must tend tc
break up idolatry of a book, to banish bigotry, and give
higher wisdom and truer freedom and tpiritual culture.
It should be in every home in the land. None should

400 pages; on

heavy
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UiU f 01 j that knew her. In comparA„. ing this with a picture of
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Mrs. G., which parties can
have if desired, the likeMASS. ness ,s seen to be every remarka )\e and satisfactory.
Spirit form of a young

Herbert filson.I

her an anchor of flowers
emblem of hope, in the cross
bar of which is her correc'

mass

name. This picture is fnllj
recognized, and a beautifu

test.

Spirit consin and brother.

Mr.

Winslow.
zed, and ie certainly a very
i remarkable one.

Over the
head of the lady appears a
crown of light which Mr. W.
eay8 *s a m"S emWem, as
she was a very spiritual

Boston,
MASS

woman.

Spirit child, fully recog-
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Tirilrllfsm picture is a re-
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tinted paper; bound in cloth
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MASS.

is also a mest excellent test,
not only from its being readily recognized, but from the
Boston,
correct name of the child,
MASS. which plainly appears in a
wreath of flowers in its lap.
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Animal Magnetism*
CONTAINING A BRIEF

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF ;tIESMER'S OPERA
TIONS, AND THE EXAMINATION OF THE
SAME BY THE FRENCH COMMISSIONERS.
PHRENO-SOMNAMBULISM; OR, THE EXPOSITION OF PHRB
NO-MAGNETISM AND NEUROLOGY. A NEW VIEW ANI>
DIVISION OP THE PHRENOLOGICALORGANS INTO FUNC
TIONS, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THEIR NATURE ANL
QUALITIES, ETC., IN THE SENSES AND FACULTIES; ANP
A FULL AND ACCURATE DESCRIPTIONOF THE VARIOUS
PHENOMENA BELONGING TO THIS STATE; INCLUDING
ITS DIVISION INTO TWO DISTINCT CONDITIONS, VIZ:
THE WAKING AND SLEEPING, WITH PRACTICAL IN
STRUCTIONSHOW TO ENTER AND WAKE FROM EITHER

The Identity of these Conditions with othei
States and Mysteries.

Together With

AN account or several obstetrical cases delit
IN THIS STATE;

THE

PROPER

METHOD

OF PREPARING SUBJECTS FOR SURGICAL OPERA
TIONS; THEIR MANAGEMENT DURING AND AFTER THE SAME, AND THE LATEST AND

BEST METHOD OF CURING DISEASES,
ETC., IN THOSE PERSONS
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wonderful picture. The sit,

ter was impressed to place
her arms in the attitude of

ho ding a child, while behind

stands the spirit husband,
anc* Places the spirit babe, in
its mother's arms.

, This young man is medi-
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ARTIFICIAL SOMNAMBULISM,

markable one, inasmuch as
^ shows the power of spirits
in moving tangible objects,
the child having raised a
portion of the sitter's dress.

Spirit child sitting in its

„

Revised Edition.

She brings' witl

engaged.

Boston,'

*«*For sale wholesale and retail by the Reliqio-Phil&
sophical
Publishing House.
Adams Street and
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Second.

Mabel

is Mr. Glover's mother,
m ed
and fully rec°gnjzed by

fail to obtain it.1'—WilliamDenton.

SDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
Pkice, $2.00. Postage 26 cents.

A picture of

Warren,'' taken while in the
form, and kindly furnished
by Mr. Dow, for comparison, can be had if desired.

GOSPELS AND INSPIRATIONS FROM MANI
CENTURIES AND PEOPLES.

f°r ^

u^;
Beiore
picture
three

spirits offered
show themselves, representing Europe, Africa, and
America. As will be seen
^ the picture, the promise
was fulfilled Also a picture
was taken while entranced,
and shows his double.
This lady is a very excellent

T?Q C?tm Qll medium. The spirit is hei
XjCLO LliiCllii controlling guide, and is re' markable for its plainnese
New York, and the manner of coming.
Spirit Child.

jl/f-pn PVlQpfpp This is a very excellen

III I ui uiiul Lul. picture, the lady being a me
' dium. The articles belong
ing to the child were place*
E. Boston,
on the table, while the sitte
held in one hand a bouquet o
uiqo
m-Aoo.
flowers, requesting mentalh
that the spirit would rest its

hand on it. As will be seen

the request was granted.

Emma H. Britten.
'

Beethoven.
picture, and shows the spirit
of the great German c®mpos-

formerly erstanding behind the sitter
and bending over her. He

Eiia Hardinge,

composed

(emblem of music)
of flowers in her lap.
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ARE IN THAT CONDITION.
BY

Wm. B. Fahxiestock,

M.D.

The author of the above-named book is a philosophei
of large experience and great merit. In this work he
treats of the philosophy of mind, as demonstrated by
practical experiments during the last twenty years.
No work has ever been published which so thoroughly
demonstrates many popular theories to be unfounded
and fallacious, and at the same time gives a rational theory for phenomena manifested.
Dr. Fahnestock is a thorough believer in spirit com
munion, and teaches in this work the modus operandi to

Equally as Interesting
ARE
CHARLES II. FOSTOR, op NEW YORK,
AND SPIRIT OF ADA ISAACS MENKEN.

S. A. BIOELOW, BOSTON,
SHOWING SPIRIT Off FRANKLIN, WITH THE
KLEC7RICA1

SAMUEL CARTER, Boston,
WITH SPIRIT WIFE AND SONS.

MRS. FRENCH, Boston,
AND SPIRIT SON.

a demonstration.

IS mo., 328 pages.
Price, $1.50; postage 16 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave
Chicago.
'

COL. CUSHMAN, CmcAeo,

SHOWING SPIRIT

FRIEND, WITH QUAKER BONNET AND
PACKAGE OP HAIR.

CBAM^FLAIN,

Agents Wasted e©r West

ANNIE LORD
MUSICAL
SHOWING SPIRIT HANDS, INSTRUMENTS, MEDIUK
ETC.
DEAN CLARK, speaker,

OF THE

SARAH A FLOYD,

ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
A full, faithful and reliable History of that v st region
of our country, so rich in romance and natural wonders.

including the MODOC COUNTKY.sostubbornly defended
by CAPT. JACK. The work will be read with deep interest by thousands who have sought in vain for full and
correct information relating to the Pacific Slope. ILLUSTRATED WITH 150 ENGRAVINGS-the rarest and
choicest CABINET OF BEAUTY AND WONDERS ever
transferred to paper. For illustrated circular and terms
address WM. FLINT & CO.,
Philfl,., Penn.; Cln., Ohio; Atlanta, Ga., or Springfield
Mass.
'

Please state the paper you saw this in.

AND SPIRIT MOTHER.

ATTENDED BY HER INDIAN GUIDE,

once show this to be the case.

jfe, Soul, Spirit Celestial Body,

TITE FUTURE.
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favorite family medicine.
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BY J. O. BARRETT.
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ALSO, THE

Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.

are Christians. Denton
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Fhat is Right, Oy Wm. Denton
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'ital Magnetic Cure, 1 en
rital Force, How Wasted and How Preserved
by E. P. Miller, M.D. Paper 50 cents. Cloth
100 IS
olney,s
R..ins; or Meditations on the Revolutions c. Empires, with biographical notice by

.

AND

gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offend
ing elements and diseased places in the system, to loosei
the bowels, and do a great work without weakening th(
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigit
constipation.

n?

Count Daru
' m
A. B. Biography of
J'hiting,
I'S
yho

PATCHES

It will also remove the effects of poisonous anc
deleterious substances that have long remained
in the system. This Remedy contains No Polsoja*

n*

25 02
jX
9

MOTH

De«

SKIN.

A.J.Davis, 1.50 20

The Yahoo, a Satirical Rhapsody

H?n.

Mrs.

Difficulties, allays Nervous
bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it

qq 12

System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
Physical World, by Baron D'Holback 2 00 24
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources
50 04
Self Contradictions of the Bible, 25 02
Spiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull, 10 02.
Safena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthur
Merton
j qq
rhe Past and Future of Our Planet,' by win.
Denton
1 50 20
I'hat Terrible Question. Moses
Dwerty Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear 20 02
ralktomy Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.i>. 1.50 02
rhe Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcozson 25 IS2
Freatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
man, a valuable work by H. Powell 1 25
Pale of a Physician, by A. J. Davis
I'nfi ik
Paper Cover
75 OS
Phe Question
Settled, by Moses Hull 1 50 11;

£e£°?8i>

was given

Purifier.

Bilious Diseases, Fevers, and Inilam'
04 sia,
matory

50

'o-Morrow of Death

Blood

cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perma
nent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive organs
dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has t
grand effect upon Catarrh, Scrofula, Bygpep*

Science of Evil, by Joel Moody 1 75 20
Spiritual Manifestations, by J, S. Kymer io 02

By
R. J. Ingersoll.
'he God Proposed, by Denton,

and

clairvoyant condition. It has been well teste*
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Discovery, the Wonder of tlie Age, and whicl
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It it
composed of active remedies particularly adapted to th<
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering i'
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that aris<
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only find'
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,

* 25 00

Syntagma

Remedy

This preparation

Songs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02
Spiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker is 02
Spirit Life of Theodore Parker through the Mediumship of Miss E. RamsdeU 40 02
Seven Hour System of Grammar, by Prof. D. P.

Paper
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Soul Affinity, A. B. Child 20 02
Satan, Biography of. By K. Graves 60 03
Sermon from Shakspeare's Text. Denton 10 02
Sa"red Gospels of Araba, A. J. Davis, cloth
full gilt
i.ro 12
Ornamen al covers
QO
10
3unday Not the Sabbath
25 2
Sexual Physiology, toy R. T. Trail, M.D
'
%
00 20
Strange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1 50 20
Spiritual Harp
200 26
Abridged Edition
1 00 14
Spiritual Tracts, by Judge Edmunds Sq 04
Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen.
by H. <f. Wright. Paper
50 06
Soul of Things, by Elizabeth and Wm. Denton 1 50 20
Social Evils, by Mrs. M. M. King 25 00
Spiritual Philosophy 1is. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.

King
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THE GOVERNMENT has adopted

the

i3r* Send two three cent stamps to Proctor Broth

ers for a " Treatise on the Human Hair." The informa
tion it contains is worth $500 to any person.
For sale by Van Schaack, Stevenson & keid, wholesale
druggists, Cor. Wabash Ave. and 18th St., Chicago.
N. B. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the office of the
Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave..
Chicago. If your druggists don't keep it, we will senc
you six bottles for $3.50, for the purpose of introducing
it in your place. Must be sent by express.

1.C016

Persons and Events, by A. J. Davis 1.50
Planchette—the Despair of Science, by Epes
Sargent
1.25
Penetralia, by A. J. Davis 1.75
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse, by A. J.
60
Davis. Paper
Cloth
1.25
Probl m Life
75
Principles of Nature, by Mrs. M. M. King 1.75
Poems from the Inner Life, by Lizzie Doten... 1 10

no Lao Scxphtjb, no Sugar of

Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is wel)
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the first and only real restorative ever dis
covered.
It is as clear as crystal, pure as amber—a delicious
wash; having, however, a slight dust from its perfume.
It keeps the hair fresn, moist, soft, tractile.
It restores gray hair to its original color by the simplt
process of new growth.
Use it straight along, and at seventy you will have the
hair you wear at seventeen or twenty-seven, as its ha
bitual use is a certain preventive of falling off, baldness,
and gray hair.
It relieves, and removes all tendency to headaches
which have like cause.
Infinitesimal animalcule, discoverable only with i
powerful microscope, infest the roots of the human hail
and scalp when neglected and unhealthy. The Restora
tive contains their perfect bane, selected from Nature'*
store-rooms, which ingredient the Patentee has the sole
right to use. It destroys these, removes all impurities,
fructifies and fertilizes the scalp—treating only causes.
"Ring out the Old, Ring in the New."
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Ayer, Mass. Prepared onl)
by PROCTOR BROTHERS, Gloucester, Mass.

5010

THAT UNLOCKS THE GOLDEN GATES OP

THE

Lead, no Litharge, no Nitrate of Silver—
is not a health nor hair Destructive.

Paper
30 02
Paine's Political Works, 2 vols., of about 500
pages each
5.00 1.00
Philosophical Dictionary of Voltaire. Fifth
American Edition, 876 octavo pages, two steel
plates. Largest and most correct edition in
the English Language. Contains more matter
than the London Edition which sells for $10.. 5.00 60
Psalms of Life, by J. S. Adams. Paper cover.. 75 04

THE KEY

$10,000,000.00
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.\.ge of Reason and Examination of the Prophe75 IS
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Artificial Somnambulism, by Dr. Fahnestock... 1.50 16
Alice Yale, by Lois Waisbrooker
1.25 16
American Crisis, by Warren Chase
25 OS
Answers to Questions, Practical and Spiritual,
by A. J. Davis
1.50 18
1.25 14
Apocryphal New Testament
A Peep into Sacred Tradition, by Orrin Abbot.
50 OS
Age of Reason, by Thomas Paine. Cloth 50 06
Paper,
25 04
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. II.
Philosophy of Spiritual Existence, and of the
Spirit World
1.25 16
A. 35 C of Life, by A. B. Child
25 OS
Arabula; or, the Divine Guest, by A. J. Davis.. 1.50 18
Approaching Crisis, by A.J. Davis
1.00 14
Vpostles, [translated from the French] by Renan 1.75 20
Astronomy and Worship of the Ancients, by G.
02
Yale .
SO
A Stellar Key to the Summer Land, by A. J.
75 16
Davis
Paper Covers
50 04
Astro-Theological Lectures, by Rev. Robert
Taylor
2.08 24
A Kiss for a Blow, a book for children, by H.
C. Wright. Small edition
63 12
Large edition
1.50 16
Antiquity and Duration of the World, by G. H.
Toulmm, M. D
25 OS
An Eye-Opener, by Zepa, Cloth
75 12
Paper Covers
50 04
A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem in the first century, by W. W. Story
15 02
Allegories of Life, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1.25 12
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish 1.50 16
Blasphemy, by T. R. Hazard
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Bible in India
2.00
20
Better Views of Living, by A. B. Child 1.00 12
Branches of Palm, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1.25 16
Be Thyself, by Wm. Denton 10 02
Brotherhood of Man and what Follows from it.
Maria King, 25 00
Both Sides; or, God and the Devil's Prophets,
a discussion between Moses Hull and Rev. J,
F. McLain, 25 02
75
Book on the Microscope
Book of Religions. By J. Hay ward
2.00
Bibical Chronology. M. B Craven, . 10 C2
Christianity before Christ. M.B.Craven, 25 02
Critical History of the Doctrine of * Future
Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. R. Alger 3.50 4*
ConantMrs.
J. H., Biography of 1.60 10
"
"
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"
full gilt 2.00 20
Contrast, Evangelism and Spiritualism, compared by Moses Hull
150 16
Complete Works of J. A Davis
£8.00
Chapters from the Bible of the Ages 2.00 24
Criticism on the Apostle Paul, in Defense of
Woman's Rights, etc.. by M. B. Craven. 25 2
Conjugal Sins against the Laws of Life and
Health, by A. K. Gardner, A. M., M. D 1.50 16
Paper
1.00 08
Constitution of Man, by George Combe 1.75 16
Common Sense Thoughts on tke Bible, by Wm.

NATURE'S HAHUESTORATIVE!

and a powerful protection.
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them daily. They are Safe and Simple,
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The New Wonder I
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25 02

Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.
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An Hour with the Angels,
Astrological Origin of Jehovah-God. D. W.

Postaga.

All orders, with the price of books desired,
ind the additional amount mentioned for postage, will meet with prompt attention.
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Koran, with explanatory notes, by George Sale.
8 Vo., 670 pp. Best edition yet published 2.75 40
Koran, with Life of Mohammed, translated by
George Sale, Gent. 12 mo., 472 pp
2 .00 24
Law of Marriage, by C. L James 25 2
Looking Beyond. J. O. Barrett. 75 12
Life Line of the Lone One, oy Warren Chase.. 1.00 12
Life of Thomas Paine, with critical and explanatory observations of his writings, by G. Vale. 1.00 16
1.75 20
Life of Jesus, by Renan
Love arid its Hidden History, by P. B. Randolph 1.50 16
kyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris 2.00 20
Legalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
a* it should be, by C. S. Woodruff, M.D 1.00 16
L otters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
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25 02
Living Present—Dead Past, by H. C. Wright.
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50 04
Cloth
75 08
Lessons for Children About Themselves. By
A. E. Newton.
Cloth, 60 08
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Life of Wm. Denton .by J. H. Powell 25 05
Man's True Sadors. Denton
10 02
Mayweed Blossoms, by Loi& Waisbrooker 1.50 20
Ministry of Angels Realised,by A. E. Newton. 20 02
Manual for Children (for Lyceums), by A. J.
Davis. Cloth
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70
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Morocco, gilt
Iff ? Affinity, and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten 1.50 20
Slediumship, it s Laws and Conditions, with Brief
Instructions for the Formation of Spirit Circles, by J. H. Powell
25 02
Moravia, Eleven Days at. T. R. Hazard 10 2
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft, and Miracle, by Allen Putnam
30
2
Married W omen; Biographies of Good Wives,
by L. Maria Child
1.25 16
Modern American Spiritualism—1848-1868, by
Emma Hardinge...» 3.75 44
do., without tne engravings 2.75 32
Morning Lectures, (Twenty Discourses) by A.
J. Davis
1.50
18
Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard. 10
Meiital Cure,
1.50
18
Nature's Laws in Human Life: an Exposition
1.50 20
of Spiritualism
New Testament Miracles, and Modem Miracles,
by J. H. Fowler
60 04
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A. . Davis... 3.50 48
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe 1.25 20
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.
Taylor, a.m. Cloth ,
1.25
Paper
75
Ordeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grirnel, medium 25 04
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is True, by
Wm. Denton
10 (2
Optimism, the Lesson of Ages
75 1*
Origin of Species, by Darwin
2.00 24
Origin of Civilization and Primitive Condition
of Man, by Sir J. Lubbock 3.00 24
Philosphy of Special Providences, by A. J.
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tween them he h >lds a large key, indicative

of, we suppose, his first experiments in electricity.
Number forty-six, Mrs.' S .van, of Chicago,
the sitter.

To her right and looking toward

her stands her husband and daughter, both in
spirit-life. Her daughteris in the foreground
leaning toward the mother, her right arm seen
in front of the mother, holding in her hand a
wreath of flowers. Her hair is ornamented

$72 00

JOURNAL. ~
AP^^I
r
EACH WEEK.
THE OLD WAY OF DQCTolRmGTHFsiCK

Agents wanted everywhere. Business strictly legitimate.
Particulars free. Address, J. WORTH & Co., St. Louis,
Mo. vl4n2yl

SamuelMaxwell, M-1>clairvoyant physician.

Treats all form f or disease with great success. Sends
medicine to all parts of the country. $3.00 and lock of hair
for examination. $5 0e to ®20 00 per month for treatment.
Address, 74Sjuti Bt'h St Richmond, Ini P. O. Box 1285.

with flowers. The father's face is well
brought out. His left hand is up to the right vl4n5tf ''
side of his face and shoulder, as if in the act
of holding some drapery in place. The group
alwnyiK 4ate your letters.
is a fine one and makes a neat picture.
C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave.. New York, has
permanent, and painless remedies, given him through
Number forty-seven, A. A. Wheelock, late spirit
aid. Ten years successful experience. Cure
Spirit Photographs, 15jr Munler.
of the American Spiritualist, the sitter. Be- guaranteed.
Send stamp for evidence. [vl3a25]
hind him stands his Indian guide. Both look
(COXTDTUED )
frightened, as though each had had enough of
The Haunted
each other. Bro. W. looks tired and weary.
Number twenty-nine, Robert Bonner, of The Indian's under lip hangs down while
Georgia, the sitter. Behind him and slightly Bro. W.'s hair stands up as though it expected
At Nhwb0*tport,Mass.
to his left stands his wife, a sweet looking to leave with poor Lo. The upper portion of
spirit woman—we take it to be the spirit seen the spirit's face resembles Bro. W.'s very much. l^ITE illustrations,neatpaper cover. Price, 20 cents; by
mail.
in number twenty-seven—her left arm and hand The Indian is the lightest complexionof the
Fur sale wholesale and ratail by the Beligioare resting on and over his shoulder, her hand two. It is, however, a good test for we have Pnitesophieal
Publishing Hott3e, Adams street and ith
appareatly in his bosom. On the left and over seen this Indian with Bro. W. on more occa- Ave., Chicago. Z,,
his heart is seen a wreath of flowers. The sions than one.
right hand of the spirit is held up, the index
Number forty-eight, Emma Hardinge.'.the
fiuger pointing upward. On and around her sitter. Behind her and leaning over her stands
DESIRES TO ESTABLISH AW AGBWCY IN EVER CfTY AND
head, fe a wreath of flowers. The face in each a spirit; it is the commanding figure of TOWN
IN THE UNITEDSTATES TOR THE SALE 0» HIS
of these spirits are well brought out.
is
Beethoven. He in the act of laying on her
3T»mber thirty. Master H—d, the sitter, and bosom a wreath of flowers.
WONDERFUL
his double; that is, his own spirit stands by
Thus, dear reader, we present you an ac- Spirit Photo graphs.
him. The likeness is good.
curate word description of forty-eight sittings
FOR TERMS ADDRESS WITH STAMP, STATIN# NUMBER OF
Number thirty-one, Master H—d again the for spirit pictures. There are forty-two per- INHABITANTS.
sitter, aad behind him stands representatives sons the sitters. One has had three sittings,
W. H. MUMLER,
of Biirope, Africa and America. An Indian and two, two sitttings each. Of these persons, vl3nl84t 1T0W. Springfield-st.,Boston, Mass.
occupies the foreground, resting his left hand twenty-one are men and twenty-one women.
on the shoulder of the sitter, his right arm and With these sitters are fifty-nine spirit pictures;
hand in front of the sitter, holding in his hand twenty-four of them males, and thirty-five of
A. B. SEVERANCE,
what we take to be a bow. Tne face is thor- them female. Fifteen of them are children;
give to those who visit him in person, or from auto
oughly Indian, the hair long, and on top of and six are of the Indian race and six Negro. Will
graph, or from lock of hair, readings oi character, marked
the head is a tuft of feathers. Oil the right of Two of the sitters have three hands over each changes,
past and future, advice in regard to business,
the Indian and a little behind him stands a of their heads. This album is a wonderful diagnosis of disease,
with prescription, adaptation of
fine looking Negro; his features are long, fore- book of testimony and to gainsay it, is to de- those intending marriage, directions for the management
of
children,
hints
inharmoniously married, etc.
to
the
head broad and full, nose well defined, lips clare that some of the shrewdest minds in
Terms, $2.00 for full delineation; brief delineation.
heavy and full, eye expressive, full and intel- America have been imposed on by this man $1.00
A. B. SEVERANCE.
ligent. The beard on his chin and lower jaw Mumler. Again, how is it possible for there
is woolly and short, his hair carefully trimmed to be a cheat in this matter. We deny it, and 7 nlS tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wia
and woolly. In the background and to the declare that spirit photography is a fact.
left of the group, is seen Europe in the form
Thus step by step we are carrying the strongof a fine lo king white man. The face is not hold of the church. Christianity has refused Of Kansas City, Missouri, has ths only remedies that
as well brought out^as the others, but is thor- "tie prayer guage" of science; we accept it, will ens lire a safe and permanent cure of thosi organic
diseases contracted through ignorance of natures laws,
oughly Caucasian.
and are a little nearer God.
vie J, overindulgence, intemperance or otherwise. A
Number thirty-two, Mrs. Carlile, of Boston,
greater number of persons are afflicted with those diseases than any other, and from them, manv of the evils in
spirit
girl
tha sitter, and an Indian
apparently
social life are generated and through false modesty or
five or six years of age, sitting on Mrs Carinability of their physician or ignorance of their own
ile's lap. The face of the child is full and
physiology, are victims of insanity ad death. Dr.
large, and precocious. On the head is a tuft
Perkins guarantees cures and will retora fee in any
case where a cure it? not effected. Patients writing me
of feathers. Her ears are large and have rings
for treatment should give a!l their symptoms as nearly in
in them. As she sits in the lap of Mrs. C.,
full as possible. Keep nothing back if you wish for a
her form and dress hides from view a por{Notices /or this Department will be charged at the
successful cure. Address Dr Perkins,Kansas Citv. Mo
rate of twenty cents per line for every line exceeding
P. O. Box, 1227.
tion of Mrs. C.'s dress, and yet Mrs. C.'s left twenty.
Notices not exceeding twenty lines published vl3n2iyl
hand lies on the dress of the child. Her right gratuitously.
\
hand and arm seems to pass under a portion
of the dress of the child, and the hand laying
R. R. Barrows passed on to the higher life, Feb.
f aim upward on her lap. The child's left
APPOINTMENTS FOR 18 7 3.
hand and arm rest on the right arm of Mrs. C. 50th, 1873. fron Dunleith, 111.
Elgin, 111., 1st and 2nd: Eockford, 111., 3rd, 4th, 5th and
Bito. Barrows was an earnest investigator of spiritThe name of this spirit is given as Ueicola.
Befoit, W'S., 7th, 8 ,h and 9th; Madison, Wis., 11th
We opine that it would puzzle an artist to de- ual philosophy, and became fully convinced of an im- 6th;
and 12ta; Watertown, Wis.. 13th, 14th and 15th; Pond
velop from an old negative a spirit picture like mortal existence sometime before he was ca'led to the DuLac, 16th and 17th; Oshkosh. 18th, 19th and 30th;
final test. He was an exemplary man in pr'nciple and
this in the lap of a new sitter.
Ripon, 21st and 22nd; Whitewater, 24th and 25th; Waukesha, 2 ith and 27th; Chicago, Mitteson House, 28th, 29th,
Number thirty-three, Mr. Winslow, of Bos- sympathy, always willing to contribute to suffering hu 30th
and 31st of each m nth during
year Offices
ton, the sitter. With him stands his spirit manity no matter from what source or condition they princ'pal hotels in each rity. Chronicthecomplaints
incident to bot,h sexes exclusively and successfully treated.
brother and cousin. The resemblance of the were solicited.
Irjthersis remarkable. The cousin, a fine
ENCOMIUMSFROM THE PRESS.
P. 8.
The Western Rural speaks of Br. Dake a» one of the
looking woman, stands in front of the spirit
most successful physicians iu the United States.
brother, and on the right side of the sittir, her
spirit-life
to
Waverly,
Passed
at
X.
Y.,
the
lTth
Dr.
«lt.,
Dake.—That this scientific physician has no equal
right hand and lower arm rests across the
in the West, thousands will affirm.— Journal, Beloit
bosom of Mr. W., the left hand and arm are Newton Kinney, Esq., aged 47 years, 1 month and 7 Wis.
not visible. Over the head of this spirit is a days.
energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man
Newton Kcnnet was a native of Sheshequin, Pa., and is Live,
crown from which descends many rays of
Dr. Dake, who in the last three yea^ has bnilt np one
for the past fourteen years
places, wfeen we are speaking under short engagements, unless we so direct. Write short letters, and to tne point, in
n plat* talk," stating just what yeu mean and want, and
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THE NEW WAY OF CURING THE SICK,

The Well-known Psychometrist

Doctor PERK™

passed to Spirit Jifc.

"DETdakebT

light; her face is finely brought out,, and has a

fine family resemblance to the brothers. It
must be to the Winslows a remarkable test.
Number thirty-four, Col. Cushing, of Chicago, 111., the sitter. There is an expression
on the Colonel's face that seems to say, "Look
out Mumler; if I catch you tricking me, I will
send you to Texas, where all humbugs ought
to go." Behind him and over him stands a
woman from spirit-life, with her arms lovingly
clasped around the Colonel's neck. Her features are well defined. In her hair are flowers.
She was in life as she is in spirit-life the Col.'s
friend.
Number thirty-five, Mrs. Carter, of Boston,
the sitter, and her spirit child. One remarkable feature in this picture, is that the hand of
the child moved after it came before the lens
of the camera.
Number thirty six, Mrs. Charlotta Adams,
Boston, Mass., the sitter. Behind her stands
her father, and on her left is seen her neice.
Both pictures are well defined—the resemblance of Mrs. Adams to her father is readily
no s iced.
Number thirty-seven, Mr. Brown, of York,
Pa., the sitter. By him are two sisters in
spirit-life. One stands behind him with her
arms around his neck. This spirit's arms are
naked above the elbows. She has a wreath of
flowers around her head. The othsr sister is
on his left, leaning toward him, her right.hand
resting on his left arm. No ornaments.
Number thirty-eight, Mrs. Tinkham, of
Lowell, Mass., the sitter. By her side and
on her left stands her child. The right hand
of the child is in the act of raising the dress of
the mother. The picture of the child is well
defined. We would very much like to see this
picture counterfeited by the use of an old negative with a new sitter.
Number thirty-nine, Horace Weston is the
sitter, and his friend, a spirit, stands behind
him, the left arm over the sitter's right shoulder, holding in the hand a letter on which is
writing which we can not decipher. Her spirit
picture is plainly visible—not, however, as
well brought out as most of the others are.
Number forty, Mrs. Floyd, the sitter. On
her right stands an Indian Cheif with four
large feathers in his hair, and a quiver at his
back in which the feathered end of five arrows
appear. He stands in the attitude of listening
with his left arm partially raised from his side.
He is leaning toward Mrs. F., and must have
moved his left leg after the dark cloth had
been removed.
Number forty-one, The Hon. Melville C.
Smith, the sitter. Behind him and directly
over him, stands Prof. Morse, the beard of the
Professor reaching down on to the head of Mr.
Smith. In his right hand the Professor holds
a paper on which is a message, but we can
not read it. In his left hand and between the
thumb and finger of the spirit, there is something being held up to the chin of Mr. Smith.
Number forty-two Joe Jefferson the sitter,
and behind him stands the'spirit of his wife.
Number forty-three Miss Jefferson the sitter,
and directly behind her stands her spirit
mother, with her right hand resting on her
bosom. That these two spirit pictures are from
one person, no one can doubt who looks at
them, and if Mr. and Miss Jeflerson were both
present and one succeeded the other in sin.ing
for a picture, it is a startling test beyond all
controversy.
Number forty-four, Mrs. Nellie Flint, of
New York, the sitter. By her stands the
spirit son of Isaac Aiken, of Pittsburgh. He
stands looking over the head of Mrs. F., holding up the right arm partially doubled. On the
outside or back of the index finger, sits a bird,
as if ready to take its flight.
Number forty-five, L. A. Bigilow, Boston,
the sitter. Behind him is seen the manly form
of Franklin, seemingly about thirty years old.
Both his hands are in front of Mr. B., and be"

a resident of this village. He
early espoused the cau«e of universal frsedom of mind
and body; embracedthe Spiritualists'doctrineof actual
communion with the spirits of the departed, and of continuid existence and eternal progression. Newton
Kinney was true to his convictions, true to his own
manhood, and true to humanity. His loss will be severely felt in the household, and in this community.

of the largest practices of any physician in the West—

Bockford Gazette.

Dnmont C. D vke.M.D., is haying great success this
city He is active, whole souled, in fact, one in
of the
'whitest'

gentleman we hive

Philosofhical Journal.

ever

known.— Rkligio-

MENTAL MEDICINE

A Theological and Practical Treatise

George Hitchcock, aged 25 years and 17 days, after a
general decline of his physical .rganization extending
over a period of two years, passed to the home the "Beloved gone before," March 14th, 1873. Considering the
fact that his mother was m the glorious Spirit Land there
must have been tears of joy and smiles of gladness at the
meeting.
He was a very promising young man, and was beloved
by all who came within the sphere of his influence. He
was an earnejt thinker and a devoted student of the
principles of our soul-encouraging philosophy, and many
of his friends now in earth-life have a consciousness of
his continued existence.
The writer upon the occasion of the funeral, addressed
the friends, gvring such consolation as is embodied in
the fact of the communion of the saints and the philosophy and religion of Spiritualism,
J. H. Randall.
Michigan City, Ind., March 17th, 1873.

ON

MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
BY REV. W. P. EVANS,
Author of "Mental Cure or Influence of
the fliud on the Body In Health and

Disease."

Price, $1.25; postage, 14 cents.
*t* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosopliical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.
Chicago.
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THREE

Plans of Salvation

Passed to spirit-life from Fitchburg, Mass., November
1st, Harry M., aged 14 months, after a few brief hours
struggle with that scourge to children, membraneous
croup. Only son of C. A. and L. A. Goodrich.

PROYED BY SELECTIONSPROM THE NEW TESTAMENT WITHOUT COMMENT ALSO SELECTIONS
FROM THE SAMS WORK ON SEYERAL
IMPORTANT SUBJECTS.

Precious bud of earth thou wert too tender,
Long to linger on the parent stem,
So white robed angels picked thee for their garden
And crowned thee with a royal diadem.

A better knowledge of the real Teachings of the New
Testament can be obtained from this little work iu one
hour than in years by the ordinary method of reading the
Scriptures.

Price, 10 cts.; postage free.

Thy parents mourn the absence of their darling—
They miss the sparkle of his bright blue eyes,
Thy ruby lips, the cooing of thy sweet voice,
That cheered with music hearts now filled with
eighs. jgj

** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Aye.,

Chicago.

WHICH

But parents hope, for you will see your Harry—
In that bright spirit home of love and rest
So calmly wait the coming of the boatman—
To row you o'er the river we call deith.
Mrs. S. A. Thayer, Chelsea, Mass.
Pa sed to spirit-life, very suddenly, of heart disease,
from his home in Moretown, Vt., March 5th, 1873, Mr. A.
Jackson Crave, aged 40 years.
Thus, suddenly, a dear wife, numerous relations and
friends, have been bereft of the earthly presence of one
endeared to them by the strongest ties of consanguinity
and friendship
For over two years he has been a firm
believer in the philosophy of Spiritualism, and advocated its principles fearlessly and openly. It brought him
comfort and joy, and prepared him for the glorious
change through which he has passed. Of a genial, urbane
and humorous nature, he won the love and respect of all.
The writer officiated at the funeral, which was largely
atte jded, and under the auspices of the Masonic Fraternity, of which the deceased was a member, his remains were borne to their last resting place in Richmond,
Vt., and tenderly laid by the side of kindred dust
Also, in Moretown, Vt., on the evening of Wednesday,
March 12th,of Measles, the beautiful spirit if Mertie
Maud, only daughter of Mr. CurtisS. and Mrs M. Amanda Stewart, left her frail casket for the home of the
ange s, aged 1 year 6 months and 26 days.
Ti e angf i of death, brooding his sable wings above the
tome f our be eaved brother and sister, «aw that
Mjrtie Maud was too fair a flower to bloom in this cold
clime of ours, and so they gently translated her to the
Garden of Eden above, to blossom and mature amid the
smiles of God, and the genial influences of His beautiful
angels.
A large numbe.- attended th e funeral of her little body,
all of whom testided by their presence their sympathy
ftr the bereaved parents, relatives and friends. The
writer spoke from the text, "Suffer little children to
come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such is the
kingdom of Heaven."
.Joseph D. Stiles.

SPIRITUALISM OR CHRISTIANITY ?
A Friendly Correspondence between Moses
Hull, Spiritualist, and W. P. Parker,
Christian.
Rev. Mr. Parker is one of the most eloquent preachers
and debaters in the West, and has presented his side of
the question at issue with more than ordinary acumen;
thus enabling Mr. Hull to meet the opposition to Spiritualism in its strongest form. The letters are friendly,
logical, witty and caustic. They will not only instruct
but thoroughly amuse those who read them.

Price, bound in cloth, 75 cents, postage 12
cents; paper 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
% For sale wholesale and retail by the Relieio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

TIPPING HIS TABLES
Ramblings after a Rambler; Exposures of an Expose?.
Elicited by an "Expose of Spiritualism by Rev- Gregory, N orthfield,

Vt., 1872."

BY ALLEN PUTNAM.
!

In response to a general demand, this able production,
has been issued in pamphlet form. Like everything of a
literary nature furnished the reading public by Mr.
Putnam, this work is full of interest, and bears the
mark of patient and earnest thought.

Price, 25 cents; postage, free.
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Reiigio-Phiosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

Husband.— What, Mary, well already, and eating toast and tea! I
left you u-ith a
raging fever this morning.
Wife. Yes, A.lbert, I am well already, and 1 took nothing but six
of Spence's Positive
Powders. They acted like a charm, and they cost only two cents and a
half a piece. That
is the tiniest doctor's bill you ever paid.
We announce nothing new when we say that every
suffering world —(Mary E. Waldron, Allegan, Mich.)
thing in nature, from the least to the greatest, is either
They c ired my wife of Neuralgia, Deafness
positive oc negative. In other words there are in natu e
and Rilious Fever.—(Capt. A. B. Horton,
but two forces; and they do all the mighty things as
Patchogue,
Y.)
well as all the little things that are done. Tnese two
Yoar Positive and Negative Powders have been a
forces are easily recognized under the different popular great benefit
to
me and to my husband. They cured
and scientific names which have been given them. In
him of the worst kind of Inflammatory Rheumthe solar systems of the universe they are called atatism.—(Mrs. S. B. Stephens, tcoharie, N. Y)
and repulsion; in the earth they are
My wife, Helen A. t raia: has been suffering for the last
called north and isoutli polarity; in the ultimate
four years from a complication of diseases, namelychemical atoms of matter they a-e called electroNeuralgia and Painfull Affections of the
positive and electro-negative; and in animal
body. Sleeplessness,
Dyspepsia,
Liver
and vegetable life they are called male and female.
Complaint, etc. She used but three of the Positive
But wherever they dwell, and under whatever names
Powders when she got immediate relief, and is wonderknown, they are always the same, always dual always
fully improving by their continued use. They have
found, upon an ultimate analysis, to be nothing more
virtues exceeding language.-(J. II. Craig, PtescotL
than nature's two great forces, the positive and the
Wis.)
negative, modified by the peculiarities of the miterial
Three boxes of your Positive Powders cured me of
forms in which they are embodied. The positive and
Neuralgia, Rheumatism and Sick Headnegative forces are therefore the onlv powers of the
ache.—(Mrs. Catherine M. Hoskins, Baraboo,
universe of systems, suns, worlds, atoms, life, mind.
Wis )
The positive and negative forces move and guide, make
My wife having used a box * f 3 our Pos;tive Powders,
and destroy, build up and tear down, lock and unlock
was relieved immediately of many Aches and
everything in nature-they are, as it were, nature's
Pains
of long standing.—(D. B. Gardner, MUlville,
rlgnt and left hand, doing everything that is
N. J.)
done, and without which not hing c*n be done.
The
Positive
Powders have cured the Headache
Our bodies, and tha organs of our bodies, are pervaded ana ToothacheIn
9- veral cases, and my own case of
and actuated by the same two forces, the positive and i Nervous
or General Debility. I was very weak
the negative, in disease as well as in health; the only
and ^miserable. I have gained from the first day. and am
difference between h'-alth and disease being, that in disto fiel almost as well as ever I cid.—(J. B.
ease t e natural balance, or equilibrium of
weakikges, Fairmomt, Minn.)
those two forces, is temporarily or permanently destroyWhile
on
a visit to my sifter in Dover, the told me that
ed. The quickest, surest and safest way, therefore, to
there had been almost a miracle wrought with her in a
restore lost health is to restore tlie balance or
terrible
case
of Neuralgia with the Positive Powders.
equilibrium of the positive and negative forces; She induced me
to try t.em myself. I did so. with
and the quickest, surest and safest way to do this, is to wonderful
saccess.-(M.
Huxtly, North Richmmd
introduce into the diseased body, or organ, the very N. H.
itself,
force
whether positive or negative, which wili
bring about the required equilibrium This can not be
done effectually by a machine or battery; because, as is
well known machine electricity, or magnetism, travels
upon the surface, and can not oe made to penetrate to
the diseased part unless the current is made so strong as
to kill the parts through which it passes. What is needed, therefore, is something that will carry the positive
and negative forces into the interior of the body, and the
itterior of the varions organs of the boiy The POSITIVE ANDNEttATIVEPOWDERS do
this; and hence their wonderful success in curing diseases
of all kinds. These Powders are magnetically polarized,
and act as vehicles or carriers of the positive and
neguive forces Into the blood, and through the blood to
the lungs, the heart, the brain, the liver, the kidneys, the
st the intestines, the muscles, the womb, and
orgaii, fibre and atom of theent re body. Nothing,
'
can escaP€ their penetrating and pervading
v-r.:°r®k
They search the system to the very marrow of
}
the bones.
Truth is always simple Simplicity is one of the
evidences of truth. Now, nothing can be more simple
and natural than the above explanation of the nature of
disease and its remtdy It is briefly as follows: Every
disease is an unbalanced magnetic state of the diseased
organ, throwing it into a positive or a negative condition.
The remedy must be something wbich will convey to the
diseased organ a sufficiency of the positive or of the
negative force to restore the orsran to its original mag
"The wonderful working of the Positive
netic equilibrium. This is done by the administration
of the POSITIVE or of the NEGATIVE
Vowders no tongue can tellf nor pen describe•
POWDERS, according as the diseased organ is in a
I can now lie down at night and sleep the
positive or a negative condition.
sweet sleep of my childhood—(Mrs. Eiizabeth
One of the consequences of the great simplicity of this
explanation and classification o" diseases and their
Hannah. Manti. Utah, now at Los Angeles, Cal.)
remedy, is the fact that a child twelve years old can
If you want a good, so~nd, sweet and refreshing sleep,
treat itself if sick, by simply following the plain R les
take one or two of SPENCE'S POSITIVE
which accompmy each box of the POSITIVE AND
POWDERS. For this purpose they surpass every
NEGATIVE POWDERS; and it will be found
upon examination t=at those Rules a^e as simple and as other discovery and invention of man. The POS
ITIVE POWDERS induce a deep, quiet, healthy,
easily understood as any physician's directions for taking a dose of caster oil or auinine.
natural sleep, from which you awake feeling refreshed
invigorated an i exhilarated Ou this point we refer to
•
the above letter, and also o W. Reed, Keeve N H. IEtbridge, Battle Creek. Mick., Mus. S. E g'kissok'
Smithville, W. C., and others. '
The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
Rheumatism, Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery
Vomiting. Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Female Weaknessesand Derangements; Fits, Cramp«
St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms: all high grades of Fever!
Small Pox, Measles. Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Intlam
mations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis. Coughs,
Colds. Scrofula, Nervousness, Asthma, Sleeplessness, etc.
The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whether of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness,
Deafness,loss of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all

fettirg

3£r. Jones at midMr. Jones in the
night, with a dreadfulI morning,
after havattack of Neuralgia.• ing taken the Positive
He sends for a Boxe Powders. They put a
of Positive Powders. veto on his Neuralgia.
It is our intention to publish, In this and future advertisements, certificates and evidences of the cure bv
th« POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWRS of all classes and varieties of diseases. We begDE
n with the following certificates of en res in that laage
class of diseases which are attend d with severe

pain,

such

as

Headache, N^uralaria,

Rheumatism. Aches and Pains of all kinds.
I have been troubled with the Neuralgia for the last 15
years, and at times have been laid up with it fors
x
weeks at a time. I have u:ed your Positive Powders for
Neuralgia »nd Sick Headache. They relieved
me almost immediately.— (Libbib G. Babrett, White
Hills, Conn.)
I have been suffering nearly 40 years with
Headache, a'd often reeortel to
Chloroform to get temporary relief; but the paroxysms
would return as soon as the effect of the Chloroform
wore off But after using your Posiive Powders, lean
say with others that they cme like an angel of mercy in
the night time —(Mrs. M. A. Earlby, HuntsviUe
Ala)
I had a severe attack of Neu ral^fa last week, and
I stopped it in 10 minutes with your
Positive Powders.—
(Jacob S Rittbr, River Styx, Ohio.)
When I commenced taking your Powders, I had

spinal Compl«int of nearly

30 years

standing;

alno Diabetes, Sciatica, Rheumatismand

Erysipelas. 1 am now well of alL Oh, I do think
th'in the most wonderful medicine ever given to fchis

Low Fevers

snch

as the Typhoid

and

the

Typhus

Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.

S^AGENTS jg
MAILEDPOST-PAIDAT THESE PRICES.

1 Box, 44 Pos. Powders, $ l.OO
''

1
1

"

44 Neg.
'•
24 " Sc 22 Pos

6 Boxes,

1.00
1.00

s.oo

Send money at my risk and expense, by Post-

office money Order,
Registered Letter
Draft on New Yoik, or by Express, deducting
from the amount to be sent, 5 cents for each Money
Order, or 15 cents for a Draft, or for Expressage, or for
Registration of a letter. In getting a Post-Office
Money Order, tell your Postmaster to make it
payable at Station D., N. Vork City.
All Letters and Remittances by Mail, and all Express Packages should be directed as follows;

PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.D.,
37} St. Marks Place,
New York City.
For sale, also by S. S. Jones, Cob. Adams Street
and Fifth Ave., Chicago.
y14H3
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